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About This Book 

This book contains a bibliography of and master index to information products 
for the following network program products: 

• Advanced Communications Function for Network Control Program (NCP) 

• Advanced Communications Function for System Support Programs (SSP) 

• Advanced Communications Function for VTAM 

NetView. 

Who Should Use This Book 

This book is for anyone who uses the VTAM, NCP, SSP, and NetView libraries. 

How to Use This Book 

This book is organized as follows: 

Chapter 1. "Bibliography". This chapter contains a description of the 
organization of the libraries and a bibliography of the manuals in the 
network program products' libraries, with abstracts and figures. 

Chapter 2. "Master Index". This chapter contains the master index for the 
network program products. 

The index entries in Chapter 2 are arranged in this order: special characters, 
alphabetical entries, and numerical entries. The information products included 
in this index are listed at the beginning of the chapter and on a foldout at the 
back of the book. By extending the foldout, you can determine which manuals 
or information products discuss a topic and their form numbers. 
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The master index lists topics included in the VTAM, NCP, SSP, and NetView 
libraries. Topics in the master index are listed in the same manner as in the 
individual manuals. Refer to the separate manuals' indexes or tables of contents 
to determine where a particular topic is discussed. For example, let's say you 
looked under "V" for "VTAM application programs." You would see something 
like this: 

VTAM 
applications programs 
converting NPP-GI 
writing VTAM-PG, NPP-PL 

Following the entry is a list of one or more codes that represent the publications 
that discuss that topic. Each code corresponds to a specific manual, as listed on 
the foldout page at the back of the book and at the beginning of Chapter 2. 

For our sample topic, the abbreviated title and books are: 

• NPP-GI Network Program Products General Information, GC30-33S0 

• VTAM-PG ITAM Programming, SC23-0llS 

• NPP-PL Network Program Products Planning, SC30-33Sl. 

You can find the topic in all of these manuals. 

Where to Find More Information 

Following are the titles and form numbers of books containing information 
related to the network program products. Some of these books are listed as 
prerequisite or related reading in one or more of the books in the network 
program products'libraries. 

Note: The titles and form numbers of the books listed were correct at the time 
this book was published. Before ordering any book listed, you should verify the 
accuracy of the title and form number with your IBM representative or the IBM 
System/370. 30xx. and 4300 Processors Bibliography. GC20-OO01. 

Systems Network Architecture (SNA) Publications 

Systems Network: Architecture Concepts and Products, GC30-3072 

Systems Network Architecture Technical Overview, GC30-3073 

Systems Network Architecture Reference Summary, GA27-3136 

Systems Network Architecture Logical Unit Types, GC20-1868 

Systems Network Architecture Format and Protocol Reference Manual: Architectural 
Logic, SC30-3ll2. 
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Non-SNA Support Publications 

Network Terminal Option General Infonnation, GC38-0297 

Network Terminal Option Installation, Migration, and Resource Definition, SC30-3347 

Network Terminal Option Diagnosis, LY30-3194 

Network Routing Facility General Infonnation, GC27-0594 

Network Routing Facility Planning, SC27-0593 

Network Routing Facility Installation, Resource Definition, and Customization, 
SC30-3407 

Network Routing Facility Diagnosis. L Y30-5597 

General Infonnation: X.21 Interface reatures, GA27-3287 

IBM X25 NCP Packet Switching Interface: General Infonnation, GC30-3189. 

TSO and TSO/VTAM Publications (MVS Only) 

OS/VS2 System Programming Library: TSO, GC28-0629 

OS/VS2 TSO Terminal User's Guide, GC28-0645 

OS/ VS2 TSO Guide to Writing a Terminal Monitor Program or a Command 
Processor, GC28-0648 

MVS/ Extended Architecture TSO Guide to Writing a Terminal Monitor Program or a 
Command Processor, GD23-0261 (Supplement to OS/VS2 TSO Guide: to Writing 
a Terminal Monitor Program or a Command Processor, GC28-0648) 

MVS/Extended Architecture TSO Extensions TSO Guide to Writing a Terminal 
Monitor Program or a Command Processor, SC28-1136 

MVS/Extended Architecture System Programming Library: TSO, GC28-!173 

MVS/Extended Architecture TSO Terminal Users Guide. GC28-1274. 

Publications on Other Access Methods 

Advanced Communications Function for TCAM General Infonnation: Introduction, 
GC30-3057 

Advanced Communications Function for VTAM Entry General Infonnation: 
Introduction, GC27-0438 

Basic Telecommunications Access Method - Extended Support (BTAM-ES) General 
Infonnation, GC38-0292. 
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MVS/E~tended Architecture Publications 

IBM System/370 Principles of Operation, GA22-7000 

MVS/Extended Architecture Overview, GC28-1146 

MVS/Extended Architecture: System Generation Reference, GC26-4009 

MVS/Extended Architecture System Programming Library: Initialization and Tuning, 
GC28-1149 

MVS/ Extended Architecture System Programming Library: Service Aids, GC28-1159 

MVS/Extended Architecture Access Method Services Reference, GC26-4019 

MVS/Extended Architecture Utilities, GC26-4018 

MVS/ExtendedArchitecture: System Management Facilities (SMF), GC28-1153. 

MVS/370 Publications 

VSE Publications 

IBM System/3 70 Principles of Operation, GA22-7000 

OS/VS2 System Programming Library: System Generation Reference, GC26-3792 

OS/VS2 System Programming Library: Initialization and Tuning Guide (MVS/SP). 
GC28-1029 

OS/VS2 System Programming Library: Service Aids, GC28-0674 

OS/VS2 Access Method Services, GC26-3841 

OS/VS2 MVS Utilities, GC26-3902 

OS/VS2 System Programming Library: System Management Facilities (SMF), 
GC28-1153. 

Introduction to the VSE System, GC33-6108 

VSE/Advanced Functions System Management Guide, SC33-6094 

VSE/Advanced Functions System Control Statements, SC33-6095 

VSE/Advanced Functions System Generation, SC33-6096 

VSE/Advanced Functions Operating Procedures, SC33-6097 
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VM Publications 
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Chapter 1. Bibliography 

This chapter provides an overview of the network program products'libraries. It 
first describes the organization of the libraries and then presents abstracts of the 
manuals' contents. 

Organization of the Libraries 

The libraries for the network program products described in this book are "task 
oriented." That is, each book in a library provides the information you need to 
perform a specific task. The tasks are briefly described below. 

EWlluation 

This task involves deciding which program products meet the requirements of 
your business. 

Planning 

This task consists of planning to install and use the program products. You 
choose program product options and decide what procedures are to be followed 
to get them. 

Installing the Program Product 

This task consists of the following subtasks: 

• Define the program products to your operating system 
• Place the program products on the system library 
• Add program product facilities and options 
• Apply program temporary fixes (PTFs). 

Resource Definition 

This task involves defining characteristics of network resources to the program 
product. These resources can be: 

• Processor cycles 
• Real or virtual storage 
• Networks 
• Terminals 
• Input/ output paths 
• Data bases 
• Date files 
• Programs 
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• User profiles 
• Queues. 

Customhation 

This task involves enhancing, extending, or otherwise altering the product by 
using facilities offered by the product itself. These facilities include: 

• Tables that you can alter or replace entirely 
• Executable code that you can alter or replace entirely 
• Options that you can invoke when the program starts. 

W,iting Application Programs 

This task involves planning, designing, and coding application programs required 
for your business. 

Operation. 

This task consists of starting and stopping program products, monitoring and 
controlling your network, and reacting to critical events. System programmers 
use the books shown in Figure 1 on page 5, Figure 3 on page 11, and Figure 5 
on page 19 under "Operation" as background for creating documentation for 
VT AM operators. 

Diagnosing Problems 

This task consists of detecting, diagnosing, and correcting program product 
problems. It is performed by you and/or an IBM programming service 
representative. It includes: 

• Collecting and examining problem-related information 
Organizing significant details into a problem description 

• Resolving the immediate problem 
• Developing a permanent solution. 

In problem diagnosis, first read the diagnosis guide (steps to follow) to help you 
identify the problem. Then read the diagnosis reference (formats and dumps) to 
locate the module or phase of code at fault. To read dumps, use the data areas 
manual. 

Abstracts of Publications 

This section summarizes the contents of each information product in the 
network program products' libraries in the following order: general network 
program product information, VTAM, NCP-SSP, and NetView. 
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Network Program Products Publications 

The following publications cover network program products in 
general. 

Network Program Products General Information (GC30-3350) 

This manual provides an overview of a telecommunications network 
operating with VTAM, NCP, SSP, and NetView. It describes the major 
tasks involved in using these products, and contains information on 
hardware and software requirements and the use of the products. You can 
use this manual to determine which network program products you need. 

Network Program Products Planning (SC30-3351) 

This manual helps you plan a network containing VTAM, NCP, SSP, and 
NetView. It discusses planning, installation, customization, and resource 
definition for single-domain, multiple-domain, and interconnected networks. 
This manual complements General Information by providing detailed 
information about the planning tasks and definitions for the hardware and 
software interfaces listed in that book. After reading this manual, system 
planners can select the options that best suit the needs of their business. 

Network Program Products Samples: NetView (SC30-3352) 

This manual complements the Planning manual by providing tested samples. 
It contains tested samples of VTAM, NCP, and NetView definitions for VM 
and MVS. 

Network Program Products Bibliography and Master Index (GC30-3353) 

This book contains a list of manuals that might be useful to someone 
planning, installing, or using a network that contains VTAM, NCP, SSP, and 
NetView. It also contains a listing of topics discussed in the products' 
libraries. Each entry in the listing is followed by the titles of the manuals 
discussing that topic. 

Network Program Products Storage Estimates (GC30-3403) 

This book contains information for determining required storage for licensed 
programs: VTAM, NCP, SSP, and NetView. 
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VT AM Publications 

Figure 1 shows the manuals in the VTAM Version 3 Release 1.1 library, 
arranged according to their related tasks. The following paragraphs briefly 
describe each manual. 

Advanced Communications Function for VTAM Install arion and Resource Definition 
(SC23-0111) 

The objective of this manual is to enable a systems programmer to install and 
define a network to VTAM. The manual discusses: 

• Installing VT AM 
• Coding start options 
• Defining the network to VT AM 

Testing VT AM definitions. 

This manual has appendixes to enable systems programmers to quickly 
locate the detailed syntax of the macro instructions and definition 
statements used to define a network to VT AM, as well as VT AM start 
options. 

Advanced Communications Function for VTAM Customization (SC23-0112) 

The objective of this manual is to enable a systems programmer to customize 
VTAM and tune it for better performance. It discusses: 

• Modifying VTAM messages 
• Modifying VTAM USS commands 
• Installation exit routines and replaceable modules 
• Tuning VT AM. 

Advanced Communications Function for VTAM Programming (SC23-0115) 

This manual describes how to use VT AM macro instructions to send data to 
and receive data from (1) a terminal in either the same or a different 
domain, or (2) another application program in either the same or a different 
domain. Also included is a dictionary of VT AM macro instructions. This 
manual assumes that the reader is familiar with assembler language and the 
programming facilities of the operating system. 

Advanced Communications Function for VTAM Operation (SC23-0113) 

This is a reference manual for VTAM network operators. It is also a guide 
for system programmers who must supply operators with the detailed 
information that they need to run the VTAM network. 

This manual includes: 

• An introduction to operating VT AM 
• A description of VT AM commands 
• A description of how to use VTAM commands to perform network 

control functions. 
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Evaluation and Education 
Network Program Products 
General Information 
GC30-3350 

Planning 
Network Program Products 
Planning 
SC30-3351 

Network Program Products 
Bibliography and 
Master Index 
SC30-3353 

Network Program Products 
Storage Estimates 
SC30-3403 

Installation and Resource Definition 
.---------------~ 

VTAM 
Installation and 
Resource Definition 
SC23-0111 

Customization 

VTAM 
Customization 
SC23-0112 

Operation 

VTAM 
Operation 
SC23-0113 

Diagnosis 

VTAM 
Diagnosis Guide 
SC23-0116 

Writing Application Programs 

VTAM 
Programming 
SC23-0115 

(For Reference Summary) 

VTAM 
Reference Summary 
SC23-0135 

Network Program Products 
Samples: NetView 
SC30-3352 

VTAM 
Messages and Codes 
SC23-0114 

VTAM 
Diagnosis Reference 
LY30-5582 

VTAM 
Data Areas 
for MVS. LY30-5584 
for VM. L Y30-5583 

Note: Order numbers for some VTAM V3R1 books, which are still available, may differ. 

Figure 1. The VTAM Library 
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Advanced Communications Function for VTAM Messages and Codes (SC23-0114) 

This manual contain in alphanumeric order all messages and codes issued by 
VTAM. These messages include the following: 

• TSO/VTAM messages for network operators 
• TSO/VTAM messages for terminal users 
• VT AM messages for network operators 
• USS messages for terminal users 
• VSCS messages. 

This manual can be inserted into the operating system messages manual, if 
desired, or used as stand-alone manuals. 

Advanced Communications Function for VTAM Diagnosis Guide (SC23-0116) 

This publication is a guide for systems programmers to track down problems 
in VTAM. The books tells how to identify the source of a problem and how 
to collect information about the problem so that IBM field engineers can fix 
it. The information collected includes traces, dumps, and other 
documentation needed to call the IBM support center. 

Advanced Communications Function for VTAM Diagnosis Reference (L Y30-5582) 

This manual contains reference information to use with the VTAM Diagnosis 
Guide. It contains an overview of the logic of VT AM, an overview of the 
control blocks of VT AM, and an overview of the components of VT AM. 
Appendixes include network flows, channel programs, and path information 
unit (PIU) reason codes. 

Advanced Communications Function for VTAM Data Areas for MVS (L Y30-5584) 
Advanced Communications Function for VTAM Data Areas for VM (L Y30-5583) 

These manuals describe all of the data areas used by VT AM and can be used 
to read a VTAM dump. They are intended for IBM programming service 
representatives and customer personnel who are diagnosing problems with 
VTAM. 

The map of each VTAM data area is divided into these four parts: 

1. A reference list giving a function description of the data area, its 
boundary alignment, its length in bytes, a list of control blocks 
containing pointers to the data area, control blocks embedded within the 
data area, and where in storage the data area is found. 

2. A diagram of the data area, showing the offsets, type, length, name, and 
description of each field in the data area. 

3. A cross-reference list of all fields in the data area. 

4. A list of constant fields in the data area, if any. The constants are listed 
by field name, value, and meaning. 

Advanced Communications Function for VTAM Reference Summary (SC23-0135) 
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This publication is designed as a quick reference manual for system 
programmers and network programmers responsible for any or all of the 
following: 

Installing and customizing VT AM 

• Providing operators with a summary of the information needed to 
operate VTAM 

Writing programs that use VTAM macro instructions. 

This publication contains selected reference information that includes 
VT AM and VSCS commands, VT AM definition statements, VT AM start 
options, VTAM macro instructions, VTAM and VSCS trace formats, and 
selected SNA reference data. 

Evolution of the VT AM Library 

This section illustrates the relationship of each manual in the VT AM library to 
its predecessor manuals in earlier libraries. It is intended primarily to help users 
migrating from earlier releases by identifying the specific manual that contains 
information included in books from earlier libraries. 

For information in the VTAM library prior to VTAM Version 1 Release 2, refer 
to Network Program Products General Information (GC27-0657). 

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the VTAM library before the current release. 
The arrows between the manuals for each library represent the evolution of the 
manuals, that is, the movement of information from a manual in one library to a 
manual in another library. Related information from more than one manual is 
often combined into a single manual for the convenience of the user. There are 
times, however, when information on a particular function or product is more 
readily usable if it is spread out among several manuals. 
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VTAM VTAM VTAM VTAM 
Version 7 Release 2 Version 7 Release 3 Version 2 Release 7&2 Version 2 Release 7 

VTAM VTAM VTAM 
Program Program - r--- Genaral 
Summary Summary Information (V2Rl) 
GC27-0457 GC27-0457 GC27-0608 

VTAM VTAM Network Program Network Program 
Genaral General Products Products _. 

~ General Information Information General Information 
GC27·0462 Introduction Information GC23·0108 

GC27·0462 SC27·0657 

VTAM VTAM Network Program Network Program 
General General r-- Products Products 
Information: Information: ~ Bibliography and Bibliography 
Concepts Concepts I-- Master Index and Master Index 
GT27-0463 GT27-0463 GX27·0216 GC23·0134 

Network Program Network Program 

r-I 
Products Products 
Planning ~ Planning 

VTAM SC27·0658 SC23·0110 Preinstallation 
Planning 
SC38-0465 VSE t---SC38-0469 OS/VS VTAM VTAM VTAM 

Planning and Installation and Installation and r--- Installation Rasource Resource 
Reference 1 Definition Definition 
SC27·0584 SC27-0610 SC23-0111 

VTAM VTAM VTAM 
Installation Customization Customization 
SC27·0464 VSE I--- I--t SC27·0613 p SC23·0112 
SC27·0468 OS/VS 

Network Program Network Program 

4 Products Samples: 
r' 

Products 
Interconnected Sample: Extended 
Networks Networks 
SC27·0659 SC23·0159 

VTAM VTAM VTAM VTAM 
Programming . Programming Programming Programming 
ST27·0449 SC27·0449 SC27·0611 SC23·0115 

VTAM VTAM VTAM VTAM Reference Reference Reference Reference Summery Summary Summary Summary SX27·0033 VSE 
STOO·0655 OS/VS SX27·0008 SX27-0027 SX23-0135 

VTAM VTAM VTAM VTAM 
Operation Operation Operation Operation 
S127-0466 

. 
SC27-0466 - SC27·0612 SC23-0113 

Figure 2 (Part 1 of 2). Evolution of the VT AM Library 
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VTAM VTAM VTAM VTAM 
Version 1 Rele8se 2 Version 1 Rele8se 3 Version 2 Rele8se 1&2 Version 3 Rele8se 1 

VTAM 
Execution 
Sequences 
LY38-3028 VSE 
LY38-3031 OS/VSl 
LY38-3035 MVS 

VTAM VTAM VTAM VTAM 
Messages Messages Messages Messages 
and Codes and Codes and Codes . and Codes 
SC38-0467 VSE SC27-0470 SC27-0614 (MVS only) SC23-0114 (MVS&VSE) 
ST27-0470 OS/VS SC30-3275 (VM only) 

VTAM VTAM VTAM VTAM 
Diagnostic Diagnosis Diagnosis Guide Diagnosis 
Techniques Guide SC27-0615 (OS/VS) Guide 
ST38-3020 VSE SY38-3029 OS/VS SC27-0630 (VSE) SC23-0116 
ST38-3029 OS/VS SY38-3020 VSE 

VTAM VTAM VTAM Data Areas VT AM Data Areas 
Data Areas Data Areas L Y38-3054 (OS/VSl LY30-5581 (MVS only) 
L T78-3026 VSE L Y38-3030 OS/VS and MVS: V2Rl} LY30-5579 (VSE only) 
L T78-3030 OS/VS 

. 
LY38-3026 VSE LY38-3054(MVS: V2R2} LY30-5580 (VM only) 

LY38-3059(VSE: V2R1} 

VTAM 
Logic: 
Overview 
LY38-3021 

VTAM 
Control Block 
Overview 
LY27-0004 VSE I--
LY27-0009 OS/VSl 
L Y27 -0013 MVS 

VTAM VTAM VTAM VTAM 
Logic: Diagnosis Diagnosis Reference Diagnosis 
Base System , 1 

Reference SC27-0621 Reference 
LT78-3022 . L V38-3027 OS/VS (MVS: V2R2) SC23-0017 
LY38-3024 VSE LY38-3022 VSE 

-. 
LY38-3053 

LT78-3027 (OS/VS: V2R1) 
LY38-30320S/VS LY38-3058 (VSE) 

VTAM VTAM VTAM 
Logic: Logic: Logic: 
Multisystem Multisystem LY27-8034 
Networking Facility . Networking Facility -.. 
LT38-3023 LV38-3023 

VTAM VTAM VTAM Logic 
Logic: Logic: Encrypt/Decrypt 
Encrypt/Decrypt Encrypt Decrypt Feature 
Feature Feature LY38-3055 
LT78-3025 LY38-3025 

Figure 1 (Part 1 of 2). Evolution of the VT AM Library 
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NCP and SSP Publications 

Figure 3 shows the manuals in the NCP Versions 3 and 4 library and the SSP 
Version 3 library, arranged according to their related tasks. The following 
paragraphs briefly describe each manual. 

Advanced Communications Function for Network Omtrol Program Version 4, Advanced 
Communications Function for System Support Programs Version 3: Generation and 
Loading Guide (SC30-3348) 

This manual contains information to help users produce an operating NCP 
Version 3 or Version 4 using SSP Version 3. The manual covers the 
following major areas for the IBM 3705, 3725, or 3720 Communication 
Controller: 

Generating the program 
• Loading the program. 

Advanced Communications Function for Network Control Program Version 4, Advanced 
Communication Function for System Support Programs Version 3: Migration 
(SC30-3252). 

This manual contains information to help the user migrate from a previous 
release of NCP to NCP Version 3 or Version 4. The primary purpose of this 
manual is to help users determine which definition statements and operands 
they need to change or add to their current NCP generation definition. 

Advanced Communications Function for Network Control Program Version 4, Advanced 
Communications Function for System Support Programs Version 3: Resource 
Definition Guide (SC30-3349) 

The primary purpose of this manual is to help programmers determine which 
definition statements and operands they need to code to define their 
particular NCP. 

Advanced Communications Function for Network Control Program Version 4, and 
Advanced Communications Function for System Support Programs Version 3: 
Resource Definition Reference (SC30-3254) 

This manual contains detailed descriptions of the definition statements used 
to define the NCP Version 3 or Version 4 using SSP Version 3. This manual 
is for system analysts and system programmers and helps them prepare an 
NCP to be used in communicating with a host processor in which one or 
more of the following access methods are being executed: TCAM or 
VTAM. 

Also, this manual provides information on the partitioned emulation 
programming extension to NCP, which permits the communication 
controller to emulate the operation of an IBM 2701 or 2703 Transmission 
Control Unit for specified communication lines. Stations on these lines 
communicate in emulation mode with application programs in the host 
processor through BTAM, QTAM, TCAM, or equivalent access methods 
that can be used with the transmission control units mentioned. 
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Evaluation and Education 
Network Program Products 
General Information 
GC30·3350 

Planning 

Network Program Products 
Planning 
SC30·3351 

Network Program Products 
Bibliography and Master Index 
SC30-3353 

Network Program Products 
Storage Estimates 
SC30-3403 

Installation and Resource Definition 
NCP and SSP 
Generation and 
Loading Guide 
SC30-3348 

NCP and SSP 
Migration 
SC30-3252 

Customization 

NCP 
Customization 
LY30-5571 

Operations 

SSP User's Guide 
for CCP 
SC30-3261 

Diagnosis 

NCP and SSP 
Diagnosis Guide 
LY30-5591 

NCP and EP 
Reference Summary 
and Data Areas 
LY30-5570 

Figure 3. The NCP and SSP Library 

NCP and SSP 
Resource Definition Guide 
SC30-3349 

Network Program Products 
Samples: NetView 
SC30-3352 

NCP 
Reference 
LY30-5569 

NCP and SSP 
Messages and Codes 
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SC30-3338 
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Diagnosis Reference 
LY30-5564 

SSP 
Installation and 
Diagnosis for CCP 
SC30-3262 
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Advanced Communications Function for Network Control Program, Version 4; 
Emulation Program for the 3725: Reference Summary and Data Areas (LY30-5570) 

This manual contains reference information about NCP Version 4 for the 
IBM 3725 Communication Controller. The manual is intended for system 
programmers and IBM program support representatives. Its primary 
purpose is to provide quick access to often-used diagnostic and debug 
information. If more comprehensive information is needed about NCP, refer 
to one of the other manuals for the program. 

Advanced Communications Function for Network Control Program, Version 4: 
Customization for the IBM 3725 (L Y30-5571) 

This manual provides information for users who want to modify an NCP 
Version 4 for the IBM 3725 Communication Controller. It is intended for 
programmers who are familiar with the operation of the NCP. 

The manual enables the programmer to customize the NCP by adding line 
control for stations that are not supported by the NCP, and by adding 
programmed System Network Architecture (SNA) resources. The following 
information is presented in the manual: 

• The facilities provided for customizing an NCP 
How to add routines to the NCP to provide character service, timer 
interruption handling, and XIO service 
How to add programmed SNA links and programmed network 
addressable units to the NCP 
The resources and NCP definition statements provided for customizing 
the NCP 

• Coding and system generation examples. 

Advanced Communications Function for Network Control Program, Version 4; 
Advanced Communications Function for System Support Programs, Version 3: 
Messages and Codes (SC30-3169) 

This is a manual of messages issued by SSP Version 3. They are associated 
with the NCP Version 4. The programs for which messages are issued are: 

The Advanced Communication Function/Trace Analysis Program 
(ACF/TAP) 
The independent loader utility provided under MVS and VSE 

• The NCP/EP Definition Facility (messages provided during the 
generation process). 

• The dynamic dump utility provided (for emulation mode only) under 
MVSand VSE 
The configuration report program provided under MVS and VSE. 

This manual also includes messages issued by the communication controller 
assembler program during NCP generation. 
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Emulation Program for IBM Communication Controllers Installation. Resource 
Definition, and Diagnosis (SC30-3338) 

This manual tells how to install, define resources for, and diagnose problems 
in the Emulation Program (EP) for IBM Communication Controllers. It is 
intended for programmers, engineers, and network operators responsible for 
defining resources, generating, loading, or diagnosing problems with EP. 

Advanced Communications Function for Network Control Program, Version 4,' 
Advanced Communications Functions for System Support Programs, Version 3: 
Diagnosis Guide (L Y30-5591) 

This manual contains information to help user diagnosticians and program 
support representatives isolate and define problems in NCP Version 3 or 4 
using SSP Version 3 for the IBM 3705 or 3725 Communication Controller. 
The primary purpose of the manual is to help the user interact with the IBM 
Support Center to resolve a user's problem. Procedures in these manuals 
describe how to: 

Determine whether the problem is with NCP 
• Use relevant information to describe the problem 

Gather appropriate documentation about the problem 
• Report the problem to the IBM Support Center. 

Advanced Communications Function for Network Control Program, Version 4: 
Reference for the IBM 3725 (LY30-5569) 

This manual describes the internal operations of NCP Version 4 Cor the IBM 
3725 Communication Controller. The manual supplements the program 
listings of the NCP. 

This manual is Cor the IBM program support representatives and system 
engineers who provide program maintenance and need inCormation on the 
internal organization and operation oC NCP. 

Advanced Communications Function for System Support Programs Version 3: 
Diagnosis Reference (LY30-5564) 

This manual is to be used by IBM program support representatives 
responsible Cor maintaining SSP Version 3 Cor the IBM 3705 or 3725 
Communication Controller. The SSP includes an independent loader utility, 
dump utilities, a trace analysis program, generation facilities, and a 
configuration report program Cor the NCP operating in an IBM 
Communication Controller. The utilities and report program in the SSP can 
be used with OS/VS. 

This manual describes the organization oC the utilities and report program in 
the SSP and includes flow-oC-control diagrams, module descriptions, and 
error-message-to-module cross-reference information. Also included is 
general information about the NCP generation process. 
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Advanced Communications Function for the System Support Programs User's Guide for 
the Configuration Control Program Facility (SC30-3261) 

This manual tells you how to use the configuration control program (CCP) 
facility. It describes what CCP is, how it works, what its conventions are 
(commands, menus, panels, and lists), how to perform tasks using CCP, and 
what to do with the output that is generated. 

Advanced Communications Function for the System Support Programs Installation and 
Diagnosis for the Configuration Control Program Facility (SC30-3262) 

This manual tells the diagnostician how to identify a problem, classify the 
type of problem, collect information about the problem, and report the 
problem to the IBM Support Center. It also tells you how to install and 
customize CCP. 
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Evolution of the NCP and SSP Library 

This section illustrates the relationship of each manual in the NCP and SSP 
library to its predecessor manuals in earlier libraries. It is intended primarily to 
help users migrating from earlier releases by identifying the specific manual that 
contains information included in books from earlier libraries. 

For information in the NCP and SSP libraries prior to NCP Release 5, refer to 
Network Program Products General Information (GC27-0657). 

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the NCP library before the current release. The 
arrows between the manuals for each library represent the evolution of the 
manuals, that is, the movement of information from a manual in one library to a 
manual in another library. Related information from more than one manual is 
often combined into a single manual for the convenience of the user. There are 
times, however, when information on a particular function or product is more 
readily usable if it is spread out among several manuals. 
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NCP Release 5 
NCP 
Version 1 Release 1 

NCP 
Version 1 Release 2 

NCP 
Version 1 Release 2.1 

NCP General NCP/SSP NCP/SSP 
Information 

~ 
General Information ---. General Information r-+ 

GC30-3058 GC30-3058 GC30-3058 

NCP Generation NCP Generation 
and Utilities and Utilities 

GC30-300B SC30-3116 

NCP Storage NCP Storage NCP/SSP NCP/SSP 

r-+ and Performance and Performance 4 Installation ~ Installation 

GC30-3008 SC30-3114 SC30-3142 SC30-3142 

NCP Structural NCP Structural NCP NCP 
Overview SIS and . Overview SIS and Customization r-----. Customization 

f----+ 8SC p SSC 
SC30-3113 SC30·3113 ZC30-3146 ZC30-3146 

TAP User's NCP/SSP NCP/SSP 
Guide 

~ Utilities 
~ 

Utilities f---+ 
SC30-3115 SC30-3142 SC30-3142 

NCP/SSP NCP/SSP 
Messages r-- Messages 1---+ 
SC30-3145 SC30-3145 

NCP Program NCP Program NCP Program NCP Program 
Logic Manual Logic Manual 

--to 
Logic Manual r--+ Logic Manual 

-+ 
SY30-3013 LY30-3030 LY30-3041 LY30-3041 

3704/3705 NCP NCP Program NCP Program 
Program Reference Handbook and EP/3 r---- Reference Summary 

~ 
Reference Summary 

f-+ Handbook 
GY30-3012 SY30-3029 LY30-3043 LY30-3043 

Figure 4 (Part 1 of 2). Evolution of the NCP and SSP Library 
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NCP 
Version 1 Release 3 

NCP/SSP 
General Information 

GC30-3058 

NCP/SSP 
Installation 

SC30-3l54 

NCP 
Customization 

ZC30-3146 

NCP/SSP 
Utilities 

SC30·3158 

NCP/SSP 
Messages 

~ 

SC30·3145 

NCP/SSP 
Diagnosis Guide 

SC30·3156 

SSP 
Diagnosis Reference 

LY30-3059 

NCP Program 
Logic Manual 

LY30·3057 

NCP Program 
Reference Summary 

LY30-3058 

NCP 
Version 2 
NCP/SSP 
General Information 
GC30-3058 (3705) 
GC30-3071 (3725) 

NCP/SSP 
Installation and 
Resource Definition 
SC30·3167 (3705) 
SC30-3l78 (3725) 

NCP 
Customization 

SC30·3170 (3705) 
SC30·3172 (3725) 

NCP/SSP 
Utilities 

SC30-3l69 

NCP/SSP 
Messages and Codas 

SC30-3l69 

NCP/SSP 
Diagnosis Guide 
SC30-3l7l (3705) 
SC30-3l8l (3725) 

SSP 
Diagnosis Reference 

LY30·3060 

NCP NCP 
Logic Diagnosis 

Reference 
LY30·3061 LY30-307l 
(3705) (3725) 

NCP Reference 
Summary and 
Data Areas 
LY30·3062 (3705) 
LY30·3070 (3725) 

f--. 

-. 

f--' 

4 

r---

--+ 

--+ 

--to 

~ 

r---

NCP 
Version 3 

Network Program 
Products General 
Information 
GC27-0657 

Network Program 
Products Planning 

SC27-0658 

NCP Installation 
and Resource Definition 
Guide 
SC30·3224 (3705) 
SC30·3226 (3725) 

NCP Resource 
Definition Reference 

SC30·3199 (3705) 
SC30-3227 (3725) 

NCP 
Customization 

LY30-5556 (3705) 
LY30-5559 (3725) 

NCP/SSP 
Massages and Codes 

SC30·3169 

NCP/SSP 
Diagnosis Guide 

SC30·3225 

SSP 
Diagnosis Reference 

LY30-3060 

NCP 
Diagnosis Reference 

LY30·5554 (3705) 
L Y30·5557 (3725) 

NCP Reference 
Summary and 
Data Areas 
LY30·5555 (3705) 
LY30·5558 (3725) 

Figure 4 (Part 2 of 2). Evolution of the NCP and SSP Library 

NCP 
Version 4 Release 1 

Network Program 

r----. Products General 
Information 
GC23·0108 

Network Program 

r---. Products Planning 

SC23·0110 

NCP/SSP Installation 

~ 
and Resource Definition 
Guide 
SC30·3253 

NCP/SSP Resource 

r--+ Definition Reference 

SC30·3254 

NCP 
Customization 

~ LY30-557l 

NCP/SSP 

--+ Messages and Codes 

SC30·3169 

NCP/SSP -- Diagnosis Guide 

SC30-3250 

SSP 

r-+ Diagnosis Reference 

LY30·5564 

NCP 

~ 
Diagnosis Reference 

LY30·5569 

NCP/EP Reference -- Summary and 
Data Areas 
LY30·5570 (3725) 
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The NetView Library 

Figure 5 shows the information products in the NetView library, arranged 
according to their related tasks. The following paragraphs briefly describe each 
publication and other material. 

NetView Installation and Administration Guide (SC30-3360) 

This book is accompanied by the distribution tape to assist the customer in 
installing NetView and preparing it to be operational in the installation 
environment. The customer can use the NetView Resource Definition 
Reference along with this guide to gain a more specific explanation of 
definition statements and their effect upon the installation. 

Net View Administration Reference (SC30-3361) 

This manual is to be used with the NetView Installation and Administration 
Guide to gain a more specific explanation of definition statements and their 
effect upon the installation. 

NetYiew Command Lists (SC30-3423) 

This manual provides network system programmers with the tools they need 
to write command lists (CLISTs) to enhance network operator tasks and 
automate responses to messages for their own installations. It explains the 
differences between NCCF CLISTs and NetView CLISTs. It provides 
step-by-step instructions for writing simple CLISTs, for writing advanced 
CLISTs, and for migrating from NCCF message automation to NetView 
message automation. 

NetView Operation Primer (SC30-3363) 

This manual provides network operators with a fundamental understanding 
of the network management task. Topics include information on how to 
start and stop a network, control resources, monitor a network, and gather 
data necessary to report a problem. 

NetYiew Operation (SC30-3364) 

This manual provides system programmers and experienced network 
operators with a more comprehensive explanation of the various components 
of NetView that can be used for network management. Topics include 
detailed command explanation and panel flows, as well as information on 
how the various components interact with each other. 

NetYiew Messages (SC30-3365) 

This manual provides system programmers and network operators with the 
information required to interpret the error messages issued by NetView. 
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Evaluation and Education 
Network Program Products 
General Information 
GC30-3350 

Planning 
Network Program Products 
Planning 
SC30-3351 

Network Program Products 
Bibliography and Master Index 
SC30-3353 

Network Program Products 
Storage Estimates 
SC30-3403 

Installation and Administration r----------------. 
NetView 
Installation and Administration 
Guide 
SC30-3360 

Customization 
NetView 
Customization 
LY30-5586 

Operation 

NetView 
Operation Primer 
SC30-3363 

NetView Hardware 
Problem Determination 
Reference 
SC30-3366 

Diagnosis 
NetView 
Diagnosis 
LY30-5587 

Figure S. The NetView Library 

Network Program Products 
Samples: NetView 
SC30-3352 

NetView 
Command Lists 
SC30-3423 

NetView 
Operation 
SC30-3364 

NetView Operation 
Scenarios 
SC30-3376 

Learning About NetView: 
Network Concepts 
SKT2-0292 
(PC Diskette) 

NetView 
Administration Reference 
SC30-3361 

NetView 
Messages 
SC30-3365 

NetView 
Command Summary 
SX27-3620 
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NetView Hardware Problem Determination Reference (SC30-3366) 

This manual helps system programmers and network operators classify, 
describe, and resolve problems utilizing the hardware monitor component of 
NetView. 

NetYiew Operation Scenarios (SC30-3376) 

This manual helps system programmers and network operators operate a 
network using NetView. 

Learning about NetYiew: Network Omcepts (SKT2-0292) 

This tutorial is a PC-based online, teaching tool that uses graphics, 
animation, and NetView screen simulations to introduce new NetView users 
to network management using NetView. The tutorial covers an introduction 
to network concepts, devices in an SNA network. and how to solve common 
network problems using NetView panels. It should be used to train network 
and help desk operators. 

NetYiew Command Summary (SX27-3620) 

This reference card provides network operators with quick method to find 
the format of a NetView command .... · 

NetYiew Customization (LY30-5586) 

This manual provides network system programmers with the tools they need 
to write command processors, exit routines, and subtasks, and change and 
add NetView help and tutorial panels to customize NetView for their own 
installations. 

NetYiew Diagnosis (L Y30-5587) 

This manual is for NetView users who need to isolate a NetView problem, 
classify it as a specific type, and then accurately describe the problem to an 
IBM support center so a solution can be found. 
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Chapter 2. Master Index 

This chapter contains the master index for the network program products' 
libraries. The following chart lists the manuals represented in this index by code. 
This same chart is found in a foldout at the back of the book for easy reference 
while using the master index. 
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Information Products Listed in Master Index 

Index Code Abbreviated Title Order no. 

EP-IRD Emulation Program Installation, Resource Definition, SC30-3338 
and Diagnosis 

NCP-CS NCP Customization LY30-5571 

NCP-RF NCP Reference LY30-5569 

NCP/SSP-DG NCP and SSP Diagnosis Guide SC30-3255 

NCP/SSP-GL NCP and SSP Generation and Loading SC30-3348 

NCP/SSP-MI NCP and SSP Migration SC30-3252 

NCP/SSP-RD NCP and SSP Resource Definition Reference SC30-3254 

NCP /SSP-RDG NCP and SSP Resource Definition Guide SC30-3349 

NPP-GI Network Program Products General Information GC30-3350 

NPP-PL Network Program Products Planning SC30-3351 

NPP-SAM Network Program Products Samples: NetView SC30-3352 

NV-AR NetView Administration Reference SC30-3361 

NV-CL NetView Command Lists SC30-3423 

NV-D NetView Diagnosis LY30-5587 

NV-HPD NetView Hardware Problem Determination SC30-3366 
Reference 

NV-IA NetView Installation and Administration Guide SC30-3360 

NV-O NetView Operation SC30-3364 

NV-OP NetView Operation Primer SC30-3363 

NV-SC NetView Scenerios SC30-3376 

SSP-CCPIN SSP Installation and Diagnosis for CCP SC30-3262 

SSP-CCPUG SSP User's Guide for CCP SC30-3261 

SSP-DR SSP Diagnosis Reference LY30-5564 

VTAM-CS VT AM Customization SC23-0112 

VTAM-DG VT AM Diagnosis Guide SC23-0116 

VTAM-DR VT AM Diagnosis Reference LY30-5582 

VTAM-IR VT AM Installation and Resource Definition SC23-0111 

VTAM-OP VTAM Operation SC23-0113 

VTAM-PG VT AM Programming SC23-0115 

Information Products Listed in Master Index 
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Index 

I Special Characters I 
&APPLID control variable NV-CL 
&BEGWRITE keyword NV-CL 
&COMPNAME control variable NV-CL 
&CONCAT built-in function NV-CL 
&CONTROL keyword NV-CL 
&DATE control variable NV-CL 
&EXIT keyword NV-CL 
&GOTO keyword NV-CL 
&HCOPY control variable NV-CL 
&IF keyword NV-CL 
&LENGTH built-in function NV-CL 
&LU control variable NV-CL 
&MSGCNTcontrol variable NV-CL 
&MSGID control variable NV-CL 
&MSGMOD control variable NV-CL 
&MSGORIGIN control variable NV-CL 
&MSGSTR control variable NV-CL 
&NCCFCNT control variable NV-CL 
&NCCFID built-in function NV-CL 
&NCCFSTAT bUilt-in function NV-CL 
&OPID control variable NV-CL 
&OPSYSTEM control variable NV-CL 
&PARMCNT control variable NV-CL 
&PARMSTR control variable NV-CL 
&PAUSE keyword NV-CL 
&RETCODE control variable NV -CL 
&SUBSTR built-in function NV -CL 
&T ASK control variable NV -CL 
&THEN keyword NV-CL 
&TIME control variable NV-CL 
.&WAIT keyword NV -CL 
&WRITE keyword NV -CL 
&ISTGLRL 

declared and set VT AM-PG 
&ISTGLxy 

list of macro global variables VTAM-PG 
*** NV-OP 
*ENDWAIT operand NV-CL 
-ERROR operand NV-CL 
-nn operand NV-CL 
% NCP-CS 
1 command 

description NV -0 
?'11 NV-OP 
=OTHER NV-AR 

A (alert) statement NV-AR 
A statements NV-IA 
AAREA operand VT AM-PG 
AAREALN operand VT AM-PG 
AAUAINTA NV-IA 
AAUCNMTD NPP-SAM 
AAUCNMTD member 

CNMAUTH statement NV-AR 
CNMTARG statement NV-AR 

AAUICPEX NV-IA 
AAUICPEX AUTHDOM operand NV-AR 
AAUICPEX operand NV-AR 
AAUINIT NV-IA 
AAUINLDM NV-AR 
AAUINLDM AUTHORIZ operand NV-AR 
AAUINLDM BUFTYPE operand NV -AR 
AAUINLDM KEEPDISC operand NV-AR 
AAUINLDM KEEPMEM operand NV-AR 
AAUINLDM KEEPPIU operand NV-AR 
AAUINLDM KEEPRTM operand NV-AR 
AAUINLDM KEEPSES operand NV -AR 
AAUINLDM LOG operand NV-AR 
AAUINLDM MAXEND operand NV-AR 
AAUINLDM MAXTRACE operand NV-AR 
AAUINLDM NETID operand NV-AR 
AAUINLDM parameter NV-IA 
AAUINLDM PERFMEM operand NV-AR 
AAUINLDM RTM operand NV -AR 
AAUINLDM SAW operand NV-AR 
AAUINLDM SESSTATS operand NV-AR 
AAUINLDM statement NV-IA 
AAUINLDM TRACESC operand NV-AR 
AAUKEEPI NPP-SAM, NV-IA 
AAUPRMLP NPP-SAM, NV-IA 
AAUPRMLP member 

INITMOD statement NV-AR 
AAURTMI NPP-SAM 
AAURTMI member 

KCLASS statement JIoiV-AR 
MAPSESS statement NV-AR 
PCLASS statement NV-AR 

AAUSRTEA NV-IA 
AAUTCNMI NPP-SAM 
AAUTSKLP NPP-SAM 
AAUVSPL NV-IA 
AAUVSSL NV-IA 
abandon answer mode NCP-RF 
abandon call and retry (ACR) NCP /SSP-RD 
abandon connect out (previously abandon dial), 

command A-I NCP-RF 
abandon connect out, completing NCP-RF 
abandon connection command NCP-RF 
abandon dial command NCP-RF 
abbreviations NPP-SAM, VTAM-DG 
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abend NV-IA, SSP-CCPIN 
codes NV-D 
on point 1 BHRs NCP-RF 
on point 2 BHRs NCP-RF 
on point 3 BHRs NCP-RF 

ABEND (abnormal end) 
codes 

OAB VTAM-DG 
OAC VTAM-DG 
OAD VTAM-DG 
OAx VTAM-DG 
OA9 VTAM-DG 
OCx VTAM-DG 
OC2 VTAM-DG 
15D VTAM-DG 
80A VTAM-DG 

diagnosis procedure VT AM-DG 
dump VTAM-DG 
symptoms VT AM-DG 
trace records 

ABEND RELSTORE VTAM-DG 
ABND SNAP VTAM-DG 

TSO/VTAM 
diagnosis procedure VTAM-DG 
documentation requirements VT AM-DG 
symptoms VTAM-DG 

VSCS 
after DTICIOI VTAM-DG 
diagnosis procedure VT AM-DG 
during present initialization VTAM-DG 
during previous initialization VT AM-DG 

abend (terminate) NPP-PL 
ABEND macro NCP-CS 
ABEND problem NCP /SSP-DG 
ABEND U258 NV-D 
abands, subtask limit VTAM-CS 
ABND trace record VT AM-DG 
abnormal end (abend) 

of VTAM, causing entry to TPEND exit 
routine VT AM-PG 

pattern of abnormal termination 
processing VT AM-PG 

abnormal end session NV -IA 
abnormal ending problems NV-D 
abnormal termination and recovery in 

VSCS VTAM-DR 
abnormal termination processing VT AM-DR 
abnormal terminations value NV-AR 
abort condition setting SSP-DR 
ABORT macro NCP-CS 

handling for point 1 BHRs NCP-RF 
handling for point 2 BHRs NCP-RF 
handling for point 3 BHRs NCP-RF 

ABORTVR macro NCP-CS 
ACB VTAM-DR 
ACB (access method control block) NPP-PL 

address operand 
of the CLOSE macro instruction VT AM-PG 
of the OPEN macro instruction VTAM-PG 

address space VT AM-PG 
basiC function VT AM-PG 
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closing VT AM-PG 
contents of VT AM-PG 
ERROR field in VT AM-PG 
fields, set by application program 

APPLID VTAM-PG 
EXLST VT AM-PG 
MACRF VT AM-PG 
PARMS VTAM-PG 
PASSWD VT AM-PG 

fields, set by VTAM VTAM-PG 
ACBAMSVL VT AM-PG 
ACBRIVL VTAM-PG 
ERROR field VTAM-PG 
OFLAGS VTAM-PG 

format VTAM-PG 
IFGACB DSECT for VT AM-PG 
level of error isolation VTAM-PG 
macro instruction 

address of application program name 
in VTAM-PG 

address of password in VT AM-PG 
CLOSE VT AM-PG 
definition of VTAM-PG 
example VT AM-PG 
identification of exit list in VT AM-PG 
logon indication in VTAM-PG 
OPEN VTAM-PG 

migration considerations VT AM-PG 
multiple VT AM-PG 
opening an VT AM-PG 
opening more than one with same OPEN macro 

instruction VT AM-PG 
operand 

of the MODCB macro instruction VT AM-PG 
of the RPL macro instruction VT AM-PG 
of the SHOWCB macro 

instruction VT AM-PG 
of the TESTCB macro instruction VT AM-PG 

testing OFLAGS field in, to see whether open or 
closed VT AM-PG 

use VTAM-PG 
using multiple ACBs within one task VTAM-PG 

ACB (address control block) 
NCP address extension NPP-GI 

ACB (application control block) 
application program NPP-GI 

acb address VT AM-PG 
ACB chains NCP-CS 
ACB conditions NCP-CS 
ACB ERROR field VT AM-PG 
ACB name NV-IA 
ACB-based macro instruction VTAM-PG 
ACB-oriented exit routines VTAM-PG 
ACB, opening VT AM-OP 
ACBAMSVL VT AM-PG 
ACBLEN operand value VT AM-PG 

field name operand for MODCB VT AM-PG 
ACBLOOP operand 

DTIGEN macro 
description VT AM-IR 



ACBNAME operand NPP-PL 
APPL definition statement 

description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

ACBRIVL VT AM-PG 
Accelerated Carrier Return feature NCP /SSP-RD 
accept 

SMP NV-]A 
ACCEPT operand value VTAM-PG 
acceptance 

of a macro instruction request VT AM-PG 
of logon requests (by primary application 

programs) VT AM-PG 
of session parameters (by secondary application 

programs) VT AM-PG 
accepting a CINIT request 

message flow for VTAM-PG 
accepting a session with the OPNDST macro 

instruction VT AM-PG 
ACCESS command VT AM-OP 
access method 

commands, (NetView) NPP-PL 
message NPP-PL 
NetView, message NPP-PL 
network resource NPP-PL 

access method buffer units, size of NCP /SSP-RD 
access method characteristics 

defining buffers NCP /SSP-RDG 
defining channel NCP /SSP-RDG 
defining maximum number of concurrent 

sessions NCP /SSP-RDG 
defining subarea address NCP /SSP-RDG 

access method control block 
See ACB (access method control block) 

access method control block (ACB) NPP-PL, 
VTAM-DR 

access method dump utility 
when to use NCP/SSP-DG 

access method loader facility 
MVS NCP/SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

access method pad NCP-RF 
access methods NCP-RF 
access methods with loaders SSP-DR 
access methods, impact on NCP-CS 
ACCESS operand NCP/SSP-RD 

UBHR definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP/SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

ACCESS statement NV-AR 
access to resources across domains NCP-RF 
access-method-support vector list (see also 

ACBAMSVL) VTAM-PG 
types of vectors in 

component-identification VTAM-PG 
function-list VT AM-PG 
release-level VT AM-PG 

access, unauthorized NV-IA 
acceSSing 

subsystem NV-OP 

accessing session monitor panels NV-D 
accounting 

exit routine VTAM-CS 
session management function VTAM-CS 

accounting and availability measurement 
data NPP-GI 

accounting data NV-IA 
accounting exit routine NCP/SSP-RD, NPP-PL 
accounting in VSCS VTAM-DR 
ACDEB VT AM-DR 
ACF/NCP 

See network control program (NCP) 
ACF/SSP loader utility SSP-DR 
ACF /T AP EPIRD 

See also Service Aids, Advanced Communications 
Functions/Trace Analysis Program 

commands EPIRD 
con trol parameters EPIRD 
description EPIRD 
how to start EPIRD 
interpreting reports EPIRD 
miscellaneous control parameters EPIRD 

selecting the number of print lines per 
page EPIRD 

selecting timeout limit for line trace timer 
field EPIRD 

selecting type of device the trace file resides 
on EPIRD 

running EPIRD 
sample file definitions (VM/SP) EPIRD 
sample JCL (MVS) EPIRD 
sample JCL (VSE) EPIRD 
selecting the types of output reports EPIRD 

line trace detail report EPIRD 
line trace summary report EPIRD 
SYSLST reports EPIRD 
SYSPRINT reports EPIRD 

selecting type of trace record for 
processing EPIRD 

selective proceSSing of trace records EPIRD 
select records by count EPIRD 
select records by time EPIRD 

specifying the origin of trace files EPIRD 
ACF /T AP Message Analysis SSP-DR 
ACF/TCAM buffer trace 

description NCP /SSP-DG 
how to print NCP /SSP-DG 
how to start NCP/SSP-DG 
when to use NCP/SSP-DG 

ACF/TCAM Channel I/O Interrupt Trace 
description NCP /SSP-DG 
how to print NCP /SSP-DG 
how to start NCP/SSP-DG 
when to use NCP/SSP-DG 

ACF /TCAM PIU trace 
description NCP /SSP-DG 
how to print NCP /SSP-DG 
how to start NCP /SSP-DG 
when to use NCP /SSP-DG 

ACF /Trace AnalySiS Program SSP-DR 
ACF/VTAM 
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SeeVTAM 
ACF/VTAM I/O trace 

description NCP /SSP-DG 
how to print NCP /SSP-DG 
how to start NCP /SSP-DG 
when to use NCP /SSP-DG 

ACF/VTAM Network Configuration 
a copy of NCP /SSP-DG 
description NCP /SSP-DG 
printing of NCP /SSP-DG 

ACF /VT AM version of loader and dump SSP-DR 
ACHAIN macro NCP-CS 
acknowledged or detected session failures NCP-RF 
ACP version of loader and dump SSP-DR 
ACQcommand 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

ACQUIRE 
explanation of VT AM-PG 
operand value VT AM-PG 

acquiring sessions, with the OPNDST macro 
instruction VT AM-PG 

acquiring, an NCP or physical unit VT AM-OP 
ACR (abandon call and retry) NCP/SSP-RD 
ACR operand NCP /SSP-RD 

MTALCST definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
acronyms VTAM-DG 
ACT command NV-OP, NV-SC 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

act for PU equipped panel NV -SC 
ACTAP VTAM-DR 
action code 

for inbound sequence number VT AM-PG 
for outbound sequence number VTAM-PG 

ACTION command NV -OP 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

action summary 
application fails to respond NV-SC 
application not active NV-SC 
bind failure NV-SC 
DTE power loss NV-SC 
error-to-traffic ratio exceeded NV -SC 
remote device failure NV-SC 
tape drive alert, equipment check NV-SC 
3725 link failed NV-SC 

activate 
resources NV-O 
RTM data collection NPP-GI 
session trace NPP-GI 

Activate and Deactivate problem NCP/SSP-DG 
activate connect in (previously answer) 

command NCP-RF 
activate cross-domain resource manager 

command NCP-RF 
activate explicit route command NCP-RF 
activate explicit route reply command NCP-RF 
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activate line trace command, processing NCP-RF 
activate link command NCP-RF 
activate logical command NCP-RF 
Activate PhYSical command NCP-CS, NCP-RF, 

NCP/SSP-RD 
activate trace command NCP-RF 
activate virtual route (ACTVR) request NCP-RF 
activate virtual route command NCP-RF 
activating 

inactive NV-OP 
resource NV-OP 

activating a CLIST 
at NetView initialization NV-CL 
by a message NV -CL 
by an operator command NV-CL 
from a message NV-CL 
from a terminal NV -CL 
from a user-written command processor NV-CL 
from another CLIST NV -CL 

activating a TG NCP-RF 
activation 

automatic VTAM-OP 
by an NCP VT AM-OP 
definition of VT AM-OP 
direct VT AM-OP 
GCS (Group Control System) VTAM-DG 
indirect VTAM-OP 
link statement for V2 NCP (VM) VTAM-OP 
of link station VT AM-OP 
of VTAM resources VTAM-OP 
resources VTAM-OP 
route NPP-PL 
VT AM recovery machine VT AM-DG 
VT AM traces VTAM-DG 

activation status NV-O 
ACTIVE NV-OP 
active application program, testing for VT AM-PG 
active count NV-SC 
active log 

status monitor NV-O 
active logical unit, definition of VT AM-PG 
active route data NPP-GI 
active routes VT AM-DR 
active status 

cross-domain resource major nodes NV-O 
cross-domain resource manager major 

nodes NV-O 
ACTIVTO operand NCP/SSP-RD 

GROUP (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

GROUP (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

GROUP definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
LINE (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 

description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 



format VTAM-IR 
ACTLU VTAM-DR 
ACTLU(ER~ VTAM-OP 
ACTPU (ERP) VTAM-OP 
ACTPU and ACTLU functions NCP-CS 
ACTPU command NPP-PL 
ACTPU operand NCP /SSP-RD 

NETWORK definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
ACTVRIT macro NCP-CS 
ACU (automatic calling unit) NCP/SSP-RD 
adapter control block (ACB) NCP-RF 
adapter input output NCP-RF 
adapter, port SSP-CCPUG 
ADD command VTAM-IR 

procedure 
ADD command VTAM-IR 
coding VT AM-IR 

ADD definition statement 
for dynamic reconfiguration 

format and coding VT AM-IR 
format NCP /SSP-RD, VT AM-IR 
instruction NCP /SSP-RD 
operand 

TO NCP/SSP-RD 
operands 

TO NCP /SSP-RDG 
add nodes 

status monitor NV-O 
ADD operation 

during dynamic reconfiguration VTAM-IR 
add/change config. menu SSP-CCPUG 
adding downstream items (DR) SSP-CCPUG 
adding items SSP-CCPUG 

using DR SSP-CCPUG 
additional source LUs NV-IA 
additional value variable NV -AR 
ADDR operand NCP/SSP-RD, SSP-CCPUG 

COMP definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP/SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP/SSP-RDG 

PU (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU (switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
TERMINAL definition statement 

description VT AM-IR 

address 

for BSC devices NCP/SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
format VT AM-IR 

back-level NPP-PL 
BLU format (Mod 128) NCP-RF 
BLU format (Mod 8) NCP-RF 
channel device NPP-PL 
constraint NPP-PL 
element NPP-PL 
multiple (space consideration) NPP-PL 
network NPP-PL 

of channel-attached NCP VTAM-IR 
subarea NPP-PL 
subchannel NPP-PL 
translation NPP-PL 
16-bit NPP-PL 
23-bit NPP-PL 
31-bit NPP-PL, VTAM-PG 

address control block (ACB) 
NCP address extension NPP-GI 

address control blocks 
defining a pool NCP /SSP-RDG 
predefining addresses NCP/SSP-RDG 

ADDRESS operand NCP-CS, NCP /SSP-RD 
description EPIRD 
LINE (BSC) definition statement 

description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
LINE definition statement (channel-attachment 

major node) 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE definition statement (channel-to-NCP link) 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

use EPIRD 
ADDRESS operand (3705) NCP /SSP-RD 
address space 

ACB VTAM-PG 
associated VTAM-PG 
multiple address space VT AM-PG 
session VTAM-PG 
termination VTAM-PG 
types of VT AM-PG 
used for exit routine execution VTAM-PG 

address trace NCP-RF 
description NCP /SSP-DG 
how to print NCP /SSP-DG 
how to start NCP /SSP-DG 
when to use NCP /SSP-DG 

address trace option NCP /SSP-RD 
address trace table NCP/SSP-DG 
address trace, defining NCP/SSP-RDG 
address translation SSP-CCPUG 
address-substitution mask (types 2 and 3 

communication scanner) NCP/SSP-RD 
address, entry NV-IA 
address, exit NV-IA 
address, locally administered (NTRI) NCP/SSP-RDG 
address, used as a parameter NV -IA 
addressability in exit routines VT AM-PG 
addresses 

minidisk VT AM-IR 
addressing 

controlling at the XIO level NCP-CS 
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extended network NPP-GI 
Extended Network Addressing NCP-CS 
line interfaces NCP-CS 

addressing specifications 
unique to SS NCP /SSP-RDG 

addressing specifications, defining 
unique to BSC NCP /SSP-RDG 

ADDR NCP /SSP-RDG 
addressing, extended network NCP-RF 
adjacent 

link (station) NPP-PL 
NCP NPP-PL 
network NPP-GI, NPP-PL 
SSCP NPP-GI 
SSCP tables (MVS & VSE) NPP-PL 
subareas NPP-PL 

adjacent physical unit network services 
(APUNS) VTAM-DR 

adjacent SSCP table NPP-SAM 
ADJCDRM definition statement 

considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
CDRM definition statement 

considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
defining VT AM-IR 
example VT AM-IR 
example of overriding VT AM-IR 
NETWORK definition statement 

considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
overriding VT AM-IR 
VBUILD definition statement 

considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
ADJCDRM definition statement 

for adjacent SSCP table 
considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

for default SSCP list VT AM-IR 
format and coding VT AM-IR 

format VT AM-IR 
ADJNET operand 

GWPATH definition statement 
considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

ADJNETEL operand NPP-PL 
GWPATH definition statement 

considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

ADJNETSA operand 
GWPATH definition statement 

considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

Administration Reference, how to use NV -AR 
administration subtasks NV-AR 
administration task NV-IA 
ADSP trace record VT AM-DG 
ADVAN macro NCP-CS 
advanced CLIST topics NY -CL 
advantages of networking NCP-RF 
AFIND macro NCP-CS 
AGAIN command 

description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 
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AINQ command 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

airlines control program (ACP) development SSP-DR 
All trace record VT AM-DG 
AI2 trace record VT AM-DG 
AI3 trace record VT AM-DG 
AL data type NY -IA 
AL operand NY -AR 
alarms NV -IA 
ALD command NV -OP 
alert 

device level NPP-GI 
hardware monitor NPP-GI 
NetView NPP-GI 
recommended action NPP-GI 
recording filter NPP-GI 

alert authorized message alarm NV-AR 
alert authorized message highlighting NV-AR 
alert authorized message interpretation NV-AR 
alert authorized message receiver NV-IA 
alert class number variable NV-AR 
ALERT command NV-HPD 
alert data type NV-AR, NV-IA 
alert messages VTAM-DG 
Alert problem NCP /SSP-DG 
alert RECFMS 

connect scanner NCP-RF 
scanner down NCP-RF 
unsolicited type 00 NCP-RF 

alert statement comments NV-AR 
alert statements NV-IA 
alert-message RECFMS, broadcasting from 

MOSS NCP-RF 
alerts NV-OP, NV-SC 

data NV-O 
delete NV-OP 
display NV-O, NV-OP 
dynamic display NV-O 
event tracking NV-O 
filtering NV-OP 
history display NV-O 
monitoring NV-OP 
NPDA NV-O 
recoverable errors NV-D 
report logging NV-D 
reports NV-D 
static display NV-O 
status monitor NV-O 
using NV-O 

alerts dynamic 
panel NV-O 

alerts history NV -SC 
panel NV-O 

alerts-dynamic panel 
does not include NV-SC 
example panel NV-SC 
filters NV -SC 
function of NV-SC 



to display NV-SC 
alerts-history panel NV-SC 
alerts-static NV -SC 
alerts-static panel NV-SC 
ALERTSD command 

description NV-O 
ALERTSH command 

description NV-O 
alias NV-IA 
alias name NPP-PL 

alias name translation facility NPP-PL 
translation facility NPP-G1 

alias name translation NPP-SAM, NV -AR 
alias name translation facility VTAM-CS 

alternative to pre-defining cross-domain 
DLU VTAM-IR 

alternative to predefining cross-network 
DLU VTAM-IR 

definition considerations VTAM-IR 
alias names NV -lA, VT AM-DR 
alias names, VTAM's use of VTAM-CS 
alias translation table 

altering information NV-O 
retrieving information NV-O 

ALIAS translations, define NV-IA 
ALIASMEM NV-IA 
ALIASMEM statement NV-AR 
ALIGN2 option 

in EXEC, for VM NCP /SSP-GL 
in JCL. for MVS NCP/SSP-GL 

all can trollers 
selection NV-O 

ALLC command 
description NV -0 
syntax NV-O 

ALLOC command VTAM-IR 
allocate files NV-IA 
ALLOCATE macro NCP-CS 
allocate NetView libraries NV-IA 
allocate PDS NV -IA 
allocate sequential files NV-IA 
allocate source LU NV-IA 
allocate VSAM clusters NV-IA 
allocation 

storage 
in VM VTAM-IR 

allowing LOGON exit-routine scheduling to begin or 
resume VTAM-PG 

AL T operand value VT AM-PG 
alter definition statements NV-IA 
alter link-station attributes NCP-RF 
alter message text NV -IA 
alternate approaches to dump SSP-DR 
alternate approaches to loader SSP-DR 
alternate dial set NCP/SSP-RD 
alternate level 5 savearea pointer NCP-RF 
alternate route NPP-GI 
alternate screen size. PSERVIC coding VTAM-DG 
alternative gateway path selection VTAM-IR 
alternative relative line number EPIRD 
AM operand 

of the ACB macro instruction VTAM-PG 
of the EXLST macro instruction VT AM-PG 
of the GENCB macro instruction VTAM-PG 
of the MODCB macro instruction VT AM-PG 
of the RPL macro instruction VT AM-PG 
of the SHOWCB macro instruction VTAM-PG 
of the TESTCB macro instruction VT AM-PG 

AMASPZAP VT AM-CS 
AMDPRDMP VTAM-DG 
AMDPRDMP (service aid) VTAM-OP 
AMODE specifications VTAM-PG 
AMODETAB NPP-SAM 
AMODTAB NV-IA 
AM0D3710 NPP-SAM 
AMOD8100 NPP-SAM 
amplitude hits NV-OP 
ANA NCP-CS 
analysis of a command list by NetView NV-CL 
ANDIF macro NCP-CS 
ANS (automatic network shutdown) NCP-CS 
ANS main processor NCP-RF 
ANS operand NCP /SSP-RD. SSP-CCPUG. 

VTAM-OP 
NCP definition statements 

VT AM restrictions on VT AM-IR 
PU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

ANSTONE operand NCP /SSP-RD. SSP-CCPUG 
LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

answer command NCP-RF 
answer mode NCP-RF 
ANSWER operand 

GROUP (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
NCP definition statements 

VT AM restrictions on VT AM-IR 
answer tone NCP /SSP-RD 
answertone SSP-CCPUG 
ANY operand value VT AM-PG 
any-mode 

in a RECEIVE operation VTAM-PG 
used to handle an inquiry VT AM-PG 

APAR VTAM-DG 
APAR (Authorized Programming Analysis Report) 

description NCP /SSP-DG 
how to prepare NCP /SSP-DG 
how to submit NCP /SSP-DG 

API (application program interface) NPP-GI 
API option 

VIT trace records created 
All VTAM-DG 
AI2 VTAM-DG 
AI3 VTAM-DG 
10 VTAM-DG 
101 VTAM-DG 
102 (MVS) VT AM-DG 
102 (VM) VTAM-DG 
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I02 (VSE) VTAM-DG 
I03 (MVS) VTAM-DG 
103 (VM) VTAM-DG 
I03 (VSE) VTAM-DG 
RE VTAM-DG 
summary VTAM-DG 
UE VTAM-DG 
UP VTAM-DG 

APPC/PC NV-HPD 
APPEND NV-OP 
APPL definition statement NPP-PL, VTAM-IR 

format VT AM-IR 
format and coding VTAM-IR 

APPL name (CNM task) NV-AR 
APPL operand VT AM-PG 
APPL operand value (for SDT=) VTAM-PG 
APPL statement NV-IA 
APPL statement, name of application program 

in VTAM-PG 
APPL-ACB-name vector VT AM-PG 
APPL-network-name vector VT AM-PG 
application 

determining number of sessions NV-OP 
status NV-OP 

application control block (ACB) 
application program NPP-GI 

application failure problem NV-SC 
application program 

ACB NPP-PL 
ACB (application control block) NPP-GI 
as a logical unit VT AM-PG 
as part of an SN A network VTAM-PG 
authorization 

network management NPP-PL 
parallel sessions NPP-PL 
single-domain network NPP-PL 

availability of VT AM-PG 
CICS NPP-PL 
clOsing an VT AM-PG 
coding guidelines VT AM-PG 
communicating with logical units VT AM-PG 
communication part of VTAM-PG 
controlling the VT AM domain VT AM-OP 
decisions that affect organization of VTAM-PG 
designated for CNM routing VT AM-PG 
displaying status of VTAM-OP 
IMS NPP-PL 
in relation to a terminal operator and 

devices VT AM-PG 
in relation to logical units in a 

network VTAM-PG 
in relation to other application 

programs VTAM-PG 
interface (API) VT AM-DR 
interface vector list NPP-PL 
interfacing with MVS/XA and 

VTAM VTAM-PG 
interrupt VTAM-DR 
ISTPDCLU VTAM-PG 
ISTSWBFR VTAM-PG 
job name VTAM-OP 
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log VTAM-DG 
mainline part of VT AM-PG 
maintenance NPP-GI 
major functions of VT AM-PG 
major node NPP-PL, VT AM-DR 

defining VT AM-IR 
sample definition VT AM-IR 

multithreading facilities VT AM-PG 
name of VTAM-PG 
names NPP-PL 
NetView NPP-PL 
obtaining telecommunication services NPP-GI 
opening an VT AM-PG 
opening in MVS/XA VTAM-PG 
organizing an VT AM-PG 
performance group specification 

(TSO/VTAM) VTAM-DG 
problems VT AM-DG 
processing part of VT AM-PG 
required control blocks for VTAM-PG 
schematic picture of VT AM-PG 
sharing resources among VT AM-PG 
single-thread operations in VTAM-PG 
special considerations VT AM-OP 
storage use NPP-PL 
synchronous operation in VTAM-PG 
termination (VSCS) VT AM-DG 
termination of VT AM-PG 
testing VTAM-IR 
TSO NPP-PL 
types of instructions VT AM-PG 
use of multiple ACBs in VTAM-PG 
used to manage a network VT AM-PG 
VTAM definition requirements VTAM-PG 
VTAM interfaces and interactions VTAM-PG 
wait VT AM-DG 
with single-domain network NPP-GI 
writing VT AM-IR 

application program definitions 
common to all operating systems 

(AOlAPPLS) NPP-SAM 
for a VM host (AOl VM) NPP-SAM 
for an MVS host (AOIMVS) NPP-SAM 
for user applications (AOlUSER) NPP-SAM 

application program identification VTAM-PG 
application program interface (API) NPP-GI 
application program LU Initiate and Terminate 

request VT AM-PG 
application program LU Initiate request VTAM-PG 
application program major node 

VBUILD definition statement VTAM-IR 
application program name NV -AR 
application programming NPP-PL 

design NPP-PL 
multiple-domain network NPP-PL 
single-domain network NPP-PL 

application programming failure NV-SC 
application programs 

active status NV-O 
displaying status NV-O 



pending status NV-O 
application status display panel NV-SC 
applications NCP-CS 
APPLID NV -IA 
APPLID control variable NV-CL 
APPLID operand NPP-PL 

DTIGEN macro 
description VT AM-IR 

LOG CHAR macro instruction VT AM-CS 
LOGOFF command VTAM-CS 
LOGON command VT AM-CS 
of the ACB macro instruction VTAM-PG 

APPLID processing VTAM-PG 
APPLRESP operand value VT AM-PG 
APPLS command 

description NV -0 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

APPLSACT command 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

APPLSPEN command 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

apply 
SMP NV-IA 

APPSTAToperand value VTAM-PG 
APSINIT VTAM-DR 
APSTERM VTAM-DR 
APUNS VTAM-DR 
AREA operand 

of the RPL macro instruction VT AM-PG 
of the SHOWCB macro instruction VTAM-PG 

AREA=data area address VTAM-PG 
AREALEN operand VTAM-PG 
ARECLEN VTAM-PG 
AREL trace record VT AM-DG 
ARG field in RPL VT AM-PG 
arguments NCP-CS 
arithmetic operations NV-CL 
ASCAN macro NCP-CS 
ASCB trace field VTAM-DG 
ASCII-8 support NPP-GI 
ASHIFT macro NCP-CS 
ASMLIST data set, for MVS NCP/SSP-GL 
ASMLIST file, for VM NCP /SSP-GL 
ASMOBJ data set, for MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
ASMOBJ file, for VM NCP/SSP-GL 
ASMSRCE data set, for MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
ASMSRCE file, for VM NCP /SSP-GL 
ASMXREF operand 

BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
assemble tables NV-IA 
assembler 

CWAX NPP-GI 
IFZASM NPP-GI 

assembler features 
restrictions on use VT AM-IR 

assembler language 

controller NPP-GI 
assembler language in writing an application 

program VTAM-PG 
assembler language, controller NPP-GI 
assembling NCP-CS 
ASSEMBL Y parameter 

MVS NCP/SSP-GL 
VM NCP/SSP-GL 

assembly removal 
conditional NPP-GI 

ASSIGN command NV-IA, NV-OP 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

assign hard-copy log NY -IA 
assign network address request NCP-CS 
assign network addresses command NCP-RF 
assign scopeclass NV -IA 
ASSIGN statement, for YSE NCP /SSP-GL 
assignment statements NV-CL 

arithmetic operations in NV-CL 
built-in functions NV-CL 
coding NV-CL 
constants NV-CL 
examples NV -CL 
examples of expressions NV -CL 
expressions in NV -CL 
uses for NV-CL 
variables in NV-CL 

associated address space VTAM-PG 
associated LU SSP-CCPUG 
association, task VTAM-PG 
ASY (asynchronous handling) VT AM-PG 
ASY operand value VTAM-PG 
asymmetric device VT AM-OP 
asynchronous dispatch trace record VT AM-DG 
asynchronous exit routines VTAM-PG 
asynchronous full-screen commands NV-CL 
asynchronous operation 

advantages ad disadvantages of VTAM-PG 
characteristics of VT AM-PG 
errors for VTAM-PG 
general description VT AM-PG 
versus synchronous VT AM-PG 

asynchronous request VTAM-PG 
AT command NV -lA, NV -OP 

description NV -0 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

AT command, used to schedule a CLIST NV -CL 
ATCCONOI NPP-SAM 
ATCCSPAB VTAM-DR 
ATCOROBT VTAM-DR 
ATCORTBF VTAM-DR 
ATCSMPAB VTAM-DR 
ATCSTRxx list VTAM-OP 
ATCSTROO NPP-SAM 
ATCSTROO (default start option list) VTAM-IR 
ATCSTROO list VT AM-OP 
ATCSTROI NPP-SAM 
ATCVT VTAM-DR 
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AIT (attention) trace record VTAM-DG 
A IT ACH operand NCP /SSP-RD 

description EPIRD 
LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

attached hosts 
channel-channel NPP-GI 

attachment type SSP-CCPUG 
A IT ACHVR macro NCP-CS 
attempted sessions count NCP-RF 
attention SSP-CCPUG 

substitution character SSP-CCPUG 
attention delay feature NCP-RF 
attention feature NCP /SSP-RD 
attention time-out NCP-RF 
attentions 

discussed VT AM-CS 
read VTAM-CS 
stand-alone VT AM-CS 

ATTN operand NCP/SSP-RD 
COMP definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
TERMINAL definition 

statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
AITN tuning statistic 

and CHRD compared VT AM-CS 
defined VT AM-CS 

AUINLDM parameter NV-IA 
AUNCHAIN macro NCP-CS 
AUPD command 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

AUSSTAB NPP-SAM 
AUTH NV-IA 
AUTH operand 

APPL definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 
overriding defined pacing counts VT AM-IR 

AUTH operand (TSO/VTAM) VTAM-DG 
AUTH statement NV-AR. NV-IA 
AUTH=NVPACE operand NPP-PL 
AUTH=VPACE operand NPP-PL 
AUTHDOM paramaeter NV-IA 
AUTHEXIT operand 

APPL definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

AUTHEXIT=YES in VM VTAM-PG 
authority to control resources NV-AR 
AUTHORIZ parameter NV-IA 
authorization NV-IA 

exit routine VT AM-CS 
of application programs VT AM-PG 
program operator VTAM-PG 
session management function VT AM-CS 

initial authorization VTAM-CS 
secondary authorization VTAM-CS 

authorization requirements (CNM sessions) NV-AR 
authorize NV-IA 
AuthOrized Exit Routines for VM VT AM-PG 
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authorized library NV -IA 
authorized operators NV-IA 
authorized path NPP-PL 

coding considerations VT AM-PG 
coding requirements VTAM-PG 
definition of VT AM-PG 
description of VT AM-PG 
examples VTAM-PG 
macro instructions VT AM-PG 
versus categories of VT AM macros VT AM-PG 

authorized program operator VTAM-PG 
Authorized Programming Analysis Report (AP AR) 

description NCP /SSP-DG 
how to prepare NCP/SSP-DG 
how to submit NCP/SSP-DG 

authorized TPIO trace record VTAM-DG 
auto network shutdown NCP-RF 
auto network shutdown complete command NCP-RF 
auto network shutdown processing NCP-RF 
AUTO operand NCP-CS, NCP /SSP-RD 

description EPIRD 
LINE (SDLC switched) definition statement 

description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

auto speed detection NCP-RF 
auto-call facility NCP /SSP-RD 
auto-speed detect NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
autocall NCP-CS 
autodial NCP-RF 
AUTODL operand NCP /SSP-RD 

GROUP (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
NCP definition statements 

VT AM restrictions on VT AM-IR 
AUTODMP operand VT AM-OP 

PCCU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

AUTO FLIP operand NV-AR 
AUTOFLIP= parameter NV-fA 
AUTOGEN operand NCP/SSP-RD 

GROUP definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
AUTOIPL operand VT AM-OP 

PCCU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
description VT AM-fR 
format VTAM-IR 

automated CLISTs, looping NV-CL 
automatic 

activation VTAM-OP 
deactivation VTAM-OP 
dial-out VTAM-OP 
logon (logon) 
scanner re-IML NPP-Gf 



speed detection NPP-Gl 
SSCP-SSCP session restart NPP-Gl 

automatic calling unit EPIRD 
automatic calling unit (ACU) EPIRD, NCP/SSP-RD 
automatic CLIST NV -IA 
automatic command NV-IA 
automatic command lists NV-IA 
automatic line reset NCP-RF 
automatic logon NPP-PL, VTAM-DR 

LOGAPPL operand NPP-PL 
VARY command 

logon operand NPP-PL 
automatic message processing NV-IA 
automatic network shutdown NCP/SSP-RD 
automatic network shutdown (ANS) NCP-CS 
automatic network shutdown, defining 

unique to SDLC NCP/SSP-RDG 
automatic node reactivation NV -AR 
automatic reactivation 

starts NV-O 
stops NV-O 

automatic response sent to a VTAM message NV-CL 
automatic restart 

of NCP VTAM-IR 
automatic run command NV -AR 
automatic scanner re-IML NCP-RF 
automatic text correction NCP-CS 
automatically running a CLIST after logon NV-CL 
automating network operation NPP-PL 
automating operations NV-OP 

CLiSTs NV-OP 
timer commands NV-OP 

automation. message NV-IA 
AUTOMSG command NV-IA 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

autoparity SSP-CCPUG 
AUTOSA VE command SSP-CCPUG 
AUTOSYN operand VTAM-OP 

PCCU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

AUTOTR command 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

autowrap NV -OP 
AUTO WRAP command NV-OP 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

AUTUACB operand NCP /SSP-RD 
LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

availability data NV-IA 
available logical unit. definition of VTAM-PG 
available storage. VSCS. determining 

amount VT AM-DG 
average number of bytes SSP-CCPUG 
average polling bytes NCP /SSP-RD 
average response time NV -IA 

A VGPB operand NCP /SSP-RD, SSP-CCPUG 
LINE definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

PU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
AXIT trace record VT AM-DG 
AOIADJ NPP-SAM 
AOIAPPLS NPP-SAM. NV -IA 
AOI CDRM NPP-SAM 
AOICDRSC NPP-SAM 
AOILOCAL NPP-SAM 
AOIMVS NPP-SAM 
AOlSWNET NPP-SAM 
AOlUSER NPP-SAM 
AOI VM NPP-SAM 
A03NV4 NPP-SAM 

B command NV -IA 
back 

NPDA NV-O 
PF7 NV-O 

BACK command SSP-CCPUG 
description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

back-level (non-extended network 
addressing) NPP-PL 

access method NPP-PL 
host NPP-PL 
SSCP NPP-PL 
VTAM NPP-PL 

domain NPP-PL 
back-to-back gateway NCP NPP-PL 
back-up control points NCP-CS 
background level NCP-RF 
backspace block handling routine NCP-RF 
backspace character NCP /SSP-RD 
backspace key functions improperly VTAM-DG 
backup 

and recovery 
NCP NPP-PL 
strategy NPP-PL 

general procedures VT AM-OP 
reconfiguring a multiprocessor VT AM-OP 
switching to another host processor VTAM-OP 
3710 NPP-PL 

backup and recovery. defining 
common to SDLC. BSC. and SS 

error recovery and recording NCP/SSP-RDG 
unique to BSC 

automatic network shutdown 
notification NCP /SSP-RDG 

error recovery and recording NCP /SSP-RDG 
unique to SDLC 

automatic network shutdown NCP/SSP-RDG 
error recovery and recording NCP/SSP-RDG 
XRF backup sessions NCP/SSP-RDG 
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unique toSS 
automatic network shutdown 

notification NCP /SSP-RDG 
error recovery NCP /SSP-RDG 

backup host 
for NCP resources 

designating VTAM-IR 
backup immediate NPP-PL 
BACKUP operand NCP /SSP-RD, NPP-PL, 

VTAM-OP 
BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
PCCU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

description VT AM-IR 
for partitioning resources VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

backup sessions, defining NCP /SSP-RDG 
backup, BSC/SS line switching NCP-RF 
BACKWARD 

status monitor NV-O 
backward tab NV-OP 
BAL assembler language syntax VT AM-CS 
BAL macro NCP-CS 
BASE disk 

address VT AM-IR 
contents after installation VT AM-IR 
size VT AM-IR 

BASENO buffer pool start option VTAM-IR 
BASENO parameter, defined VTAM-CS 
basic information unit NCP-RF 
basic link unit (BLU) (normal mode) 

receiving NCP-RF 
transmitting NCP-RF 

basic NCCF screen NV-IA 
BASIC2= parameter NV-IA 
batch function, communication with VT AM-PG 
BATCH operand NCP /SSP-RD, SSP-CCPUG 

LU (switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
PU (switched) definition statement 

description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

batch record logging NPP-PL 
BCS 3270 downstream module SSP-CCPUG 
before getting started SSP-CCPUG 
Begin Bracket (BB) indicator 

operand value 
following RECEIVE VTAM-PG 
for RPL VT AM-PG 
for SEND VTAM-PG 

position of, in chain VT AM-PG 
shown in RU flow VTAM-PG 
summary of VT AM-PG 
use of VT AM-PG 

begin function 
described VT AM-CS 
final register contents VT AM-CS 

begin1i.ing-of-bracket PIU flag NCP-CS 
BEGWRITE keyword 

coding of NV -CL 
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labels in NV-CL 
NOSUB operand NV-CL 
SUB operand NV -CL 
uses for NV-CL 

BERPROC operand 
GROUP definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

BERPROC operand (3725 and 3720) NCP/SSP-RD 
BFRDLA Y operand 

TERMINAL definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

BFREVENT macro NCP-CS 
BFRFIFO operand 

DTIGEN macro 
description VT AM-IR 

BFRPAD operand NCP/SSP-RD 
HOST definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

BFRS operand NCP /SSP-RD. NPP-PL 
BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
BUILD definition statement (NCP) 

relationship to MAXDATA VTAM-IR 
description EPIRD 
use EPIRD 

BFRS operand (3705) NCP/SSP-RD 
BFRUSE command 

description NV -0 
syntax NV-O 

BFSESS command NV-OP 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

BFT VTAM-DR 
BGNSESS command NV-IA 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

BHEXEC operand 
CLUSTER definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
COMP definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for 5S devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

on CLUSTER NCP/SSP-RD 
on 5T ARTBH NCP /SSP-RD 
on TERMINAL NCP /SSP-RD 
5TARTBH definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

TERMINAL definition statement 
for BSe devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

BHEXIT macro NCP-CS 
BHR dispatcher NCP-RF 
BHR entry and exit NCP-RF 
BHR processing 

point 1 NCP-RF 
point 2 NCP-RF 
point 3 NCP-RF 

BHSET definition statement 
format NCP/SSP-RD 
instruction NCP/SSP-RD 



operands 
EXEC NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
PT1 NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
PT2 NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
PT3 NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 

overview NCP /SSP-RDG 
BHSET operand NCP /SSP-RD 

CLUSTER definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
COMP definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

NCP definition statements 
VTAM restrictions on VTAM-IR 

TERMINAL definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP/SSP-RDG 

Bid request 
operand value VT AM-PG 
receiving VT AM-PG 
sending VT AM-PG 
shown in RU flow VTAM-PG 
summary of VT AM-PG 

bidder, in bracket protocol VT AM-PG 
BIND NV-AR, NV-IA, VTAM-DR 

OPENSEC PROC options VTAM-PG 
the BIND request VTAM-PG 

negotiable VTAM-PG 
receiving VT AM-PG 

the BIND response VT AM-PG 
BIND area 

BNDAREA field VTAM-PG 
BNDAREA operand VT AM-PG 
definition of VT AM-PG 
format VTAM-PG 

BIND command NCP-CS, NCP-RF 
bind failure NV -SC 
bind failure data NV-D 
BIND failures NV -IA 
BIND image VTAM-PG 
BIND location VTAM-DG 
bind parameters problem NV -SC 
BIND request 

basic function of VT AM-PG 
establishing an LU-LU session VTAM-PG 
in establishing a cryptographic session VTAM-PG 
need for SCIP exit to process VTAM-PG 
negotiable VTAM-PG 
rejection of VT AM-PG 
session parameters in VT AM-PG 
summary VTAM-PG 

bind values NV -IA 
bind, negotiable 

description NCP-RF 
processing NCP-RF 

BINDF VTAM-DR 
See also bind failure 

BINDFAIL NV-AR 
BINFM, coding VTAM-DG 
BIS operand value VT AM-PG 
bit setting (DSECT definition) VT AM-PG 
BKSP operand NCP /SSP-RD 

EDIT definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

blanks VT AM-OP 
BLDR macro NCP-CS 
BLDVRP module name NV -AR 
BLK operand of the GENCB macro 

instruction VTAM-PG 
BLKMULT operand 

DTIGEN macro 
description VT AM-IR 

BLKSIZE NV -IA 
BLKSIZE parameter NV -IA 
block check character (BCC), 

BLU format (Mod 128) NCP-RF 
BLU format (Mod 8) NCP-RF 

block control unit (BCU) (BSC/SS only) NCP-RF 
block handler (BH), processing NCP-RF 
block handler set (BH SET), modifying 

association NCP-RF 
block handler sets, defining 

unique to SS NCP /SSP-RDG 
block handlers, defining 

unique to BSC 
beginning NCP /SSP-RDG 
block-handler sets NCP/SSP-RDG 
edit routine NCP /SSP-RDG 
end NCP /SSP-RDG 
time and date routine NCP /SSP-RDG 
user-written routines NCP /SSP-RDG 

unique to SS 
beginning NCP /SSP-RDG 
block-handler sets NCP/SSP-RDG 
control character removal NCP/SSP-RDG 
edit routine NCP /SSP-RDG 
end NCP /SSP-RDG 
time and date routine NCP /SSP-RDG 
user-written routines NCP/SSP-RDG 

block handling NCP-CS 
block handling options NCP-CS 
block ID NV -HPD 
block-handler definition statements, overview 

BHSET NCP /SSP-RDG 
DATETIME NCP /SSP-RDG 
EDIT NCP /SSP-RDG 
ENDBH NCP /SSP-RDG 
REMOVCTL NCP /SSP-RDG 
ST ARTBH NCP /SSP-RDG 
UBHR. NCP /SSP-RDG 

blocked VR problem determination NCP-RF 
blocking of outbound PIUs VTAM-CS 
blocksize NV-IA 
BNDJSERV NPP-SAM 
BNJAINTA NV-IA 
BNJAPAMA NV-IA 
BNJDNPDA NV-IA 
BNJDSERV task NV-O 
BNJLGPR NV-IA 
BNJLGSE NV-IA 
BNJMBDST NPP-SAM, NV-IA 
BNJMBDST member 
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CTL statement NV -AR 
R (ratio) statement NV-AR 
REPORTS statement NV-AR 
W (wrap) statement NV-AR 

BNJPNLI NV-IA 
BNJPNL2 NV-IA 
BNJSEXTA NV-IA 
BNJSTTBA NV-IA 
BNJSWTBA NV-IA 
BNJUNSOL NV-IA 
BNJ36DST NPP-SAM, NV-IA 
BNJ36PR NV-IA 
BNJ36SE NV-IA 
BNLCLIST SSP-CCPUG 
BNLMAIOR SSP-CCPUG 
BNLRPRTS SSP-CCPUG 
BNLVTAM SSP-CCPUG 
BNN (boundary network node) NCP-CS, NPP-PL 
BNN CPM-IN Processing for LU-LU 

Sessions NCP-RF 
BNN CPM-out proceSSing, SSCP-LU and SSCP-PU 

sessions NCP-RF 
BNN nervices NCP-CS 
BNNSUP operand NCP /SSP-RD 

PU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
boolean string NCP-CS 
bootstrap for VSE loader SSP-DR 
bootstrap program SSP-DR 
BOSESS NV -IA 
BOSESS command NV-OP 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

both command NV -IA 
BOTH= parameter NV-IA 
bottom 

PF5 NV-O 
status monitor NV-O 

BOTTOM command 
description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

boundaries, RTM NV-IA 
boundary and transform functions VTAM-DR 
boundary function table (BFT) VTAM-DR 
boundary network node NPP-GI 
boundary network node (BNN) NCP-CS, NPP-PL 

CPM-in processing 
LU-LU session NCP-RF 
SSCP-LU session NCP-RF 

CPM-out processing, LU-LU session NCP-RF 
initiating sessions NCP-RF 
level 5 processing NCP-RF 
path control-in delayed processing NCP-RF 
path control-out delayed processing NCP-RF 
terminating sessions NCP-RF 

boundary network node (BNN) services NCP-CS 
boundary network node input path control NCP-RF 
boundary network node output path control NCP-RF 
BOUNDS NV-AR 
BOUNDS operand NV-AR 
bounds parameter NV -AR 
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BOUNDS= parameter NV-IA 
box error records (BER) NCP-RF, NCP/SSP-DG 
BPOOL (destination buffer boundary pool) NCP-RF 
braces VT AM-OP 
braces, use of (as notational symbols) VTAM-PG 
bracket 

indicators for VT AM-PG 
BRACKET field VTAM-PG 

for RPL VT AM-PG 
for SEND VT AM-PG 

bracket in buffer contents trace output VTAM-DG 
bracket indicators 

shown in RU Flow VTAM-PG 
Bracket Initiation Stopped (BIS) VTAM-PG 
bracket mode 

managing incoming PIUs during NCP-RF 
managing outgoing PIUs during NCP-RF 

bracket state manager (BSM) NCP-CS 
bracket states 

between brackets/beginning-of-bracket PIU 
pending state NCP-CS 

between brackets/bid pending state NCP-CS 
In Bracket state NCP-CS 
In Bracket/Bid Pending state NCP-CS 

brackets NV-IA, VTAM-OP 
bracket protocol VT AM-PG 
bracket state transitions at tbe 3270 
SLU VTAM-PG 

description of VT AM-PG 
indicators for VTAM-PG 
protocols used in session with 3270 
terminals VT AM-PG 

started by application program VTAM-PG 
started by logical unit VT AM-PG 

brackets, definition NV-AR 
branch if flags off, OL TT interpretive 

command NCP-RF 
branch if flags on, OLTT interpretive 

command NCP-RF 
BRANCH macro instructions NCP-CS 
BRANCH operand NCP/SSP-RD, VTAM-PG 

BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
description EPIRD 
use EPIRD 

Branch Trace 
description NCP /SSP-DG 
how to print NCP/SSP-DG 
how to stan NCP /SSP-DG 
when to use NCP/SSP-DG 

branch trace table (BTT)EPIRD, SSP-DR 
branch trace table formatter (FBT) SSP-DR 
branch trace, defining NCP /SSP-ROG 
branch trace, defining the EPIRD 
branching table, use of with 

recovery action (RTNCD) return 
codes VT AM-PG 

speCific error (FDBK2) return codes VT AM-PG 
TESTCB return codes VT AM-PG 

break SSP-CCPUG 
break signal NCP /SSP-RD 



break, on a write command NCP-RF 
breaking a switched SDLC link connection NCP-RF 
BRFDLAYoperand NCP/SSP-RD 
broadcast messages NV -IA 
browse NPP-GI, NV-IA 

network log NV-O 
PFkeys NV-O 
status monitor NV-O 

BROWSE command NV-OP, SSP-CCPUG 
description NV-O 
OSICLD NV-O 
DSIPARM NV-O 
DSIVTAM NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

browse facility NV -SC 
browsing and printing configuration 

information SSP-CCPUG 
browsing online information SSP-CCPUG 

dates (display status) SSP-CCPUG 
item definitions (display item 

definition) SSP-CCPUG 
part of a configuration SSP-CCPUG 
transmission route SSP-CCPUG 
validation/generation messages (display 

messages) SSP-CCPUG 
printing SSP-CCPUG 

configuration layout (print 
layout) SSP-CCPUG 

individual CCP panels SSP-CCPUG 
validation/generation messages (print 

msgs) SSP-CCPUG 
browsing configuration information SSP-CCPUG 
BSC 

data link NPP-PL 
device 

3270 NPP-PL 
line NPP-PL 

BSC (binary synchronous communication) 
device NPP-GI 

BSC and SS devices, common characteristics and 
functions EPIRD 

BSC cluster controller 
CLUSTER definition statement VTAM-IR 

BSC devices 
defining type EPIRD 
relationship to emulation program EPIRD 
unique characteristics and functions EPIRD 

BSC devices, defining 
attached to nonswitched data 

link NCP /SSP-RDG 
attached to switched data link NCP/SSP-RDG 
operable in emulation mode NCP/SSP-RDG 
to VTAM NCP /SSP-RDG 

BSC line 
GROUP definition statement VT AM-IR 

BSC line connecting communication 
controllers EPIRD 

BSC nonswitched line 
LINE definition statement VTAM-IR 

BSC protocol SSP-CCPUG 

BSC RJE SSP-CCPUG 
BSC RJE downstream module SSP-CCPUG 
BSC RJE station (VTAM and NCP) 

worksheet SSP-CCPUG 
BSC RJE station worksheet SSP-CCPUG 
BSC terminal 

TERMINAL definition statement VTAM-IR 
BSC 3270 SSP-CCPUG 

line parameters VT AM-OP 
logical unit for VTAM-OP 
physical unit for VTAM-OP 

BSC 3270 controller (VTAM and NCP) 
worksheet SSP-CCPUG 

BSC 3270 controller port number SSP-CCPUG 
BSC 3270 controller worksheet SSP-CCPUG 
BSC 3270 error message notification NCP-RF, 

NCP/SSP-DG 
BSC 3270 poll failures VT AM-CS 
BSC 3270 terminal worksheet SSP-CCPUG 
BSC/SS basic transmission unit (BTU) NCP-RF 
BSC/SS commands and responses NCP-RF 
BSC/SS devices, SON NCP-RF 
BSC/SS lines NCP-RF 
BSC/SS monitor mode NCP-RF 
BSC/SS multipoint line, service seeking NCP-RF 
BSC/SS requests. processing in levels 2 and3 NCP-RF 
BSC/SS sessions NCP-RF 
BSC/SS units of data transmission NCP-RF 
BSC/start-stop block handler support NCP-RF 
BSC/start-stop processor NCP-RF 
BSM (bracket state manager) NCP-CS 
BT (branch) trace 

description NCP /SSP-DG 
how to print NCP /SSP-DG 
how to start NCP /SSP-DG 
when to use NCP /SSP-DG 

BTAM (Basic Telecommunications Access Method) 
compared with VTAM VTAM-PG 

BIT SSP-DR 
BTU commands 

control command NCP-RF 
data communications commands NCP-RF 

BTU format NCP-RF 
BTU response NCP-RF 
BUF trace VT AM-OP 
BUFCAP tuning statistic VT AM-CS 
BUFEITE operand NCP /SSP-RD 

description EPIRD 
LINE definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

buffer 
buffer pool control blocks VT AM-DR 
noncontiguous (discontiguous) NPP-GI 
pool directory (BPDTY) VT AM-DR 
pool entry (BPENT) VT AM-DR 
trace NV-O 

buffer contents trace 
confidential data VTAM-DG 
description NCP /SSP-DG, VT AM-DG 
how to print NCP /SSP-DG 
how to start NCP /SSP-DG 
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operation VTAM-DG 
output VTAM-DG 
when to use NCP/SSP-DG, VTAM-DG 

buffer delay NCP /SSP-RD 
buffer depletion NCP-RF 
buffer extents, effect on performance 

(TSO/VTAM) VTAM-DG 
buffer group VTAM-PG 
buffer length, minimum NCP /SSP-DG 
buffer list VT AM-PG 

LMPEO state transitions VT AM-PG 
buffer list (BUFFLST) option VTAM-PG 

description of VT AM-PG 
example of using VT AM-PG 
operating considerations VT AM-PG 

buffer list entry (see also ISTBLENT) 
format of VTAM-PG 

buffer list LMPEO states VTAM-PG 
accumulate states VT AM-PG 
reset state VTAM-PG 
split state VT AM-PG 

buffer management NCP-CS, NCP-RF 
BUFFER operand (USSMSG macro 

instruction) VTAM-CS 
buffer pool NCP-CS, VT AM-IR 

allocation 
basic VTAM-CS 
dynamic VTAM-CS 

analyzing usage VT AM-DG 
control block relationships VT AM-DG 
CRPLBUF 
default values moved VTAM-CS 
expansion illustrated VTAM-CS 
fixed NPP-PL 
general I/O buffer format VTAM-CS 
roBUF 

relation to MAXDATA VTAM-IR 
LFBUF 
LPBUF 
NCP operation NCP-RF 
operand NPP-PL 
pageable NPP-PL 
SFBUF 
size VT AM-CS 
SPBUF 
specification VTAM-CS 
start option NPP-PL, VTAM-CS 

format VT AM-IR 
summarized VTAM-CS 
summary of states NCP-RF 
VPBUF 

relation to MAXDAT A VT AM-IR 
WPBUF 

buffer service NCP-CS 
buffer service program 

receive NCP-RF 
transmit NCP-RF 

buffer size, polling NCP /SSP-RD 
buffer trace VT AM-OP 
buffer trace, ACF/TCAM 

description NCP /SSP-DG 
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how to print NCP/SSP-DG 
how to start NCP/SSP-DG 
when to use NCP /SSP-DG 

buffer unit NCP/SSP-RD 
buffer units that access method 

allocates NCP/SSP-RD 
buffer usage trace VT AM-OP 
buffer use 

display VTAM-DG 
trace VT AM-DG 
trace format 

MVS VTAM-DG 
VM VTAM-DG 
VSE VTAM-DG 

VTAM NV-O 
buffer use, effect of dynamic expansion VT AM-CS 
buffer, negative response NCP/SSP-DG 
buffered devices 

defining delay between successive transmissions 
unique to BSC NCP/SSP-RDG 
unique to SS NCP/SSP-RDG 

buffers 
defining for BSC and SS EPIRD 
defining number of 

for access method NCP /SSP-RDG 
for NCP NCP/SSP-RDG 

defining size of 
for access method NCP /SSP-RDG 
for NCP NCP /SSP-RDG 

displaying information about VTAM-OP 
sample display of VTAM-OP 

buffers, reserving NCP-CS 
buffers, VSAM NV -IA 
BUFFLST 

buffer list operation VTAM-PG 
example of VT AM-PG 

BUPFLST option (buffer list option) 
BUFSIZE buffer pool start option VT AM-IR 

roBUP 
changing size of VTAM-IR 

LFBUF 
changing size of VTAM-IR 

relation to UNITSZ VT AM-IR 
BUFSIZE operand NCP /SSP-RD 

description EPIRD 
LINE definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

BUFSIZE operand (3705) NCP /SSP-RD 
bufsize parameter, defined VTAM-CS 
BUILD definition statement NPP-PL 

description EPIRD 
format NCP /SSP-RD 
ignored operands 

ASMXREF NCP/SSP-RDG 
BACKUP NCP /SSP-RDG 
CONDASM NCP/SSP-RDG 
JOBCARD EPIRD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
LESIZE EPIRD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
MACLIB NCP /SSP-RDG 
OBJLIB EPIRD, NCP /SSP-RDG 



OBJQUAL NCP/SSP-RDG 
OUTPUT NCP /SSP-RDG 
PARTIAL NCP/SSP-RDG 
ROUND NCP/SSP-RDG 
TIME NCP /SSP-RDG 
UNIT EPIRD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
USERLIB NCP /SSP-RDG 
un EPIRD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
un EPIRD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
UT3 EPIRD, NCP /SSP-RDG 

in NCP 
considerations for interconnection VT AM-IR 
VT AM restrictions VT AM-IR 

instruction NCP /SSP-RD 
LENAME operand, for VSE NCP /SSP-GL 
list of operands EPIRD 
NCPCA operand 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP/SSP-GL 
VSE NCP/SSP-GL 

NEWNAME operand 
MVS NCP/SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

operands 
BACKUP NCP /SSP-RD 
BFRS NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG, 

NPP-PL 
BRANCH NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
CA NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
CANETID NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
CATRACE NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
COST AB NCP /SSP-RDG 
CSMHDR NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
CSMHDRC NCP/SSP-RD. NCP/SSP-RDG 
CSMSG NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
CSMSGC NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
CUID NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
CW ALL NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
DELAY NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
DIALTO NCP/SSP-RD. NCP/SSP-RDG 
DR3270 NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
DSABLTO NCP/SSP-RD. NCP/SSP-RDG 
DYNADMP NCP/SSP-RD. NCP/SSP-RDG 
ENABLTO NCP/SSP-RD. NCP/SSP-RDG 
GWAEXIT NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
HICHAN NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
HSBPOOL NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
ITEXTTO NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
LENAME NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
LINETRC NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
LOCALTO NCP/SSP-RDG 
LOCHAN NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
LTRACE NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
MAXSSCP NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
MAXSUBA NCP/SSP-RDG 
MAXSUBA, V3 NCP /SSP-RD 
MAXSUBA, V4 NCP/SSP-RD 
MEMSIZE NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
MODEL NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
MT ARTO NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 

MTARTRY NCP/SSP-RD. NCP/SSP-RDG 
MXRLINE NCP /SSP-RDG 
MXVLINE NCP/SSP-RDG 
NCPCA NCP/SSP-RD. NCP/SSP-RDG 
NETID NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
NETLIM NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
NEWN AME NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
NPA NCP /SSP-RD,.NCP /SSP-RDG 
NUMHSAS NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
OLT NCP/SSP-RD 
OPCSB2 NCP/SSP-RDG 
PRTGEN NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
PWROFF NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
REMLOAD NCP/SSP-RDG 
REMOTTO NCP /S8P-RDG 
RESOEXT NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
SESSLIM NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
SLODOWN NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
SUBAREA NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
TIME NCP /SSP-RD 
TIMEOUT NCP /SSP-RDG 
TRACE NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
TRANSFR NCP /SSP-RD 
TWXID NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
TYPGEN NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
TYPSYS NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
UCHAN NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
VERSION NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRACT NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG, 

NPP-PL 
VRPOOL NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
XBREAK NCP/SSP-RD. NCP/SSP-RDG 
XITB NCP/SSP-RD. NCP/SSP-RDG 

overview NCP /SSP-RDG 
pre-interconnection nodes in interconnected 

networks VT AM-IR 
VM nodes in interconnected networks VT AM-IR 
VSE nodes in interconnected networks VT AM-IR 

BUILD definition statement (NCP) 
relationship to MAXDATA VTAM-IR 

BUILD definition statement. operands 3705 
BFRS NCP /SSP-RD 
CA NCP/SSP-RD 
CANETID NCP /SSP-RD 
DYNADMP NCP/SSP-RD 
LINETRC NCP /SSP-RD 
LTRACE NCP/SSP-RD 
MEMSIZE NCP /SSP-RD 
MODEL NCP /SSP-RD 
OPCSB2 NCP/SSP-RD 
REMLOAD NCP /SSP-RD 

build sample network NV-IA 
build subarea 01 NY-IA 
BUILDPIU macro NCP-CS 
built-in functions NV-CL 

&CONCAT NV-CL 
&LENGTH NV-CL 
&NCCFID NV-CL 
&NCCFSTAT NV-CL 
&SUBSTR NY -CL 
coding NY -CL 
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examples of NV -CL 
in an &IF control statement NV-CL 
in an assignment statement NV-CL 
quick reference NV-CL 
samples of NV-CL 
summary of NV -CL 
uses for NV -CL 

burst mode NCP-CS 
burst mode interface NCP-CS 
burst mode processing NCP-RF 
business machine clock rates EPIRD. EPIR D, 

NCP/SSP-RD 
byte multiplexer channel EPIRD 

C (CLIST) statement NV-AR 
C operand value VT AM-PG 
CA (channel adapter) trace 

description NCP /SSP-DG 
how to print NCP /SSP-DG 
how to start NCP /SSP-DG 
when to use NCP /SSP-DG 

CA (Continue Any) VTAM-PG 
for a RECEIVE operation VTAM-PG 
operand value VT AM-PG 
processing option VTAM-PG 

CA operand NCP /SSP-RD 
BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
description EPIRD 
use EPIRD 

Cable Selection Report EPIRD. SSP-DR 
a copy of NCP /SSP-DG 
how to print NCP/SSP-DG 
lie type NCP /SSP-DG 
what it is NCP /SSP-DG 

cable test NV-O 
CAEXIT operand NCP /SSP-RD 

GROUP definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
CAIO macro NCP-CS 
CALINE operand NCP /SSP-RD 

LINE definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SDLC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

CALL macro NCP-CS 
CALL operand NCP /SSP-RD 

GROUP (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
NCP definition statements 

VT AM restrictions on VT AM-IR 
Call Progress Signal (CPS) NCP /SSP-RD 
call-in multiple terminal access NCP /SSP-RD 
calling CLIST by message NV -IA 
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cancel closedown VT AM-PG 
CANCEL command NV-CL. SSP-CCPUG 

description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

CANCEL field 
following RECEIVE VTAM-PG 
for SEND VT AM-PG 

CANCEL request 
receiving VT AM-PG 
sending VT AM-PG 
summary of VTAM-PG 
to tell receiver to discard incomplete 

chain VT AM-PG 
canceling 

an application program VT AM-OP 
VSCS VTAM-OP 
VTAM VTAM-OP 
VT AM in VSE systems VTAM-OP 

canceling commands NV-OP 
canceling RECEIVE requests VT AM-PG 
CANCMD command 

description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

CANETID operand NCP /SSP-RD. NPP-PL 
BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

carriage return 
delay NCP /SSP-RD 
rate NCP /SSP-RD 

carriage return. number of print 
positions NCP/SSP-RD 

carrier is lost SSP-CCPUG 
cascade arrangement NPP-PL 
cascaded 37105 SSP-CCPUG 
CASE macro NCP-CS 
CASEIF macro NCP-CS 
CASENTRY macro NCP-CS 
CASEXIT macro NCP-CS 
catalog NV-IA 
catalog definition NV-IA 
CA TRACE operand NCP /SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
CCH records NV-HPD 
CCI trace record 

NCSPL VTAM-DG 
neither RUPE nor NCSPL VTAM-DG 
RUPE VTAM-DG 

ccname specification. for MVS NCP/SSP-GL 
CCO trace record 

NCSPL VTAM-DG 
neither RUPE nor NCSPL VT AM-DG 
RUPE VTAM-DG 

CCP SSP-CCPUG 
commands SSP-CCPUG 
data entry fields SSP-CCPUG 
main options menu SSP-CCPUG 
menus SSP-CCPUG 
output SSP-CCPUG 

from DR SSP-CCPUG 
from generate SSP-CCPUG 

panels 



add/change config. menu SSP-CCPUG 
CCP main options menu SSP-CCPUG 
data entry SSP-CCPUG 
data entry and display panels SSP-CCPUG 
list panels SSP-CCPUG 

terminology SSP-CCPUG 
CCP (configuration control program) 

capabilities NPP-GI 
configurations 
customization 
dynamic reconfiguration NPP-PL 
function NPP-GI 
installation 
JCL for data sets 
operation 
planning for 
problems 

CCP concepts SSP-CCPUG 
CCP error panel SSP-CCPIN 
CCP facility 

See configuration control program (CCP) 
CCP unable to execute SSP-CCPIN 
CCPOR command 

description NV -0 
syntax NV-O 

CCPLOAOF command 
description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

CCPLOADI command 
description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

CCPLOAOT command 
description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

CCU check NCP /SSP-DG 
CDCINIT VTAM-DR 
CDEB NV-AR, NV-IA 
CDINIT VTAM-DR 
COLINK operand VTAM-OP 
CDMNSESS statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
COROYN operand NPP-PL 

CORM definition statement 

CORM 

considerations for interconnection VT AM-IR 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

See cross-domain resource manager (CORM) 
CORM (cross-domain resource manager) NPP-PL, 

NV-OP, VTAM-DR 
automatic 

SSCP-SSCP session restart NPP-GI 
changing VT AM-OP 
displaying VT AM-OP 
dynamically defined NPP-GI 
effects of deactivation VTAM-OP 
host 

activation of VTAM-OP 
defining of VT AM-OP 
displaying of VT AM-OP 

in multiple-domain network NPP-GI, VTAM-OP 
modifying ownership of resources VT AM-OP 

monitoring NV-OP 
multiple-domain network NPP-PL 
nodes 

major NPP-PL 
minor NPP-PL 

operand VTAM-OP 
sample display of (MYS) VT AM-OP 
sample display of (YM) VT AM-OP 
sample display of (YSE) VT AM-OP 
special considerations VT AM-OP 
statement NPP-PL 

RECOYERYoperand NPP-PL 
CORM definition statement VTAM-IR 

considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
for adjacent SSCP table 

considerations for interconnection VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 
format and coding VT AM-IR 

CORM major node NV -IA 
CORM operand 

CORSC definition statement 
considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

CORMOEF statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
cdrmname variable NV-AR 
CORMS command NV-OP 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

CORSC NV-OP 
defining of VT AM-OP 
displaying VTAM-OP 
sample display VT AM-OP 

CORSC (cross-domain resource) NPP-GI, NPP-PL 
dynamic definition NPP-PL 

V2R2 
V3Rl.l 

node 
major NPP-PL 
minor NPP-PL 

CORSC definition statement 
considerations for interconnection VT AM-IR 
for cross-domain resource VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 
format and coding VT AM-fR 

CORSC operand NPP-PL 
CORM definition statement 

considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-fR 

CORSe statement NV-IA 
CORSCS command 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

CORSCTI start option NPP-PL 
described VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

COSESS VTAM-DR 
COTERM VTAM-DR 
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CDUMPDS operand 
PCCU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

CEB 
See conditional end bracket (CEB) 

CHAIN field 
for receive VTAM-PG 
for RPL VTAM-PG 
for SEND VTAM-PG 

chain indicators 
from initial RH chain indicators VT AM-PG 

CHAIN macro NCP-CS 
chain structure 

level 1 through level 5, system-provided save 
area NCP-RF 

level 5 dynamic save area NCP-RF 
chaining 

RCB to the VVT NCP-CS 
SK.VTs across CSECTs NCP-CS 
using a 3270 terminal VT AM-PG 

chaining of data requests (see also LMPEO) 
deSCription of VT AM-PG 
example of VT AM-PG 
RU flow for VTAM-PG 

chaining output routine VTAM-PG 
logic VTAM-PG 
logic (of the 3600) VT AM-PG 

chains 
ACB chain NCP-CS 
FVT chain NCP-CS 
scanning NCP buffer chains NCP-CS 

CHAN 
channel NV-O 

CHANCON operand 
GROUP definition statement (channel-attached 

NCP) 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE definition statement (channel-to-NCP link) 
description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PCCU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU definition statement (channel-attached NCP) 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

CHANGE command SSP-CCPUG 
change device transmission limit (BSC/SS) 

command NCP-RF 
Change Direction Command (CMD) indicator 

operand value for 
SEND VTAM-PG 

change direction indicator in buffer contents trace 
output VTAM-DG 

Change Direction Request (REO) indicator 
shown in RU flow VTAM-PG 
summary of VTAM-PG 
use of VT AM-PG 

change direction, SNA NV-IA 
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change line negative poll response limit (BSC/SS) 
command NCP-RF 

change line service-seeking pause (BSC/SS) 
command NCP-RF 

change line session limit (BSC/SS) command NCP-RF 
change message text NV-fA 
change speed command NCP-RF 
change text of message NV -IA 
change window indicator (CWI) NCP-RF 
change window response indicator (CWRI) NCP-RF 
change-direction indicators 

receiving VT AM-PG 
shown in RU flow VTAM-PG 
summary of VT AM-PG 

change-direction protocol 
description of VT AM-PG 
indicators for VT AM-PG 
RU flow for \'TAM-PG 

changing defaults SSP-CCPUG 
changing items in a configuration SSP-CCPUG 
changing screen size in non-full screen 

processing VT AM-DG 
CHANLA operand NCP/SSP-RD 

LINE definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP/SSP-RDG 
for SDLC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

CHANLNK operand NCP /SSP-RD 
GROUP definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

channel NCP-CS 
channel adapter (CA) trace 

description NCP /SSP-DG 
how to print NCP /SSP-DG 
how to start NCP /SSP-DG 
when to use NCP /SSP-DG 

channel adapter I/O supervisor NCP-RF 
channel adapter I/O supervisor options NCP-RF 
channel adapter management NCP-RF 
channel adapter network ID NCP /SSP-RD 
Channel adapter sense/status, non-IPL NCP-RF 
channel adapter status and sense indications NCP-RF 
channel adapter trace NCP-RF 
channel adapter trace facility NCP /SSP-RD 
channel adapter trace, defining NCP /SSP-RDG 
Channel adapter types, defining NCP/SSP-RDG 
channel adapters EPIRD, NCP-CS 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP/SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

channel adapters, type (3705) NCP/SSP-RD 
channel attached NCP-CS 
channel attachment major node VTAM-DR 
channel command words (CCWs) VTAM-CS 
channel commands, NCP NCP-RF 
channel contact NCP-RF 
channel contact request 

conditional VT AM-IR 
defining type of VT AM-IR 
unconditional VT AM-IR 

channel device name VT AM-OP 
channel error recovery procedures SCP-RF 



channel extended error recovery procedures NCP-RF 
channel I/O NCP-CS 
channel I/O (CIO) VIT option 

See CIO option 
channel I/O interrupt trace, ACF/TCAM 

description NCP /SSP-DG 
how to print NCP /SSP-DG 
how to start NCP/SSP-DG 
when to use NCP /SSP-DG 

channel IPL contention sense and status, 
description NCP-RF 

channel link NCP/SSP-RD, VTAM-OP 
between host processors NPP-PL 
between processor and controller NPP-PL 
in transmission group VT AM-OP 
status of VTAM-OP 

channel link name 
RNAME operand VTAM-fR 

channel link station VTAM-OP 
activating VTAM-OP 
defining and naming VT AM-OP 

channel link station name 
DUMPST A operand VT AM-fR 
PCCU definition statement 

LOADSTA operand VTAM-fR 
channel links 
channel monitor mode NCP-RF, NPP-Gf 
channel priority, emulation subchannel NCP/SSP-RD 
channel programs NCP-RF, VT AM-CS. VT AM-DR 
channel sense indications NCP-RF 
channel service routines NCP /SSP-RD 
channel status NCP-RF 
channel status indications NCP-RF 
channel unit address 

of channel-attached NCP VT AM-IR 
channel-attached 

cross-domain NCP NPP-Gf 
SNA NPP-GI 

channel-attached device 
SNA devices NPP-PL 

channel-attached NCP 
GROUP definition statement VTAM-IR 
UNE definition statement VT AM-fR 
PU definition statement VTAM-IR 

channel-attached non-SNA device channel end 
appendage VTAM-DR 

channel-attached resources NV-fA 
channel-attached SNA 
channel-attachment VTAM-fR 

node NPP-PL 
to an NCP NPP-PL 

data host enhancement NPP-GI 
without ACTPU NPP-GI 

channel-attachment major node VTAM-OP 
activating VT AM-OP 
deactivating VTAM-OP 
defining VT AM-OP 
GROUP definition statement VT AM-fR 
naming VTAM-OP 
PU definition statement VTAM-fR 
sample display of (MVS) VT AM-OP 

sample display of (VM) VT AM-OP 
sample display of (VSE) VT AM-OP 
VBUILD definition statement VTAM-IR 
verifying VT AM-IR 

channel-attachment major node, I/O trace VT AM-DG 
channel-attachment major nodes 

address of VT AM-fR 
contact requests to VTAM-fR 
defining VT AM-fR 

channel-attachment minor node 
summary oC operands VTAM-IR 

channel-channel 
adapters NPP-GI 
attached hosts NPP-GI 

channel-channel connection NPP-PL 
channel-to-channel adapter 

UNE definition statement VTAM-fR 
channel-to-channel attachment 

activating NPP-SAM 
defining NPP-SAM 

channel, defining EPIRD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
CHAP macro NCP-CS 
character control block (CCB) NCP-RF 
character delete key functions improperly VTAM-DG 
character service NCP-CS 
character service program 

receive NCP-RF 
transmit NCP-RF 

character service, start-stop NCP-RF 
character sets 

Kanji NV-fA 
Katakana NV-fA 

character string position value NV-AR 
character times SSP-CCPUG 
character transmission, defining EPfRD 
character-coded commands 

logons VT AM-CS 
syntax VTAM-CS 
USS 

conversion VTAM-CS 
character-coded request NPP-PL 
characteristics of BSC and SS devices, 

common EPIRD 
CHAREC operand NCP /SSP-RD, SSP-CCPUG 

description EPfRD 
GROUP definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

CHASE operand value 
following RECEIVE VTAM-PG 
for SEND VTAM-PG 

Chase request 
recelvmg VT AM-PG 
sending VT AM-PG 
shown in R U flow VT AM-PG 
summary of VT AM-PG 
to ensure all responses have been 

received VT AM-PG 
use of VT AM-PG 

CHECK VTAM-DR 
CHECK macro instruction 

basic function of VT AM-PG 
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in an RPL exit routine VT AM-PG 
issuance of, after an asynchronous 

request VTAM-PG 
use VTAM-PG 
using the feedback fields VT AM-PG 

CHECK operand NCP /SSP-RD, SSP-CCPUG 
description EPIRD 
LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

check record pool (CRP) NCP-RF 
CHECKSSI macro NCP-CS 
CHECKVR macro NCP-CS 
CHMAX tuning statistic VTAM-CS 
CHNGDIR operand 

following receive VT AM-PG 
for RPL VT AM-PG 
for SEND VTAM-PG 

CHNLZ operand NCP /SSP-RD 
LINE definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SDLC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

CHNPRloperand NCP/SSP-RD 
description EPIRD 
LINE definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

CHNRM tuning statistic 
compared to TIMERS VT AM-CS 
defined VT AM-CS 

CHRD tuning statistic 
and ATTN compared VT AM-CS 
and MAXBFRU, analyzing VTAM-CS 
defined VT AM-CS 

CHWR tuning statistic VT AM-CS 
CICP queue NCP-CS 
CICP, communication interrupt control 

program NCP-RF 
CICS (Customer Information Control 
System) NPP-PL, NV-IA 

Terminal Access Facility NPP-PL 
CICS/VS NV -IA 
cm 

See communication identifier (CID) 
em table size VTAM-CS 
CmCTL VTAM-DR 
ClDXLATE operand value VT AM-PG 
CINIT (control initiate) VTAM-DR 

using session parameters with VT AM-PG 
C10 option 

VIT trace records created 
ATT VTAM-DG 
CONN VTAM-DG 
DISC VT AM-DG 
ERP (MVS) VTAM-DG 
ERP (VM V3Rl) VTAM-DG 
ERP (VM) VTAM-DG 
ERP (VSE) VTAM-DG 
HIO VTAM-DG 
INT (MVS) VTAM-DG 
INT (VM V3Rl) VTAM-DG 
INT (VM) VTAM-DG 
!NT (VSE) VTAM-DG 
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S10 (MVS) VTAM-DG 
S10 (VM V3Rl) VTAM-DG 
S10 (VM) VTAM-DG 
S10 (VSE) VT AM-DG 
summary VTAM-DG 

CIT (communication identifier index 
table) VT AM-DR 

cn trace record VT AM-DG 
CI2 trace record VT AM-DG 
CI3 trace record VTAM-DG 
CI4 trace record VT AM-DG 
class of service NV -lA, VT AM-PG 

changing definitions in alias translation 
table NV-O 

determining names NV-O 
class of service (COS) NPP-PL 

macro instructions example VT AM-CS 
overview NPP-PL 
SSCP (ISTVTCOS) VT AM-CS 
table NPP-PL 

conflicting COS table names VTAM-CS 
described VTAM-CS 
in back-to-back configuration VTAM-CS 
multiple identical COS tables VTAM-CS 
network interconnection 

considerations VTAM-CS 
unnamed entry VTAM-CS 
used to select VR list VT AM-CS 

unnamed default NPP-PL 
with application programs NPP-PL 

class-of service table 
sample table NPP-SAM 

classifying a problem NV-D 
classifying the problem NV-D 
CLEANUP VT AM-DR 
CLEANUP request VT AM-PG 

definition of VT AM-PG 
examples of VT AM-PG 
format of VTAM-PG 
received by an application program VTAM-PG 

CLEAR 
operand value VT AM-PG 
request, sending VTAM-PG 

clear command NCP-RF 
description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

clear command processing NCP-RF 
CLEAR key NV -CL, NV -op 
Clear request 

need for SCIP exit routine to process VTAM-PG 
sending VT AM-PG 
shown in request flow VTAM-PG 
summary of VTAM-PG 
to stop flow of requests and responses VTAM-PG 

clearing the screen NV -CL 
CLINES operand NCP /SSP-RD 

LINE definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SDLC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

CLIST NPP-PL 



NetView 
CLIST (command list) 

NetView NPP-GI 
single-domain network operation NPP-GI 

CLIST data set definition NV-CL 
for MVS NV-CL 

CLIST language 
&BEGWRITE keyword NV-CL 
&CONTROL keyword NV-CL 
&PAUSE keyword NV-CL 
&WRITE keyword NV-CL 
assignment statements NV-CL 
built-in functions NV-CL 
coding conventions NV-CL 
commands NV-CL 
comments NV -CL 
control variables NV-CL 
features of NV-CL 
how CLISTs can help you NV -CL 
labels NV-CL 
language NV -CL 
message-driven CLISTs NV -CL 
model statements NV-CL 
NetView CLISTcontrol statements NV-CL 
null statements NV-CL . 
parameter variables NV-CL 
PPT restrictions NV -CL 
statement types NV-CL 
user variables NV-CL 
variable substitution NV-CL 
variables NV-CL 
WAIT keyword NV-CL 
what a CLIST is NV-CL 
who can use CLISTs NV-CL 

CLIST name NV-AR 
CLIST quick reference NV -IA 
CLIST. automatic NV-IA 
CLIST. called by message NV-IA 
·CLIST. rename NV-IA 
CLIST. restrict NV-IA 
clistname operand NV -AR 
CLlSTs NV-IA. NV-OP 

automation NV-O 
browsing contents NV-O 
commands iri status monitor NV-O 
continue processing NV-O 
description NV-OP 
displaying contents NV-OP 
entering NPDA commands NV-O 
full screen mode NV-O 
reinstate processing NV-O 
running NV -OP 
statements NV-OP 
status monitor NV-O 
stop processing NV-O 
suspend processing NV-O 
where defined NV-O 

. writing NV-OP 
CLISTs. define NV -IA 
CLOCKNG operand NCP/SSP-RD 

description EPIRD 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
MTALCST definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

CLOSE ACB VTAM-DR 
CLOSE command 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

CLOSE macro instruction 
basic function of VT AM-PG 
causing issuance of CLSnST macro 

instructions VT AM-PG 
completion information for VTAM-PG 
conditions leading to issuance of VTAM-PG 
errors and special conditions VT AM-PG 

organization of information VT AM-PG 
prohibition on use VTAM-PG 
standard form VT AM-PG 
use VTAM-PG 

closedown of VT AM VT AM-PG 
closing a logon queue VTAM-PG 
closing a program VT AM-PG 

in MVS/XA VTAM-PG 
clOsing a program operator VT AM-PG 
closing an ACB VT AM-PG 
CLRSTA TS command 

description NV-O 
CLSnST VTAM-DR 
CLSDST macro instruction VT AM-PG 

basic function of VTAM-PG 
CLSDST OPTCD=PASS VTAM-PG 

determining session parameters for VT AM-PG 
CLSDST OPTCD=RELEASE VTAM-PG 
in terminating an XRF session VTAM-PG 
migration considerations VT AM-PG 
scope of VT AM-PG 
use VTAM-PG 

CLSDST PASS. possible cause for failure VT AM-DG 
CLSTRS command NV-OP 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

cluster controller NPP-PL 
BSC 3270 NPP-PL 
channel-attached NPP-PL 

cluster controller. type of EPIRD 
cluster controllers 

monitoring NV-OP 
cluster controllers and tuning VT AM-CS 
CLUSTER definition statement NPP-PL 

for BSC cluster controller VTAM-IR 
format NCP /SSP-RD. VT AM-IR 
format and coding VTAM-IR 
instruction NCP /SSP-RD 
operands 

BHEXEC NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
BHSET NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
CUTYPE NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
DISCNT NCP /SSP-RDG 
DLOGMOD NCP /SSP-RDG 
EXEC NCP /SSP-RD 
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FEATURE NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
FEATUR2 NCP /SSP-RDG 
GPOLL NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
INHIBIT NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
1ST ATUS NCP /SSP-RDG 
ITBMODE NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
LGRAPHS NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
LOGAPPL NCP /SSP-RDG 
LOGT AB NCP /SSP-RDG 
MODETAB NCP/SSP-RDG 
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CONFIG option NV-IA 
CONFIG start option NPP-PL, VTAM-IR 



format VT AM-IR 
use of VT AM-OP 
with NODELST VT AM-OP 

CONFIG= parameter NV-IA 
configurable stations (SDLC) NCP-RF 
configuration 

adjacent NPP-GI 
control blocks VTAM-DR 
design 

availability of resources NPP-GI 
ease of operation NPP-GI 
interconnected network NPP-GI, NPP-PL 
isolation NPP-GI 
modem, 5860 NV-O 
multiple-domain network NPP-PL 

CMC (communication management 
configuration) NPP-GI 

IRN (intermediate routing node) NPP-GI 
multiple-gateway NPP-GI 
network NPP-PL 
non-adjacent NPP-GI 
performance NPP-GI 
planning product 

HONE Aids NPP-PL 
routing table generation (RTG) NPP-PL 

restart NPP-PL, VT AM-DR 
(MVS & VSE only) NPP-PL 
facility NPP-PL 
file NPP-PL 

restart, delayed NPP-GI 
services VT AM-DR 
single-domain network NPP-GI 

build routing structure NPP-PL 
dynamic reconfiguration NPP-PL 
plan and name NPP-PL 

single-gateway NPP-GI 
switched lines NPP-PL 

configuration control program (CCP) 
capabilities NPP-GI 
configurations 
customiza tion 
definition SSP-CCPUG 
dynamic reconfiguration NPP-PL 
entering and exiting SSP-CCPUG 
function NPP-GI 
functions SSP-CCPUG 
installation 
JCL for data sets 
moving through SSP-CCPUG 
operation 
planning for 
problems 
requirements SSP-CCPUG 

Interactive System Productivity Facility 
(ISPF) SSP-CCPUG 

terminology SSP-CCPUG 
configuration SSP-CCPUG 
downstream SSP-CCPUG 
items SSP-CCPUG 
upstream SSP-CCPUG 
version SSP-CCPUG 

configuration data NV-IA 
configuration data set VTAM-DG 
configuration data set (CDS) VTAM-OP 
configuration data sets NCP-CS 
configuration definition definition statements, overview 

CSB NCP /SSP-RDG 
DIALSET NCP /SSP-RDG 
HOST NCP /SSP-RDG 
!DLIST NCP/SSP-RDG 
LUDRPOOL NCP /SSP-RDG 
MT ALCST NCP /SSP-RDG 
MT ALIST NCP /SSP-RDG 
MTAPOLL NCP/SSP-RDG 
MTATABL NCP/SSP-RDG 
PATH NCP /SSP-RDG 
PUDRPOOL NCP/SSP-RDG 
SDLCST NCP /SSP-RDG 

configuration hierarchy name VT AM-PG 
configuration information 

browsing SSP-CCPUG 
printing SSP-CCPUG 

configuration integrity NCP-RF 
configuration lists NPP-SAM 

creating VT AM-IR 
configuration problem SSP-CCPIN 
configuration report generation process SSP-DR 
Configuration Report Header Box NCP/SSP-DG 
configuration report program (CRP) EPIRD, NPP-GI, 

SSP-DR 
See also CRP (configuration report) program 

configuration report program CSECT members under 
MVS/VM 

IFLCIO SSP-DR 
IFWCBLD SSP-DR 
IFWCCABLE (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWCCLUS SSP-DR 
IFWCCMNT SSP-DR 
IFWCCNTL SSP-DR 
IFWCCNTU SSP-DR 
IFWCCOMP SSP-DR 
IFWCGRP SSP-DR 
IFWCGWN SSP-DR 
IFWCHEAD SSP-DR 
IFWCLINE SSP-DR 
IFWCLU SSP-DR 
IFWCLUDR SSP-DR 
IFWCLUPL SSP-DR 
IFWCNCPN SSP-DR 
IFWCNET SSP-DR 
IFWCNRPT SSP-DR 
IFWCPATH SSP-DR 
IFWCPRNT SSP-DR 
IFWCPU SSP-DR 
IFWCPUDR SSP-DR 
IFWCSERV SSP-DR 
IFWCSSRC SSP-DR 
IFWCTERM SSP-DR 
IFWCVTAM SSP-DR 

configuration report, NCP 
See NCP configuration report 

configuration restart VT AM-OP 
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data set 
name VT AM-IR 
password VT AM-IR 

data sets 
described VT AM-IR 
summarized VT AM-IR 

files 
characteristics VT AM-IR 
example of AMS statements VT AM-IR 
names VTAM-IR 
size VT AM-IR 

configuration restart facility VTAM-OP 
configuration setting NCP-RF 
configuration, definition SSP-CCPUG 
configuration,3710 NV-O 
configurations 

adding items to SSP-CCPUG 
adding using DR SSP-CCPUG 

confirm VSAM definitions NV -IA 
CONFfXT operand value VT AM-PG 
congestion, pacing group NCP-RF 
CONN trace record VTAM-DG 
connect out (dial) processing NCP-RF 
connect out (previously dial) command NCP-RF 
connect processing VT AM-DR 
connect scanner request NCP-RF 
connection 

of host subarea nodes VT AM-OP 
of subareas VT AM-OP 
subarea NPP-PL 

connection of NCP subarea nodes VTAM-OP 
connection pOint manager NCP-CS, NCP-RF 
connections betwen N CPs 

as part of connections between 
NCPs NCP/SSP-RDG 

defining BSC data link 
connections NCP /SSP-RDG 

defining communication with NCP 
VIR1.I NCP/SSP-RDG 

defining error recovery 
provisions NCP /SSP-RDG 

defining link stations NCP /SSP-RDG 
defining loading and dumping of link-attached 

NCP NCP /SSP-RDG 
defining performance 

characteristics NCP /SSP-RDG 
defining power-off feature in link-attached 

controller NCP /SSP-RDG 
defining service order table scans NCP /SSP-RDG 
defining subarea links NCP/SSP-RDG 
defining transmission groups NCP /SSP-RDG 

connections work count NCP-RF 
connectivity 

test support NPP-GI 
connectivity information NV-O 
Connectivity Test (CT) 

description NCP /SSP-DG 
how to start NCP /SSP-DG 
types of session configurations NCP /SSP-DG 

ExpliCit route NCP/SSP-DG 
Intermediate Network NCP/SSP-DG 
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PLU network NCP/SSP-DG 
Single network NCP /SSP-DG 
SLU network NCP /SSP-DG 

when to use NCP/SSP-DG 
consecutive negative responses to 

polling NCP /SSP-RD 
considerations for migrating to NCP V4 

Subset NCP /SSP-MI 
console communication services (CCS) VTAM-IR 

operands on DTIGEN VTAM-IR 
trace VT AM-IR 

console log VT AM-DG 
console mode in VSCS VTAM-DR 
console mode, LU hangs during VT AM-DG 
console support routines (CXCCPSUP) NCP-RF 
constants NV-CL 
constants module 

and tuning VTAM-CS 
discussed VT AM-CS 
fields 

RACABCNT VT AM-CS 
RACABINT VTAM-CS 
RACBSNAP VTAM-CS 
RACCITSZ VTAM-CS 
RACCPS VTAM-CS 
RACEAS VTAM-CS 
RACHNTSZ VTAM-CS 
RACHSRT VTAM-CS 
RACINNBL VT AM-CS 
RACINOPT VT AM-CS 
RACMARTY VTAM-CS 
RACMATMR VTAM-CS 
RACMCPBF VTAM-CS 
RACMLUBF VT AM-CS 
RACMXBUF VTAM-CS 
RACONSRT VT AM-CS 
RACPDBFS VTAM-CS 
RACSASUP VTAM-CS 
RACVCNT VT AM-CS 

installing VT AM-CS 
listed VT AM-CS 
modifying VT AM-CS 

constants, VT AM NPP-PL 
contact NCP-RF, NV-O, VTAM-DR 
contact channel command NCP-RF 
contact command 

lines NCP-RF 
processing for multi points lines NCP-RF 
processing for point-to-point nonswitched 

lines NCP-RF 
processing for point-to-point switched 

lines NCP-RF 
subtask sequence NCP-RF 

contact polling NCP-RF 
contact request 

to channel-attached NCP 
conditional VT AM-IR 
defining type of VTAM-IR 
unconditional VT AM-IR 

contacted command NCP-RF 



CONTCHN 
See continue chain operand 

content of data stream is wrong (VSCS) VTAM-DG 
contention VTAM-PG 
contention line NCP/SSP-RD 
continuation character NV-CL, VTAM-CS 
continuation characters NV-CL 
continuation lines, how to code VT AM-PG 
continue chain operand VT AM-PG 
CONTINUE command SSP-CCPUG 
CONTINUE operand NV -CL 
continue record NCP-CS 
continue record macro NCP-CS 
continue session NV-IA 
continue-any 

used to handle concurrent inquiries VTAM-PG 
versus continue-specific mode VTAM-PG 

continue-specific (CS) 
used to handle concurrent inquiries VTAM-PG 
versus continue-any mode VTAM-PG 

control 
BLU format (Mod 128) NCP-RF 
BLU format (Mod 8) NCP-RF 
data flow NPP-PL 
interval size 
statement NPP-PL 

CONTROL ALL statement NV-CL 
control block field usage, summary VTAM-PG 
control block fields 

extracted with SHOWCB VTAM-PG 
tested with TESTCB VT AM-PG 

control block format 
BLENT VTAM-PG 
EXLST VTAM-PG 
MVS ACB VTAM-PG 
NIB VTAM-PG 
PROC VTAM-PG 
RH VTAM-PG 
RPL VTAM-PG 
VSE ACB VT AM-PG 

control block formats and DSECTs VTAM-PG 
control blocks 

ACB NCP-CS 
CCBTIME field NCP-CS 

access method (ACB) VT AM-DR 
BDT NCP-CS 
CCB NCP-CS 
configuration VTAM-DR 
field lengths VT AM-PG 
field testing VT AM-PG 
for scheduling and dispatching VTAM-DR 
formatted in a dump VTAM-DG 
function management (FMCB) VTAM-DR 
gateway control blocks NCP-CS 
GCB NCP-CS 

GCBL2 field NCP-CS 
generating of 

during program execution VTAM-PG 
with EXLST macro instruction VTAM-PG 
with GENCB macro instruction VT AM-PG 
with the ACB macro instruction VT AM-PG 

with the NIB macro instruction VT AM-PG 
with the RPL macro instruction VTAM-PG 

GETBLK/FREEBLK VTAM-DR 
getting values from, with the 

SHOWCB VTAM-PG 
handling of, in Sample Program 2 VTAM-PG 
ID codes 

for VSCS VTAM-DR 
for VTAM VTAM-DR 

LCB ~CP-CS 

lengths VTAM-PG 
locked queue anchor block (LQAB) VTAM-DR 
logical unit (LUCB) VTAM-DR 
LUB NCP-CS 

LUBASSET field 
major VTAM-DR 
manipulation 

with DSECTs VTAM-PG 
with the GENCB macro 

instruction VT AM-PG 
with the MODCB macro 

instruction VT AM-PG 
with the SHOWCB macro 

instruction VT AM-PG 
with the TESTCB macro 

instruction VT AM-PG 
modifying the contents of VTAM-PG 
NIX NCP-CS 
node initialization (NIB) VTAM-DR 
pool of VT AM-PG 
process anchor (PAB) VTAM-DR 
program operator VTAM-DR 
QCB NCP-CS 
RCB NCP-CS 
required for application programs VTAM-PG 
route management VT AM-DR 
session VTAM-DR 
session information (SIB) VT AM-DR 
setting values in VT AM-PG 
TAB, PLB, and VLB in a dump VTAM-DG 
techniques for handling 

element per request VTAM-PG 
element per session at session 

establishment VTAM-PG 
element per transaction VTAM-PG 

testing values in VTAM-PG 
UACB 

as interface to user code NCP-CS 
compatiblity with ACB NCP-CS 
creating for user routines NCP-CS 
description NCP-CS 
example NCP-CS 
for CSB NCP-CS 
pointer in BDT NCP-CS 
specifying length NCP-CS 
specifying name of on LINE NCP-CS 
using with timer routines NCP-CS 

used for session establishment and 
termination VT AM-PG 

using DSECTs with VT AM-PG 
VTALLOC VTAM-DR 
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VTAM data extent (ACDEB) VTAM-DR 
VTAM-to-application program VTAM-DR 
waiting request element (WRE) VT AM-DR 

control blocks for NAU NCP/SSP-RD 
control blocks, formatted SSP-DR 
control blocks, queued NV-IA 
control characters for string standard 

representation NCP-CS 
CONTROL CMD statement NV-CL 
control codes for string standard 

representation NCP-CS 
control commands display 

selection NV-O 
CONTROL ERR statement NV-CL 
CONTROL field for 

RECEIVE VTAM-PG 
RPL VTAM-PG 
SEND VTAM-PG 
SESSIONC VTAM-PG 

control field mode NCP-RF 
control flow SSP-DR 
control flow of dump formatter SSP-DR 
control initiate (CINIT) VTAM-DR 
control initiate request (CINIT) 

basic function of VT AM-PG 
purpose VT AM-PG 

CONTROL keyword NV-CL 
&ALL operand NV -CL 
&CMD operand NV-CL 
&ERR operand NV-CL 
uses for NV-CL 

control mode 
determining read command for NCP-RF 
reset control command NCP-RF 
resetting NCP-RF 

control of session monitor panels NV-D 
Control Program (CP) 

considerations for installing VTAM VTAM-fR 
system name table (DMKSNT) VT AM-fR 

control records 
recording NV-O 

control register 0 bit 30, setting VTAM-DG 
control requests and indicators, summary 

of VTAM-PG 
control router NCP-RF 
control specific resources NV -fA 
control statements 

quick reference NV -CL 
summary of NV -CL 

control terminate (CTERM) VTAM-DR 
Control Terminate (CTERM) request 

forced VT AM-PG 
orderly VT AM-PG 
Terminate Cleanup VT AM-PG 
Terminate Forced VTAM-PG 
Terminate Orderly VTAM-PG 

control unit NV-SC 
detecting problems NV -OP 
transmissions NV-OP 

control unit functions, transmission EPIRD 
control unit prblem NV -SC 
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control unit problem NV-SC 
control unit, cluster type NCP /SSP-RD 
control unit. type NCP /SSP-RD 
control unit. type (3705) NCP /SSP-RD 
control units 

defining for BSC and SS EPfRD 
control variables NV-CL 

quick reference NV-CL 
summary of NV -CL 

control, command, device-oriented. 
processing NCP-RF 

contrOl. define span NV-fA 
contrOl. span of NV-fA 
controller assembler (CWAX) NCP-CS 
controller assembler language NPP-GI 
controller buffers first allocated NCP/SSP-RD 
controller commands NV-O 
controller data areas NV-fA 
controller load module NCP-CS 
controller module SSP-DR 
controller summary 

selection NV-O 
controlling a VT AM domain VT AM-OP 
controlling flow of requests and responses VTAM-PG 
controlling Netview domain name SSP-CCPUG 
controlling resources NV-OP 
controlling VTAM domain name SSP-CCPUG 
controlling your network with CLISTs NV-CL 
CONTWAIT operand NV-CL 
CONY operand NCP /SSP-RD 

COMP definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

TERMINAL definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP/SSP-RDG 

conventions used to describe VTAM 
macros VT AM-PG 

conventions. coding NV-fA 
conventions. naming NV-IA 
Conversational Monitoring System (CMS) 

DSIPRT exec NPP-PL 
editor NPP-PL 

conversational reply. to a write command NCP-RF 
conversational response NCP/SSP-RD 
conversion 

format VT AM-DR 
conversion of commands illustrated VT AM-CS 
conversion of network addresses 

1S-bit element-only NCP-RF 
16-bit combined subarea and element NCP-RF 

conversion table 
block ID NV -HPD 

convert NetView definitions NV-fA 
convert sample system NV -IA 
converting a cm to a symbolic name VTAM-PG 
converting a symbolic name to aCID VTAM-PG 
COPIES operand VT AM-PG 
copy 

PF9 NV-O 



COpy command 
description NV -0 
syntax NV-O 

copy destination mode command NCP-RF 
copy device session information command NCP-RF 
copy operator definitions NV-IA 
copy profile definitions NV -IA 
copy session initiation information command NCP-RF 
copying SSP-CCPUG 

a whole configuration SSP-CCPUG 
adding SSP-CCPUG 
an item SSP-CCPUG 

copying an existing configuration 
(COPY) SSP-CCPUG 

copying existing item data (MODEL) SSP-CCPUG 
copying existing items (DR) SSP-CCPUG 
copying item data from another configuration 

(PROMPT) SSP-CCPUG 
COPYPIU macro NCP-CS 
CORNUM operand NCP /SSP-RD 

LINE definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SDLC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

correcting errors SSP-CCPUG 
correcting mistakes NV -OP 
correlation ID VTAM-PG 
COS (class of service) NPP-PL 

overview NPP-PL 
See class of service 
table NPP-PL 
unnamed default NPP-PL 
with application programs NPP-PL 

COS (class of service) name VTAM-PG 
COS macro instruction VT AM-CS 
COS name, migration considerations VTAM-PG 
COS operand (MODEENT macro 
instruction) VT AM-CS 

COS statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
COSEND macro instruction VT AM-CS 
COST AB macro instruction VT AM-CS 
COST AB operand NPP-PL 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG, 
VTAM-IR 

considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
NETWORK definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
counter values 

temporary errors NV-O 
counters, RTM NV-IA 
COUNTS operand value VTAM-PG 
COl trace record VTAM-DG 
C02 trace record VTAM-DG 
C03 trace record VT AM-DG 
C04 trace record VT AM-DG 
CP (Control Program 
CP (Control Program) 

See Control Program (CP) 
CP DEFINE STORAGE command, for 

VM NCP/SSP-GL 
CP message prefix VT AM-DG 
CPCB operation codes VT AM-DR 

CPDLIB NV-IA 
CPM NCP-CS 
CPM data flow control NCP-RF 
CPM-in processing 

LU-LU session NCP-RF 
SCP-LU session NCP-RF 

CPM-out processing 
LU-LU session NCP-RF 
SSCP-LU and SSCP-PU sessions NCP-RF 

CPMSG trace record VT AM-DG 
CPPG trace record VTAM-DG 
CPPT trace record VT AM-DG 
CPRC trace record VTAM-DG 
CPTRAP VTAM-DG 
CPU 

Central Processing Unit NV-O 
CPU trace field VT AM-DG 
CPWT trace record VT AM-DG 
CRDLA Y operand NCP/SSP-RD, SSP-CCPUG 

TERMINAL definition 
statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

create sample system NV-IA 
creating a CLIST 

creating CLISTs while NetView is 
running NV-CL 

editing facilities NV -CL 
for MVS NV -CL 
for VM NV-CL 
when is a CLIST created NV-CL 
where is a CLIST created NV-CL 

creating a new configuration SSP-CCPUG 
CRETRYoperand NCP/SSP-RD 

GROUP definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

critical message NV-IA 
critical situation message header NCP/SSP-RD 

additional characters of header NCP /SSP-RD 
additional text for CSMSG NCP /SSP-RD 
text of message NCP/SSP-RD 

critical situation shut down NCP /SSP-RD 
CRITSIT operand NCP /SSP-RD 

TERMINAL definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

cross domain 
CDSESS VTAM-DR 
control initiate (CDCINIT) VTAM-DR 
initiate (CDINIT) VTAM-DR 
initiate other (CDINIT other) VTAM-DR 
resource major node VTAM-DR 
resource manager (CDRM) VTAM-DR 
resource manager major node VT AM-DR 
terminate (CDTERM) VTAM-DR 

cross domain communication NV-IA 
cross domain sessions, displaying status NV-O 
cross references, generating NCP-CS 
cross-channel node control block 

(XCNCB) VTAM-DR 
cross-domain NPP-PL, NV -IA 

communication NPP-GI 
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communications NV-OP 
NCP NPP-GI 
NetView NPP-PL 
path NPP-PL 
resource manager NPP-GI 
SDLC (synchronous data link control) 

link NPP-GI 
session NPP-GI 

cross-domain authorization NV-AR 
cross-domain communication NV-AR, NV-IA 
cross-domain connection VT AM-OP 
cross-domain destination LUs 

alternatives to pre-defining VT AM-IR 
cross-domain link stations NV-O 
cross-domain links NCP-RF 
cross-domain logon problem VT AM-DG 
cross-domain NetView 

status NV-O 
cross-domain network manager 

deactivating NV-O 
cross-domain resource 

See also CDRM (cross-domain resource manager) 
CDRSC definition statement 

considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
NETWORK definition statement 

considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
cross-domain resource (CDRSC) NPP-PL 

CDRSC definition statement VTAM-IR 
defining NPP-SAM 
dynamic definition NPP-PL, NPP-SAM 

V2R2 
V3Rl.l 

NETWORK definition statement VTAM-IR 
node 

major NPP-PL 
minor NPP-PL 

terminal sessions NPP-SAM 
VBUILD definition statement VTAM-IR 

cross-domain resource major nodes 
status NV-O 

cross-domain resource manager (CDRM) NPP-PL 
activating NPP-SAM 
activating for verification VTAM-IR 
CDRM definition statement VTAM-IR 

considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
defining NPP-SAM 
GWPATH definition statement VTAM-IR 

considerations for interconnection VT AM-IR 
major node 

defining VT AM-IR 
defining in interconnected 

networks VT AM-IR 
multiple-domain network NPP-PL 
NETWORK definition statement VTAM-IR 

considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
nodes 

major NPP-PL 
minor NPP-PL 

statement NPP-PL 
RECOVERY operand NPP-PL 

VBUILD definition statement VTAM-IR 
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cross-domain resources (CDRSCs) 
activating for verification VTAM-IR 
defining VT AM-IR 

cross-domain session NV-IA 
sending commands NV-O 
starting a session NV-O 
stopping NV-O 
verifying VT AM-IR 

cross-domain sessions NCP-CS 
cross-domain SSCP name NV -AR 
cross-domain terminals 

buffer tracing NV-O 
cross-domain, start NV -IA 
cross-network NPP-PL, NV -AR, NV -IA 

management NPP-PL 
problem determinaton NPP-PL 
session control NPP-PL 
SSCP-SSCP session NPP-PL 

cross-network CDRM sessions VT AM-DR 
cross-network controlling PLU VT AM-IR 

defining VT AM-IR 
cross-network destination LUs 

alternatives to predefining VTAM-IR 
cross-network paths, defining 

to NCP NCP /SSP-RDG 
to VT AM NCP /SSP-RDG 

cross-network resources 
guidelines for defining 

interconnected networks VTAM-IR 
single network VT AM-IR 

cross-network session NPP-GI 
verifying VTAM-IR 

cross-network session specifications 
defining address control blocks NCP /SSP-RDG 
defining HSCBs NCP /SSP-RDG 
overview NCP /SSP-RDG 

cross-reference tables 
sense code-to-module VT AM-DR 

cross-subarea link procedures NCP-RF 
cross-subarea links VTAM-OP 

channel link VT AM-OP 
definition of VT AM-OP 
failures VT AM-OP 
monitoring NV-OP 
SDLC link VTAM-OP 

CRP (configuration report program) EPIRD, NPP-GI, 
SSP-DR 

CRP (configuration report) program 
description NCP/SSP-DG 
output generated from CRP NCP /SSP-DG 

ACF/VTAM Network 
Configuration NCP/SSP-DG 

Cable Selection Report NCP /SSP-DG 
Generation Definition NCP/SSP-DG 
NCP Configuration Report NCP/SSP-DG 
node cross reference NCP /SSP-DG 

utility control statements NCP/SSP-DG 
a/L and -/C Control 
Statements NCP /SSP-DG 

aLINECNT Control Statement NCP/SSP-DG 



*Option Control Statement NCP/SSP-DG 
*Report Control Statements NCP /SSP-DG 

CRP message-ta-module cross reference SSP-DR 
CRP module synopsis under MVS or VM SSP-DR 
CRP output 

ACF /VT AM Network 
Configuration NCP/SSP-DG 

Cable Selection Report NCP /SSP-DG 
Generation Definition NCP /SSP-DG 
NCP Configuration Report NCP /SSP-DG 

GWNAU Definition Statement.Report 
Page NCP/SSP-DG 

Modems Report Section NCP /SSP-DG 
Non-native Network Header 

Box NCP /SSP-DG 
Non-SNA device pages NCP/SSP-DG 
Path Definition Statement Report 

Page NCP /SSP-DG 
report header box NCP /SSP-DG 
SNA Device pages NCP /SSP-DG 

Node Cross Reference List NCP/SSP-DG 
CRPLBUF buffer pool 

See buffer pool 
CRRATE operand NCP /SSP-RD 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
MTALCST definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

CRY VTAM-DR 
CRYPT operand value in 

RPL VTAM-PG 
SEND VT Al\t-PG 

cryptographic 
Facility Program Product NPP-PL 
key service NPP-PL 
session NPP-PL 
support in VT AM NPP-PL 

cryptographic session 
cross-domain VT AM-PG 
determining the level of VT AM-PG 
establishing VTAM-PG 
single-domain VTAM-PG 

cryptographic sessions 
multiple-domain 

filing CDRM keys for VT AM-IR 
single-domain 

filing secondary logical unit keys VT AM-IR 
cryptography NPP-PL 

changing an LU's capability for VTAM-OP 
establishing requirements from the Logon Mode 

Entry VTAM-PG 
level of for OPNDST requests VT AM-PG 
level of for OPNSEC requests VT AM-PG 
requirements VTAM-PG 

CS (Continue Specific) 
operand value VTAM-PG 
processing option VTAM-PG 

CSALIMIT (CSA storage) 
CSALIMIT start option NPP-PL, VTAM-CS 

described VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

CSA24 start option 
described VT AM-IR 

format VT AM-IR 
CSB NCP-CS 
CSB definition statement 

format NCP /SSP-RD 
instruction NCP /SSP-RD 
operands 

MOD NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
SPEED NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
TYPE NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
WRAPLN NCP/SSP-RD 
WRAPLN (for BSC devices) NCP/SSP-RDG 
WRAPLN (for SS devices) NCP/SSP-RDG 

overview NCP /SSP-RDG 
CSBNOP macro NCP-CS 
CSECT NCP-CS 
CSECT members under MVS dump utility 

CXZ.NPHI (3705 only) SSP-DR 
CXZNPH2 (3705 only) SSP-DR 
CXZXPHI (3705 only) SSP-DR 
CXZXPH2 (3705 only) SSP-DR 
IFLHlDIO SSP-DR 
IFLREAD SSP-DR 
IFLR2FBT SSP-DR 
IFLR2INT SSP-DR 
IFLR2RDS SSP-DR 
IFLR2WPR SSP-DR 
IFLR2WTO SSP-DR 
IFLW AIT SSP-DR 
IFL WH1LIO SSP-DR 
IFWH1LIO SSP-DR 
IFWHIWRT SSP-DR 
IFWRMBID (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWRMBLK (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWRMCDS (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWRMCIL (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWRMDMP (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWRMEDF (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWRMGET (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWRMHXE (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWRMLDF (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWRMMLT (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWRMMOS (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWRMMSG (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWRMPCF (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWRMPRO (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWRMTIC (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWRMTIT (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWRMZAP (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWR2AR2 SSP-DR 
IFWR2COM SSP-DR 
IFWR2CfL SSP-DR 
IFWR2FEP SSP-DR 
IFWR2FMO SSP-DR 
IFWR2FMl (3705 only) SSP-DR 
IFWR2FM2 (3705 only) SSP-DR 
IFWR2FM3 (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWR2FM4 (3725 or 3720 only) SSP-DR 
IFWR2MES SSP-DR 
IFWR2PRT SSP-DR 
IFWR2V AL SSP-DR 

CSECT members under MVS loader utility 
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CXWMAXIl SSP-DR 
CXWMAXI2 SSP-DR 
CXWMINIl SSP-DR 
CXWMINI2 SSP-DR 
IFLEND SSP-DR 
IFLERROR SSP-DR 
IFLINPUT SSP-DR 
IFLMSGCS SSP-DR 
IFLOADRN SSP-DR 
IFLOUPUT SSP-DR 
IFLWRITE SSP-DR 
IFVINPUT SSP-DR 

CSECT members under VSE dump utility 
IFUHl CKD SSP-DR 
IFUHlDIO SSP-DR 
IFUH170X SSP-DR 
IFUREAD SSP-DR 
IFUR2FBT SSP-DR 
IFUR2INT SSP-DR 
IFUR2PRT SSP-DR 
IFUR2RCC SSP-DR 
IFUR2RDS SSP-DR 
IFUR2WTO SSP-DR 
IFUW AIT SSP-DR 

CSECT members under VSE loader utility 
IFUEND SSP-DR 
IFUINPUT SSP-DR 
IFULOAD SSP-DR 
IFUMSGCS SSP-DR 
IFUWRITE SSP-DR 

CSI messages, issuing component VTAM-DG 
CSIZ NV-IA 
CSMHDR operand NCP/SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
CSMHDRC operand NCP /SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
CSMSG operand NCP /SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

CSMSGC operand NCP /SSP-RD 
BUILD definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

CSP 
See also communication scanner processor (CSP) 
dump VTAM-OP 

CSP (communication scanner processor) NCP-CS, 
SSP-DR 

dump VT AM-DG 
trace NPP-GI, VT AM-DG 

CSP functions NCP-CS 
CSPMODE operand 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
CSPMODE operand (3725 and 3720) NCP/SSP-RD 
CSTRACE operand 

DTIGEN macro 
description VT AM-IR 

CT 
See Connectivity Test (CT) 

CTB NCP-CS 
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CTCA tuning statistic VT AM-CS 
CTCA510 NPP-SAM 
CTERM VT AM-DR 
CTERM operand NCP /SSP-RD 

TERMINAL definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

CTL operand NV -AR 
CTL statement NV -AR, NV -IA 
CTL= operand NV -fA 
CTL= parameter NV -IA 
CTL=SPECIFIC NV-IA 
CTRL 

Communication Controller NV-O 
CTRL command 

description NV -0 
example NV-O 
link test counts NV-O 
release level information NV-O 
summary error counts NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

CTRL resource type NV-fA 
CTS NV-OP 
CU operand NCP/SSP-RD 

description EPfRD 
LINE definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP/SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

use EPfRD 
CUADDR operand VT AM-OP 

LOCAL definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PCCU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU (local) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

CUB NCP-CS 
CUC (cycle utilization counter) NCP-RF 
CUID operand NCP /SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
CUIDLEN operand NCP /SSP-RD 

TERMINAL definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP/SSP-RDG 

current entry location in VSCS internal trace 
table VT AM-DG 

current LU, location (VSCS) VT AM-DG 
current ratio status 

display NV-O 
current status NV-SC 
current time NCP /SSP-RD 
cursor NV-OP 
CURSOR command SSP-CCPUG 
custom NCP-CS 
Customer Information Control System 
(CrCS) NPP-PL 

Terminal Access Facility NPP-PL 



customization NPP·PL 
interconnected network NPP-PL 
multiple-domain network NPP-PL 
NCP NPP-PL 
single-domain network NPP·PL 

customized functions 
common to SDLC, ESC, and SS 

defining channel-handling 
code NCP /SSP·RDG 

defining entry points NCP /SSP.RDG 
defining library member 

names NCP/SSP-RDG 
defining library members containing link-edit 

statements NCP/SSP·RDG 
defining network addressable 

units NCP/SSP·RDG 
defining programmed 

resources NCP /SSP-RDG 
defining user line control NCP /SSP-RDG 

for SDLC devices 
defining entry point for user-written box error 

records routine NCP /SSP·RDG 
customizing & WAIT 

CONTINUE operand NV -CL 
CONTWAIT operand NV-CL 
DISPLA Y operand NV -CL 
ENDW AIT operand NV -CL 
SUPPRESS operand NV -CL 

CUTOFF operand NCP/SSP-RD 
LINE definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

CUTYPE operand NCP /SSP-RD 
CLUSTER definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

description EPIRD 
GROUP (ESC) definition statement 

description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE (BSC) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

CUTYPE operand (3705) NCP /SSP-RD 
cuu specification, for VM NCP /SSP-GL 
CWALL operand NCP/SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
CW ALL state NCP-RF 
CW ALL value, user specified NCP-RF 
CW AX assembler NCP-CS, NPP-GI 
CWI, change window indicator NCP-RF 
CWRI, change window response indicator NCP-RF 
CXTSVX macro NCP-CS 
CXWMAXIl SSP-DR 
CXWMAXI2 SSP-DR 
CXWMINIl SSP-DR 
CXWMINI2 SSP-DR 
CXZNPH1 (3705 only) SSP-DR 
CXZNPH2 (3705 only) SSP-DR 

CXZXPH1 (3705 only) SSP-DR 
CXZXPH2 (3705 only) SSP-DR 

D command NV-IA 
D command (DISPLA Y command) 
D NET command NV -OP 
D option 

event detail NV -SC 
link failure NV -SC 

D ROUTE command 
DACTLU VTAM-DR 
DACTPU command NPP-PL 
DACTVRIT macro NCP-CS 
DAF (destination address field) NCP-CS 
DAFLOCK VTAM-DR 
DASD NV -AR, NV -IA 
DASD file, loader for VSE NCP /SSP-GL 
DASD partitioned data set, loader for 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
DASD requirements NV-IA 
DASD space NV -IA 
DASD, work space requirements 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

DASD= parameter NV-IA 
data NV-AR, NV-IA 

active route NPP-GI 
collection, storage and interpretation NPP-GI 
congestion NPP-PL 
display NPP-GI 
display problem (TSO/VTAM) VTAM-DG 
encryption NPP-PL 
flow NPP-GI 
flow control NPP-PL 
for report generation NPP-GI 
incorrect content 

TSO/VTAM VTAM-DG 
VSCS VT AM-DG 
VT AM VTAM-DG 

incorrect length (TSO/VTAM) VTAM-DG 
incorrect translation (TSO/VTAM) VTAM-DG 
misplaced 

TSO/VTAM VTAM-DG 
VSCS VT AM-DG 

multiple services NPP-GI 
response time collection NPP-GI 
session awareness NPP-GI 
session trace NPP-GI 
sets 
speed factor NPP-GI 
transfer NPP-GI 

data adapter unit 2701 NPP-PL 
data and status 

requesting 3600 or 4700 NV-O 
summary display NV-O 
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data area, associating with logical unit VT AM-PG 
data areas formatted SSP-DR 
data areas, controller NV-IA 
data areas, loop NV-IA 
data areas, workstation NV-IA 
data base 

recording failure NV -D 
data buffer 

session awareness VTAM-PG 
trace VTAM-PG 

data buffer for communication lines 
(3705) NCP /SSP-RD 

data carrier detect 
option EPIRD 
signal EPIRD 

data characteristics 
defining for BSC devices EPIRD 
defining for SS devices EPIRD 

data characteristics, defining 
unique to BSC NCP /SSP-RDG 
unique to SS NCP/SSP-RDG 

data check error, on a write command NCP-RF 
data collection 

CNM NV-O 
NPDA NV-O 
solicited data NV-O 
supervisor call instruction NV-O 
SVC76 NV-O 
unsolicited data NV-O 

data collection by NPA 
LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RD 
LU definition statement NPACOLL= YES is valid 

only if NCP/SSP-RD 
PU definition statement NCP/SSP-RD 
SERVICE definition statement NCP/SSP-RD 
TERMINAL definition statement NCP/SSP-RD 

data collection resources, NPM NCP-RF 
data communication activity 

divided among several tasks VT AM-PG 
separated from other activity VTAM-PG 

data exchanged between a program operator and 
VTAM VTAM-PG 

data extent block (ACOEB) VT AM-DR 
data flow NCP-RF 
data flow control 

command (RECEIVE) VTAM-PG 
data handling NCP-CS 
data in a message VTAM-PG 
data integrity damage 

handling of VT AM-PG 
data link NCP-CS 
data link control NCP-RF, VTAM-DR 
data link interface card (LIC) NCP-CS 
data link traffic counter SSP-CCPUG 

receive data threshold SSP-CCPUG 
receive error threshold SSP-CCPUG 
supervisory poll threshold SSP-CCPUG 
transmit data threshold SSP-CCPUG 
transmit error threshold SSP-CCPUG 

data links, defining 
nonswitched 
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characteristics common to SOLC, BSC, and 
SS NCP /SSP-RDG 

characteristics unique to BSC NCP/SSP-RDG 
characteristics unique to 

SOLC NCP /SSP-RDG 
characteristics unique to SS NCP/SSP-RDG 

switched 
characteristics common to SOLC, BSC, and 

SS NCP /SSP-RDG 
characteristics unique to BSC NCP /SSP-RDG 
characteristics unique to 

SOLC NCP /SSP-RDG 
characteristics unique to SS NCP/SSP-RDG 

toVTAM 
characteristics common to SOLC, BSC, and 

SS NCP /SSP-RDG 
data manipulation NCP-RF 
data manipulation exit routines VTAM-CS 
OATA operand (LOGON) command VTAM-CS 
OATA operand value 

following RECEIVE VT AM-PG 
for SEND VT AM-PG 

data printing, defining EPIRD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
data rate EPIRD, NCP/SSP-RD 
data rate (OATRATE) NCP/SSP-RD 
data rates, specifying NCP/SSP-RD 
data received by the program operator from 

VTAM VTAM-PG 
data received from a station (BHEXEC 

operand) NCP/SSP-RD 
data sent to a station (BHEXEC 

operand) NCP/SSP-RD 
data sent to VT AM by the program 

operator VT AM-PG 
data services command NV-IA 
data services command processor NV-IA 
data services task 

definitions, where defined NV-O 
listing NV -0 
purging NV-O 
starting NV-O 
stopping NV-O 

data services tasks NV -IA 
data set browse NV -SC 
data sets SSP-CCPUG 

allocating and cataloging VTAM-IR 
cryptographic key VT AM-IR 
NCP-related VTAM-IR 
required to install VTAM VTAM-IR 
trace VT AM-IR 
VTAM VTAM-IR 

data sets for MVS, descriptions 
ASMLIST NCP /SSP-GL 
ASMOBJ NCP /SSP-GL 
ASMSRCE NCP /SSP-GL 
DBWORKFL NCP /SSP-GL 
GENOECK NCP /SSP-GL 
LNKSTMT NCP /SSP-GL 
NEWOEFN NCP /SSP-GL 
OBJxxxx NCP/SSP-GL 



PRINTER NCP /SSP-GL 
STEPLIB NCP/SSP-GL 
SYSIN NCP/SSP-GL 
SYSLm NCP/SSP-GL 
SYSLIN NCP /SSP-GL 
SYSLMOD NCP /SSP-GL 
SYSPRINT NCP /SSP-GL 
SYSPUNCH NCP/SSP-GL 
SYSUTI NCP /SSP-GL 
SYSUT3 NCP /SSP-GL 
TBLlLIST NCP /SSP-GL 
TBLlOBJ NCP /SSP-GL 
TBLlSRCE NCP /SSP-GL 
TBL2LIST NCP /SSP-GL 
TBL20BJ NCP /SSP-GL 
TBL2SRCE NCP/SSP-GL 
ULIB NCP /SSP-GL 

data sets, defining NCP /SSP-RDG 
data sets, specifying for MVS 

See also data sets for MVS, descriptions 
for generation NCP/SSP-GL 
for loading NCP /SSP-GL 

data stream 
considerations, during LMPEO 

operation VT AM-PG 
3270, LV type 0 VTAM-PG 

data terminal equipment interface 
See DTE interface 

data terminal ready NV-SC, SSP-CCPUG 
data tracing, defining EPIRD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
data transfer limit NCP /SSP-RD 
data transfer specifications, defining 

unique to SDLC NCP /SSP-RDG 
data translation 

exit routines in VSCS VTAM-IR 
data transmission problem NV-SC 
data type NV-IA 
data wrap counts NV-IA 
data-carrier-detect option NCP /SSP-RD 
data-flow-control 

command (RECEIVE) VT AM-PG 
purpose VT AM-PG 
requests VTAM-PG 
3270, LU type 0 VT AM-PG 

data-set-ready signal NCP/SSP-RD 
data, entering NV-OP 
data, log NV-IA 
date NCP-CS, NV-CL 
date and time 

event information NV-O 
information NV-O 
MRECENT information NV-O 
statistical information NV-O 

DATE command 
description NV-O 

DATE control variable NV-CL 
date format NCP /SSP-RD 
DATE operand NCP/SSP-RD 

DATETIME definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

DATE tuning statistic VT AM-CS 
date/time stamp block handling routine NCP-RF 
DATEFMT operand NCP /SSP-RD 

DATETIME definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP/SSP-RDG 

DATETIME definition statement 
format NCP /SSP-RD 
instruction NCP /SSP-RD 
operands 

DATE NCP/SSP-RD 
DATE (for BSC) NCP /SSP-RDG 
DATE (for SS) NCP /SSP-RDG 
DATEFMT NCP /SSP-RD 
DATEFMT (for BSC) NCP /SSP-RDG 
DATEFMT (for SS) NCP /SSP-RDG 
INSERT NCP /SSP-RD 
INSERT (for BSC) NCP /SSP-RDG 
INSERT (for SS) NCP/SSP-RDG 
PT2EXEC NCP /SSP-RD 
PT2EXEC (for BSC) NCP /SSP-RDG 
PT2EXEC (for SS) NCP /SSP-RDG 
TIME NCP /SSP-RD 
TIME (for BSC) NCP/SSP-RDG 
TIME (for SS) NCP/SSP-RDG 

overview NCP /SSP-RDG 
DATETIME statement NCP-CS 
DATMODE operand NCP /SSP-RD 

PU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
DATRATE operand NCP /SSP-RD 

description EPIRD 
LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
MT ALCST definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

DBWORKFL data set, for MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
DBWORKFL file, for VM NCP /SSP-GL 
DBWRKFL file, for VSE NCP /SSP-GL 
DD NV-IA 
DD names SSP-CCPUG 

BLNRPRTS SSP-CCPUG 
BNLCLIST SSP-CCPUG 
BNLMAJOR SSP-CCPUG 
BNL VT AM SSP-CCPUG 

DD statement NV-IA 
DDB(PMF) NCP-CS 
ddnames 

See data sets for MVS, descriptions 
DDOMAIN command 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
response NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

deactivate connect in (previously abandon answer 
mode) command NCP-RF 

deactivate connect in command 
completing NCP-RF 
initiating NCP-RF 

deactivate cross-domain resource manager 
command NCP-RF 

deactivate link command NCP-RF 
deactivate link, processing NCP-RF 
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deactivate logical command NCP-RF 
deactivate physical command NCP-RF 
deactivate physical requests, processing NCP-RF 
deactivate session trace NPP-GI 
deactivate trace command NCP-RF 
deactivate virtual route command NCP-RF 
deactivate, resource NV-O 
deactivating resources NV-OP 
deactivation NPP-PL 

automatic VTAM-OP 
direct VT AM-OP 
forced VTAM-OP 
immediate VTAM-OP 
indirect VT AM-OP 
normal VTAM-OP 
of an NCP VTAM-OP 
ofCDRM 

effects of VTAM-OP 
of link station VTAM-OP 
of VTAM resources VTAM-OP 
order of VTAM-OP 
VM VTAM-OP 

deactivation of a link (enhanced), forced NPP-GI 
declarative macro instructions 

building control blocks VT AM-PG 
description VTAM-PG 

decoding lOB commands NCP-RF 
DECOMMIT macro NCP-CS 
decommit service routine (CXADEC) NCP-RF 
decrement counter, OLTT interpretive 

command NCP-RF 
default 

logmode name in USS command VT AM-DG 
packet length SSP-CCPUG 
pf key settings SSP-CCPUG 
routing of requests NPP-GI 
screen size VTAM-DG 
SSCP (system services control point) 

selection NPP-GI 
window size SSP-CCPUG 

default buffer length NCP /SSP-DG 
default entry in the logon mode table VTAM-PG 
default logmode table NV-IA 
default logmode tables NV-IA 
DEFAULT operand (USSPARM macro 

instruction) VT AM-CS 
default SSCP list NPP-PL 

ADJCDRM definition statement VTAM-IR 
defining VT AM-IR 
example VT AM-IR 
overriding VT AM-IR 
VBUILD definition statement VTAM-IR 

default SSCP selection VT AM-IR 
default start option list VT AM-OP 
default start option list (ATCSTROO) VT AM-IR 
default values NV -IA 
default values, coded EPIRD 
defaults SSP-CCPUG, VT AM-IR 

changing SSP-CCPUG 
modifying SSP-CCPUG 

DEFER option NV -IA 
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deferred session setup VT AM-IR 
deferred start session awareness data NPP-GI 
define ALIAS translations NV-IA 
define command lists NV -IA 
define commands NV -IA 
define Hardware Monitor NV-IA 
define interconnected network NY -AR 
define NCCF NV-IA 
define NETID NV -AR 
define NetView PROC NV-IA 
define network log NV -IA 
define operators NV-IA 
define passwords NV -IA 
define session monitor NV -IA 
define spans NV -IA 
define VT AM NV -IA 
define VT AM resources NY -IA 
define 4700 Support Facility NV-IA 
defining 

resources to the emulation program EPIRO 
the emulation program EPIRD 

defining a stand-alone line group 
for MT A NCP /SSP-RO 
for SDLC NCP /SSP-RD 

defining a 3710 Configuration SSP-CCPUG 
defining and maintaining configurations SSP-CCPUG 

changing SSP-CCPUG 
copying SSP-CCPUG 

copying item data from another configuration 
(PROMPT) SSP-CCPUG 

existing item data (MODEL) SSP-CCPUG 
creating 

copying an existing configuration 
(COPY) SSP-CCPUG 

creating a new configuration SSP-CCPUG 
deleting SSP-CCPUG 
dynamically reconfiguring SSP-CCPUG 

adding downstream items (DR) SSP-CCPUG 
copying existing items (DR) SSP-CCPUG 
deleting downstream items (DR) SSP-CCPUG 
see also MODEL 

generating SSP-CCPUG 
moving SSP-CCPUG 
renaming SSP-CCPUG 
translate table SSP-CCPUG 
validating SSP-CCPUG 

defining cascaded 3710s SSP-CCPUG 
defining CLISTs to NetView 
defining commands or command lists NV-AR 
defining communication scanner 

control NCP /SSP-RD 
defining items SSP-CCPUG 
defining line and device connections SSP-CCPUG 
defining logmode tables for TAF NV-IA 
defining NCP 

coding definition statements NCP /SSP-RDG 
definition statement sequence NCP/SSP-RDG 
how resources are defined NCP/SSP-RDG 
resources that must be defined NCP/SSP-RDG 

defining operators NV-fA 



defining routes from devices to the communication 
controller SSP-CCPUG 

defining sets of session parameters VT AM-PG 
defining T AF NV -IA 
defining terminal access facility subsystems NV-IA 
definite response (types 1 and 2) 

meaning of VTAM-PG 
need for requesting, with 

SENDPOST =RESP VTAM-PG 
receiving of VTAM-PG 
requesting a VTAM-PG 
sending a VTAM-PG 
with SEND macro VTAM-PG 

definition statement 
BUILD 

description EPIRD 
list of operands EPIRD 

GENEND 
description EPIRD 
list of operands EPIRD 

GROUP 
description EPIRD 
list of operands EPIRD 

LINE 
description EPIRD 
list of operands EPIRD 

OPTIONS 
description EPIRD 
list of operands EPIRD 

definition statement coding 
conventions NCP/SSP-RD 

definition statement formats 
ADD NCP /SSP-RD 
BHSET NCP/SSP-RD 
BUILD NCP /SSP-RD 
CLUSTER NCP /SSP-RD 
COMP NCP/SSP-RD 
CSB NCP /SSP-RD 
DATETIME NCP /SSP-RD 
DELETE NCP/SSP-RD 
DIALSET NCP /SSP-RD 
EDIT NCP /SSP-RD 
ENDBH NCP /SSP-RD 
GENEND NCP/SSP-RD 
GROUP NCP /SSP-RD 
GWNAU NCP/SSP-RD 
HOST NCP /SSP-RD 
IDLIST NCP /SSP-RD 
LINE NCP /SSP-RD 
LU NCP /SSP-RD 
LUDRPOOL NCP/SSP-RD 
LUPOOL NCP /SSP-RD 
MTALCST NCP /SSP-RD 
MT ALIST NCP /SSP-RD 
MTAPOLL NCP/SSP-RD 
MTATABL NCP/SSP-RD 
NCPNAU NCP/SSP-RD 
NETWORK NCP/SSP-RD 
OPTIONS NCP/SSP-RD 
PATH NCP/SSP-RD 
PCCU NCP /SSP-RD 

PU NCP /SSP-RD 
PUDRPOOL NCP /SSP-RD 
REMOVCTL NCP /SSP-RD 
SDLCST NCP /SSP-RD 
SERVICE NCP/SSP-RD 
ST ARTBH NCP /SSP-RD 
SYSCNTRL NCP /SSP-RD 
TERMINAL NCP/SSP-RD 
UBHR NCP /SSP-RD 

definition statement reference 
how to use NV -AR 

definition statement sequence, LINE EPIRD 
definition statements NCP-CS 

ADD NCP/SSP-RD 
ADJCDRM 

considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
for default SSCP list VTAM-IR 

APPL VT AM-IR 
BHSET NCP-CS, NCP /SSP-RD 
BUILD NCP /SSP-RD 
BUILD definition statement NCP-CS 

MAXSUBA operand NCP-CS 
TYPSYS operand NCP-CS· 

CORM VT AM-IR 
considerations for interconnection VT AM-IR 

CDRSC 
considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
for cross-domain resource VTAM-IR 

CLUSTER NCP-CS, NCP /SSP-RD 
for BSC cluster controller VTAM-IR 

COMP NCP-CS, NCP /SSP-RD 
DATETIME NCP/SSP-RD 
DELETE NCP /SSP-RD 
DlALSET NCP /SSP-RD 
EDIT NCP /SSP-RD 
ENDBH NCP-CS, NCP/SSP-RD 
filing VT AM-IR 
format conventions VTAM-IR 
GENEND NCP-CS, NCP /SSP-RD 

INIT operand NCP-CS 
SRCHIoperand NCP-CS 
SRCLO operand NCP-CS 
TMRTlCK operand NCP-CS 
using GENEND operands NCP-CS 

generation delimiter EPIRD 
generation process control EPIRD 
GROUP NCP /SSP-RD 

for BSC line VT AM-IR 
for SDLC nonswitched line VT AM-fR 
for SDLC switched lines VTAM-IR 
LNCTL=CA VTAM-IR 
LNCTL=NCP VTAM-IR 

GROUP definition statement NCP-CS 
TIMER operand NCP-CS 

GWNAU NCP/SSP-RD 
GWPATH 

considerations for interconnection VT AM-IR 
for CDRM VT AM-IR 

HOST NCP /SSP-RD 
IDLIST NCP /SSP-RD 
LBUILD 
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for local non-SNA major node VTAM-IR 
UNE NCP-CS, NCP /SSP-RD 

channel-to-NCP link VTAM-IR 
for BSC line VT AM-IR 
for CTCA link VTAM-IR 
for SDLC nonswitched line VTAM-IR 
for SDLC switched line VT AM-IR 
UACB operand NCP-CS 

LOCAL 
for local non-SNA major node VTAM-IR 

LU NCP/SSP-RD 
for local SNA major node VTAM-IR 
for SDLC nonswitched line VTAM-IR 
for switched major node VT AM-IR 

LUDRPOOL NCP /SSP-RD 
LUPOOL NCP/SSP-RD 
MTALCST NCP /SSP-RD 
MT AUST NCP /SSP-RD 
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creating in VSE YT AM-IR 

domain identification 
display NY-O 

domain name 
COMC NV-O 
CPU NV-O 
CTRL NV-O 
DEV NV-O 



DPPX NV-O 
LINE NV-O 
MVS NV-O 
NCP NV-O 
NPDA NV-O 
PU NV-O 
RESNAME NV-O 
TYPE NV-O 
VTAM NV-O 

domain name, Netview SSP-CCPUG 
domain name, VTAM SSP-CCPUG 
domain operators VTAM-OP 
Domain Status Detail panel NV-O, NV-OP 
Domain Status Summary panel NV-O, NV-OP 
DOMAINID NV-AR 
DOMAINID operand NV-AR, NV-CL 
DOMAINID parameter NV -IA 
domainid variable NV-AR 
DOMAINID= parameter NV-IA 
DOMAINS statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
domains, limit NV-IA 
DOS DISK formating NPP-SAM 
DOSVSDMP VT AM-DG 
DOWHILE macro NCP-CS 
DOWN command SSP-CCPUG 
downstream address SSP-CCPUG 
Downstream Load Utility VT AM-PG 
Downstream Load Utility (DSLU) NPP-GI 

message routing VT AM-CS 
downstream 3710 SSP-CCPUG 
downstream, definition SSP-CCPUG 
DPACE operand 

DTIGEN macro 
description VT AM-IR 

DPACE parameter of DTIGEN VTAM-DG 
DPCX (distributed proceSSing control) NV-IA 
DPPX (distributed processing program) NPP-PL, 

NV-IA 
DPPX/PDA 
DPTRACE operand 

DTIGEN macro 
description VT AM-IR 

DPXMTL operand 
DTIGEN macro 

description VT AM-IR 
DR (dynamic reconfiguration) 
DRA TIO command 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

DRDS command 
description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

DRDS files VT AM-IR 
DROP NV-AR 
DROP= parameter NV-IA 
DROUTE command 

description NV -0 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

DR3270 operand NCP/SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
DSABL TO operand NCP /SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
DSBWUECB VT AM-DR 
DSCD trace record VT AM-DG 
DSCP NV-IA 

cross-domain NV-D 
general description NV-D 
handler NV-D 

DSECT 
ACB (IFGACB) VTAM-PG 
BNDAREA VTAM-PG 

BINPSCHR field VT AM-PG 
BNDAREA (ISTDBIND) VT AM-PG 
IFGEXLST (EXLST) VTAM-PG 
ISTDNIB (NIB) VT AM-PG 
ISTDPROC (PROC field) VTAM-PG 
RPL (IFGRPL) VT AM-PG 
RPL RTNCD-FDBK2-FDBK 

(ISTUSFBC) VT AM-PG 
using VT AM-PG 

DSECT-creating macro instructions 
names of VT AM-PG 

DSECTs and control block formats VTAM-PG 
DSI NV-IA 
DSIALATD NPP-SAM, NV-IA 
DSIALATD member 

ALIASMEM statement NV-AR 
DSIALTAB NPP-SAM, NV-IA 
DSIALTAB member 

COS statement NV-AR 
LU statement NV-AR 
MODE statement NV-AR 
ORIGNET statement NV-AR 

DSIAMLTD NPP-SAM, NV-IA 
DSIAML TD member 

CDRMDEF statement NV-AR 
DSIASCII VT AM-CS 
DSIASCPR VTAM-CS 
DSICLD 

browsing NV-O 
DSICLD statement NV-IA 
DSICMD NPP-SAM 
DSICMD member 

CMDCLASS statement NV-AR 
CMDMDL statement NV-AR 
CMDSYN statement NV-AR 
KEY CLASS statement NV-AR 
PARMSYN statement NV-AR 
VAL CLASS statement NV-AR 

DSICNM NPP-SAM, NV-IA 
DSICNM member 

A (alert) statement NV-AR 
C (CLIST) statement NV-AR 
F (filter) statement NV-AR 
o MONIT statement NV-AR 
T (timer) statement NV-AR 

DSICNMDT VTAM-CS 
DSICPINT NPP-SAM 
DSIDMN NPP-SAM, NV -IA 
DSIDMN member 
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ACCESS statement NV -AR 
CDMNSESS statement NV-AR 
HARDCOPY statement NV-AR 
LOGSVC statement NV-AR 
MAXABEND statement NV -AR 
MAXLOGON statement NV-AR 
MAXSPAN statement NV-AR 
NCCFIC statement NV-AR 
NCCFID statement NV-AR 
OPTIONS statement NV-AR 
POS statement NV -AR 
POSPOOL statement NV-AR 
RRD statement NV-AR 
TASK statement NV -AR· 
TRANSTBL statement NV-AR 
VSAMLSR statement NV-AR 

DSIDSIxx NV -IA 
DSIEBCDC NV -IA 
DSIELFCB NPP-SAM 
DSIELLR NPP-SAM 
DSIELMEM NPP-SAM 
DSIELTSK NV-IA 
DSIELXIT NPP-SAM 
DSIELXIT (in SAMPLm) NV-AR 
DSIETSK NPP-SAM 
DSIGET /DSIFRE trace record NV-D 
DSIHMF NPP-SAM, NV-IA 
DSIHMF member 

HOLDMSG statement NV -AR 
DSIINP NV -IA 
DSIKANJI NV-IA 
DSIKTKNA NV-IA 
DSILOGBK NPP-SAM, NV-IA 
DSILOGBK member 

LOGINIT statement NV-AR 
DSILOGP NV-IA 
DSILOGS NV-IA 
DSILUCTD NPP-SAM, NV-IA 
DSILUO VTAM-CS 
DSIMQS (message queueing service) NV-D 
DSIMSGS NV-IA 
DSIMSGOI NPP-SA M. NV -IA 
DSINDEF NV-IA 
DSIOPF NPP-SAM, NV-IA 
DSIOPF member 

OPERATOR statement NV-AR 
PROFILEN statement NV-AR 

DSIPARM NV-AR, NV-IA 
AAUCNMTD member 

CNMAUTH statement NV-AR 
CNMTARG statement NV-AR 

AAUPRMLP member 
INITMOD statement NV-AR 

AAURTMl member 
KCLASS statement NV-AR 
MAPSESS statement NV-AR 
PCLASS statement NV-AR 

BNJMBDST member 
CTL statement NV-AR 
R (ratio) statement NV-AR 
REPORTS statement NV-AR 
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W (wrap) statement NV-AR 
browsing NV-O 
DSIALATD member 

ALIASMEM statement NV-AR 
DSIALTAB member 

COS statement NV-AR 
LU statement NV-AR 
MODE statement NV-AR 
ORIGNET statement NV-AR 

DSIAML TD member 
CDRMDEF statement NV-AR 

DSICMD member 
CMDCLASS statement NV -AR 
CMDMDL statement NV-AR 
CMDSYN statement NV-AR 
KEY CLASS statement NV-AR 
PARMSYN statement NV-AR 
VAL CLASS statement NV-AR 

DSICNM member 
A (alert) statement NV-AR 
C (CLIST) statement NV-AR 
F (filter) statement NV-AR 
o MONIT statement NV-AR 
T (timer) statement NV-AR 

DSIDMN member 
ACCESS statement NV-AR 
CDMNSESS statement NV-AR 
HARDCOPY statement NV-AR 
LOGSVC statement NV-AR 
MAXABEND statement NV-AR 
MAXLOGON statement NV-AR 
MAXSPAN statement NV-AR 
NCCFIC statement NV-AR 
NCCFID statement NV -AR 
OPTIONS statement NV-AR 
POS statement NV-AR 
POSPOOL statement NV-AR 
RRD statement NV-AR 
TASK statement NV-AR 
TRANSTBL statement NV-AR 
VSAMLSR statement NV-AR 

DSIHMF member 
HOLDMSG statement NV-AR 

DSILOGBK member 
LOGINIT statement NV-AR 

DSIOPF member 
OPERATOR statement NV-AR 
PROFILEN statement NV-AR 

DSITRCBK member 
LOGINIT statement NV-AR 

KEEPMEM=member 
KCLASS statement NV-AR 
MAPSESS statement NV-AR 

message automation member 
MSGCMD statement NV-AR 

PERFMEM=member 
MAPSESS statement NV-AR 
PCLASS statement NV-AR 

VSAM members 
AAUCNMTD 



AAUPRMLP 
BNJMBDST 
BNJ36DST 
DSIALATD 
DSIAMLTD 
DSICPINT 
DSIELMEM 
DSILOGBK 
DSILUCTD 
DSITRCBK 

DSIPARM data set 
DSIDMN member NV-IA 
identifier NV-IA 

DSIPRF NV -IA 
browsing NV-O 
DSIPROFA 

AUTH statement NV-AR 
DOMAINS statement NV-AR 
ISPAN statement NV-AR 

DSISPN member 
SPANLIST statement NV-AR 

DSIPROFA NPP-SAM, NV-IA 
AUTH statement NV-AR 
DOMAINS statement NV-AR 
ISPAN statement NV-AR 
OPCLASS statement NV-AR 
PROFILE statement NV-AR 
SPAN statement NV-AR 

DSIPROFB NPP-SAM, NV-IA 
DSIPRT (CMS exec) NPP-PL 
DSIPRT EXEC NPP-SAM 
DSIPRT EXEC (CNMSV006 EXEC) NPP-SAM 
DSIPRTA NV-IA 
DSIPSS trace record NV-D 
DSISAPDR command 

description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

DSISDMA NPP-SAM 
'DSISNAP NPP-SAM 
DSISPN NPP-SAM 

SPANLIST statement NV-AR 
DSITRCBK NPP-SAM 
DSITRCBK member 

LOGINIT statement NV-AR 
DSIVTAM 

browsing NV-O 
minor node definition statements NV-AR 
STATOPT statement NV-AR 

DSIW AT /DSIPOS/DSIPATCH trace record NV-D 
DSIWLMED= parameter NV-IA 
DSIXDOM VTAM-CS 
DSIZDST NV-IA 
DSIZVLSR NV-IA 
DSIZVLSR parameter NV -IA 
DSI4LU2 VTAM-CS 
DSI6LU2 VTAM-CS 
DSJCEIOF SSP-DR 
DSJCEPRT SSP-DR 
DSJCET AP SSP-DR 
DSJCGPRT SSP-DR 
DSJCGPSL SSP-DR 

DSJCHMTR SSP-DR 
DSJCNIOF SSP-DR 
DSJCPARM SSP-DR 
DSJLDRVR SSP-DR 
DSJLNCSP SSP-DR 
DSJNRFTR SSP-DR 
DSJTLGET SSP-DR 
DSJTRGET SSP-DR 
DSJVITTR SSP-DR 
DSJVMCMS SSP-DR 
DSLRDRVR SSP-DR 
DSLU (Downstream Load Utility) NPP-GI, 

VTAM-PG 
DSN = parameter NV -IA 
DSOELMEM NV-IA 
DSPL YLOC NV-AR 
DSPLYLOC operand NV-AR 
DSPL YLO C= parameter NV -IA 
DSRBO operand NV -AR 
DSRBO= parameter NV-fA 
DSRBU operand NV -AR 
DSRBU = parameter NV -IA 
DSRBU =parameter NV -IA 
DSRLST request unit VTAM-IR 
DST initialization exit NV-AR 
DSTINIT NV -AR, NV -IA 

XITCI=AAUSRTEA NV-IA 
DSX (distributed system executive) NPP-GI 
DTE interface NV-OP 

test NV-OP 
DTE test NV -SC 
DTF module SSP-DR 
dtfnames 

See file names for VSE, descriptions 
DTI messages, issuing component VT AM-DG 
DTICOlI VTAM-DG 
DTIC021 VTAM-DG 
DTIC03I VTAM-DG 
DTIC041 VTAM-DG 
DTIC05I with return code 204 VT AM-DG 
DTIC07I with IPTYPE=03, VTAM-DG 
DTIC09I VTAM-DG 
DTICIOI VTAM-DG 
DTIGEN 

DPACE parameter VTAM-DG 
how to specify parameters in VTAM-DG 
KPACE parameter VTAM-DG 
PRTSHR parameter VT AM-DG 
RPLNUM parameter VTAM-DG 
TIMEREL parameter VTAM-DG 

DTIGEN macro 
format and coding VT AM-IR 
operands 

CCS-related VTAM-IR 
recovery-related VT AM-IR 
storage-related VTAM-IR 
to activate user exits VT AM-IR 
trace-related VTAM-IR 
VT AM-related VT AM-IR 

DTIISTRT load module VT AM-DG 
DTII03I VTAM-DG 
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DTII041 VTAM-DG 
DTII06I VTAM-DG 
DTII071 VTAM-DG' 
DTII08I VT AM-DG 
DTII091 VTAM-DG 
DTlIlOI VTAM-DG 
DTlIl3I VT AM-DG 
DTlI14I VTAM-DG 
DTiPATCH VT AM-DG 
DTlP14I VTAM-DG 
DTlP15I VT AM-DG 
DTISlOI VTAM-DG 
DTlS31I VTAM-DG 
DTlS38I VTAM-DG 
DTlS99I VTAM-DG 
DTiUSER operand 

DTiGEN macro 
description VTAM-IR 

DTIUSERx selected incorrectly VT AM-DG 
DTiVOlI VT AM-DG 
DTlV04I VTAM-DG 
DTlV05I VTAM-DG 
DTIV06I VTAM-DG 
DTlV071 VTAM-DG 
DTIV09I VT AM-DG 
DTIV121 VTAM-DG 
DTiWEB VTAM-DR 
DTR 

See data terminal entry 
DTR drop problem NV-SC 
DTR indicator NV -OP 
dual code feature EPIRD, NCP /SSP-RD 
dual communication interface EPIRD 
Dual Communication Interface feature NCP /SSP-RD 
dual-rate modem EPIRD 
DUALCOM operand NCP/SSP-RD 

description EPIRD 
LINE definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

use EPIRD 
dummy NPP-PL 

accounting exit routine NPP-PL 
authorization exit routine NPP-PL 

dump 
communication control1er 

after failure VT AM-IR 
automatic VT AM-IR 
naming dump files VT AM-IR 

communication scanner processor 
(CSP) NCP/SSP-DG 

CSP VTAM-OP 
dynamic NPP-GI, VTAM-OP 
formatter NPP-GI 
MOSS VT AM-OP 
MOSS dump NCP /SSP-DG 
NCP dump NCP /SSP-DG 
static VTAM-OP 
utility NPP-GI 

DUMP command VTAM-DG 
dump data set 
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CSP VTAM-OP 
MOSS VTAM-OP 
NCP VTAM-OP 

selection of VT AM-OP 
use of MODIFY DUMP VTAM-OP 

dump error-message-to-module cross 
reference SSP-DR 

dump external register usage SSP-DR 
dump final command NCP-RF 
dump initial command NCP-RF 
dump module synopsis under MVS SSP-DR 
dump module synopsis under VM/SP SSP-DR 
DUMP operand 

DTIGEN macro 
description VT AM-IR 

dump services in VSCS VT AM-DR 
dump statement directory SSP-DR 
dump station 

choosing a name VT AM-IR 
VT AM default name VT AM-IR 

dump station, selecting VTAM-OP 
dump text command NCP-RF 
dump utility NCP-CS, SSP-DR 

NCP VTAM-IR 
dump utility load modules under VM/SP, list SSP-DR 
dump-load-restart requests VTAM-CS 
dump/load/restart VTAM-DR 
DUMPDS operand 

on MODIFY DUMP command VTAM-OP 
on PCCU statement VTAM-OP 
PCCU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 
use with NCP dump file VTAM-IR 

dumping an active NCP VTAM-OP 
dumping and loading an NCP VTAM-OP 
dumps 

ABDUMP VTAM-DG 
communication scanner processor 

(CSP) VTAM-DG 
dynamic NCP VT AM-DG 
maintenance and operator subsystem 

(MOSS) VTAM-DG 
MVS 

ABEND VTAM-DG 
formatting and printing VTAM-DG 
SNAP VTAM-DG 
stand-alone VT AM-DG 
SVC VTAM-DG 
VTAM control blocks formatted VTAM-DG 

network control program (NCP) dump VTAM-DG 
using independent dump utility VTAM-DG 
using VTAM dump facility VTAM-DG 

static NCP VTAM-DG 
tracing execution sequence of VTAM components 

in VTAM-DG 
viewing online VT AM-DG 
VM 

DUMP command VT AM-DG 
GDUMP VTAM-DG 



SDUMP VTAM-DG 
VTAM control blocks formatted VTAM-DG 

VSE 
program-initiated dump VT AM-DG 
SDAID dump facility VT AM-DG 
stand-alone dump utility VT AM-DG 
VSE dump command VT AM-DG 

dumps,3725 Communication Controller 
coinmunication scanner processor 

(CSP) VT AM-IR 
maintenance and subsystem services 

(MOSS) VT AM-IR 
DUMPSTA operand VTAM-OP 

PCCU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

duplex NCP/SSP-RD, SSP-CCPUG 
data transfer EPIRD 
facility EPIRD 

duplex data transfer SSP-CCPUG 
duplex facility SSP-CCPUG 
DUPLEX operand NCP /SSP-RD, SSP-CCPUG 

description EPIRD 
LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

duplicate labels NCP-CS 
duplicate resource names NV-IA 
DVB NCP-CS 
DVT VTAM-DR 
DWRAP command 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 
usage note NV-O 

DYNA operand VTAM-OP 
DYNADMP operand NCP/SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

description EPIRD 
use EPIRD 

DYNADMP operand (3705) NCP/SSP-RD 
dynamic 

LPDA NPP-GI 
NCP dump VT AM-DG 
reconfiguration utility NPP-GI 
threshold alteration NPP-GI 
trace utility VTAM-DG 

dynamic allocation of CDRSCs VTAM-IR 
dynamic control facilities NCP /SSP-RD 
dynamic control facilities, defining NCP /SSP-RDG 
dynamic definition NPP-SAM 
dynamic display 

alerts NV-O 
dynamic dump VTAM-OP 

under MVS EPIRD 
under VM/SP EPIRD 
under VSE EPIRD 
utility, use EPIRD 

dynamic dump facility NCP /SSP-RD 
rules for transfer of data (3705) NCP /SSP-RD 

dynamic dump facility (3705) NCP /SSP-RD 
dynamic dump utility 

when to use NCP /SSP-DG 
dynamic dump, EP, in MVS systems 

See EP dynamic dump utility, in MVS systems 
dynamic dump, EP, in VSE systems 

See EP dynamic dump utility, in VSE systems 
dynamic expansion 

defining VT AM-CS 
example VT AM-CS 
guidelines VTAM-CS 
purpose VT AM-CS 

dynamic LPDA NCP-RF 
dynamic modification of NCP 

parameters NCP /SSP-RDG 
dynamic pacing group NCP-RF 
dynamic panel 

displays NCP-RF 
store NCP-RF 

dynamic panel displays 
description NCP /SSP-DG 
line interface block display NCP/SSP-DG 
registers and storage display NCP /SSP-DG 

display long function NCP /SSP-DG 
display/alter function NCP/SSP-DG 

when to use NCP /SSP-DG 
dynamic reconfiguration SSP-CCPUG 

ADD definition statement NCP /SSP-RD, 
VTAM-IR 

CDRSC definition NPP-PL 
coding VT AM-IR 
defining addition and deletion of 

devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
defining addition and deletion of 

LUs NCP/SSP-RDG 
defining addresses for deleted and reused devices 

and LUs NCP/SSP-RDG 
DELETE definition statement NCP/SSP-RD, 

VTAM-IR 
for SDLC PU type-13270 devices NCP/SSP-RDG 
NCP NPP-PL 
oriented operand NPP-PL 
sample statements VT AM-IR 
single-domain network NPP-PL 
support NPP-PL 
VBUILD definition statement VTAM-IR 

dynamic reconfiguration generation 
description 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

example of EXEC, for VM NCP /SSP-GL 
example of JCL 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

dynamic reconfiguration of an NCP VTAM-OP 
dynamic save area allocation NCP-RF 
dynamic save areas 

format with CALL macro, level 5 NCP-RF 
in buffers NCP-RF 

dynamic storage display, NCP 
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description NCP /SSP-DG 
how to start NCP /SSP-DG 
when to use NCP/SSP-DG 

dynamic table storage facility NCP~CS 
dynamic threshold alteration facility 

alter link-station attributes threshold NCP-RF 
query link-station attributes threshold NCP-RF 

dynamically defined 
CORM NPP-GI 

dynamically-defined cross-domain 
resources VT AM-DR 

E/T ratio NV-AR. NV-IA. NV-OP 
Early Warning System (EWS) NCP /SSP-DG 
EAS operand 

APPL definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
effect on number of FMCB queues VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

EAS value VT AM-CS 
BAS value on APPL statement VT AM-CS 
EB 

See End Bracket (EB) indicator 
EBCDIC NV-AR, NV-IA 
ECB (event control block) 

ECB posting VTAM-PG 
operand VT AM-PG 
use of VT AM-PG 
versus RPL exit routines VTAM-PG 

ECB macro NCP-CS 
ECBINIT macro NCP-CS 
echo SSP-CCPUG 
ECHO control NV-AR 
ECHO operand NV -AR 
echo test VTAM-DG 
ECHO"" parameter NV -IA 
echoes, suppress NV-IA 
ECLTYPE operand NCP/SSP-RD 

GROUP definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
EDA TS VT AM-DG . 
EDIT definition statement 

format NCP/SSP-RD 
instruction NCP /SSP-RD 
operand 

BKSP NCP /SSP-RD 
operands 

BKSP (for BSC) NCP /SSP-RDG 
BKSP (for SS) NCP /SSP-RDG 

overview NCP /SSP-RDG 
editing done by TPUT options VT AM-DG 
editing facilities NV-CL 
edition notice SSP-DR 
education 

planning for NPP-GI 
ErA communication cable NV-SC 
electrically quiet lines EPIRD, NCP /SSP-RD 
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element NCP-CS 
element address considerations NPP-PL 
ELEMENT operand NCP /SSP-RD 

CORM definition statement 
considerations for interconnection VT AM-IR 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

GWNAU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
GWP A TH definition statement 

considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

ELSE macro NCP-CS 
emphasize messages NV -IA 
emulation 

mode NPP-GI 
emulation mode 

defining devices operable in 
unique to BSC NCP/SSP-RDG 
unique to SS NCP/SSP-RDG 

Emulation Program (EP) NPP-Gl, NPP-PL 
defining EPIRD 
for 3705, 3720, 3725 NV-HPD 
generation of EPIRD 
generation source program EPIRD 
installing EPIRD 
overview NPP-PL 
producing an operating EPIRD 

emulation program buffers, defining EPIRD 
Emulation Program Configuration Report EPIRD 
emulation program problems, diagnosing EPIRD 
emulation subchannel priority EPIRD 
ENA (extended network addressing NCP-CS 
enable 

command sequence NCP-RF 
line processing NCP-RF 
processing NCP-RF 
terminator for SOLC links NCP-RF 

enable an SOLC link NCP-RF 
ENABLE command NV-IA 
enable SNA VTAM-DG 
enable switches on a communication 

controller VTAM-OP 
enable trace NV -IA 
enabled logical unit, definition of VT AM-PG 
ENABLTO operand NCP/SSP-RD 

BUILO definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
enciphered data requests 

sending and receiving VT AM-PG 
ENCR (MODIFY ENCR) 
ENCR operand SSP-CCPUG 

APPL definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LU (local) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LV (switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LV definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 



NCP definition statements 
VTAM restrictions on VTAM-IR 

PU (local) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU (switched) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
ENCR operand (MODEENT macro 

instruction) VT AM-CS 
ENCR operand value in NIB VTAM-PG 
encrypt/decrypt facility 

MODIFY ENCR command VTAM-OP 
encrypt/decrypt program feature NPP-GI 
encryption NPP-PL, VTAM-IR 

facility NPP-GI 
in VT AM NPP-PL 

for cross-network session NPP-GI 
MODIFY ENCR command VTAM-OP 
single-domain operation NPP-GI 

encryption facility VTAM-CS 
END 

END, status monitor NV-O 
PF2 NV-O 
status monitor NV-O 

End Bracket (EB) indicator VTAM-PG 
operand value 

following RECEIVE VTAM-PG 
for RPL VTAM-PG 
for SEND VTAM-PG 

position of, in chain VT AM-PG 
summary of VTAM-PG 
use of VT AM-PG 

END bracket, SNA NV-IA 
END command SSP-CCPUG 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

end delimiter character ('%') NCP-CS 
end of block (EOB) processing for SDLC 

receive NCP-RF 
transmit NCP-RF 

end of message characters SSP-CCPUG 
end of transmission, defining 

for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
end point, primary NV-IA 
end pOint, secondary NV-IA 
end record NCP-CS 
end record macro NCP-CS 
end-of-block sequence NCP/SSP-RD 
end-of-block sequence, WTTY NCP/SSP-RD 
end-of-call, disconnect command modifier, 

processing NCP-RF 
end-of-message sequence NCP /SSP-RD 
end-of-number characters NCP /SSP-RD 
end-of-transmission sequence EPIRD. NCP /SSP-RD 
end-of-transmission sequence, WTTY NCP/SSP-RD 
ENDBH definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP/SSP-RDG 

format NCP /SSP-RD 
instruction NCP /SSP-RD 
overview NCP /SSP-RDG 

ENDCASE macro NCP-CS 
ENDIF macro NCP-CS 
ending a command NCP-RF 
ending an SDLC link operation NCP-RF 
ENDINT AB macro instruction VT AM-CS 
endpoint subarea NPP-PL 
ENDSESS command NV-O 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

ENDTRNS operand NCP /SSP-RD 
COMP definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
TERMINAL definition 

statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
ENDW AIT operand NV -CL 
enhanced forced deactivation of a link NPP-GI 
ENQUE macro NCP-CS 
ENQUEUE VTAM-DR 
ENTEND=parameter NV-IA 
enter 

4700 support facility NV-O 
ENTER key NV -OP 
entering 

command facility NV-O 
commands NV-O 
hardware monitor NV-O 
NPDA NV-O 
status monitor NV-OP 

entering and exiting CCP SSP-CCPUG 
using a CLIST SSP-CCPUG 
using an ISPF menu SSP-CCPUG 

entering commands NV-OP 
entering slowdown command NCP-RF 
ENTRY operand NCP /SSP-RD 

UBHR definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP/SSP-RDG 

entry points, multipoint NCP-RF 
environment errors 

handling of VT AM-PG 
Environmental Recording Editing and Printing (EREP) 

program NCP /SSP-DG 
EOB operand NCP/SSP-RD 

description EPIRD 
GROUP definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

EOT handshaking SSP-CCPUG 
EOToperand NCP/SSP-RD 

description EPIRD 
GROUP definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

EP (Emulation Program) NPP-GI, NPP-PL 
overview NPP-PL 

EP control blocks SSP-DR 
EP dynamic dump utility, in MVS systems 

description NCP/SSP-DG 
DISPLAY statement NCP/SSP-DG 
DYNADMP statement NCP/SSP-DG 
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END statement NCP /SSP-DG 
host and controller requirements NCP/SSP-DG 
job control statements NCP /SSP-DG 
OPTION statement NCP /SSP-DG 
PARM field option NCP /SSP-DG 
PAUSE statement NCP/SSP-DG 
PRINT statement NCP /SSP-DG 
SYSIN statement NCP /SSP-DG 
utility control statements NCP/SSP-DG 
when to use NCP/SSP-DG 

EP dynamic dump utility, in VSE systems 
description NCP /SSP-DG 
DISPLAY statement NCP /SSP-DG 
END statement NCP /SSP-DG 
host and controller requirements NCP /SSP-DG 
job control statements NCP/SSP-DG 
OPTION statement NCP /SSP-DG 
PAUSE statement NCP/SSP-DG 
SYSIN statement NCP /SSP-DG 
utility control statements NCP/SSP-DG 

EP error log SSP-DR 
EP/local errors not being recorded (MVS only) NV-D 
epilog NCP-CS 
epilog record NCP-CS 
epilog record macro NCP-CS 
equal signs VTAM-OP 
equipment check: tape drive alert NV-SC 
equipment checks NV-SC 
ER VTAM-DR 

See also" 
ER (explicit routes) 
ER congestion data X'20' control vector NCP-RF 
ER operand NV-AR 
ER table entries VTAM-DR 
ER-TESTED RU VTAM-CS 
ER= parameter NV-IA 
ERASE EOF key NV-OP 
EREP NV-HPD 
EREP (Environmental Recording Editing and Printing) 

program NCP /SSP-DG 
ERET operand VTAM-PG 
ERn operand 

PATH definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

ERP trace record 
MVS VTAM-DG 
VM VTAM-DG 
VM (V3Rl) VT AM-DG 
VSE VTAM-DG 

error 
application program (ACB) level 

isolation VTAM-PG 
request level isolation VTAM-PG 
session level isolation VT AM-PG 
task level isolation VT AM-PG 

error and statistics recording NCP-RF 
error and statistics reporting 

BSC/SS station statistics NCP/SSP-DG 
description NCP /SSP-DG 
permanent BSC/SS line errors NCP /SSP-DG 
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permanent SNA link errors NCP/SSP-DG 
permanent SNA station errors NCP/SSP-DG 
SNA statistics NCP/SSP-DG 
when to use NCP /SSP-DG 

error bits NCP-CS 
error codes NV -D 
error condition NCP-CS 
error conditions NV -CL 

ending &WAIT NV-CL 
error count threshold NCP /SSP-RD 
error data, unsolicited NV-IA 
error description 

probable cause NV-O 
ERROR field 

use of after CLOSE processing VT AM-PG 
use of after OPEN processing VT AM-PG 

error handling VT AM-DR 
error information block NCP/SSP-RD 
error lock, resetting NCP-RF 
error log 
error message notification, BSC 3270 NCP/SSP-DG 
error message summary 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

error messages NCP-CS, NV-IA 
for generation 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

for loading 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP/SSP-GL 

error messages, generation 
under MVS EPIRD 
under VM/SP EPIRD 
under VSE EPIRD 

error messages, printing in generation report NCP-CS 
ERROR operand NV-CL 
error recording 

communication adapter lines (VSE) VT AM-DG 
hardware VT AM-DG 
intensive mode VTAM-DG 
LOGREC VT AM-DG 
NCP VTAM-DG 
SYSREC VTAM-DG 

error recovery NCP /SSP-RD 
error recovery (control mode) NCP/SSP-RD 
error recovery and recording, defining 

common to SDLC, BSC, and SS NCP /SSP-RDG 
error recovery commands NV -IA 
error recovery for channel operations NCP-RF 
error recovery procedures 

by NCP takeover in a multiple-domain 
network VTAM-OP 

channel NCP-RF 
for an NCP failure VTAM-OP 
for link failures VT AM-OP 
for routes VT AM-OP 



for session setup failures VTAM-OP 
for SSCP-SSCP session failure VTAM-OP 
scheduling for I/O command errors NCP-RF 
trace record 

MVS VTAM-DG 
VM VTAM-DG 
VM (V3Rl) VTAM-DG 
VSE VTAM-DG 

error recovery processing VT AM-DR 
error recovery sequence SSP-CCPUG 
error recovery sequence, timeout value SSP-CCPUG 
error recovery sequence, times SSP-CCPUG 
error recovery, LINE definition 

statement NCP /SSP-RD 
error retry limit, MT A NCP-RF 
error return codes for VSE VTAM-PG 
error-ta-traffic information 

using NV-O 
error-ta-traffic problem NV-OP 
error-to-traffic ratio NV-IA, NV-OP 

sets NV-O 
error-to-traffic ratio problem NV-SC 
error-to-traffic ratio value NV-AR 
error-to-transmission ratio NCP/SSP-RD 
error, loop NV-IA 
errors NCP-CS 
errors and special conditions 

analyzing 
for error isolation VTAM-PG 
for manipulative macro 

instructions VT AM-PG 
for OPEN and CLOSE macro 

instructions VT AM-PG 
for RPL-based macro instructions VTAM-PG 

asynchronous operations VTAM-PG 
handling of VT AM-PG 

for data integrity damages VTAM-PG 
for environment errors VTAM-PG 
for exception requests VT AM-PG 
for logic errors VT AM-PG 
for negative responses VTAM-PG 
for retriable completion VTAM-PG 
procedure for VT AM-PG 

software errors VTAM-PG 
synchronous operations VT AM-PG 
using LERAD and SYNAD exit routines 

for VTAM-PG 
using the FDBK field VT AM-PG 
3270, LV type 0 VT AM-PG 

errors per hour NV-IA 
errors, recording. procedure NCP-RF 
ERST command 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

ERO operand NCP /SSP-RD 
PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

ERloperand 
PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

ERI through ER7 operands NCP/SSP-RD 
ER2 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
ER3 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
ER40perand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
ERS operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
ER6 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
ER7 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
ESC trace record VT AM-DG 
escape character NCP-CS 
escape character associated with incorrect screen 

size VT AM-DG 
ESD NCP-CS 
ESESS command NV-OP 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

establishes number 
event or statistical records NV-O 

establishing a switched SDLC link 
connection NCP-RF 

establishing and terminating sessions with logical 
units VT AM-PG 

establishing and terminating sessions, macro 
instructions 

CLSDST VT AM-PG 
OPNDST VTAM-PG 
OPNSEC VT AM-PG 
REQSESS VT AM-PG 
SESSIONC VTAM-PG 
SIMLOGON VTAM-PG 
TERMSESS VTAM-PG 

establishing cross-domain cryptographic 
sessions VT AM-PG 

establishing sessions NCP-RF 
establishing sessions with logical units VTAM-PG 
establishing single-domain cryptographic 

sessions VT AM-PG 
EST AE (extended specify task abnormal 

exit) VT AM-DR 
ESTAE exit routine VTAM-PG 
ETRACE VT AM-DG 
ETRATIO operand NCP!SSP-RD 

LINE definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP/SSP-RDG 
for SDLC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

EV data type NV-IA 
EVoperand NV-AR 
evaluation of VSCS storage VT AM-DG 
even parity SSP-CCPUG 
event NV-SC 
event control block (ECB) 

operand VT AM-PG 
posting VT AM-PG 
use of, with asynchronous operations VTAM-PG 

event data 
remove NV-O 

event data type NV-AR, NV-IA 
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event detail for SDLC line panel NV-SC 
event detail panel NV-SC 
event IDs (EIDs) VTAM-DG 
event or statistical records 

establishes number NV-O 
event types 

abbreviations NV-O 
codes NV-O 
use in filter<setting commands NV-O 

event=-label NV-CL 
events NV-OP 

data NV-O 
display NV-O 
events NV-O 
high error-to-traffic ratio NV-OP 
most recent NV-O 
NPDA NV-O 
recommended action NV-OP 
recording filter NPP-GI 
remove NV-O 
total events NV-O 
usage note NV-O 
using NV-O 

EVENTS command 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

EVERY command NV-IA, NV-OP 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

EVERY command, used to schedule a CLIST NV-CL 
EWS (Early Warning System) NCP /SSP-DG 
EX operand value 

following RECEIVE VT AM-PG 
for SEND VTAM-PG 

example 
coding DYNADMP NCP/SSP-RD 

examples of network configuration definition 
statements NCP /SSP-RD 

examples, coding DYNADMP NCP/SSP-RD 
exception conditions NCP-CS 

and sense information VT AM-PG 
handling of VT AM-PG 
3270, LU type 0 VT AM-PG 

exception processing for SDLC NCP-RF 
exception requests 

handling of VT AM-PG 
by a PLU application VTAM-PG 
by an SLU application VTAM-PG 

exception responses NCP-RF, VT AM-DG 
excess data, saving VTAM-PG 
exchanging 

requests VTAM-PG 
responses VT AM-PG 

exchanging data, request and response flows 
for VTAM-PG 

excluding PTFs VT AM-IR 
EXCLUSIVE option with TPLOCK VTAM-DR 
EXCR macro NCP-CS 
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EXEC NPP-PL 
underVM/SP 

for emulation program generation EPIRD 
for FASTRUN generation EPIRD 

EXEC command 
syntax of (VSE) VTAM-OP 

EXEC operand NCP /SSP-RD 
BHSET definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP/SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

EXECRPL macro instruction 
basic function of VT AM-PG 
use VTAM-PG 

EXECs 
GS664280 VT AM-IR 
INSTFPP VTAM-IR 
IS664280 VT AM-IR 
VMFMERGE VT AM-IR 
VMFZAP VT AM-IR 
VMSERV VTAM-IR 
VMVTAM VTAM-IR 
5664280 VTAM-IR 

EXECs, examples for VM 
for generation NCP/SSP-GL 
for loading NCP/SSP-GL 

execute I/O service routines, entry 
points NCP /SSP-RD 

Execute initial command NV-OP 
execute test command NCP-RF 
execution sequence of VTAM components in a 

dump VTAM-DG 
exit address NV-IA 
EXIT command SSP-CCPUG 
EXIT keyword NV -CL 

coding of NV-CL 
example NV-CL 
uses of NV-CL 

exit list (EXLST) VT AM-DR 
EXIT operand VTAM-PG 
exit options VTAM-CS 
exit processors in VSCS VT AM-DR 
exit routine NPP-PL, NV-AR 

authorization and accounting NPP-PL 
gateway NPP-PL 
NetView NPP-GI 
pacing NPP-GI 
session management NPP-GI, NPP-PL 
virtual route (VR) selection NPP-PL 
VTAM NPP-GI 

exit routine facilities VT AM-DR 
exit routine function code VT AM-CS 

primary function code VT AM-CS 
secondary function code VT AM-CS 

exit routines 
coding and including VTAM-IR 
in TSO/VTAM VTAM-IR 
user edit VT AM-IR 
VSCS 

for translating data VTAM-IR 
VSE files for VT AM-IR 



exit routines (see also names of particular exit 
routines) VT AM-PG 

address space used for execution of VTAM-PG 
addressability and save area 

requirements VTAM-PG 
asynchronous VT AM-PG 
basic function of VT AM-PG 
creation VT AM-PG 
deCiding how to use VTAM-PG 
DFASY 

See DFASY exit routine 
entry procedures for VT AM-PG 
executed in MVS/XA VT AM-PG 
executing in SRB mode VTAM-PG 
executing in TCB mode VT AM-PG 
execution of in SRB or TCB mode VTAM-PG 
exit procedures from VT AM-PG 
how to use VT AM-PG 
identified by means of ACB VT AM-PG 
identified by means of NIB VT AM-PG 
inline VT AM-PG 
installation VT AM-PG 
LERAD 

See LERAD exit routine 
LOGON 

See LOGON exit routine 
LOSTERM 

See LOSTERM exit routine 
NSEXIT 

See NSEXIT exit routine 
parameters passed to VT AM-PG 
procedures for writing VT AM-PG 
related to session establishment and 

termination VTAM-PG 
requirements for reenterability VT AM-PG 
RESP 

See RESP exit routine 
RPL-specified VT AM-PG 
rules for coding VT AM-PG 
SCIP 

See SCIP exit routine 
see EXLST exit routine 
see RPL exit routine 
session establishment and termination VTAM-PG 
summary of VT AM-PG 
SYNAD 

See SYNAD exit routine 
task association VTAM-PG 
TPEND 

See TPEND exit routine 
types of 

exit-list exit routines VT AM-PG 
RPL-specified exit routines VTAM-PG 

exit routines, installation 
data manipulation 

described VT AM-CS 
design considerations VTAM-CS 
final register contents VTAM-CS 
initial register contents VT AM-CS 
parameter list contents VTAM-CS 

exit routines, trace entries for 

IRB VTAM-DG 
RPL VTAM-DG 
SRB VTAM-DG 
TPEXIT VT AM-DG 
user VT AM-DG 

exit routines, user 
data manipulation 

described VTAM-CS 
described VT AM-CS 
replacing VT AM-CS 
session accounting VTAM-CS 

design considerations VT AM-CS 
final register contents VT AM-CS 
initial register contents VTAM-CS 

session authorization VT AM-CS 
design considerations VTAM-CS 
final register contents VT AM-CS 
initial register contents VT AM-CS 
parameter list contents VT AM-CS 

session management VT AM-CS 
design considerations VTAM-CS 
initial register contents VT AM-CS 
parameter descriptions VT AM-CS 
parameter list structure VT AM-CS 

TPRINT processing VT AM-CS 
final register contents VT AM-CS 
initial register contents VTAM-CS 
parameter list structure VT AM-CS 

virtual route selection VT AM-CS 
changing the VR selection list VT AM-CS 
design considerations VT AM-CS 
final register contents VT AM-CS 
initial register contents VTAM-CS 
parameter list contents VTAM-CS 

VR pacing window size calculation VTAM-CS 
described VT AM-CS 
design considerations VT AM-CS 
final register contents VTAM-CS 
initial register contents VTAM-CS 
parameter list contents VT AM-CS 
used with IMS VT AM-CS 

EXIT trace record VTAM-DG 
exit-list exit routines, specification and function 

of VTAM-PG 
exiting slowdown NCP-RF 
EXLLEN operand value VT AM-PG 
EXLST VTAM-DR 
EXLST control block VTAM-PG 
EXLST exit VT AM-DR 
EXLST exit routines VT AM-DR 

addressing mode VT AM-PG 
definition of VT AM-PG 
executing in SRB mode VT AM-PG 
executing in TCB mode VTAM-PG 
how they work VT AM-PG 
how to use VT AM-PG 
see DFASY exit routine 
see LERAD exit routine 
see LOGON exit routine 
see LOSTERM exit routine 
see NSEXIT exit routine 
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see RELREQ exit routine 
see RESP exit routine 
see SCIP exit routine 
see SYNAD exit routine 
see TPEND exit routine 
specified in ACB VTAM-PG 
specified in NIB VT AM-PG 
those that are optional VT AM-PG 
those you should use VT AM-PG 
versus explicit RECEIVEs VT AM-PG 

EXLST macro instruction 
basic function of VT AM-PG 
named in EXLST operand of ACB VT AM-PG 
named in EXLST operand of NIB VT AM-PG 
names of exit routines in VT AM-PG 
scheduling of VT AM-PG 
use VTAM-PG 

EXLST operand 
of the ACB macro instruction VT AM-PG 
of the MODCB macro instruction VT AM-PG 
of the NIB macro instruction VT AM-PG 
of the SHOWCB macro instruction VT AM-PG 
of the TESTCB macro instruction VT AM-PG 

expanding and contracting buffer pools VT AM-DR 
expedited flow VT AM-DR 
expedited-flow 

requests and responses VT AM-PG 
Expedited-Flow Data-Flow-Control Request (DFASY) 

See DFASY exit routine (see also exit routines) 
expedited-flow data-flow-control requests 

summary of receiving VT AM-PG 
summary of sending VT AM-PG 

expedited-flow requests 
ability to send 

during quiesced state VTAM-PG 
in change-direction protocol VT AM-PG 

definition of VT AM-PG 
extracting control block fields VTAM-PG 
sequence numbers in VT AM-PG 
ways of receiving 

with a DFASY exit routine VTAM-PG 
with a RECEIVE 

RTYPE=DFASY VTAM-PG 
with RECEIVE macro VT AM-PG 
with RESETSR macro VT AM-PG 

expedited-flow requests versus normal-flow 
requests VTAM-PG 

explicit 
command NV-O 

explicit route 
defining VT AM-IR 

explicit route (ER) NCP/SSP-DG. NV-AR. 
VTAM-OP 

activation of VT AM-OP 
configuration NPP-GI 
defining on PATH statement VTAM-IR 
displaying status of VT AM-OP 
inoperative command NCP-RF 
inoperative notification NCP-RF 
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manager NCP-RF 
overview NPP-GI 
verification NCP-RF 

explicit route (ER) management VTAM-DR 
explicit route characteristics table VTAM-CS 
explicit route configuration data NV-D 
explicit route number (ERN) NV-IA 

receive NCP-RF 
send NCP-RF 

explicit route operative command NCP-RF 
expliCit route test command NCP-RF 
explicit route test reply command NCP-RF 
explicit route tested command NCP-RF 
expliCit routes VTAM-DR 

status NV-O 
explicit routes 1 through 7 (ERI through 

ER7) NCP/SSP-RD 
explicit routes, defining NCP/SSP-RDG 

in an interconnected network NCP /SSP-RDG 
expression NV -CL 
expressions in assignment statements NV-CL 
extended 

authorization receiver control NPP-GI 
network addressing NPP-GI 

extended network addressing NCP-RF, NPP-PL 
Extended Recovery Facility (XRF) NCP-RF. 

NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG. NPP-GI. NPP-PL. 
VTAM-PG 

function NPP-GI 
multiple-domain network NPP-GI 
MVS/XA NPP-PL 
single-domain network NPP-GI 

extended recovery facility (XRF) (MVS/XA 
only) VTAM-OP 

extended statistical counter NV-IA 
extents of a loop, determining VTAM-DG 
external CORM 

displaying VTAM-OP 
sample display of (MVS) VTAM-OP 
sample display of (VM) VT AM-OP 
sample display of (VSE) VT AM-OP 

external CDRM (cross-domain resource manager) 
external clocking EPIRD. NCP /SSP-RD 
external file NV-IA 
external log NV -IA 

control NV-O 
external log record 

session monitor NV -AR 
external log user exit NPP-GI 
external logging 

DSTINIT XITXL NV-AR 
user exit sample NV -AR 

external register usage, loader/dump SSP-DR 
external registers, displaying NCP /SSP-DG 
external symbol dictionary NCP-CS 
external trace in VSCS VT AM-DR 
external trace, VSCS, limiting output VTAM-DG 
EXTRACT macro NCP-CS 
EXTRN statement VT AM-CS 



F (filter) statement NV-AR 
F buffer pool start option VT AM-IR 
F command (MODIFY command) 
F operand (FORCE operand) 
F parameter, defined VTAM-CS 
F statement NV -AR 
F statements NV-IA 
facility 

sift-down NPP-PL 
failing module problem 

procedure VT AM-DG 
failure type NPP-PL 
failure types 

See problem types 
FAILURES NV-AR, NV-IA 

host VTAM-OP 
link VTAM-OP 
link station VTAM-OP 
NCP failure VTAM-OP 
peripheral links VTAM-OP 
session setup failures VTAM-OP 
SSCP-SSCP session VTAM-OP 
types of VT AM-OP 

fanout modem NCP/SSP-RD 
FANOUT operand NCP/SSP-RD 

TERMINAL definition 
statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

FASTRUN generation 
description 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP/SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

example of EXEC, for VM NCP /SSP-GL 
example of JCL 

MVS NCP/SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

FASTRUN operand NCP/SSP-RD 
description EPIRD 
OPTIONS definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

FASTRUN operand and parameter 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

FASTRUN option, defining EPIRD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
FASTRUN parameter 

under MVS EPIRD 
under VM/SP EPIRD 
under VSE EPIRD 

FAVORED operand (VM SET command) VTAM-CS 
FBLK trace record VT AM-DG 
FBT SSP-DR 
FDBK operand value VT AM-PG 
FDBK return codes, for INQUIRE 

(OPTCD==APPSTAT) VTAM-PG 
FDBK2 VT AM-PG 
FDBK2 DSECT (ISTUSFBC) VT AM-PG 

FEATURE operand NCP /SSP-RD 
CLUSTER definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
description EPIRD 
LINE definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP/SSP-RDG 

TERMINAL definition 
statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

use EPIRD 
features 

NetView NV-D 
status monitor NV-D 
VIEW command processor NV-D 

FEATUR2 VTAM-DG 
FEATUR2 operand VTAM-CS 

CLUSTER definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

GROUP (BSC) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE (BSC) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LOCAL definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LU (switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
NCP definition statements 

VT AM restrictions on VT AM-IR 
PU (switched) definition statement 

description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
TERMINAL definition 

statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

feedback fields VTAM-PG 
feedback processing VTAM-DR 
FES (front end scanner) NCP-CS 
FETRACE macro NCP /SSP-DG 
FGSLTRS operand NCP/SSP-RD 

LINE definition statement 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

FID (format identifier) VTAM-DR 
FIDO NCP-CS 
FIDO PIU NCP-RF 
FIDI NCP-CS 
FID4 PIU trace record VT AM-DG 
FID4 to FIDO/l PIU converting NCP-RF 
field displacement (DSECT definition) VT AM-PG 
Field Maintenance Identifier (FMID) NCP /SSP-DG 
field width NCP-CS 
field-formatted SNA requests VTAM-CS 
fields 

selecting in status monitor NV-O 
FIELDS operand VT AM-PG 
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file names for VM, descriptions 
ASMLIST NCP /SSP-GL 
ASMOBJ NCP /SSP-GL 
ASMSRCE NCP /SSP-GL 
DBWORKFL NCP /SSP-GL 
GENDECK NCP/SSP-GL 
LNKSTMT NCP /SSP-GL 
NEWDEFN NCP /SSP-GL 
OBJxXxx NCP/SSP-GL 
PRINTER NCP/SSP-GL 
STEPLIB NCP /SSP-GL 
SYSIN NCP /SSP-GL 
SYSLIB NCP/SSP-GL 
SYSLIN NCP /SSP-GL 
SYSLMOD NCP /SSP-GL 
SYSPRINT NCP /SSP-GL 
SYSPUNCH NCP /SSP-GL 
SYSUTI NCP /SSP-GL 
SYSUi3 NCP/SSP-GL 
TBLILIST NCP /SSP-GL 
TBLlOBJ NCP/SSP-GL 
TBLlSRCE NCP/SSP-GL 
TBL2LIST NCP /SSP-GL 
TBL20BJ NCP/SSP-GL 
TBL2SRCE NCP /SSP-GL 
ULIB NCP /SSP-GL 

file names for VSE, descriptions 
DBWRKFL NCP /SSP-GL 
IJSYSIN NCP /SSP-GL 
IJSYSPH NCP /SSP-GL 

files 
VM 

DELTA VTAM-IR 
G5664280 EXEC VT AM-IR 
INSTFPP EXEC VTAM-IR 
15664280 EXEC VT AM-IR 
MERGE VTAM-IR 
PROFILE EXEC for AUTOLOGI VTAM-IR 
PROFILE GCS for recovery virtual 

machine VT AM-IR . 
PROFILE GCS for VT AM virtual 

machine VT AM-IR 
VMFMERGE EXEC VTAM-IR 
VMFZAP EXEC VTAM-IR 
VMSERV EXEC VTAM-IR 
VMVTAM EXEC VTAM-IR 
5664280 EXCLIST VTAM-IR 
5664280 EXEC VTAM-IR 
5664280 VMFPARM VTAM-IR 

VSAM VTAM-IR 
VSE 

configuration restart VTAM-IR 
definition statements VT AM-IR 
DRDS VTAM-IR 
exit routines VTAM-IR 
initial test routine VT AM-IR 
macros VT AM-IR 
NCP dump VT AM-IR 
NCP load VTAM-IR 
NCP-related VTAM-IR 
NODELST VTAM-IR 
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object modules VTAM-IR 
phases VT AM-IR 
tables VT AM-IR 
used by VTAM VTAM-IR 
VT AM trace VTAM-IR 

files, specifying 
for generation 

VM NCP/SSP-GL 
VSE NCP/SSP-GL 

for loading 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

filter 
NetView NPP-PL 
status NV-OP 

filter messages NV -IA 
filter SAW data NV -IA 
filter types NPP-GI 
filters NV-OP, NV-SC 

error data NV-O 
NPDA NV-O 
recording NV-O 
resetting NV-OP 
using NV-O 
viewing NV -0, NV -OP 

final accounting function 
described VT AM-CS 
final register contents VT AM-CS 

final-use SSP-CCPUG 
finance systems 
find 

status monitor NV-O 
FIND command NV-O, NV-OP 

description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

FIRST NV-AR, NV-IA 
FIRST operand value 

following RECEIVE VT AM-PG 
for RPL VTAM-PG 
for SEND VTAM-PG 

first page 
display NV-O 

fix NCP /SSP-DG 
fixed link pack area (FLPA) VTAM-CS 
flag 

BLU format (Mod 128) NCP-RF 
BLU format (Mod 8) NCP-RF 

flags NCP-CS 
flow control NCP-CS, NCP-RF, NPP-PL 
flow control, defining NCP/SSP-RDG 
Flow Diagrams 

ACF/TAP 
MVS SSP-DR 
VSE SSP-DR 

configuration report program 
MVS/VM SSP-DR 

dump utility 
MVS SSP-DR 
VSE SSP-DR 
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in a dump VT AM-DG 
in storage VT AM-DG 

interpret table NPP-PL 
defining VT AM-IR 
described VT AM-CS 
installing and changing VT AM-CS 
macro instructions, example VT AM-CS 
TSO/VTAM definition for compatible 

logons VT AM-IR 
interpret table, definition of VTAM-PG 
interpretation of a message by NetView NV-CL 
interpreting an input sequence VTAM-PG 
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interpreting SVC trace entries VT AM-DG 
interpretive commands, on1ine terminal test 

(OL1T) NCP-RF 
interrupt handling NCP-CS 
interrupt routine functions NCP-CS 
interrupt routines NCP-CS 
interrupts NCP-CS 

level 2 NCP-CS 
level 3 NCP-CS 
timer NCP-CS 

interval between BSC syncronizing characters,defining 
unique to BSC 

network performance 
analyzer NCP /SSP-RDG 

interval timer routines NCP-RF 
INTPRI operand 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
MTALCST definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

INTPRI operand (3705) NCP/SSP-RD 
introduction to CCP SSP-CCPUG 
introduction to manual 

how to use NCP /SSP-GL 
hardware and software 

combinations NCP/SSP-GL 
organization NCP /SSP-GL 

abbreviations NCP/SSP-GL 
other manuals NCP /SSP-GL 
purpose NCP/SSP-GL 

INTRPRET VTAM-DR 
INTRPRET macro instruction 

basic function of VT AM-PG 
use VTAM-PG 
used in a cross-domain resource VT AM-PG 

invalid BIND in logon, detecting VT AM-DG 
invite command processing for multipoint lines 

processing for point-ta-point nonswitched 
lines NCP-RF 

processing for point-to-point switched 
lines NCP-RF 

subtask sequence NCP-RF 
invite modifier processing 

for disconnect command NCP-RF 
for read command NCP-RF 

Invite request NCP/SSP-RD 
10 

trace NV-O 
10 trace record VT AM-DG 
lOB commands decoding NCP-RF 
lOB commands decoding initializing NCP-RF 
IOBUF 

relation to MAXDATA VTAM-IR 
IOBUF buffer pool 

See buffer pool 
IOH (input/output halfword) trace NPP-GI 
IOHM Macro NCP-CS 
IOINT start option NPP-PL 

described VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

10PD (input/output problem determination) 
facility VTAM-DG 

IOPD (MODIFY 10PD) 
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IOPD command 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

IOTAB macro VT AM-IR 
IO 1 trace record VT AM-DG 
102 trace record 

MVS VTAM-DG 
VM VTAM-DG 
VSE VTAM-DG 

103 trace record 
MVS VTAM-DG 
VM VTAM-DG 
VSE VTAM-DG 

IPCS 
dump formatting 

GDUMP VTAM-DG 
SDUMP VTAM-DG 

machine-readable dumps VTAM-DG 
manual order number 

MVS/XA VTAM-DG 
MVS/370 VTAM-DG 
VM VTAM-DG 

IPCSE disk 
address VT AM-IR 
contents after installation VTAM-IR 
size VT AM-IR 

IPIU tuning statistic 
compared to RDBUF VTAM-CS 
defined VTAM-CS 

IPL VTAM-IR 
command VTAM-OP 
procedure 

coding VT AM-IR 
IPL (initial program load) 

capability for NCP load VTAM-OP 
operand VTAM-OP 

IPL final command NCP-RF 
IPL initial command NCP-RF 
IPL operand NCP /SSP-RD 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
IPL text command NCP-RF 
IPTYPEs 

complete list VT AM-DG 
source of in VSCS messages VT AM-DG 

IRBD trace record VT AM-DG 
IRBX trace record VTAM-DG 
IRETRYoperand NCP/SSP-RD. SSP-CCPUG 

PU (switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
IRN (intermediate routing node) NPP-G1, NPP-PL 

host NPP-PL 
IRN transmissions, storing VTAM-CS 
IRN. trace of (host) VTAM-DG 
isolation of errors VT AM-PG 

application program VTAM-PG 
request VTAM-PG 
session VTAM-PG 



task VTAM-PG 
ISPAN NV-IA 
ISPAN statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
ISPF (Interactive System Productivity 

Facility) NV-IA 
ISPF commands SSP-CCPUG 
ISPF detects a CCP error SSP-CCPIN 
ISPF table will not open SSP-CCPIN 
1ST messages, issuing component VT AM-DG 
ISTAICIR VTAM-CS 
ISTAICPT VTAM-CS 
ISTATUS operand NPP-PL, SSP-CCPUG 

CORM definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

CORSC definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

CLUSTER definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

GROUP (BSC) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

GROUP (LNCTL=CTCA) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

GROUP (SOLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

GROUP (SOLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

GROUP definition statement (channel-attached 
NCP) 

description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE (BSC) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE (SOLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE (SOLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE definition statement (channel-attachment 
major node) 

description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE definition statement (channel-to-NCP link) 
description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LOCAL definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LU (local) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LU (SOLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 

format VT AM-IR 
LU (switched) definition statement 

description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
NCP definition statements 

VTAM restrictions on VTAM-IR 
PU (local) definition statement 

description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU (SOLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU (SOLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU (switched) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
PU definition statement (channel-attached NCP) 

description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU definition statement (channel-attachment major 
node) 

description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

TERMINAL definition 
statement lIoiCP/SSP-RDG 

description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

use of VT AM-OP 
ISTAUCAG VTAM-CS 
ISTAUCAT VTAM-CS 
ISTBLENT VT AM-PG 
1ST CORDY NPP-SAM 

for dynamically defined CORSCs VT AM-OP 
sample display VT AM-OP 

ISTCFCMM VTAM-CS 
ISTCFCMM (USS definition table) VTAM-IR 
ISTOBINO OSECT' used to build or examine session 

parameters VT AM-PG 
ISTONIB OSECT for NIB VTAM-PG 
ISTOPROC macro for processing options fields of the 

NIB VTAM-PG 
ISTDVCHR macro for device characteristics field of 

the NIB VTAM-PG 
ISTEXCAA VTAM-CS 
ISTEXCVR VTAM-CS 
ISTGLBAL macro instruction 

how to use VT AM-PG 
macro global values set by 

&ISTGLRL VTAM-PG 
&ISTGLxy VTAM-PG 
list of VT AM-PG 

ISTINCOT 
discussed VT AM-CS 
listed VT AM-CS 

ISTINCOT (default session-level USS definition 
table) VT AM-IR 

ISTINCLM 
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described VT AM-CS 
listed VT AM-CS 

ISTINCNO VTAM-CS, VTAM-OP 
ISTINCNO (USS definition table) VT AM-IR 
ISTMGCOO VTAM-CS 
ISTMGCOI VTAM-CS 
ISTNACRT VTAM-CS 
ISTPATCH VTAM-DG 
ISTPDCLU VT AM-PG 
ISTPUCWC VTAM-CS 
ISTPUS 

buffer trace VTAM-DG 
I/O trace VTAM-DG 
sample display VTAM-OP 

ISTRACON VTAM-CS 
ISTRACON (VTAM constants module) NPP-PL 
ISTRACTO routine VTAM-CS 
ISTRAEUE VTAM-CS 
ISTRH DSECT VTAM-PG 
ISTSDCOS NPP-8AM, VTAM-CS 
ISTSWBFR VTAM-PG 
ISIT ABLE VT AM-CS 
ISITRAB VTAM-CS 
ISTTSCCR VTAM-CS 
ISTTSCVT VTAM-CS 
ISTUSFBC DSECT VT AM-PG 
ISTVTCOS VTAM-CS 
IST4001 VTAM-DG 
IST8041 VT AM-DG 
IST80S1 VTAM-DG 
ITAPt VTAM-DR 
ITB characters NCP /SSP-RD 
ITBDP VT AM-DR 
ITBMODE operand NCP /SSP-RD 

CLUSTER definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
COMP definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
TERMINAL definition 

statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
ITeIO VTAM-DR 
ITDSP VTAM-DR 
items, definition SSP-CCPUG 
ITEXT VTAM-DR 
ITEXITO operand NCP /SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP/SSP-RDG 

ITFPI VTAM-DR 
ITFP2 VTAM-DR 
ITHDR VT AM-DR 
ITIO VT AM-DR 
ITI02 VTAM-DR 
ITJMG VTAM-DR 
ITKAL VTAM-DR 
ITKA2 VTAM-DR 
ITKA3 VTAM:-DR 
ITLIM start option NPP-PL, VT AM-CS 

described VfAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

ITLOC VTAM-DR 
ITMEX VTAM-DR 
ITMWP VTAM-DR 
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ITNRC VTAM-DR 
ITOTR VTAM-DR 
ITQUE VTAM-DR 
ITRLK VTAM-DR 
ITSTR VTAM-DR 
ITUSR VTAM-DR 
ITUSX VTAM-DR 
ITUXT VT AM-DR 
ITVTA VTAM-DR 
ITWON VTAM-DR 
IUCV VTAM-DR 

option card, userid for VT AM-DG 
pacing problem VT AM-DG 

IUCV modules VTAM-CS 
IUCVoption VTAM-IR 
15664280 EXEC VT AM-IR 

Japanese translation NV-AR 
JCL 

See MVS considerations 
JCL (job control language) NCP-CS, NPP-PL, NV -IA 

CCP data sets 
JCL statements NV-IA 
job card NV -IA 
job control language (JCL) NPP-PL 

activating NCP dump utility NCP/SSP-DG 
CCP data sets 
invoking EP dynamic dump utility NCP/SSP-DG 
JCL for the NCP dump NCP/SSP-DG 
printing ACF/TCAM buffer trace NCP/SSP-DG 
printing ACF/TCAM channel I/O interrupt 

trace NCP /SSP-DG 
printing ACF/TCAM NCP TG 

trace NCP /SSP-DG 
printing ACF/TCAM PIU trace NCP/SSP-DG 
printing CRP in MVS systems NCP/SSP-DG 
printing CRP in VSE system NCP /SSP-DG 
printing NCP dump NCP /SSP-DG 
printing transmission group trace NCP /SSP-DG 
to print the NCP dump NCP /SSP-DG 
underMVS 

for emulation program generation EPIRD 
for FASTRUN generation EPIRD 

under VSE 
for emulation program generation EPIRD 
for FASTRUN'generation EPIRD 

job control language, examples 
for generation 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

for loading 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

job control statements, loading 
MVS NCP/SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 



job name for application program VT AM-PG 
job step name for application program VTAM-PG 
JOBCARD operand 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
JOBN trace field VT AM-DG 

Kanji NV-AR, NV-IA 
&CONCATwith NV-CL 
&SUBSTR with NV -CL 
continuation characters NV-CL 
continuation characters, Kanji NV-CL 
in user variables NV -CL 
labels with NV-CL 
messages containing NV-CL 
network log NV-O 
PPT, running under NV-CL 

Kanji passthrough support NPP-GI 
Katakana NV-AR, NV-IA 
Katakana translation table NPP-GI 
KBDLOCK operand NCP/SSP-RD 

GROUP definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
KCLASS NV-IA 
KCLASS operand NV-AR 
KCLASS statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
KCLASS= paramater NV-IA 
KEEP CLASS NV -AR 

groupings NPP-PL 
keep classes NV -IA 
KEEP command NV -AR 
keep history session NV -IA 
keep member NV-IA 
KEEP option for overlength input data 

in record-mode operations VTAM-PG 
operand value VT AM-PG 

KEEP PIUS NV -AR. NV -IA 
KEEP PIUS command NV -IA 
KEEP SESS command NV -IA 
KEEPMEM parameter NV -IA 
KEEPMEM=member 

KCLASS statement NV-AR 
MAPSESS statement NV-AR 

KEEPPIU NV -AR. NV -IA 
KEEPPIU operand NV -AR 
KEEPPIU = parameter NV -IA 
KEEPSES NV -AR, NV -IA 
KEEPSES = parameter NV -IA 
KEEPSESS definition statement NPP-PL 
KEXIT operand 

DTIGEN macro 
description VT AM-IR 

key 
backward tab NY-OP 

CLEAR NV-OP 
cursor movement NV-OP 
DELETE NV-OP 
ENTER NY-OP 
ERASE EOF NY-OP 
forward tab NV-OP 
INSERT NV-OP 
PA NV-OP 
PF NV-OP 
RESET NV-OP 
tabs NY-OP 

KEYBD NY -AR, NV -IA 
keyboard NV-OP 

See also hung LU 
character functions improperly VTAM-DG 
locked VTAM-DG 

keyboard/printer devices VTAM-CS 
KEY CLASS statement NV-AR. NV-IA 
keyword EPIRD, NCP/SSP-DG. NV-AR 
keyword operands 

as part of the VTAM macro language VTAM-PG 
of the GENCB macro instruction VTAM-PG 

keyword parameter NV -IA 
keyword record NCP-CS 
keyword routine NCP-CS 
keyword search EPIRD, NCP/SSP-DG 
keyword, rename NV-IA 
keyword, restrict NV -IA 
keywords 

&BEGWRITE keyword NV-CL 
&CONTROL keyword NV-CL 
&EXIT keyword NY -CL 
&GOTO keyword NV-CL 
&IF keyword NV -CL 
&PA USE keyword NY -CL 
&THEN keyword NV-CL 
& WAIT keyword NY -CL 
&WRITE keyword NV-CL 
discussed VT AM-CS 
overview NV-CL 
replaced by verbs VTAM-CS 
with values VT AM-CS 
without values YTAM-CS 

KEYOINC operand 
GENEND definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

KEYOINC operand (3725 and 3720) NCP/SSP-RD 
KEYOORD operand 

GENEND definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
KEYOORD operand (3725 and 3720) NCP/SSP-RD 
KPACE operand 

DTIGEN macro 
description VTAM-IR 

KPACE parameter of DTIGEN VTAM-DG 
KPXMTL operand 

DTIGEN macro 
description VT AM-IR 
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label 
NetView definition statements NV-AR 
optional NV -AR 

label routine NCP-CS 
labels NCP-CS 

&BEGWRITE keyword NV-CL 
&GOTO keyword NV -CL 
coding of NV -CL 
examples of NV -CL 
Kanji NV-CL 

large message performance enhancement outbound (see 
also LMPEO) 

data stream considerations VT AM-PG 
description of VTAM-PG 
example of using VTAM-PG 
exception conditions VT AM-PG 
handling request headers VTAM-PG 
operating considerations of VT AM-PG 
performance considerations VTAM-PG 
sending of PM data VTAM-PG 
sequence number handling VTAM-PG 
used with buffer list option VT AM-PG 

large screen 
3270 

use in TSO/VTAM VTAM-IR 
LAST operand value 

following RECEIVE VT AM-PG 
for RPL VTAM-PG 
for SEND VTAM-PG 

last page 
display NV-O 

layout 
panels NV-O 

layout function list SSP-CCPUG 
LBUILD definition statement NPP-PL. 

for local non-SNA major node VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 
format and coding VTAM-IR 

LCN 
See logical channel number 

LCST operand NCP /SSP-RD 
MTATABL definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
TERMINAL definition 

statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
LCTL 

disk controller NV-O 
tape controller NV-O 

LCTL resource type NV-IA 
LCTYPE operand NCP /SSP-RD 

MTALCST definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
MT ALIST definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
MTATABL definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

LDEV 
control unit NV-O 

LDEV resource type NV -IA 
LDM macro NCP-CS 
LDNCB VTAM-DR 
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lead NV-SC 
leading graphics NCP /SSP-RD 
leading graphics, processing with a write 

command NCP-RF 
leads NV-OP 
LEASE macro NCP-CS 
lease service routine (CXALEAS) NCP-RF 
leased BSC line from 3710 worksheet SSP-CCPUG 
leased line SSP-CCPUG 
leased start-stop line from 3710 

worksheet SSP-CCPUG 
LEA VEDO macro NCP-CS 
left 

status monitor NV-O 
LENAME operand NCP /SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
description EPIRD 
use EPIRD 

LENGTH built-in function NV-CL 
length of control block fields VT AM-PG 
LENGTH operand 

of the GENCB macro instruction VTAM-PG 
·of the SHOWCB macro instruction VTAM-PG 

LERAD exit routine 
coding VT AM-PG 
register usage VT AM-PG 

LERAD exit routine (see also exit routines) 
addressing mode VT AM-PG 
advantages of VTAM-PG 
basic function of VTAM-PG 
considerations in coding VT AM-PG 
executing in SRB mode VTAM-PG 
executing in TCB mode VTAM-PG 
how to use VT AM-PG 
linkages, conventions for VT AM-PG 
not reentrant VT AM-PG 
operand VT AM-PG 
parameters passed to VT AM-PG 
purpose of VT AM-PG 
reentrant VT AM-PG 
special considerations VT AM-PG 

LESIZE operand 
BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

level of hierarchy 
command entry area NV-O 
date and time NV-O 
display number NV-O 
display title NV-O 
hierarchy information NV-O 
information requested NV-O 
message area NV-O 
operating instructions NV-O 
operational information NV-O 
operational instructions NV-O 
page number NV-O 
requested information NV-O 
significant event NV-O 
statistical data NV-O 
time and date NV-O 
title NV-O 



LEVEL operand NV-AR 
level 1 processing NCP-RF 
level 2 interrupt code NCP/SSP-RD 
level 2 save areas. system provided NCP-RF 
level 3 

save areas. system provided NCP-RF 
TP command processing NCP-RF 

level 3 interrupt code NCP /SSP-RD 
level 4 router control (CXAL4RTR) NCP-RF 
level 4 save areas. system provided NCP-RF 
level 5 command processing NCP-RF 
level 5 connect out (dial processing) NCP-RF 
level 5 dynamic save area pool schematic NCP-RF 
level 5 dynamic save areas chain structure NCP-RF 
level 5 dynamic save areas formats for CALL 

(REENT) NCP-RF 
level 5 interrupt code NCP /SSP-RD 
level 5 processing. boundary network node 

(BNN) NCP-RF 
level 5 save area pool NCP-RF 
levelS static save areas formats for CALL 

(NONREENT) NCP-RF 
levelS subtask sequences NCP-RF 
level-l NCP-CS 
level-2 NCP-CS 
level-2 character service NCP-CS 
level-2 router NCP-CS 
level-3 NCP-CS 
level-4 processing NCP-CS 
level-5 NCP-CS 
level-5 function. providing NCP-CS 
level-5 network interface NCP-CS 
level-S services NCP-CS 
levels 
levels of programming 

level 1 NCP-RF 
level 2 NCP-RF 
level 3 NCP-RF 
level 4 NCP-RF 

levels 2 and 3 processing NCP-RF 
LEVEL2 operand NCP /SSP-RD 

GROUP definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
LEVEL3 operand NCP /SSP-RD 

GROUP definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
LEVELS operand NCP /SSP-RD 

GROUP definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
LFBUF buffer pool 

See buffer pool 
LGNCMDS operand 

DTIGEN macro 
description VTAM-IR 

LGRAPHS operand NCP /SSP-RD 
CLUSTER definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
COMP definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

TERMINAL definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

LGT NCP-CS 
LIBDEF statement. for VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

LIBRARIAN. for VSE 
punching phases onto disk. loading NCP /SSP-GL 
step for generation NCP/SSP-GL 

LIC NCP-CS 
LIC operand 

description EPIRD 
light pen NV-O 
limit operator resources NV-IA 
limiting access to CLISTs NV-CL 
limiting amount of VSCS external trace 

output VT AM-DG 
line 

communication path NV-O 
dialing NCP-RF 
disabling NCP-RF 
displaying NV-OP 
enabling NCP-RF 
monitoring NCP /SSP-RD 
options NCP-RF 
size NCP /SSP-RD 
trace facility NCP/SSP-RD 
trace facility (3705) NCP /SSP-RD 
turnaround time. specifying NCP /SSP-RD 

line address. LNVT entry for NCP-CS 
line connections SSP-CCPUG 
line control NCP/SSP-RD 

defining EPIRD 
scheme EPIRD 
switched EPIRD 
types EPIRD 

line control block (LCB) (BSC/SS only) NCP-RF 
line control routines NCP-CS 
line control selection table (LCST) NCP-RF 
line control type NCP /SSP-RD 
line control. defining 

BSC NCP /SSP-RDG 
SDLC NCP /SSP-RDG 
SS NCP /SSP-RDG 
user NCP/SSP-RDG 

line count. defining 
MVS NCP/SSP-GL 
VM NCP/SSP-GL 
VSE I'iCP /SSP-GL 

LINE definition statement NPP-PL, VTAM-CS, 
VTAM-OP 

BSC nonswitched line 
format and coding VTAM-IR 

channel-attached NCP VTAM-IR 
channel-attachment major node 

format and coding VTAM-IR 
channel-to-channel adapter VT AM-IR 
channel-to-NCP link 

format VT AM-IR 
description EPIRD 
for BSC nonswitched line VTAM-IR 
for SDLC nonswitched line VTAM-IR 
for SDLC switched line VT AM-IR 
format NCP/SSP-RD, VTAM-IR 
instruction NCP /SSP-RD 
list of operands EPIRD 
operands 
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ADDRESS NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
ANSTONE NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
ANSWER NCP/SSP-RDG 
ATTACH NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
AUTO NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
AUTODL NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
AUTUACB NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
A VGPB NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
BUFETTE NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
BUFSIZE NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
CALINE NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
CALL NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
CHANLA NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
CHECK NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
CHNLZ NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
CHNPRI NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
CLINES NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
CLOCKNG NCP/SSP-RD. NCP/SSP-RDG 
CODE NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
CONFIG NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
CORNUM NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
CRRATE NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
CSPMODE NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
CU NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
CUTOFF NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
CUTYPE NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
DATRATE NCP/SSP-RD. NCP/SSP-RDG 
DIALAL T NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
DIALSET NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
DISABLE NCP/SSP-RD. NCP/SSP-RDG 
DUALCOM NCP /SSP-RD 
DUALCOM (for BSC 

devices) NCP /SSP-RDG 
DUALCOM (for SS devices) NCP /SSP-RDG 
DUPLEX NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
ETRATIO NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
FEATURE NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
FGSLTRS NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
HDXSP NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
HISPEED NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
INTPRI NCP /SSP-RDG 
IPL NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
LINECB NCP/SSP-RD. NCP/SSP-RDG 
LINEFVT NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
LINESIZ NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
LNQTCNT NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
LOCADD NCP/SSP-RDG 
LPDATS NCP/SSP-RD. NCP/SSP-RDG 
LTRUNC NCP/SSP-RD. NCP/SSP-RDG 
MAXPU NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
MAXTSL NCP /SSP-RDG 
MODEM NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
MODULO NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
MONITOR NCP/SSP-RD. NCP/SSP-RDG 
MONLINK NCP/SSP-RD. NCP/SSP-RDG 
MPT ALT NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
MT ALIST NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
NEGPOLP NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
NEWSYNC NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
NPACOLL NCP/SSP-RD. NCP/SSP-RDG 
NRZI NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
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LOGTAB operand SSP-CCPUG 

CLUSTER definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

GROUP (BSC) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

GROUP (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE (BSC) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LOCAL definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LU (local) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LU (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LU (switched) definition statement 
description "VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
NCP definition statements 

VTAM restrictions on VTAM-IR 

PU (local) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU (SDLC nonswitc"hed) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU (switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
TERMINAL definition 

statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

long disable time-out EPIRD 
long line quiet time-out NCP/SSP-RD 
long quiet time-out EPIRD 
long response time SSP-CCPIN 
looking at configuration information 

see browsing and printing configuration 
information 

loop basic counter 2 NV-IA 
LOOP command 

description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

loop data areas NV-IA 
loop error NV -IA 
loop error data NV-HPD 
loop most recent error 

selection NV-O 
4700 support facility NV-O 

loop most recent status 
selection NV-O 
4700 support facility NV-O 

loop problems NV-D 
diagnosis procedure VT AM-DG 
symptoms VT AM-DG 
VSCS 

determining extents VT AM-DG 
diagnosis procedure VT AM-DG 
during initialization VTAM-DG 
symptoms VTAM-DG 
verifying VT AM-DG 

loop status NV-IA 
loop-ad apter-attached devices VTAM-IR 
LOOPERR= parameter NV-IA 
LOOPSTAT= parameter NV-IA 
loss of operator communications VTAM-DG 
lost control point (LCP) notification NCP-RF 
lost control point message VTAM-OP 
lost PLU connectivity NCP-RF 
lost RLSD NV -SC 
lost SSCP connectivity NCP-RF 
Lost Subarea command NCP-CS 

NC format NCP-RF 
NS format NCP-RF 

lost trace record NV-D, VTAM-DG 
LOSTERM VTAM-DR 
LOSTERM exit routine VTAM-CS. VTAM-IR 

entry codes for VTAM-PG 
executing in SRB mode VTAM-PG 
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executing in TCB mode VTAM-PG 
how to use VT AM-PG 
operand VT AM-PG 
parameters passed to VT AM-PG 
reasons for entry to VTAM-PG 

low-resolution service NCP-CS 
lower node NV-O 
lowercase characters NV-CL, NV-IA, VTAM-OP 
lowercase characters, definition NV -AR 
lowercase,data entered in NV-OP 
LPA (link pack area) map VTAM-DG 
LPALIB NV-IA 
LPBUF buffer pool 

See buffer pool 
LPDA NV-OP, SSP-CCPUG 

See also link problem determination aid 
change status NV-O 
data NV-OP 
query status NV-O 

LPDA (Link Problem Determination 
Aid) NCP /SSP-RD, NV -SC 

dynamic NPP-GI 
function NPP-GI 
LPDA-l 

function NPP-GI 
386X modem support NPP-GI 

LPDA-2 
function NPP-GI 
586X modem support NPP-GI 

LPDA command 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

LPDA command - specific help panel NV -SC 
LPDA command sequence NCP-RF 
LPDA modem test, description NCP-RF 
LPDA modems NV-SC 
LPDA modems supported NCP-RF 
LPDA operand 

PU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
LPDA operand (3725 or 3720) NCP /SSP-RD 
LPDA problem NCP /SSP-DG 
LPDA resources NV-HPD 
LPDA support for 386X/586X modems NCP-RF 
LPDA-l command menu panel NV-SC 
LPDATS operand NCP /SSP-RD, SSP-CCPVG 

LINE definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SDLC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

NCP definition statements 
VT AM restrictions on VT AM-IR 

LPDAI mode NCP-RF 
LPDAI test BLU flow (no-error sequence) NCP-RF 
LPDA2 mode NCP-RF 
LPDA2 modem commands NCP-RF 
LPDA2 support NCP-RF 
LPDA2 test BLU flow NCP-RF 
LQAB VT AM-DR 
LQABs VTAM-DG 
LSESS command NV -OP 

description NV-O 
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example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

LSR NV -AR, NV -IA 
MACRF=DFR NV-AR 
MACRF=Lc;R NV-AR 

LSR performance option NV-IA 
LTRACE operand NCP/SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
L TRACE operand (3705) NCP /SSP-RD 
LTRUNC operand NCP/SSP-RD 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
LU NCP-CS, NV-OP 

communicating cross domain NV-OP 
connected to subarea NV-OP 
connection to other components 

(VSCS) VTAM-DG 
control blocks TAB, PLB, and VLB VTAM-DG 
description NV-OP 
disconnected (VSCS) "TAM-DG 
recovery (VSCS) VTAM-DG 
session trace NV-OP 
VTAM/NCP name of, for BSC RJE SSP-CCPVG 
VT AM/NCP name of, for start-stop SSP-CCPUG 
VTAM/NCP name of, for start-stop 

terminal SSP-CCPUG 
VTAM/NCP name of, for 3710 SSP-CCPUG 

LU (logical unit) definition statement NPP-PL 
LV connection test VT AM-IR 
LU control variable NV-CL 
LU definition statement NCP-CS 

for local SNA major node VTAM-IR 
format and coding VTAM-IR 

for SDLC nonswitched line VT AM-IR 
for switched major node VT AM-IR 
format NCP/SSP-RD, VTAM-IR 
instruction NCP /SSP-RD 
operands 

BATCH NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
DLOGMOD NCP/SSP-RDG 
ENCR NCP/SSP-RDG 
FEATUR2 NCP/SSP-RDG 
1ST ATUS NCP /SSP-RDG 
LOCADDR NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
LOGAPPL NCP/SSP-RDG 
LOGT AB NCP /SSP-RDG 
LUCB NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
LUDR NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
LUFVT NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
LUNTFY NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
MAXCOLL NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
MODETAB NCP/SSP-RDG 
NPACOLL NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
NUMSESS NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
PACING NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
SPAN NCP /SSP-RDG 
SSCPFM NCP /SSP-RDG 
TERM NCP /SSP-RDG 
UCCB NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
USST AB NCP /SSP-RDG 
VPACING NCP/SSP-RDG 



overview NCP /SSP-RDG 
SDLC nonswitched line 

format and coding VT AM-IR 
switched major node 

format and coding VTAM-IR 
LU name translation statement NV-IA 
LU presentation services VTAM-PG 
LU skeleton SSP-CCPUG 
LU statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
LU statement (NCP) 

operands used by VT AM VT AM-IR 
LU trace NV -IA 
LU-LU session NV-IA, VTAM-PG 

CPM-in processing NCP-RF 
CPM-out processing NCP-RF 

LU-LU session protocols VTAM-PG 
LU-LU sessions NCP-CS 
LU-related problems, VSCS 

after message DTICIOI VT AM-DG 
after VARY INACTor FORCE 

command VTAM-DG 
all LUs are hung YTAM-DG 
color terminal (3279) VT AM-DG 
disconnected VT AM-DG 
during console or CMS mode VT AM-DG 
during full screen mode VT AM-DG 
during logoff or disconnect processing VT AM-DG 
during logon VT AM-DG 
global IUCV path severed VT AM-DG 
highlighting does not work correctly VT AM-DG 
logoff and disconnect problems VT AM-DG 
LU type 1 VTAM-DG 
no VTAM RECEIVE ANY RPLs 

active VT AM-DG 
one or more LUs hung VT AM-DG 
other problems VT AM-DG 
preliminary procedure for VT AM-DG 
premature termination of user's 

session VT AM-DG 
Presentation Services loop causes hang VTAM-DG 
printer sharing VTAM-DG 
screen size is wrong YTAM-DG 
SNA dial VTAM-DG 
user exits VT AM-DG 
VT AM Services causes a wait YT AM-DG 
when switching modes VTAM-DG 
3279 color terminal VTAM-DG 

LU, allocate source NV-IA 
LU, type 1 NV-IA 
LU, type 2 NV-IA 
LU= parameter NV-IA 
LUCB VTAM-DR 
LUCB operand NCP/SSP-RD 

LU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
LUDR operand NCP /SSP-RD, SSP-CCPUG 

LU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
LUDRPOOL definition statement NPP-PL 

format NCP /SSP-RD 
in NCP 

VT AM restrictions on VT AM-IR 
instruction NCP/SSP-RD 

operands 
NUMTYPI NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
NUMTYP2 NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
NUMTYP2 (for NTRI) NCP /SSP-RDG 

overview NCP/SSP-RDG 
LUFVT operand NCP /SSP-RD 

LU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
LUNAME NPP-PL 
LUNAME argument of TEXT operand VTAM-CS 
LUNTFYoperand NCP/SSP-RD 

LU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
LUPOOL definition statement 

format NCP/SSP-RD 
instruction NCP /SSP-RD 
operand 

NUMBER NCP /SSP-RD 
overview NCP/SSP-RDG 

NUMBER NCP!SSP-RDG 
NUMBER (for NTRI) NCP !SSP-RDG 
OWNER NCP /SSP-RDG 

LURTRYoperand 
DTIGEN macro 

description VT AM-IR 
LUs NV-D 
LUs, additional source NV··IA 
LUST YTAM-DR 
LUI session NY-IA 
LU2 session NY -IA 

m-pacing parameter NCP-RF 
machine features NCP/SSP-RD 
MACLIB NV-IA 
MACRF operand NV -AR 

of the ACB macro instruction VTAM-PG 
MACRF= NV-IA 
MACRF= parameter NY-IA 
MACRO disk 

address VT AM-IR 
contents after installation VTAM-IR 
size VT AM-IR 

macro generated statements, printing NCP/SSP-RD 
macro global variables VTAM-PG 

declaring and setting VT AM-PG 
types of 

function-list VTAM-PG 
release-level VT AM-PG 

macro instruction formats NCP-CS 
macro instructions 

See also definition statements 
ACB VTAM-PG 
ACB-based VTAM-PG 
ACTAP VTAM-DR 
APSINIT VTAM-DR 
authorized path VTAM-PG 
categories of VTAM-PG 
CHECK VT AM-DR 
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CLOSE VT AM-PG 
CLSDST VT AM-DR. VTAM-PG 
declarative 

ACB VTAM-PG 
EXLST VTAM-PG 
NIB VTAM-PG 
RPL VTAM-PG 

description of VT AM-PG 
differences across operating systems VTAM-PG 
DSECT-creating VTAM-PG 

how to use VT AM-PG 
list of VTAM-PG 
rules for coding VTAM-PG 

establishing and terminating sessions VTAM-PG 
EXECRPL VTAM-PG 
EXLST VTAM-PG 
GENCB VTAM-DR. VTAM-PG 
GETBLK/FREEBLK VT AM-DR 
global values in VT AM-PG 
how they are described VT AM-PG 
how to use VT AM-PG 
INQUIRE VT AM-DR 

permissible option codes VTAM-PG 
INTRPRET VTAM-DR. VT AM-PG 
ISTGLBAL VTAM-PG 
MODCB VT AM-DR. VTAM-PG 
NIB VTAM-PG 
OPEN 

forms of VT AM-PG 
OPNDST VTAM-PG 
OPNDST and SIMLOGON VT AM-DR 
OPNSEC VTAM-PG 
OPNSEC and SESSIONC VT AM-DR 
PUSCBADD VT AM-DR 
PUSCBDEL VTAM-DR 
PUSCBFND VT AM-DR 
RCVCMD VTAM-PG 
RDTADD VTAM-DR 
RDTDEL VT AM-DR 
RDTFIND VT AM-DR 
RECEIVE VTAM-DR 

major options VT AM-PG 
REQSESS VT AM-PG 
REQSESS and TERMSESS VTAM-DR 
RESETSR VTAM-DR 

major options VT AM-PG 
RPL VTAM-PG 
RPL-based VT AM-PG 
rules for coding VT AM-PG 
SEND VTAM-DR 

major options VT AM-PG 
SENDCMD VTAM-PG 
SENDCMD and RCVCMD VTAM-DR 
SESSIONC VTAM-DR. VTAM-PG 

options VT AM-PG 
SETLOGON VTAM-DR. VTAM-PG 
SHOWCB VTAM-DR, VTAM-PG 
SIMLOGON VT AM-PG 
specified in MVS/XA VT AM-PG 
summary description of VTAM-PG 
task association VT AM-PG 
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TERMSESS VT AM-PG 
TESTCB VTAM-DR. VTAM-PG 
that modify RPL fields VT AM-PG 
TPQUE VT AM-DR 
versus the authorized path function VTAM-PG 
VSE files for VT AM-IR 
VTAM 

categories of VT AM-PG 
macro instructions, coding conventions VTAM-CS 
macro instructions, manipulative 

basiC function of VT AM-PG 
description of VT AM-PG 
errors and special conditions VT AM-PG 
forms of VTAM-PG 
function of VT AM-PG 
GENCB VT AM-PG 

basic function of VT AM-PG 
list of VTAM-PG 
MODCB VTAM-PG 

basic function of VT AM-PG 
operands VTAM-PG 

exclusive VT AM-PG 
for ACB fields VTAM-PG 
for EXLST fields VTAM-PG 
for NIB fields VTAM-PG 
for RPL fields VTAM-PG 

optional and required operands VT AM-PG 
return codes VT AM-PG 
SHOWCB VTAM-PG 
TESTCB VTAM-PG 

basic function of VT AM-PG 
macro svc codes NCP-CS 
macros 

lOT AB VT AM-IR 
SUPVR VTAM-IR 

macros, NCP 
BLKENTRY NCP-CS 

ORIGIN option NCP-CS 
GRPEND NCP-CS 
GRPENTRY NCP-CS 
internal NCP-CS 
NPARMS NCP-CS 

CBTYPE operand NCP-CS 
EXTENSC NCP-CS 
EXTENSS NCP-CS 

supervisor NCP-CS 
XlO NCP-CS 

IMMED option NCP-CS 
LINE option NCP-CS 
SETMODE option NCP-CS 

macros, SKVT record generating 
keyword record NCP-CS 
prolog record NCP-CS 
start record NCP-CS 
statement name NCP-CS 

macros, system compatibility NV-IA 
mailboxes NCP-CS 
main storage, facility for obtaining VT AM-PG 
mainline program VT AM-PG 
MAINMEN command 



description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

MAINT macro NCP-CS 
MAINT userid VTAM-IR 
Maintain System History Program (MSHP) VTAM-IR 
maintenance and operator subsystem EPIRD 
Maintenance and Operator Subsystem 

(MOSS) SSP-DR 
dumps VT AM-IR 
PCCU definition statement 

MDUMPDS operand VT AM-IR 
maintenance and operator subsystem (MOSS) 

dump VTAM-DG 
maintenance application program NPP-GI 
maintenance services VTAM-DR 
maintenance-operator subsystem (MOSS) NCP-CS 
maintenance-related information VT AM-PG 
maintenance/operator subsystem interface NCP-RF 
maintenance, applying to SSP utilities EPIRD, 

NCP /SSP-RDG 
MAJNODES command NV-OP 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

major node NPP-PL 
activating NPP-SAM 
adjacent SSCP table NPP-SAM 
application program NPP-PL, VTAM-DR 
CDRM NPP-PL 
CDRSC NPP-PL 
channel attachment VT AM-DR 
channel-attached NPP-PL 
channel-ta-channel attachment NPP-SAM 
cross-ciomain resource VT AM-DR 
cross-domain resource (CDRSC) NPP-SAM 
cross-ciomain resource manager VTAM-DR 
cross-domain resource managers NPP-SAM 
defining VT AM-IR 
definition of NPP-SAM 
displaying VT AM-OP 
displaying status NPP-SAM 
ISTCDRDY NPP-SAM 
list of NPP-SAM 
list of for AOIM NPP-SAM 
local non-SNA NPP-PL, VTAM-DR 
local SNA VTAM-DR 
local SNA devices NPP-SAM 
name of NCP VTAM-IR 
names VTAM-OP 
NCP NPP-PL, VTAM-DR 
non-SNA terminals NPP-SAM 
sample display of VT AM-OP 
SNA NPP-PL 
SNA switched NPP-SAM 
switched NPP-PL, VTAM-DR 

major node table VTAM-DR 
major nodes NV-O 

active NV -OP 
CDRM monitoring NV-OP 
connectivity information NV-O 
displaying NV -OP 

monitoring NV-OP 
status NV-O 

management aid NPP-PL 
management services VTAM-DR. VTAM-PG 
managing incoming PIUs while in bracket 

mode NCP-RF 
managing locks VT AM-DR 
managing outgoing PIUs while in bracket 

mode NCP-RF 
managing subroutine linkage NCP-RF 
managing the session partner of the device NCP-RF 
manipulating control blocks 

description VT AM-PG 
with the GENCB macro instruction VTAM-PG 
with the MODCB macro instruction VTAM-PG 
with the SHOWCB macro instruction VTAM-PG 
with the TESTCB macro instruction VT AM-PG 

manipulating task status NCP-RF 
manual dial NCP-RF 
manual dial-out VTAM-OP 
mapper 

introduction NV-D 
MAPSESS NV -AR, NV -IA 
MAPSESS parameter NV -IA 
MAPSESS statement NV-AR 
MAPl NV-IA 
MAP2 NV-IA 
MAP3 NV-IA 
MAP4 NV-IA 
mark parity SSP-CCPUG 
mask character (hexadecimal 
representation) NCP /SSP-RD 

MASK operand NCP /SSP-RD 
MTALCST definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

master catalog NV-IA 
max NV-O. NV-OP 
MAXABEND statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
MAXAPPL start option VTAM-CS 

format VT AM-IR 
MAXBFRU 

and CHRD. analyzing VT AM-CS 
and CTCA processors VT AM-CS 
choosing value of VT AM-CS 
described VT AM-CS 

MAXBFRU operand NCP /SSP-RD, NPP-PL 
GROUP (LNCTL=CTCA) definition statement 

description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

GROUP (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
format VT AM-IR 

GROUP (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

GROUP definition statement (channel-attached 
NCP) 

description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

HOST definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
description VT AM-IR 
VT AM information in VT AM-IR 

LINE (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
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description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE definition statement (channel-attachment 
major node) 

description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE definition statement (channel-to-NCP link) 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU (local) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

MAXCOLL operand NCP/SSP-RD 
LU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

MAXDATA operand NCP/SSP-RD, NPP-PL, 
SSP-CCPUG 

GROUP (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

GROUP definition statement (channel-attached 
NCP) 

description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE definition statement (channel-to-NCP link) 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PCCU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 
relationship to BUILD operands VTAM-IR 
restrictions VT AM-IR 

PU (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU (switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
PU definition statement (channel-attached NCP) 

description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

MAXDAT A value, how to specify VT AM-DG 
MAXGRP operand 

VBUILD (TYPE=SWNET) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

maximum MAXSUBA resources NCP/SSP-RD 
maximum number of bytes SSP-CCPUG 
maximum number of logical units 

(MAXLU) NCP /SSP-RD 
maximum number of outstanding blocks SSP-CCPUG 
maximum number PIUs (MAXOUT) NCP /SSP-RD 
maximum number PIUs (PASSLIM) NCP/SSP-RD 
maximum PIU size SSP-CCPUG 
maximum RU size VTAM-PG 
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maximum size of !DLIST NCP /SSP-RD 
MAXLEN operand NCP /SSP-RD 

calculating value of NCP /SSP-RD 
!DLIST definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP/SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

MAXLIST operand NCP/SSP-RD 
SERVICE definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

MAXLOGON statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
MAXLU operand NCP /SSP-RD, SSP-CCPUG 

GROUP (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
PUDRPOOL definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

MAXNO operand 
VBUILD (TYPE=SWNET) definition statement 

description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

MAXOUT operand NCP/SSP-RD, SSP-CCPUG 
GROUP (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 

description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU (switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
SDLCST definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

MAXOUT operand (3705) NCP /SSP-RD 
MAXOUT value NCP-RF 
MAXPATH operand 

PU (switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

MAXPU operand NCP /SSP-RD 
LINE definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

MAXPVT operand 
APPL definition statement 

description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

MAXPVT value (APPL definition 
statement) VT AM-CS 

MAXSESS operand NV -AR 
MAXSPAN NV -IA 
MAXSPAN statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
MAXSSCP operand NCP /SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
MAXSUBA 



operand NPP-PL 
start option NPP-PL 

MAXSUBA operand NCP/SSP-RD 
BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

description VT AM-IR 
VTAM restriction on VTAM-IR 

NETWORK definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 

MAXSUBA operand, Version 3 NCP/SSP-RD 
MAXSUBA operand. Version 4 NCP /SSP-RD 
MAXSUBA start option 

described VT AM-IR 
for use with V3Rl VM and pre-Version 3 

nodes VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

MAXTSL operand NCP /SSP-RD 
LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

MCH records JI\i"\' -HPD 
MCS (multiple console support) 
MCSFLAG operand (USSMSG macro 

instruction) VT AM-CS 
MDMCNFG command 

description NV -0 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

MDMCNTL command 
description NV -0 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

MDR (miscellaneous data record) VTAM-DG 
MDR records NV -HPD 

for IMR VTAM-OP 
in SYS1.LOGREC VTAM-OP 

MDUMPDS operand 
PCCU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

measurement parameters NV -AR 
MEM operand NV -AR 
MEM= parameter NV-IA 
member. keep NV-IA 
membername variable NV-AR 
members of alias name table NV-AR 
Memo to Users 

for VM VTAM-IR 
for VSE VT AM-IR 

MEMSIZE operand NCP/SSP-RD 
BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

MEMSIZE operand (3705) NCP /SSP-RD 
Menu 

help NV-O 
panel NV-O 
selection NV -0 
status monitor NV-O 

MENU command 
description NV -0 

menu display 
selection NV-O 

menu panel 
display NV-O 
display. NV-O 

MERGE disk 
address VT AM-IR 
contents after installation VT AM-IR 
size VT AM-IR 
updating VTAM-IR 

merging definition statements 
from dynamic reconfiguration SSP-CCPUG 
from generate SSP-CCPUG 

message NPP-PL 
-NOT ACCEPTED' VTAM-DG 
error NV-SC 
length NPP-PL 
limit is reached VTAM-DG 
module identification, modify VTAM-DG 
parse NV-O 
prefixes VT AM-DG 
problem 

procedure VT AM-DG 
symptoms VT AM-DG 

routing NPP-PL 
USS NPP-PL 
VTAM NPP-PL 

message and command header 
DSECT VTAM-PG 
format VT AM-PG 

message area 
data NV-O 

message assignment to alert classes NV-AR 
message automation NV-CL, NV-IA 

automatic response sent to a VT AM 
message NV -CL 

implementing NV-CL 
response to a message NV -CL 
rewording a message NV -CL 
suppressing a message NV-CL 

message automation member NV-AR 
MSGCMD statement NV-AR 

MESSAGE command 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

message contains incorrect data SSP-CCPIN 
message data NCP-CS 
message data set, loader for MVS NCP/SSP-GL 
message domain identification NV-AR 
message filter NV-IA 
message handling NV -IA 
message header. program operator VTAM-PG 
message ID, program operator VT AM-PG 
message identifier NV-IA 
message identifier variable NV-AR 
message indicator class color variable NV-AR 
message indicator class number variable NV-AR 
message indicators 

network log NV-OP 
status monitor NV-O 

message issued unexpectedly SSP-CCPIN 
message logical unit. loader for VSE NCP /SSP-GL 
message not documented SSP-CCPIN 
message problem NCP /SSP-DG. SSP-CCPIN 
message problems NV-D 
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displaying major VTAM-OP 
displaying pending status VT AM-OP 
initialization block (NIB) VT AM-DR 
major VT AM-DR 
minor 

CDRM NPP-PL 
CDRSC NPP-PL 
channel-attached NPP-PL 

NCP NPP-PL 
NCP major VTAM-DR 
non-SNA major VTAM-DR 
sample display in pending state VT AM-OP 
SNA major VTAM-DR 
SRT entries for VTAM-DR 
switched NPP-PL 
switched major VT AM-DR 
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node activity recording excluded NV -AR 
NODE command 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

Node Cross Reference List NCP/SSP-DG 
node excluded NV -AR 
node initialization block (NIB) VTAM-DR 

ISTDNIB DSECT for VTAM-PG 
ISTDPROC macro for processing options 

in VTAM-PG 
ISTDVCHR macro for device characteristics field 

in VTAM-PG 
use VTAM-PG 
USERFLD field of VT AM-PG 

node names 
See network naming conventions 

node names to avoid VTAM-IR 
node reactivation excluded NV-AR 
node reactivation. automatic NV-AR 
node status detail (activity) panel NV-SC 
node status detail (analysis) panel NV-SC 
node status detail (description) panel NV-SC 
Node Status Detail panel NV-O 
node status detail panel with format menu NV-SC 
node status monitor panels NV-SC 
Node Status Summary panel NV-O 
nodedesc variable NV -AR 
NODEID NV-HPD 
NODELST NPP-PL 

data set VT AM-IR 
files and configuration restart NPP-PL 
load data sets 

described VTAM-IR 
start option NPP-PL 

described VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

NODELST data set VTAM-OP 
NODELST files VTAM-IR 

characteristics VT AM-IR 
example VT AM-IR 

node name NV -AR 
nodename label NV-AR 
nodename variable NV-AR 
nodes 

activate NV-OP 
automatic reactivation NV-O 

starting NV -0 
determining status NV-OP 
monitoring NV-OP 
states in status monitor NV-O 

NOMATCH operand NCP/SSP-RD 
IDLIST definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP/SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

NOMONIT parameter NV-IA 
NOMONIT value NV-AR 
non-adjacent networks NPP-GI. NPP-PL 
non-device command processor NCP-RF 
non-EN A (back-level) NPP-PL 



addressing constraints NPP-PL 
host NPP-PL 

non-gateway 
NCP NPP-PL 
SSCP NPP-PL 

non-IBM equipment NCP-CS 
non-Latin characters NV-CL 
non-native network NPP-PL 
Non-native Network Header Box NCP /SSP-DG 
non-negotiable BIND VT AM-PG 
non-reentrant code NV-IA 
non-refreshable code NV-IA 
non-retum-to-zero NCP/SSP-RD 
non-retum-to-zero change-an-ones 

(NRZI) NCP/SSP-RD 
non-SNA 

device NPP-PL 
link-attached start-stop NPP-GI 
planning NPP-PL 

Non-SNA Device pages NCP/SSP-DG 
non-SNA device processing VTAM-DR 
non-SN A devices 

defining support VTAM-IR 
non-SNA items SSP-CCPUG 
non-SN A resources 
non-SNA 3270 terminal, incorrect screen 

size VTAM-DG 
nonclustered BSC devices NCP/SSP-RD 
noncontiguous buffer NPP-GI 
nonswitched 

node definition NPP-PL 
nonswitched SDLC link NCP /SSP-RD 
NORMAL NV-AR 
normal dial-in VT AM-OP 
normal environment for VTAM application 

programs VT AM-PG 
normal flow VTAM-DR 
normal mode NCP-CS 
normal mode interface NCP-CS 
Normal Operating System Environment VTAM-PG 
normal verify NV -IA 
normal-flow 

requests and responses VTAM-PG 
requests, expedited-flow VT AM-PG 
requests, sent sequentially VTAM-PG 

normal-flow data-flow-control requests 
example of sending VTAM-PG 
receiving, summary of VT AM-PG 

normal-flow requests 
definition of VTAM-PG 
quiescing the sending of VT AM-PG 
sequence numbers in VTAM-PG 

normal-flow requests and responses (DFSYN) 
in RECEIVE macro VTAM-PG 
in RPL macro VT AM-PG 

Normal-Flow Response (RESP) VTAM-PG 
normal-flow send/receive mode VTAM-PG 
NOST A T command 

description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

NOSUB operand NV -CL 

NOT ACCEPTED message VTAM-DG 
NOTIFY VT AM-DR 
notify (NOTIFY) VT AM-DR 
notify byte, use of NCP/SSP-RD 
NOTIFY command NPP-PL 
notify immediate bit NCP-CS 
NOTIFY operand NCP/SSP-RD 

NCPNAU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
NOTIFY option NCP-CS 
Notify request 

definition of VT AM-PG 
examples of VTAM-PG 
format of VT AM-PG 
received by an application program VT AM-PG 

notify task NCP-CS 
notifying a session partner of a request for a 

session VT AM-PG 
NOTNST AT (MODIFY TNST AT) 
NOTNST A T command 

example NV-O 
NOTRACE (MODIFY NOTRACE) 
NOTRDAT A operand NCP /SSP-RD 

description EPIRD 
OPTIONS definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

NOTRPARM operand NCP/SSP-RD 
description EPIRD 
OPTIONS definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

NOTRPROC operand NCP/SSP-RD 
description EPIRD 
OPTIONS definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

NPA 
See Network Performance Analyzer (NPA) 

NPA (network performance analyzer) NPP-GI 
NP A operand NCP /SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
NPACOLL operand SSP-CCPUG 

CLUSTER definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
LINE definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
LU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
on CLUSTER NCP /SSP-RD 
on LINE NCP /SSP-RD 
on LU NCP /SSP-RD 
on PU NCP/SSP-RD 
on TERMINAL NCP/SSP-RD 
PU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
TERMINAL definition 

statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
NPARSC operand NCP/SSP-RD 

GROUP definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
NPB (physical unit block) NCP-CS 
NPDA NV-OP, SSP-CCPUG, VTAM-PG 

alerts NV-O, NV-OP, NV-SC 
alerts-dynamic panel NV -SC 
capabilities NV-O 
command summary NV-O, NV-OP 
data NV-O 
entering NV-O 
error conditions NV-SC 
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error-to-traffic problem NV-OP 
event NV-SC 
events NV-O, NV-OP, NV-SC 
examples NV -OP 
filters NV-O, NV-OP 
hardware monitor NV-SC 
Information/Management NV-O 
leaving NV-OP 
link status test NV-OP 
monitoring the system NV -OP 
online help NV-OP 
PF keys NV-O 
recommended action NV -OP 
recording problems NV-O 
solicited data NV-O 
STARTCNM NV-O 
starting NV-O 
statistics NV-O, NV-OP, NV-SC 
stops NV-O 
threshold NV-O 
unsolicited data NV-O 
using NV-O 

NPDA (Network Problem Determination 
Application) NCP/SSP-DG 

description NCP /SSP-DG 
when to use NCP /SSP-DG 

NPDA commands 
cross-domain NV-O 
description NV -0 

NPDA data base, reduce I/O NV-IA 
NPDA for hardware failure VTAM-DG 
NPDA function, define NV-IA 
NPDA message routing VTAM-CS 
NPDA TEST command NV-SC 
NPDA, for IMR records VTAM-OP 
NPDA, save libraries NV-IA 
NPDA, verify NV-IA 
NPDALm NV-IA 
NPM NV-IA 
NPM (Network Performance Monitor) NPP-PL 

network performance analyzer NPP-GI 
performance monitoring NPP-GI 
supported program products NPP-GI 

NPM collection technique for BSC line, cluster, and 
terminal (3270 only) NCP-RF 

NCP NCP-RF 
SDLC link and SDLC PUs NCP-RF 
SDLC LU and program resource virtual 

LUs NCP-RF 
NPSI (X.25 NCP Packet Switch Interface) NPP-PL 
NRESPX processing option VT AM-PG 
NRF (Network Routing Facility) NPP-GI 

overview NPP-PL 
verifying NCP load modules NPP-PL 

NRSP trace record VT AM-DG 
NRZ (non-return-to-zero) NCP /SSP-RD 
NRZI (non-return-to-zero 

change-on-ones) NCP /SSP-RD 
NRZI mode SSP-CCPUG 
NRZI operand NCP /SSP-RD, SSP-CCPUG 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
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NSEXIT VT AM-DR 
NSEXIT exit routine VT AM-CS, VT AM-PG 

executing in SRB mode VT AM-PG 
executing in TCB mode VTAM-PG 
formats of RUs received by VTAM-PG 
use VTAM-PG 
use of VT AM-PG 

NSPE VTAM-DR 
NSPE request 

definition of VT AM-PG 
examples of VT AM-PG 
format of VTAM-PG 
received by an application program VT AM-PG 

NSR NV-AR 
NSRU types routed VTAM-CS 
NTO (Network Terminal Option) NPP-PL 

non-SNA device support NPP-PL 
overview NPP-PL 
VTAM support NPP-GI 

NTRI NV-HPD 
See also NCP/Token-Ring interconnection 

NTRI (NCP/Token-Ring interconnection) 
function NPP-GI 
line trace NPP-GI 

NTRI Line Trace, starting NCP/SSP-DG 
NTRI operands 

BUILD definition statement 
LOCAL TO NCP /SSP-RD 
MXRLINE NCP /SSP-RD 
MXVLINE NCP /SSP-RD 
REMOTTO NCP /SSP-RD 

GROUP definition statement 
AUTOGEN NCP /SSP-RD 
ECLTYPE NCP /SSP-RD 
PHYPORT NCP/SSP-RD 

LINE definition statement 
LOCADD NCP /SSP-RD 
MAXTSL NCP /SSP-RD 
PORTADD NCP/SSP-RD 
RCVBUFC NCP /SSP-RD 

null keyword record macro NCP-CS 
null parameter values NV-CL 
null statement NV-CL 
NUMADDR operand NCP/SSP-RD 

GWNAU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
number of cross-domain sessions NV-AR 
number of host subareas NCP/SSP-RD 
number of logical units (LU pool type 

1) NCP /SSP-RD 
number of logical units (LU pool type 

2) NCP /SSP-RD 
number of operators NV-IA 
number of physical units (PU pool) NCP /SSP-RD 
NUMBER operand NCP /SSP-RD 

LUPOOL definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
PUDRPOOL definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

NUMBER= parameter NV-IA 
numbered message NV-O 
numbered message problem SSP-CCPIN 
NUMHSAS operand NCP /SSP-RD, NPP-PL 



BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
NETWORK definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

NUMSESS operand 
GWNAU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
LU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
NCPNAU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
on GWNAU NCP/SSP-RD 
on LU NCP /SSP-RD 
on NCPNAU NCP /SSP-RD 

NUMTYPI operand NCP /SSP-RD 
LUDRPOOL definition 

statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
NUMTYP2 operand NCP/SSP-RD 

LUDRPOOL definition 
statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

NVPACE operand (TSO/VTAM) VTAM-DG 
NVRID macro NCP-CS 

o MONIT statement NV-AR 
OAF (origin address field) NCP-CS 
object code, link editing for VSE NCP /SSP-GL 
object modules 

VSE files for VT AM-IR 
objective, response time NV-IA 
OBJLIB operand 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
OBJPCT NV-AR 
OBJPCT operand NV-AR 
OBJPCT= parameter NV-IA 
OBJQUAL operand 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
OBJTIME NV -AR 
OBJTIME operand NV-AR 
OBJTIME= parameter NV-IA 
OBJxxxx data set, for MVS NCP/SSP-GL 
OBJxxxx file, for VM NCP /SSP-GL 
OBR (outboard recorder) record VTAM-DG 
OBR records NV-HPD 
OBSQAC operand VTAM-PG 
OBSQVAL operand VTAM-PG 
obtaining and releasing buffers VTAM-DR 
OCCF NV-IA 
OCCF (Operator Communication Control 

Facility) NPP-PL 
OCI VTAM-DR 
odd parity SSP-CCPUG 
off hook command NCP-RF 
OFLAGS field testing VT AM-PG 
OFLAGS operand VTAM-PG 
OLToperand NCP/SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
OLTT description NCP-RF 
OLTT interpretive commands NCP-RF 
OLTT operating procedure summary NCP-RF 
OLU gateway information vector VTAM-CS 
OMIT parameter NV-IA 
OMIT value NV -AR 

online help NV-O 
help desk NV-OP 
HELPDESK NV-OP 
index NV-OP 
NCCF NV-OP 
NLDM NV-OP 
status monitor NV-O, NV-OP 

online information SSP-CCPUG 
online inspection of dumps VTAM-DG 
online line test facilities NCP /SSP-RD 
online line tests (OL Ts) 

description NCP /SSP-DG 
T3700LT NCP/SSP-DG 
T3700LTA NCP/SSP-DG 
T3700LTB NCP/SSP-DG 
T3700L TC NCP /SSP-DG 
T3700L TD NCP /SSP-DG 
T3700LTF NCP/SSP-DG 

operation 
T3700LT NCP/SSP-DG 
T3700LTA NCP/SSP-DG 
T3700L TB NCP /SSP-DG 
T3700L TC NCP /SSP-DG 
T3700L TD NCP /SSP-DG 
T3700LTE NCP/SSP-DG 
T3700LTF NCP/SSP-DG 

when to use NCP/SSP-DG 
online terminal test (OL TT), HI PO chart NCP-RF 
online terminal test facilities NCP /SSP-RD 
online testing NCP-RF 
online tests NCP-RF 
online tests, defining NCP /SSP-RDG 
ONLY operand value 

following RECEIVE VT AM-PG 
for RPL VTAM-PG 
for SEND VT AM-PG 

OPCHECK symptoms VTAM-DG 
OPCLASS statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
OPCSB2 operand 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
OPCSB2 operand (3705) NCP/SSP-RD 
OPEN ACB VTAM-DR 
open destination VTAM-PG 
OPEN failure on restart VTAM-OP 
OPEN macro instruction 

basic function of VT AM-PG 
errors and special conditions VT AM-PG 

organization of information VT AM-PG 
errors and special conditions for VTAM-PG 
example VT AM-PG 
forms of VTAM-PG 
use VTAM-PG 
where to issue VT AM-PG 

OPEN operand value of the TESTCB macro 
instruction VTAM-PG 

OPEN/CLOSE VTAM-DR 
opening a logon queue VTAM-PG 
opening a program VT AM-PG 

in MVS/XA VT AM-PG 
opening ACBs VT AM-PG 
opening an APAR with IBM NV-D 
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OPENSEC Macro Instruction 
use VTAM-PG 

OPER trace record VTAM-DG 
operand 

ACBNAME NPP-PL 
ACTPU NPP-PL 
ADJNETEL NPP-PL 
ADJNETSA NPP-PL 
ANS NPP-PL 
APPLID NPP-PL 
AUTH=NVPACE NPP-PL 
AUTH""VPACE NPP-PL 
AUTOSYN NPP-PL 
BACKUP NPP-PL 
BACKUP and OWNER NPP-PL 
BFRS NPP-PL 
CANETID NPP-PL 
CDRDYN NPP-PL 
CDRSC NPP-PL 
COSTAB NPP-PL 
CUADDR NPP-PL 
device dependent NPP-PL 
DLOGMOD NPP-PL 
GID NPP-PL 
GW AEXIT NPP-PL 
GWCTL (VT AM V3) NPP-PL 
HOLD NPP-PL 
HSBPOOL NPP-PL 
INITEST NPP-PL 
1ST ATUS NPP-PL 
LOADSTA NPP-PL 
LOGAPPL NPP-PL 
LOGT AB NPP-PL 
MAXBFRU NPP-PL 
MAXDATA NPP-PL 
MAXPVT NPP-PL 
MAXSUBA NPP-PL 
MODETAB NPP-PL 
NETID NPP-PL 
NUMHSAS NPP-PL 
ORIGNET NPP-PL 
OWNER NPP-PL 
PACING NPP-PL 
PID NPP-PL 
RECOVERY NPP-PL 
RNAME NPP-PL 
SDLCST NPP-PL 
SSCPFM NPP-PL 
SUBAREA NPP-PL 
TERM NPP-PL 
TRANSFR NPP-PL 
TYPE NPP-PL 
UNITSZ NPP-PL 
USST AB NPP-PL 
VFYLM NPP-PL 
VPACING NPP-PL 
VRACT NPP-PL 
WARM NPP-PL 

operand specification summary VTAM-PG 
operands NV-AR 

LENAME 
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NCPCA 
NEWNAME 

operands field of VT AM macro 
instructions VT AM-CS 

operands ignored by SSP Version 3 EPIRD, 
NCP /SSP-RDG 

operating instructions 
commands NV-O 
display NV-O 
prompts NV-O 

operating procedures 
backup and recovery NPP-PL 
modifying NPP-GI 
VTAM NPP-GI 

operating system 
host processor NPP-PL 
MVS NPP-PL 

operating system considerations 
authorization VT AM-PG 
introduction VT AM-PG 

operating system differences VT AM-PG 
operating system, defining NCP /SSP-RDG 
operating the network NV-OP 
operation 

multiple-domain network NPP-GI, NPP-PL 
single-domain network NPP-PL 

using CLISTs NPP-GI 
using NetView NPP-GI 
using VT AM NPP-GI 

operation checks VT AM-DG 
operation codes, CPCB VT AM-DR 
operation field of VT AM macro 

instructions VT AM-CS 
operational information 

display NV-O 
operational parameters 

adjusting NV-O 
display DISPLAY NV-O 
display 'ITERR NV-O 
display 'ITRESP NV-O 
display TWERR NV-O 
display TWRESP NV-O 
display TWST A T NV-O 
4700 support facility NV-O 

operator 
commands authorized to use NV-OP 
commands processed incorrectly 

(VSCS) VT AM-DG 
console cannot communicate with 

VSCS VT AM-DG 
definitions, where defined NV-O 
documentation NPP-PL 
message modification NPP-GI 
modification command NPP-GI 
stations NPP-PL 
suppress commmands NV-IA 

operator command 
NetView modification NPP-GI 
VT AM modification NPP-GI 

operator command interface (OCI) VTAM-DR 



operator command interpreted 
incorrectly SSP-CCPfN 

operator commands 
authorization VTAM-PG 
terminal VT AM-CS 
use VTAM-PG 
VTAM VTAM-CS 

operator commands (VT AM commands) 
operator commands, VT AM VT AM-PG 
Operator Communication Control Facility 

(OCCF) NPP-PL 
operator communication facility in VSCS VT AM-DR 
operator control mode NV-OP 
operator control session NV-fA 
operator definitions NV-fA 
operator identification NV-AR, NV-OP 
operator identifier NV-fA 
operator information. control variable NV-CL 
operator input ignored SSP-CCPfN 
operator interface NV-SC 
operator logon NV-fA 
operator messages NV -CL 
operator password NV -AR, NV -fA 
operator profile NV-IA 

definition statements, where defined NV-O 
OPERATOR statement NV-AR, NV-fA 
operator terminals value NV-AR 
operator tests NV-fA 
operator-control session NV-IA 
operator-control session logmode table sample NV-IA 
operator-control SRCLU definition to IMS, 

sample NV -IA 
operator-control SRCLU definition. sample NV-IA 
operator, limit NV-IA 
operator, limit commands NV-fA 
operator, system console NV -IA 
operators 

cross-domain NV -IA 
number of NV-IA 
receiving messages NV-O 

operators. authorized NV-fA 
operators, define NV -IA 
OPID control variable NV-CL 
opid label NV-AR 
OPIU tuning statistic 

blocking by VT AM VT AM-CS 
defined VT AM-CS 

OPNDST VTAM-DR 
OPNDST macro instruction 

accepting a session VTAM-PG 
acquiring a session VTAM-PG 
basic function of VT AM-PG 
coding information for VT AM-PG 
completion information for VTAM-PG 
description of VT AM-PG 
establishing an LU-LU session VTAM-PG 
examples of VTAM-PG 
general relationship to RPL and NIB VT AM-PG 
OPNDST OPTCD=ACCEPT 

determining session parameters for VTAM-PG 
OPNDST OPTCD=ACQUIRE 

determining session parameters for VT AM-PG 
requirements VT AM-PG 
to acquire logical unit characteristics VTAM-PG 
use VTAM-PG 

in cross-domain sessions VT AM-PG 
OPNDST OPTCD=CONANY VTAM-PG 
OPNDST requests 

level of cryptography for VT AM-PG 
OPNSEC VTAM-DR 
OPNSEC macro instruction 

basic function of VT AM-PG 
requirements VTAM-PG 
use VTAM-PG 

OPNSEC requests 
level of cryptography for VT AM-PG 

OPSYSTEM control variable NV-CL 
OPT=BLKSUP operand (USSMSG macro 

instruction) VTAM-CS 
OPTCD operand VTAM-PG 
optimize performance NV-fA 
option codes VTAM-PG 
OPTION operand, use of VTAM-OP 
option, TPUT, location of VT AM-DG 
optional operand NCP/SSP-RD 

conditional NCP /SSP-RD 
optional NCP /SSP-RD 
required NCP /SSP-RD 

optional tasks 
listing NV-O 

options NV -fA 
OPTIONS definition statement 

description EPfRD 
FASTR UN operand 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

format NCP/SSP-RD 
instruction NCP /SSP-RD 
list of operands EPfRD 
NEWDEFN operand 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 

operands 
FASTRUN NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
NEWDEFN NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
NOTRDAT A NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
NOTRPARM NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
NOTRPROC NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
TRDAT A NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
TRPARM NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
TRPROC NCP /SSP-RD. NCP /SSP-RDG 
TRSNAP NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
USERGEN NCP/SSP-RD. NCP/SSP-RDG 

overview NCP/SSP-RDG 
USERGEN operand 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 

OPTIONS operand NCP/SSP-RD 
SYSCNTRL definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

OPTIONS statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
options, processing VT AM-PG 
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or sign NV -IA 
or-sign VTAM-OP 
OR-sign, definition NV-AR 
ORDER operand NCP /SSP-RD 

SERVICE definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
ORDER statement NCP-CS 
ORDHI operand NCP /SSP-RD 

GENEND definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
ORDINIT operand NCP/SSP-RD 

GENEND definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
ORDLO operand NCP /SSP-RD 

GENEND definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
ORDUHIoperand NCP /SSP-RD 

GENEND definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
ORDULO operand NCP /SSP-RD 

GENEND definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
ORDRESP operand value VT AM-PG 

as used with LMPEO VT AM-PG 
ORlF macro NCP-CS 
origin address field (OAF) NCP-CS 
origin network name NV -AR 
origname NV -AR 
origname operand NV-AR 
origname variable NV-AR 
ORIGNET NV-IA 
ORIGNET operand NPP-PL 
ORIGNET statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
OS/VSl NPP-PL 
OTHER NV-IA 
out of DASD space NV-D 
out of storage problem NV-D 
outage notification (Session Outage Notification) 
OUTBAR macro NCP-CS 
outboard recorder (OBR) record VT AM-DG 
outbound sequence number 

action code VT AM-PG 
description of VT AM-PG 

outbound STSN indicators VTAM-PG 
OUTBUF parameter NV-IA 
outgoing data transfer NCP-RF 
OUTICWl macro NCP-CS 
OUTLP macro NCP-CS 
output 

queue, pointer to first element VT AM-DG 
responded VT AM-PG 
scheduled VTAM-PG 
scheduling of VT AM-PG 
wait condition VTAM-DG 

output field NV -OP 
output listing, loader for VM NCP /SSP-GL 
output loop SSP-CCPIN 
output manager in VSCS VTAM-DR 
OUTPUT operand 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
output problem SSP-CCPIN 
output, from DR SSP-CCPUG 
output, from generate SSP-CCPUG 
OUTSDF macro NCP-CS 
outstanding count limit NCP-RF 
outstanding I-frames SSP-CCPUG 
outstanding SDLC frames SSP-CCPUG 
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overlay character 
for framing error SSP-CCPUG 
for parity error SSP-CCPUG 

overlength data 
handling of VT AM-PG 

override session address NCP-RF 
override session address (OSA) NCP-RF 
override session address command NCP-RF 
overruns EPIRD 
overview 

NetView NV-D 
overview of installation tasks NV -IA 
overview of normal VSCS initialization VT AM-DG 
overview, NCP/PEP generation SSP-DR 
overview, SSP component SSP-DR 
OWNER operand NPP-PL, VTAM-OP 

LINE definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
LUPOOL definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
NCP definition statements 

VT AM restrictions on VT AM-IR 
PCCU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

description VT AM-IR 
for partitioning resources VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

ownership 
for NCP resources 

sharing VT AM-IR 
transferring VT AM-IR 

of NCP resources NPP-GI 
of resources NPP-GI 

ownership of resources NCP-RF 

PAkey NV-OP 
PA keys NV-IA 
PAB VTAM-DR 
PAB DISPATCH trace record VTAM-DG 
PABs (process anchor blocks) VTAM-DG 
pacing NCP-CS, SSP-CCPUG 

count NPP-PL 
counts 

non-SNA VTAM-IR 
overriding defined VT AM-IR 
selecting during network definition VT AM-IR 

defining NCP /SSP-RDG 
defining (see PACING and VPACING operands) 
definition NPP-PL 
I NCP-RF 
inbound NPP-PL 
inbound and outbound NCP-RF 
IUCV VTAM-DG 
local flow control NCP-RF 
one stage NPP-PL 
primary-secondary NPP-PL 
primary-ta-secondary VT AM-IR 
response VT AM-CS 
route NPP-GI 



secondary-to-primary VT AM-IR 
session NPP-GI, VT AM-CS 
two stage NPP-PL 
V NCP-RF 
value 

Primary Receive (PR) NPP-PL 
Primary Send (PS) NPP-PL 
Secondary Receive (SR) NPP-PL 
Secondary Send (SS) NPP-PL 

values for local SNA terminals 
(TSO/VTAM) VTAM-DG 

virtual route 
sequenced pacing responses NPP-GI 

virtual route (VR) NPP-PL 
VPACING VTAM-CS 
window size NPP-PL 

pacing bit SSP-CCPUG 
pacing group NCP-RF 
PACING operand NCP/SSP-RD, NPP-PL, 

SSP-CCPUG 
GROUP (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 

description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LU (local) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LU (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LU (switched) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
NCP definition statements 

VTAM restrictions on VTAM-IR 
PU (local) definition statement 

description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU (switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

pacing values 
defining VTAM-IR 

paCing, route VT AM-DR 
packet length, default SSP-CCPUG 
packet modulo SSP-CCPUG 
packet size SSP-CCPUG 

negotiation SSP-CCPUG 
pad characters transmitted by NCP NCP /SSP-RD 
pad characters, trailing EPIRD 
PAD operand NCP/SSP-RD 

description EPIRD 
LINE definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

PADCNT operand NCP /SSP-RD 

GROUP definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
page NV-O, NV-OP 
pageable link pack area (PLPA) VTAM-CS 
paging 

back NV-O 
bottom NV-O 
copy NV-O 
forward NV-O 
NPDA NV-O 
status monitor NV-O 
top NV-O 

panel 
act for PU equipped NV-SC 
alerts-history NV -SC 
alerts-static NV-SC 
application status display NV-SC 
command list NV -SC 
DIS V APPL NV -SC 
error-to-traffic ratio NV-SC 
event detail NV-SC 
event detail for SDLC line NV-SC 
help desk menu NV-SC 
link problem determination aid (LPDA-l) NV-SC 
link status and test results NV-SC 
LPDA command - specific help NV-SC 
LPDA-l command menu NV-SC 
most recent events NV-SC 
most recent traffic stats NV-SC 
node status detail (activity) NV-SC 
node status detail (analysis) NV-SC 
node status detail (description) NV-SC 
node status detail with format menu NV-SC 
problem in 3274 control unit NV-SC 
recommended action for selected event NV-SC 
remote DTE interface status NV-SC 
sense code description NV-SC 
session configuration data NV-SC 
session history for selected resource NV-SC 
session termination reason panel NV-SC 
session trace data NV-SC 
status display for NV-SC 
status display for control unit NV-SC 
terminal display status NV-SC 
terminal does not work NV-SC 
test information display NV-SC 
VTAM display: logical unit NV-SC 
3270 terminal does not work NV -SC 

panel displays, dynamic 
description NCP /SSP-DG 
line interface block display NCP /SSP-DG 
registers and storage display NCP/SSP-DG 

display long function NCP /SSP-DG 
display/alter function NCP /SSP-DG 

when to use NCP /SSP-DG 
panel functions NCP-CS 
panel layout NV-O 
panel tests EPIRD 
panel-initiated line test EPIRD 
PANELID command SSP-CCPUG 
panels NV-O 

alerts dynamic NV-O 
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alerts history NV-O 
back NV-O 
bottom NV-O 
CNMPNLl NV-O 
command NV-O 
copy NV-O 
forward NV-O 
hierarchy NV-O 
layout NV-O 
major nodes NV-O 
minor nodes NV-O 
NetView menu NV-O 
node count NV-O 
NPDA NV-O 
paging in multiple page panels NV-O 
paging in multiple-page panels NV-O 
print NV-O 
status monitor NY-O 
TESt NV-O 
top NV-O 

parallel 
link NPP-PL 
session NPP-PL 
transmission group NPP-PL 

parallel data adapter EPIRD 
parallel links NCP-RF 
parallel sessions (CNM tasks) NV -AR 
parameter list NCP-CS 
parameter lists for exit routines VT AM-PG 
parameter selection NPP-PL 
parameter status area (PSA) NCP-CS 
Parameter Status Area (PSA) Trace 

description NCP /SSP-DG 
how to print NCP/SSP-DG 
how to start NCP /SSP-DG 
when to use NCP /SSP-DG 

parameter tracing, defining EPIRD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
parameter variables NV-CL 
parameter variables, activating a CLIST that 

uses NV-CL 
parameter/status field (PSA) NCP-RF 
parameters 

error messages (VSCS) VT AM-DG 
specifying in DTIGEN macro VTAM-DG 

parameters defined through USS table 
keywords 

replaced by verbs VT AM-CS 
without values VTAM-CS 

PARCHK operand NCP/SSP-RD, SSP-CCPUG 
LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

parentheses VTAM-OP 
parentheses, definition NV -AR 
PARGEN operand NCP/SSP-RD 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
parity 

checking NCP/SSP-RD 
generation NCP /SSP-RD 

parity check . SSP-CCPUG 
parity error, overlay character SSP-CCPUG 
parity type 

even SSP-CCPUG 
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mark SSP-CCPUG 
odd SSP-CCPUG 
space SSP-CCPUG 

parity, testing for NCP-RF 
PARM EPIRD 
PARM operand (USSP ARM macro 

instruction) VTAM-CS 
PARMCNT control variable NV-CL 
PARMLIB NV -IA 
P ARMS field VT AM-PG 
PARMS operand VTAM-PG 

of the ACB macro instruction VTAM-PG 
of the CLSDST macro instruction VT AM-PG 
of the RPL macro instruction VT AM-PG 

PARMSTR control variable NV-CL 
PARMSYN NV -IA 
PARMSYN statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
parse 

message NV-O 
PARSE command 

description NV -0 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

parse message buffer NV-AR 
PARSE operand NV -AR 
parsed value list NCP-CS 
P ARSESS operand 

APPL definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PARTIAL operand 
BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

partitioned data set for loader, for MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
partitioned data sets SSP-CCPUG 

BLNRPRTS SSP-CCPUG 
BNLCLIST SSP-CCPUG 
BNLMAJOR SSP-CCPUG 
BNL VT AM SSP-CCPUG 

Partitioned Emulation Program (PEP) NPP-PL 
partitioned emulation programming (PEP) 

extension NCP-RF, NCP /SSP-RDG 
loading modules NPP-GI 
NPM used with NPP-GI 

partitions 
in VSE 

NPARTS operand of SUPVR 
macro VTAM-IR 

priority VT AM-IR 
sizes VTAM-IR 

pass limit NPP-PL 
PASS operand value VT AM-PG 
P ASSLIM operand NCP /SSP-RD, SSP-CCPUG 

GROUP (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 



format VTAM-IR 
PU (switched) definition statement 

description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
SDLCST definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

PASSWD operand VTAM-PG 
of the ACB macro instruction VT AM-PG 

PASSWD= NV-IA 
password NV-IA, NV-OP 

service adapter password SSP-CCPUG 
VTAM NV-IA 

PASSWORD operand NV-AR 
password protected NPP-PL 
password protection VT AM-PG 
password variable NV-AR 
password, operator NV-IA 
PASSWORD= parameter NV-IA 
passwords NV -fA 
passwords, define NV -IA 
PASSWRD operand 

DTIGEN macro 
description VT AM-fR 

patch area 
TSO/VTAM VTAM-DG 
VSCS VTAM-DG 
VTAM VTAM-DG 

path 
changing availability of a dial path VTAM-OP 
control VT AM-DR 
displaying NV-OP 
sample display for switched VT AM-OP 
selection, gateway NPP-PL 
table NPP-PL 

PATH command SSP-CCPUG 
path control NCP-CS, NCP-RF 
path control network properties NV-AR 
path control-in delayed processing NCP-RF 
path control-out delayed processing NCP-RF 
PATH definition statement NPP-PL, VTAM-CS 

for switched major node VT AM-IR 
for VT AM routes VT AM-IR 

format and coding VT AM-IR 
format NCP /SSP-RD. VT AM-IR 
instruction NCP /SSP-RD 
NCP NPP-PL 
operand 

DESTSA NCP /SSP-RDG 
ERO NCP /SSP-RDG 
ERI NCP/SSP-RDG 
ER2 NCP /SSP-RDG 
ER3 NCP /SSP-RDG 
ER4 NCP /SSP-RDG 
ERS NCP /SSP-RDG 
ER6 NCP /SSP-RDG 
ER7 NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWSOO NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRPWSOI NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRPWS02 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRPWSI0 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRPWSll NCP /SSP-RDG 

VRPWS12 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRPWS20 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRPWS21 NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS22 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRPWS30 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRPWS31 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRPWS32 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRPWS40 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRPWS41 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRPWS42 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRPWSSO NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRPWSSI NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWSS2 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRPWS60 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRPWS61 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRPWS62 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRPWS70 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRPWS71 NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS72 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRO NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRI NCP/SSP-RDG 
VR2 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VR3 NCP/SSP-RDG 
VR4 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VRS NCP /SSP-RDG 
VR6 NCP /SSP-RDG 
VR7 NCP/SSP-RDG 

operands 
DESTSA NCP /SSP-RD 
ERO NCP/SSP-RD 
ERI through ER7 NCP/SSP-RD 
VRPWSOO through VRPWS72 NCP /SSP-RD 
VRO through VR7 NCP/SSP-RD 

overview NCP /SSP-RDG, NPP-PL 
switched major node 

format and coding VT AM-fR 
VTAM NPP-PL 

Path Definition Statement Report Page NCP /SSP-DG 
path error 

COS not available NCP-RF 
DCF error NCP-RF 
inoperative or undefined NCP-RF 
invalid FID NCP-RF 
invalid VR NCP-RF 
link failure NCP-RF 
logical unit not active NCP-RF 
NAU inoperative NCP-RF 
no session NCP-RF 
physical unit not active NCP-RF 
segmenting error NCP-RF 
unrecognized DAF NCP-RF 

PATH ID table in VSCS VTAM-DR 
path identifier (PID) VTAM-OP 
path information unit NCP-RF 

See also PIU 
path information unit (PIU) NCP-CS, NPP-PL. 

VTAM-CS 
beginning-of-bracket NCP-CS 
end-of-bracket NCP-CS 
FM data PIUs 
interpretation of NCP-CS 
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invalid NCP-RF 
managing NCP-CS 
request 
response 
routing NCP-CS 
segmentation NCP-RF 
size NPP-PL 
tasks required NCP-CS 
trace-request NCP-CS 
virtual route (VR) pacing NPP-PL 

path information units NV-IA 
path selection exit routine NPP-GI 
path-length information NCP-CS 
path, authorized VT AM-PG 
path, communication VT AM-DR 
paths 

defining NPP-SAM 
illustration of NPP-SAM 

PATHS command 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

PAUSE EPIRD 
PAUSE keyword NV-CL 

example NV -CL 
NOINPUToperand NV-CL 
STRING operand NV -CL 
uses for NV-CL 
V ARS operand NV -CL 

PAUSE operand NCP/SSP-RD 
GROUP (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 

description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

GROUP (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 

LINE (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
for subarea links NCP /SSP-RDG 

PCCU definition statement VT AM-OP 
coding VT AM-IR 
format NCP /SSP-RD 
format and coding VTAM-IR 
gateway control functions VT AM-IR 
in NCP VTAM-IR 

considerations for interconnection VT AM-IR 
instruction NCP /SSP-RD 
list of operands NCP /SSP-RD 
NCP generation NPP-PL 
operands 

AUTOSYN NPP-PL 
CUADDR NPP-PL 
INITEST NPP-PL 
MAXDATA NPP-PL 
RNAME NPP-PL 
VFYLM 

operands. 
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AUTODMP NCP/SSP-RDG 
AUTOIPL NCP/SSP-RDG 
AUTOSYN NCP/SSP-RDG 
BACKUP NCP /SSP-RDG 
CDUMPDS NCP /SSP-RDG 
CHANCON NCP /SSP-RDG 
CONFGDS NCP/SSP-RDG 
CONFGPW NCP /SSP-RDG 
CUADDR NCP /SSP-RDG 
DUMPDS NCP /SSP-RDG 
DUMPSTA NCP/SSP-RDG 
GWCTL NCP /SSP-RDG 
INITEST NCP /SSP-RDG 
LOADSTA NCP/SSP-RDG 
MAXDAT A NCP /SSP-RDG 
MDUMPDS NCP/SSP-RDG 
NCPLUB NCP/SSP-RDG 
NETID NCP /SSP-RDG 
OWNER NCP /SSP-RDG 
RNAME NCP/SSP-RDG 
SUBAREA NCP/SSP-RDG 
VFYLM NCP /SSP-RDG 

overview NCP /SSP-RDG 
purpose of VT AM-IR 

PCID VTAM-DR 
PCIL4 Macro NCP-CS 
PCLASS NV -AR 
PCLASS operand NV-AR 
PCLASS statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
PDDNM operand NV -AR 
PDDNM= parameter NV-IA 
PDFlL TER CLIST NV-O 
PDFILTER command 

description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

PDS, allocate NV -IA 
PDS, define NV-IA 
PDS, load NV-IA 
PDSTATS NMVT NCP-RF 
peak traffic demands NPP-PL 
PECHAR operand NCP /SSP-RD, SSP-CCPUG 

GROUP definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
PENDING NV-OP 
pending active session, definition of VT AM-PG 
PENDING command NV-OP 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

pending nodes NV -OP 
pending resources NV -IA 
pending session NCP-RF 
pending state 

listing resources NV -OP 
sample display of VT AM-OP 

pending status 
application status NV-O 
nodes NV-O 

PEP (Partitioned Emulation Program) NPP-PL 
PEP (Partitioned Emulation Programming) extension 

loading modules NPP-GI 



NPM used with NPP-GI 
PEP extension NCP /SSP-RDG 
PEP generation overview SSP-DR 
PEP generation under VSE SSP-DR 
PEP line mode switching NCP-RF 
percentage NV-AR 
percentage time objective NV-AR 
PERFM problem SSP-CCPfN 
PERFMEM= parameter NV-fA 
PERFMEM=member 

MAPSESS statement NV-AR 
PCLASS statement NV-AR 

PERFORM macro NCP-CS 
performance NV -fA 

class grouping NPP-PL 
configuration design, relation to NPP-Gf 
interconnected network NPP-Gf 
multiple-domain network NPP-GI 
NCP functions for NPP-Gf 
single-domain network NPP-GI 
transmission group thresholds NPP-GI 
VTAM NPP-PL 
VT AM and NCP functions NPP-GI 

performance characteristics, defining EPIRD 
performance class NV-AR 
performance classes NV-IA 
performance considerations, defining 

common to SDLC, BSC, and SS 
a service order table NCP/SSP-RDG 
data flow control NCP /SSP-RDG 
data transfer specifications NCP/SSP-RDG 
network performance 

analyzer NCP /SSP-RDG 
time-out values NCP/SSP-RDG 
timing specifications NCP/SSP-RDG 
TRANSFR NCP /SSP-RDG 

unique to BSC 
data transfer specifications NCP/SSP-RDG 
initial inhibition of NCP 

functions NCP/SSP-RDG 
network performance 

analY7.er NCP /SSP-RDG 
timing specifications NCP /SSP-RDG 

unique to SDLC 
data transfer specifications NCP /SSP-RDG 
network performance 

analyzer NCP/SSP-RDG 
pacing NCP /SSP-RDG 
processing priority for LUs NCP/SSP-RDG 

unique to SS 
data transfer specifications NCP/SSP-RDG 
initial inhihition of NCP 

functions NCP /SSP-RDG 
timing specifications NCP/SSP-RDG 
transmission interrupts NCP /SSP-RDG 

performance considerations, generation EPIRD 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP/SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

performance group 
how to specify VT AM-DG 

location of VT AM-DG 
performance measurement facility NCP-RF 
performance problem SSP-CCPIN 

diagnosis procedure VTAM-DG 
symptoms VT AM-DG 
TSO/VTAM 

documentation requirements VTAM-DG 
symptoms VTAM-DG 

VSCS VT AM-DG 
performance problems NV-D 
performance, LSR option NV -IA 
peripheral link backup VT AM-OP 
peripheral link failure NCP-RF 
peripheral link failures VT AM-OP 
permanent line error, on a write command NCP-RF 
permanent line errors recording, procedure NCP-RF 
permanent request to send SSP-CCPUG 
permanent virtual circuit SSP-CCPUG 
pf key settings, default SSP-CCPUG 
PF keys NY-fA 

APPEND NV -OP 
changing NV-OP 
definitions by component NV-O 
DELAY NV-OP 
display settings NV-O 
displaying NV -OP 
IMMED NV-OP 
keys, program function NV-O 
listing NV -OP 
NetView default definitions NV-O 
network log NV-OP 
NPDA NV-O 
sending data NV-OP 
setting NV-OP 
status monitor NV-O 
4700 support facility NV-O 

PF keys (NetView) NPP-PL 
PFKDEF command 

description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

PF2 
phase names, for VSE NCP /SSP-GL 
phases 

VSE files for VTAM-IR 
phases (NCP), naming for VSE NCP/SSP-GL 
phases for loader utility, for VSE NCP /SSP-GL 
phases, link editing object code into for 

VSE NCP /SSP-GL 
PHYPORT operand NCP/SSP-RD 

GROUP definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
physical components 

how to use NV-O 
levels NV-O 

physical connections, defining NTRI NCP /SSP-RDG 
physical disconnect command NCP-RF 
physical disconnect, use NCP-RF 
physical line group EPIRD, NCP /SSP-RD 
physical network resources NV-SC 
physical operator station NV-IA 
physical operator station (POS) NPP-PL 
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physical organization of the network control 
program NCP-RF 

physical pon address NCP /SSP-RD 
physical services NCP-CS, NCP-RF 
physical services control block (PSB) NCP-RF 
physical services processing, overview NCP-RF 
physical unit VTAM-OP 

See also PU 
acquiring VT AM-OP 
ACTPU(ERP) VTAM-OP 
for BSC 3210 VTAM-OP 
load operation VT AM-PG 
placeholder. switched VT AM-OP 
releasing VT AM-OP 
sample display of VT AM-OP 
switched VTAM-OP 
termination VT AM-DR 
type 4/5 

sample display of VT AM-OP 
physical unit (PU) NCP-CS 

definition of VT AM-PG 
SSCP-PU session VT AM-PG 

physical unit block (NPB) NCP-CS 
physical unit network services (PUNS) VT AM-DR 
physical unit responses NCP-RF 
physical unit services control block 

(PUSCB) VTAM-DR 
physical units 

connectivity information NV-O 
dial-out path information NV-O 
release NV-O 
status NV-O 

physical units, maximum number NCP/SSP-RD 
pictorial representation of a configuration NPP-GI 
PID operand VTAM-OP 

PATH (switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PID tape installation NV-IA 
PIU NV-IA 
PIU (path information unit) NCP-CS, NPP-PL 

formats VT AM-DR 
RH (request/response header) VT AM-DR 
RU (request/response unit) VTAM-DR 
sense data VT AM-DR 
size NPP-PL 
TIl (transmission header) VTAM-DR 
virtual route (VR) pacing NPP-PL 

PIU discard reason codes VTAM-DR 
PIU formats NCP-RF 
PIU formats in NCP buffers NCP-RF 
PIU option 

VIT trace records created 
DSCD VTAM-DG 
NRSP VTAM-DG 
PIU VTAM-DG 
PIUX VTAM-DG 
summary VTAM-DG 

PIU to BTU conversion NCP-RF 
PIU too long VT AM-DG 
PIU trace data NV-AR 
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PIU trace record VT AM-DG 
PIU trace, ACF /TCAM 

description NCP /SSP-DG 
how to print NCP /SSP-DG 
how to start NCP /SSP-DG 
when to use NCP /SSP-DG 

PIU trace, NCP generalized (GPT) 
description NCP /SSP-DG 
for ACF/TCAM NCP/SSP-DG 
how to print NCP /SSP-DG 

for ACF /TCAM NCP /SSP-DG 
for ACF/VTAM NCP/SSP-DG 

how to start NCP /SSP-DG 
for ACF/VTAM NCP/SSP-DG 

when to use NCP /SSP-DG 
PIU/BTU converter NCP-RF 
PIU, maximum size for SSP-CCPUG 
PIUDEALL macro NCP-CS 
PIUs, keep NV-IA 
PIUX trace record VT AM-DG 
PL/1 programming language syntax VTAM-CS 
placeholder physical units 
planning NV-IA, SSP-CCPUG 

NetView NPP-PL 
VTAM NPP-PL 

planning steps 
design target system 

performance and availability NPP-PL 
recovery plans NPP-PL 

document existing network NPP-PL 
sample checklist NPP-PL 

PLB control block VT AM-DG 
PLPA (pageable link pack area) VTAM-CS 
PLU (primary logical unit) NPP-PL 
PLU Network NCP/SSP-DG 
PLU resource identifier control vector VTAM-CS 
PLU-initiated session termination NCP-RF 
PMF NCP-CS 
PMX (programmable operator message 

exchange) NPP-G1 
PNAU NCP-CS 
POHD VTAM-DR 
POI (program operator interface) NPP-GI 
POINT macro NCP-CS 
point 1 block handling routines NCP-RF 
point 3 block handling routines NCP-RF 
point-to-point NPP-PL 
point-to-point line control EPIRD 
pointers NCP-CS 
points of execution, BHR NCP-RF 
POLIMIT operand NCP /SSP-RD 

LINE definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

NCP definition statements 
VT AM restrictions on VT AM-IR 

poll failures VT AM-CS 
POLL operand NCP /SSP-RD 

CaMP definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 



for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
MT APOLL definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
TERMINAL definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP/SSP-RDG 

POLLED operand NCP /SSP-RD 
LINE definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

polling NCP-CS 
modifying negative polling VTAM-OP 

polling address SSP-CCPUG 
polling and addressing characters, 

specifying NCP /SSP-RD 
polling buffer size NCP /SSP-RD 
polling characters NCP /SSP-RD 
palling cycles SSP-CCPUG 
polling cycles, timeout value for SSP-CCPUG 
polling delay VT AM-OP 
polling specifications, defining 

unique to BSC NCP /SSP-RDG 
unique to SDLC NCP /SSP-RDG 
unique to SS NCP /SSP-RDG 

POLL TO operand NCP /SSP-RD 
LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

POMCB VTAM-DR 
pool of control blocks and work areas VT AM-PG 
PORCB VTAM-DR 
port 

address NPP-GI 
mapped to line NPP-GI 
swapping NPP-GI 

port adapter SSP-CCPUG 
port number SSP-CCPUG 

of BSC 3270 controller SSP-CCPUG 
PORTADD operand NCP/SSP-RD 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
POS (physical operator station) NPP-PL 
POS operand NV -AR 
POS statement NV-AR, NV-fA 
POS= parameter NV-IA 
positional parameters VT AM-CS 
positive response 

meaning of VTAM-PG 
requesting and receiving VTAM-PG 
sending VTAM-PG 
use of, with scheduled output VT AM-PG 

positive response type 1 and 2 
in SEND macro VTAM-PG 
with RECEIVE macro VTAM-PG 

POSPOOL statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
post logon command NV -AR 
POST operand 

for RPL VTAM-PG 
for SEND VTAM-PG 
used in the SEND macro instruction VT AM-PG 

POST trace record VT AM-DG 
post-installation procedures VTAM-IR 
posting of return codes VTAM-PG 
POSTUACB macro NCP-CS 
POWE VTAM-DR 

power indicator NV-OP 
power loss detected NV-SC 
power off NCP/SSP-RD, NV-OP 
powered off, device NV-IA 
PPASS operand NV-AR 
PP ASS = parameter NV -IA 
PPO (primary program operator) log NPP-GI 
PPOLOG 

start option 
format VT AM-IR 

PPOLOG start option NPP-PL 
described VT AM-fR 

PPT interface NV-IA 
PPT operand NV-IA 
PPT restrictions NV-CL 
PRDMP VTAM-DG 
PRDMP service aid VT AM-OP 
pre-ENA VTAM NPP-PL 
pre-extended network addressing NCP-RF 
pre-extended network addressin-g format NCP-RF 
pre-installation 

in VM VT AM-IR 
preassembling functional vector tables NCP /SSP-RD 
preface SSP-DR 
prefix for VTAM commands VTAM-OP 
prefixes on NCP definition statements VTAM-IR 
PRELEASE macro NCP-CS 
prelease service routine (CXAPREL) NCP-RF 
premature termination 

of VSCS VT AM-DG 
of VSCS user's session VT AM-DG 

preparation NV-IA 
preprocessor, STATMON NV-fA 
prerequisites SSP-CCPUG 

installation and customization SSP-CCPUG 
planning SSP-CCPUG 
procedures SSP-CCPUG 

presentation service (NetView) NPP-GI 
Presentation Services 

application program interface (API) VTAM-DR 
CLOSE ACB processing VT AM-DR 
large enabled loop VTAM-DG 
messages issued by VT AM-DG 
OPEN ACB processing VTAM-DR 
OPEN/CLOSE VTAM-DR 
primitive VT AM interface VT AM-DR 
request proceSSing VT AM-DR 
request/response routing VT AM-DR 

presentation services in VSCS VTAM-DR 
preventing logon request queuing 

after OPEN processing VT AM-PG 
during OPEN processing VTAM-PG 

PRGA TT command 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

PRI NV-AR 
PRI operand NV -AR 
PRI tuning statistic VTAM-CS 
PRI= parameter NV-fA 
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PRID (procedure-related identifier) NPP-PL, 
VTAM-CS 

primary 
receive field NPP-PL 

primary and secondary files 
switches NV-O 

primary and secondary modes NCP /SSP-RDG 
primary data base NV-IA 
primary data set NV-IA 
primary end point NV-AR, NV-IA 
primary file NV-OP 

secondary file NV -op 
primary function code, XRF processing VT AM-CS 
primary line, switching to backup NCP-RF 
primary logical unit NPP-GI 
primary logical unit (PLU) NPP-PL, VT AM-PG 

roles of VT AM-PG 
primary program operator (PPO) log NPP-GI 
primary screen size, PSERVIC coding for VTAM-DG 
primary session partner NV -IA 
primary trace 

explanation of NV-SC 
purpose of NV-SC 

primary VSAM data base name NV-AR 
primary-ta-secondary pacing VT AM-IR 
primitive VTAM interface VTAM-DR 
primitive VT AM interface (PVI) VT AM-OP 
PRINT SSP-CCPUG 
print class SSP-CCPUG 
PRINT command SSP-CCPUG 
print control procedure SSP-DR 
print control procedure (IFWCPRNT) SSP-DR 
print layout SSP-CCPUG 
print log NV -IA 
print messages SSP-CCPUG 
printed control blocks SSP-DR 
printed output for CRP SSP-DR 
printer NV-OP 

commands for accessing (VSCS) VT AM-DG 
not released (VSCS) VT AM-DG 
sharing (VSCS) VT AM-DG 

PRINTER command causes VTAM SIMLOGON 
failure VTAM-DG 

PRINTER command in VSCS VTAM-IR 
PRINTER data set, for MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
PRINTER file, for VM NCP /SSP-GL 
printer name NV-IA 
printer resources NV-HPD 
printer sharing VTAM-PG 
printer support NPP-GI 
printer type SSP-CCPUG 
printer-type device, line length NCP/SSP-RD 
printers 

hard-copy log NV-IA 
PRINTHI SSP-CCPUG 
PRINTHI command SSP-CCPUG 
printing configuration information SSP-CCPUG 
printing macro generated statements NCP/SSP-RD 
printing of data, defining EPIRD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
printing output 

dumps 
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using ABDUMP (MVS) VTAM-DG 
using IPCS (VM) VT AM-DG 
using PRDMP (MVS) VTAM-DG 
using SADMP (MVS) VTAM-DG 

traces 
using CPTRAP and TRAPRED VTAM-DG 
using PRDMP VTAM-DG 
using TAP VTAM-DG 
using TPRINT VTAM-DG 

printing the EP, MOSS or CSP dumps EPIRD 
printing the trace when MODE=EXT is 

specified NV -D 
printing the trace when MODE=INT is 

specified NV -D 
printing trace records VTAM-OP 
PRIORITY operand (VM SET command) VTAM-CS 
priority, transmission NV -IA 
PRIPROT operand (MODEENT macro 

instruction) VT AM-CS 
private call library VT AM-CS 
private definition library VT AM-CS 
privilege class 

for VT AM userid VT AM-IR 
PRNTNUM operand 

DTIGEN macro 
description VT AM-IR 

probable cause NPP-GI 
error description NV-O 

problem 
application failure NV-SC 
bind parameters NV-SC 
communication link NV-SC 
control unit NV-SC 
data transmissions NV-SC 
detection NV -SC 
determination NPP-PL 

interconnected network NPP-PL 
multiple-domain network NPP-PL 
NCP NPP-PL 
network tool NPP-PL 
single-domain network NPP-PL 
SNA NPP-PL 
VTAM NPP-PL 

displaying NV -SC 
DTR drop NV -SC 
link failure NV-SC 
local modem NV -SC 
logging on NV -SC 
modem failure NV-SC 
resolution NPP-PL 
tape NV-SC 
tape drive NV-SC 
tape's ID NV-SC 
terminal failure NV -SC 

problem determination 
CNM interface NPP-GI 
dump NPP-GI 
interconnected network NPP-GI 
multiple-domain network NPP-GI 
PTF with module names NPP-GI 



recording problems in NPDA NV-O 
route verification NPP-GI 
single-domain network 

device level NPP-GI 
session level NPP-GI 

VTAM NPP-GI 
problem determination commands 

DISPLAY 
. buffer pool use VT AM-DG 

NCP storage VT AM-DG 
network status VTAM-DG 
route status VTAM-DG 
route test VT AM-DG 

MODIFY 
intensive mode recording VT AM-DG 
IOPD VTAM-DG 
link level 2 test VTAM-DG 
message module identification VTAM-DG 
tuning statistics VT AM-DG 

problem determination techniques NV-OP 
problem documentation VT AM-DG 

checklist 
for ABEND failures NCP/SSP-DG 
for Activate/Deactivate 

failures NCP /SSP-DG 
for Alert failures NCP /SSP-DG 
for Documentation failures NCP /SSP-DG 
for Generation (NDF) failures NCP /SSP-DG 
for Hung Session/Hung Resources 

failures NCP /SSP-DG 
for Loop failures NCP /SSP-DG 
for LPDA failures NCP /SSP-DG 
for Message failures NCP /SSP-DG 
for Performance failures NCP/SSP-DG 

problem documentation checklist 
ABEND NCP /SSP-DG 
Activate/Deactivate NCP /SSP-DG 
Alert NCP /SSP-DG 
Documentation NCP /SSP-DG 
Generation (NDF) NCP/SSP-DG 
Hung Session/Hung Resources NCP /SSP-DG 
Loop NCP /SSP-DG 
LPDA NCP/SSP-DG 
Message NCP /SSP-DG 
Performance NCP /SSP-DG 

problem in 3274 control unit panel NV-SC 
problem report NV-OP 
problem symptoms 

abnormal end (ABEND) VTAM-DG 
documentation VTAM-DG 
incorrect output VT AM-DG 
listed VT AM-DG 
loop VTAM-DG 
message VT AM-DG 
performance VTAM-DG 
program check VT AM-DG 
wait VTAM-DG 

problem type keywords NV-D 
problem types 

ABEND VTAM-DG 
documentation VT AM-DG 

failing module VTAM-DG 
incorrect output VTAM-DG 
loop VT AM-DG 
message VT AM-DG 
performance VT AM-DG 
program check VT AM-DG 
wait VT AM-DG 

problems 
ABEND NCP /SSP-DG 
abnormal ending NV-D 
activate and deactivate NCP /SSP-DG 
alert NCP /SSP-DG 
documentation NCP/SSP-DG, NV-D 
generation NCP /SSP-DG 
hung session/Hung resources NCP /SSP-DG 
incorrect output NV-D 
loop NV-D 
LPDA NCP /SSP-DG 
message NCP/SSP-DG, NV-D 
performance NV-O 
wait NV-D 

PROC, define NV-IA 
procedure 

application fails to respond NV-SC 
application not active NV-SC 
bind failure NV-SC 
DTE power loss NV -SC 
remote device failure NV-SC 
tape drive alert. equipment check NV-SC 
tape drive alert, ID burst check NV-SC 
3725 link failed NV-SC 

procedure correlation identifiers (peIDs) VTAM-DR 
procedure for reporting problems VT AM-DG 
procedure tracing, defining EPIRD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
procedure-related identifier (PRID) NPP-PL, 

VTAM-CS 
procedure-related identifier (PRID), CNM application 

program VTAM-PG 
procedures 

abnormal end VTAM-OG 
adding items SSP-CCPUG 
browsing configuration status SSP-CCPUG 
browsing data paths of a 

configuration SSP-CCPUG 
browsing item definition data SSP-CCPUG 
browsing portions of a configuration SSP-CCPUG 
browsing valida tion/ genera tion 

messages SSP-CCPUG 
changing items in a configuration SSP-CCPUG 
copying an existing item SSP-CCPUG 
copying existing configurations SSP-CCPUG 
creating a new configuration SSP-CCPUG 
deleting a whole configuration SSP-CCPUG 
deleting items SSP-CCPUG 
documentation VTAM-OG 
dynamically adding downstream 

items SSP-CCPUG 
dynamically adding using copy SSP-CCPUG 
dynamically deleting downstream 

items SSP-CCPUG 
error-to-traffic ratio exceeded NV-SC 
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failing module VT AM-OG 
for abnormal ending problems NV-O 
for all problems NV-O 
for documentation problems NV-O 
for incorrect output problems NV-O 
for loop problems NV-O 
for message problems NV-O 
for performance problems NV-O 
for wait problems NV-O 
generating a configuration SSP-CCPUG 
incorrect output VT AM-OG 
loop VT AM-DG 
message VT AM-DG 
performance VT AM-DG 
planning SSP-CCPUG 
prerequisite SSP-CCPUG 
printing a configuration layout SSP-CCPUG 
printing validation/generation 

messages SSP-CCPUG 
program check VT AM-DG 
PROMPTed adding SSP-CCPUG 
renaming an configuration SSP-CCPUG 
renaming items in a configuration SSP-CCPUG 
reporting VT AM-OG 
validating a configuration SSP-CCPUG 
wait VTAM-OG 

process anchor block (P AB) VT AM-DG, VT AM-DR 
two ways of dispatching VT AM-DR 

process scheduling services 
APSTERM VTAM-OR 
dispatching VT AM-DR 
dispatching in GCS 
GETID VTAM-DR 
initializing and terminating VTAM-DR 
list of macro intructions VT AM-DR 
main functions of VT AM-DR 
managing locks VT AM-DR 
process scheduling table VTAM-DR 
scheduling a VT AM process VT AM-DR 
TPOEQ VTAM-DR 
TPOVTS VTAM-DR 
TPESC VTAM-DR 
TPFEL VTAM-DR 
TPIO VTAM-DR 
TPLOCK VTAM-DR 
TPPOST VTAM-DR 
TPQUE VTAM-DR 
TPRESCH VTAM-DR 
TPSCHED VTAM-DR 
TPUNLOCK VTAM-DR 
TPW AIT VTAM-DR 

process scheduling table (PST) VT AM-DR 
processing 

for I/O requests, components that 
perform VT AM-DR 

I/O requests VTAM-DR 
processing is hung (TSO/VTAM) VTAM-DG 
processing loop SSP-CCPIN 
processing options 

of a session VT AM-PG 
specification VT AM-PG 
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processing part of an application program VTAM-PG 
processing summary NCP-RF 
product dependent data NV-HPD 
product set 10 request NCP-RF 
production level, save NV-IA 
profile NV-IA, NV-OP 

displaying NV-O 
profile definitions NV -IA 
PROFILE EXEC 

for AUTOLOGl VTAM-IR 
PROFILEGCS 

for recovery virtual machine VT AM-IR 
for VT AM virtual machine VT AM-IR 

PROFILE GCS EXEC procedure VT AM-OP 
PROFILE IC definition statement NV-CL 
PROFILE statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
prOfile, operator NV-IA 
PROFILEN statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
profilename NV -AR 
profilename label NV -AR 
profilename variable NV-AR 
profiles 

for AUTOLOGI VTAM-IR 
for recovery virtual machine VTAM-IR 
for VT AM virtual machine VT AM-IR 

program 
-initiated dump VT AM-DG 
check 

after DTIClOI VT AM-DG 
diagnosis procedure VTAM-DG 
symptoms VT AM-DG 

temporary fix (PTF) VT AM-DG 
update tape (PUT) VTAM-DG 

program directory NV-IA 
contents of VTAM-IR 
for VM VTAM-IR 
for VSE VT AM-IR 

program function keys NV-O, NV-OP 
program generation characteristics, defining to 

emulation program EPIRD 
program generation, operational 

characteristics EPIRO 
program generation, physical characteristics EPIRD 
program input output NCP-RF 
Program Internals 

configuration report program 
MVS/VM SSP-DR 
VSE SSP-DR 

dump utility 
MVS SSP-DR 
VSE SSP-DR 

loader utility 
MVS SSP-DR 
VSE SSP-DR 

program operator VTAM-CS, VTAM-OP 
closing a VTAM-PG 
coding considerations VTAM-PG 
control of a multiple-domain VT AM 

Network VT AM-PG 
data exchange VT AM-PG 



facilities VT AM-PG 
display format VTAM-PG 
hard copy log VT AM-PG 
requests for services VTAM-PG 

header VT AM-PG 
introduction VTAM-PG 
macro instructions VT AM-PG 
procedures VT AM-PG 
RCVCMD VTAM-PG 
receiving data VTAM-PG 
SENDCMD VT AM-PG 
sending data VT AM-PG 
special programming considerations VTAM-PG 
writing a VT AM-PG 

program.operator control block (POCB) VTAM-DR 
program operator control blocks 

interface area (POIA) VT AM-DR 
message VT AM-DR 
message header (POHD) VT AM-DR 
PO CB VTAM-DR 
reply (PORCB) VT AM-DR 
work element (POWE) VT AM-DR 

program operator interface (POI) NPP-GI 
program operator interface area (POIA) VTAM-DR 
program operator message control block 

(POMCB) VT AM-DR 
program operator message header (POHD) VTAM-DR 
program operator reply control block 

(PORCB) VTAM-DR 
program operator work element (POWE) VTAM-DR 
Program Organization 

ACF/TAP 
MVS SSP-DR 
VSE SSP-DR 

configuration report program 
MVS/VM SSP-DR 

dump utility 
MVS SSP-DR 
VSE SSP-DR 

loader utility . 
MVS SSP-DR 

program product 
introduction NPP-PL 
NCP (Network Control Program) NPP-PL 
NetView NPP-PL 
NPM (Network Performance Monitor) NPP-PL 
NRF (Network Routing Facility) NPP-PL 
NTO (Network Terminal Option) NPP-PL 
VT AM (Virtual Telecommunications Access 

Method) NPP-PL 
Program Support Representative (PSR) NCP/SSP-DG 
program temporary fix (PTF) NPP-PL 

VTAM NPP-PL 
program type, defining NCP /SSP-RDG 
program, generation source EPIRD 
programed SNA resource NCP-CS 
programmable operator facility (PROP) NPP-GI 
Programmable Operator Facility for VM 

(PROP) NPP-PL 
programmable operator message exchange 

(PMX) NPP-GI 

programmable two-processor switch EPIRD 
programmed cryptographic facility NPP-GI 
programmed dialing pause NCP/SSP-RD 
programmed links NCP-CS 
programmed logical units NCP-CS 
programmed network addressable unit 

(PNAU) NCP-CS 
programmed resource logical unit block 

(NLB) NCP-CS 
programmed resource logical unit block extension 

(NLX) NCP-CS 
programmed resource phYSical unit block 

(NPB) NCP-CS 
programmed resources NCP /SSP-RD 
programmed resources, defining NCP /SSP-RDG 
programmed sessions NCP-CS 
programming considerations for the IBM 

3270 VT AM-PG· 
programming considerations, general VTAM-PG 
programming requirement 

encryption facility NPP-GI 
NetView NPP-PL 
TSO/VTAM NPP-GI 
VTAM NPP-GI 

PROGxxx message 
TSO/VTAM VTAM-DG 
VSCS VTAM-DG 

prolog NCP-CS 
prolog record NCP-CS 
PROMPT SSP-CCPUG 

copying item data from another 
configuration SSP-CCPUG 

PROMPT command SSP-CCPUG 
PROMPT operand NCP /SSP-RD 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
PROMPT /NOPROMPT start option NPP-PL 
PROMPTed adding 

See PROMPT 
prompting message inaccurate SSP-CCPIN 
PROP (Programmable Operator Facility for 

VM) NPP-PL 
PROP (programmable operator facility) NPP-GI 
protection keys NCP-CS 
protocol NCP-CS 

bracket VT AM-PG 
bracket protocol VT AM-PG 
half-duplex VTAM-PG 
of change-direction VT AM-PG 
of quiescing VTAM-PG 
session NPP-PL 
using SNA (Systems Network 

Architecture) VT AM-PG 
protocol errors 
protocols NCP-CS, SSP-CCPUG 

Bisynchronous (BSC) NCP-CS 
BSC SSP-CCPUG 
non-standard NCP-CS 
SDLC SSP-CCPUG 
Start-Stop NCP-CS, SSP-CCPUG 
Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC) NCP-CS 

providing full SSCP function NCP-CS 
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providing level-5 function NCP-CS 
PRTCT operand 

APPL definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PRTCT= parameter NV-IA 
PRTDUMP VTAM-DG 
PRTGEN operand NCP/SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
PRTSHR operand 

DTIGEN macro 
description VT AM-IR 

PRTSHR parameter of DTIGEN VTAM-DG 
PSA (parameter status area) NCP-CS 
PSA Trace 

See Parameter Status Area (PSA) Trace 
PSCP 

cross-domain NV-D 
cross-task messages NV-D 
dispatcher NV-D 
general description NV-D 

PSERVIC operand 
MODEENT macro VTAM-IR 

PSERVIC operand (MODEENT macro 
instruction) VT AM-CS 

PSERVIC operand of MODEENT macro 
instruction VT AM-PG 

pseudo CW ALL state NCP-RF 
pseudo slowdown state NCP-RF 
pseudo-last 1M RECMS PlU NCP-RF 
PSNDPAC operand (MODEENT macro 

instruction) VT AM-CS 
PSNDPAC operand of MODEENT macro 

instruction VTAM-PG 
PSR (Program Support Representative) NCP/SSP-DG 
PSS option 

VIT trace records created 
ADSP VT AM-DG 
AXIT VTAM-DG 
DISP VT AM-DG 
ESC VTAM-DG 
EXIT VTAM-DG 
IRBD VTAM-DG 
IRBX VT AM-DG 
POST VTAM-DG 
QUE VTAM-DG 
QUEN VTAM-DG 
RESM VTAM-DG 
SCHD VT AM-DG 
SRBD VTAM-DG 
SRBX VT AM-DG 
summary VTAM-DG 
WAIT VTAM-DG 

PST VTAM-DR 
PTF (program temporary fix) NPP-PL 

VTAM NPP-PL 
PTF (program temporary fix) eyecatcher VTAM-DG 
PTFs 

excluding VT AM-IR 
PTl operand NCP /SSP-RD 

BHSET definition statement 
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for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

PT2 operand NCP /SSP-RD 
BHSET definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP/SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

PT2EXEC operand NCP/SSP-RD 
DATETIME definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP/SSP-RDG 

UBHR definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

PT3 operand NCP /SSP-RD 
BHSET definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP/SSP-RDG 

PT3EXEC operand NCP /SSP-RD 
CLUSTER operand NCP /SSP-RDG 
COMP definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP/SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

TERMINAL definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP/SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

PU NV-OP 
power off detected NV -OP 
session ended NV -OP 

PU (physical unit) NCP-CS 
PU (physical unit) definition statement NPP-PL 
PU definition statement 

channel-attached NCP VT AM-IR 
format and coding VT AM-IR 

channel-attachment major node VTAM-IR 
format and coding VTAM-IR 

for local SN A major node VT AM-IR 
format and coding VTAM-IR 

for SDLC nonswitched line VTAM-IR 
for SDLC switched line VT AM-IR 
for switched major node VT AM-IR 
format NCP/SSP-RD, VTAM-IR 
instruction NCP /SSP-RD 
operands 

ADDR NCP /SSP-RD 
ANS NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
A VGPB NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
BNNSUP NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
DATMODE NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
DISCNT NCP /SSP-RDG 
DLOGMOD NCP /SSP-RDG 
ENCR NCP /SSP-RDG 
FEATUR2 NCP /SSP-RDG 
IRETRY NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
ISTATUS NCP /SSP-RDG 
LOCADDR NCP/SSP-RDG 
LOGAPPL NCP /SSP-RDG 
LOGTAB NCP/SSP-RDG 
LPDA NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
MAXDATA NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
MAXLU NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 



MAXOUT NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
MODET AB NCP /SSP-RDG 
NETID NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
NPACOLL NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
PASSLIM NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
PUCB NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
PUDR NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
PUFVT NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
PUNTFY NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
PUTYPE NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
RETRIES NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
SPAN NCP /SSP-RDG 
SRT NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
SSCPFM NCP/SSP-RDG 
SUBAREA NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
TERM NCP/SSP-RDG 
TGN NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
USSTAB NCP/SSP-RDG 
VPACING NCP/SSP-RDG 

overview NCP/SSP-RDG 
SDLC nonswitched lines 

format and coding VT AM-IR 
SDLC switched line 

format and coding VT AM-IR 
switched major node 

format and coding VT AM-IR 
PU definition statement, operand 3705 

MAXOUT NCP/SSP-RD 
PU operand 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
NCP definition statements 

VTAM restrictions on VTAM-IR 
PU skeleton SSP-CCPUG 
PU statement (NCP) 

operands used by VT AM VT AM-IR 
public network EPIRD 
publications 

MVS/XA VTAM-DR 
MVS/370 VTAM-DR 
VSE VTAM-DR 

PUCB operand NCP/SSP-RD 
PU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

PUDR operand NCP /SSP-RD, SSP-CCPUG 
PU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

PUDRPOOL definition statement NPP-PL 
format NCP /SSP-RD 
inNCP 

VTAM restrictions on VTAM-IR 
instruction NCP /SSP-RD 
operands 

MAXLU NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
NUMBER NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 

overview NCP /SSP-RDG 
PUFVT operand NCP /SSP-RD 

PU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
PUNS (Physical Unit Network Services) VTAM-DR 
PUNTFY operand NCP /SSP-RD 

PU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
PURGE command NV -oP 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

purpose of Administration Reference NV-AR 
PUs NV-D 
PUSCB VTAM-DR 
PUSCBADD VTAM-DR 
PUSCBDEL VTAM-DR 
PUSCBFND VTAM-DR 
PUTBYTE macro NCP-CS 
putting the link in connect in (answer) mode NCP-RF 
PUTYPE operand NCP/SSP-RD 

GROUP (LNCTL=CTCA) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

GROUP (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

GROUP definition statement (channel-attached 
NCP) 

description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE definition statement (channel-attachment 
major node) 

description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE definition statement (channel-to-NCP link) 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU (local) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU (switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU definitiom statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
PU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
PU definition statement (channel-attached NCP) 

description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU definition statement (channel-attachment major 
node) 

pvc 

description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

See permanent virtual circuit 
PVI (primitive VTAM interface) VTAM-DR, 

VTAM-OP 
PVI macros VT AM-DR 
PVM VTAM-DG 
PWROFF operand NCP/SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
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Q operand value VT AM-PG 
QC (Quiesce Complete request) 
QCB macro NCP-CS 
QDPTH tuning statistic VTAM-CS 
QDROP operand (VM SET command) VTAM-CS 
QEC (Quiesce at End of Chain request) 
QHCL command 

description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

QLIMIT operand NCP /SSP-RD 
DIALSET definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

QLOAD operand NCP /SSP-RD 
DIALSET definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

QPOST macro NCP-CS 
QREQ trace record VT AM-DG 
QRESP operand value VT AM-PG 
qualifier, high level NV-IA 
QUE trace record VT AM-DG 
QUEN trace record VTAM-DG 
query link attributes NCP-RF 
query link-station attributes NCP-RF 
query management NCP-RF 
query product ID NPP-GI 
query product set ID NCP-RF 
queue dropping VT AM-CS 
queue limit for dial set NCP/SSP-RD 
queue load (alternate) NCP /SSP-RD 
queue manager in VSCS VTAM-DR 
queue searches, reducing at logon VTAM-CS 
queued control blocks NV-IA 
QUEUED REQSTORE trace record VTAM-DG 
queued response notification NPP-GI 

use VTAM-PG 
queued responses (DFSYN responses) VTAM-PG 
queued session, definition of VTAM-PG 
queues NCP-CS 
queuing a request 

for a session with an SLU VTAM-PG 
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responded output VT AM-PG 
use VTAM-PG 

response (see also specific types of responses) 
exchanging of VTAM-PG 
limit VT AM-PG 
receiving a VT AM-PG 
request and response modes VT AM-PG 
requesting a VT AM-PG 
sequence number in VTAM-PG 
starting and stopping the flow of VT AM-PG 
to a normal-flow request VTAM-PG 
to an expedited-flow request VT AM-PG 
types of VT AM-PG 
ways of receiving 

with a RECEIVE 
RTYPE:;::DFSYN VTAM-PG 

with a RECEIVE RTYPE=RESP VTAM-PG 
with a RESP exit routine VT AM-PG 

what they contain VTAM-PG 
response BTU, for control commands NCP-RF 
response header indicators in SN A VT AM-PG 
response mode, defining EPIRD 
response modes VT AM-PG 
response problem SSP-CCPIN 
response time NPP-PL, NV-AR, NV-IA 

data NPP-GI, NPP-PL 
data collection activation NPP-GI 
definition NPP-GI, NPP-PL 
display NPP-GI 
management NPP-GI 
ranges NPP-GI 
session NV-OP 
summaries NPP-GI 
trends NPP-GI 

response time average NV-IA 
response time data NV-IA 
response time data area NV-IA 
response time definition NV -AR 
response time display NV -AR 
response time measurement NV-SC 

response time monitor NV-D 
response time monitor (RTM) NPP-8AM, NV-AR, 

NV-IA 
data collection 

activation NPP-GI 
overview NPP-GI 

response time objective NV -AR 
response time slow (TSO/VTAM) VTAM-DG 
response time summary NV-D 
response time trend NV-D 
response to a message NV -CL 
response unit (RU) NCP-CS 
response unit (RU) in SNA VTAM-PG 
responses NV -IA 

receiving a VT AM-PG 
sending a VT AM-PG 
using the 3270 terminal VT AM-PG 

RESPTIME= parameter NV -IA 
RESPX processing option VT AM-PG 
restart 

configuration NPP-PL 
disrupted session NPP-PL 
facility NPP-PL 
failing resource NPP-PL 
of NCP VTAM-IR 
to initial status NPP-PL 

restarting 
after a host failure 

major nodes VT AM-OP 
minor nodes VT AM-OP 
VT AM VT AM-OP 

configuration restart VT AM-OP 
considerations VT AM-OP 
major nodes VT AM-OP 
minor nodes VT AM-OP 

RESTORE macro NCP-CS 
restoring a configuration NPP-PL 
restrict keyword NV -IA 
restrict operator commands NV -IA 
restrict value NV -IA 
restriction on number of time intervals 

specified NCP /SSP-RD 
restrictions NV -CL 
restrictions, PPT NV -CL 
resume address in RPH VTAM-DG 
RESUME command 

description NV -0 
resume logging NV -IA 
RESUME operand NV -AR 
RESUME= parameter NV -IA 
resumption of LOGON exit routine 

scheduling VT AM-PG 
RETAIN EPIRD, NCP/SSP-DG 
RETCODE SSP-DR 
RETCODE control variable NV-CL 
RETRACE listing VT AM-DG 
retria ble completion 

handling of VT AM-PG 
retries for timeout recovery SSP-CCPUG 
RETRIES operand SSP-CCPUG 

GROUP (BSC) definition statement 
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description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

GROUP (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

GROUP (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE (BSC) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
MTALCST definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
on LINE NCP /SSP-RD 
on MTALCST NCP /SSP-RD 
on PU NCP /SSP-RD 
on SDLCST NCP /SSP-RD 
PU (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 

description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
SDLCST definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

retrieve 
PF12 NV-O 

RETRIEVE command NV-OP 
description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

retrieving module names NCP/SSP-DG 
retry limit in MTA processing NCP-RF 
retry sequence NCP /SSP-RD 
retrying a callout NCP /SSP-RD 
retrying RPL-based requests VTAM-PG 
RETRYTO operand NCP/SSP-RD 

GROUP (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

GROUP definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
LINE (SDLC switched) definition statement 

description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

return NV-OP 
PF3 NV-O 
status monitor NV-O 

return code NCP-CS 
for succeeding generation steps 

MVS NCP/SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

in generation report 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP/SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

listing of 
MVS NCP/SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
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return code summary 
PRINTER data set, for MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
PRINTER file, for VM NCP /SSP-GL 
step in generation 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 

return codes NV -CL 
See also variables 
combinations VTAM-PG 
combinations for each macro 

instruction VT AM-PG 
for CLOSE macro instruction VTAM-PG 
for manipulative macro instructions VTAM-PG 
for OPEN macro instruction VTAM-PG 
for RPL-based macro instructions VTAM-PG 

(registers 0, 15) VT AM-PG 
FDBK2 VT AM-PG 
reuse of RPLs \,T AM-PG 
RTNCD VTAM-PG 

posting of VT AM-PG 
recovery action VT AM-PG 
register and RPL, summary of VTAM-PG 
setting of NV -CL 
testing NV -CL 

return codes and sense fields for RPL-based 
macros VT AM-PG 

return codes, source (VSCS) VTAM-DG 
RETURN command NV-O, SSP-CCPUG 

description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

return data, OL TT interpretive command NCP-RF 
RETURN macro NCP-CS 
returning resources 

after VARY ACQ VTAM-OP 
returning the NCPfs resources VTAM-OP 
reverse channel feature EPIRD 
rewording a message NV -CL 
REXX EXECs, for VM 

for generation NCP /SSP-GL 
for loading NCP /SSP-GL 

RH (request header) 
chain indicators VT AM-PG 
location of the initial RH VT AM-PG 
RH indicators handled by LMPEO VTAM-PG 

RH (request/response header) VTAM-DR 
RH error, pacing not supported NCP-RF 
right 

status monitor NV-O 
RIMM operand 

SYSCNTRL definition statement 
VTAM requirement VTAM-IR 

ring indicate SSP-CCPUG 
ring indicator mode NCP /SSP-RD 
RING operand NCP /SSP-RD 

description EPIRD 
LINE definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

ring-indicator interface EPIRD 
RMODE specifications VT AM-PG 
RNAA NCP-CS 



RNAA command NPP-PL 
RNAME operand VTAM-OP 

PCCU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

rname variable NV-AR 
RNRLIMT operand NCP /SSP-RD 

GROUP definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
RNSVC macro NCP-CS 
roll 

PF6 NV-O 
status monitor NV-O 

ROLL command 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

ROUND operand 
BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

ROUTCDE operand (USSMSG macro 
instruction) VTAM-CS 

route VT AM-OP 
activation and deactivation NPP-PL, VTAM-OP 
activation failures VT AM-OP 
active data NPP-GI 
alternate NPP-GI 
class of service NPP-PL 
data collection NPP-PL 
displaying VT AM-OP 
explicit NPP-PL 
failures VTAM-OP 
multiple NPP-GI 
pacing NPP-GI, NPP-PL 
sample display of VT AM-OP 
status, display VT AM-DG 
test, display VT AM-DG 
testing VTAM-OP 
transmission priority NPP-PL 
verification NPP-GI, VT AM-OP 
verification procedures VT AM-OP 
virtual NPP-PL 
when defined VTAM-OP 

ROUTE command 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

route data NV-D 
route definition VT AM-DR 
ROUTE INOP RU VTAM-CS 
route inoperative command NCP-RF 
ROUTE macro NCP-CS 
route management control blocks VTAM-DR 
route pacing VTAM-DR, VTAM-IR 
route status data X'3A' control vector NCP-RF 
route test command NCP-RF 
route test request options 

congested data NCP-RF 
format 2 NCP-RF 

route test response command NCP-RF 
route testing operation with 

congestion data and format 2 option NCP-RF 
format 2 option only NCP-RF 

route testing with VR status and collect congestion data 
options NCP-RF 

route verification VT AM-OP 
ROUTE-INOP RU VTAM-CS 
route-test NV-D 
ROUTE-TEST command NPP-PL 
ROUTEMAP macro NCP-CS 
routes 

coding NPP-8AM 
defining explicit routes NCP /SSP-RDG 
defining VT AM VT AM-IR 
entry in logon mode table NPP-SAM 
explicit NPP-SAM 
how selected NPP-SAM 
routes for AOIM NPP-SAM 
virtual NPP-8AM 

routes, defining 
deiining cross-network paths NCP/SSP-RDG 
defining explicit routes 

in an interconnected network NCP /SSP-RDG 
defining virtual routes 

in a non-interconnected 
network NCP /SSP-RDG 

in an interconnected network NCP /SSP-RDG 
routes, explicit VT AM-DR 
routes, virtual VTAM-DR 
ROUTINE macro NCP-CS 
routines, XIO NCP-CS 
routing 

example NPP-PL 
structure NPP-PL 

routing a request or response VTAM-DR 
routing node NPP-GI 
routing of requests 

default NPP-GI 
routing table generator (RTG) NPP-PL 
RPH (request parameter header) 

finding VTAM-DG 
waiting VT AM-DG 

RPL (remote program load) NPP-PL 
RPL (request parameter list) 

control block VTAM-PG 
macro instruction VT AM-PG 
operand 

RPL (see also request parameter Jist) 
operand 

of the MODCB macro instruction VTAM-PG 
RPL exit routine 

addressing mode VT AM-PG 
definition of VT AM-PG 
example of using VT AM-PG 
example of VT AM scheduling an VT AM-PG 
executing in SRB mode VTAM-PG 
executing in TCB mode VTAM-PG 
how they work VT AM-PG 
how to use VT AM-PG 
list of special purpose routines VTAM-PG 
parameters passed to VTAM-PG 
specification and functions of VT AM-PG 
use VTAM-PG 
use of 
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compared to ECB posting VT AM-PG 
with asynchronous operations VTAM-PG 

used instead of ECB-posting VT AM-PG 
used with ECBs VT AM-PG 

RPL EXIT trace record VTAM-DG 
RPL fields 

modified by macro instructions VT AM-PG 
RPL macro instruction 
RPL macro instructions 

basic function of VT AM-PG 
OPNDST VTAM-PG 
OPNSEC VT AM-PG 
use VTAM-PG 

RPLoperand 
of the CHECK macro instruction VTAM-PG 
of the CLSDST macro instruction 

AAREA VTAM-PG 
ACB VTAM-PG 
AREA VTAM-PG 
ARG VTAM-PG 
BRANCH VTAM-PG 
ECB VTAM-PG 
NIB VTAM-PG 
OPTCD VTAM-PG 
PARMS VTAM-PG 
RECLEN VTAM-PG 
SSENSEO VTAM-PG 
SSENSMO VTAM-PG 
USENSEO VTAM-PG 

RPL request type, location in dump of 
SDWA VTAM-DG 

RPL-based macro instructions 
errors and special conditions VT AM-PG 
return codes for VT AM-PG 
use of VTAM-PG 

RPLC operand value VT AM-PG 
RPLFDBK2, location in dump oC SDW A VTAM-DG 
RPLFDB2, location in dump of SDW A VT AM-DG 
RPLLEN operand value VT AM-PG 
RPLNUM operand 

DTIGEN macro 
description VTAM-IR 

RPLNUM parameter of DTIGEN 
default value VT AM-DG 
description VT AM-DG 

RPLRTNCD, location in dump of SDWA VTAM-DG 
RPLs, VTAM RECEIVE ANY 

address of each VTAM-DG 
description VT AM-DG 
inactive VT AM-DG 
location in a dump VTAM-DG 
total number VTAM-DG 

RPRCMDWE VTAM-DR 
RPRCURST VTAM-DR 
RPRDESST VT AM-DR 
RQR operand value VTAM-PG 
RRD parameter NV -IA 
RRD statement NV -AR, NV -IA 
RRD statements NV -IA 
RRN operand value VT AM-PG 
RRT (resource resolution table) NCP-CS 
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RSESS command NV-OP 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

RSHUDT operand value VT AM-PG 
RSHUTD VTAM-DR 
RSLVNAD macro NCP-CS 
RSLVNET macro NCP-CS 
RSLVRID macro NCP-CS 
RSLVSNP macro NCP-CS 
RSLVSSCP macro NCP-CS 
RSLVTGB macro NCP-CS 
RSLVVVTI macro NCP-CS 
RTDEF NV-AR 
RTDEF operand NV-AR 
RTDEF= parameter NV-IA 
RTG (routing table generator) NPP-PL 
RTM NV-AR, NV-D, NV-IA, NV-OP 
RTM (response time monitor) 

data collection 
activation NPP-GI 
overview NPP-GI 

RTM data NV-IA 
RTM= parameter NV-IA 
RTMDATA NV-AR 
RTNCD field VTAM-PG 
RTR operand value VTAM-PG 
RTRNSESS command 

description NV -0 
syntax NV-O 

RTS NV-OP 
RTYPE operand 

Cor RECEIVE VTAM-PG 
for RESETSR VT AM-PG 
for RPL VTAM-PG 

rtype variable NV-AR 
RU NV-D 
RU (request unit) NPP-PL 

single element NPP-PL 
size NPP-PL 

RU (response unit) NCP-CS 
RU flows NV-D 
RU length, setting maximum VTAM-CS 
RU, classified by VTAM VTAM-PG 
rub out character, delete SSP-CCPUG 
rules for transfer oC dynamic dump data 

(3705) NCP /SSP-RD 
RUN disk 

accessing VT AM-IR 
address VT AM-IR 
contents after installation VTAM-IR 
size VTAM-IR 

run XIO command 
level 3 processing NCP-RF 
terminating NCP-RF 

RUNDIAG command 
description NV -0 
syntax NV-O 

running a CLIST at a pre-specified time NV-CL 
running a CLIST at NetView initialization NV-CL 



running NCCF and NetView NV-IA 
RUPE VTAM-DR 
RUs (request/response unit) VTAM-DR 
RUSIZES operand (MODEENT macro 

instruction) VT AM-CS 
RVT (resource vector table) extension NCP/SSP-RD 
RWI, reset window indicator NCP-RF 

S command (START command) 
S/38 
sample checklist 

network planning NPP-PL 
statements NPP-PL 

sample configurations SSP-CCPUG 
sample network NV-IA 
sample network, build NV -fA 
sample programs 

Sample Program 1 
logic of VTAM-PG 

sample programs. 
Sample Program 2. VT AM-PG 

sample system NV-fA 
SAMPLIB NV -IA 
SAMP3 

assembler language code VTAM-PG 
notes VTAM-PG 

SAP SSP-DR 
save area 

chain structure, level 5 NCP-RF 
levell through level 5 NCP-RF 

system-provided chain structure NCP-RF 
system-provided format NCP-RF 

save area address, saving NCP-CS 
save area chains NCP-RF 
save area conventions VTAM-DG 
save area format for CALL macro, level 5 NCP-RF 
save area formats NCP-RF 
save area pool control block NCP-RF 
save area, requirement for VTAM-PG 
SA VE command SSP-CCPUG 
SAVE macro NCP-CS 
save storage NV-IA 
save the production level NV-IA 
save-area management NCP-CS 
SA VEAREA macro NCP-CS 
saveareas,loop extents shown in VTAM-DG 
SA VESQ macro NCP-CS 
SA W (session awareness data) NPP-PL, NV -IA 
SAW buffer limit VT AM-CS 
SAW data NV-IA 
SAW operand NV -AR 
SAW = parameter NV -IA 
SBI operand value VT AM-PG 
scan limits (types 2 and 3 communication 

scanner) NCP/SSP-RD 
SCAN macro NCP-CS 
SCANCTL operand 

GENEND definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
SCANCTL operand (3705) NCP /SSP-RD 
scanner down BER NCP-RF 
scanner interface NCP-CS 
scanner interface trace EPfRD, NCP-CS, 

NCP/SSP-DG 
scanner interface trace (SIT) VT AM-OP 

description VTAM-DG 
operation VTAM-DG 
when to use VTAM-DG 

scanner interface trace, defining NCP /SSP-RDG 
scenarios 

format of NV-SC 
purpose of NV -SC 
using NV-SC 

SCHD trace record VT AM-DG 
SCHED operand value 

for RPL VTAM-PG 
for SE~D VT AM-PG 

scheduled CLISTs 
scheduled output VT AM-PG 
scheduler in VSCS VT AM-DR 
scheduling a VT AM process VT AM-DR 
scheduling BSC/start-stop BHRS NCP-RF 
scheduling commands NV-O 
scheduling for a specific time of day 
scheduling priority of I/O requests VTAM-PG 
scheduling the SDLC link NCP-RF 
SCIP exit routine (see also exit routines) 

basic function of VT AM-PG 
entered as a result of 

BIND request VTAM-PG 
Clear request VTAM-PG 
RQR request VTAM-PG 
SDT request VTAM-PG 
STSN request VT AM-PG 
UNBIND request VTAM-PG 

read-only RPL provided to VT AM-PG 
resynchronization of sequence numbers 

in VTAM-PG 
specifying in ACB or NIB VTAM-PG 
specifying in an ACE or NIB VTAM-PG 
use VTAM-PG 

SCIP exit routine(see also exit routines) VT AM-PG 
executing in SRB mode VT AM-PG 
executing in TCB mode VTAM-PG 
use VTAM-PG 

SCLSET operand 
LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

SCLSET operand (3705) NCP /SSP-RD 
scope check NV-fA 
scope checking NV -fA 
scope of commands NPP-PL, NV-CL, NV-IA, NV-OP 
SCOPE operand VT AM-OP 

for indirect activation VTAM-OP 
use of VTAM-OP 

scope protecting NV -IA 
scopeclass NV -AR 
scopeclass parameter NV -IA 
scopeclass variable NV-AR 
scopeclass, assign NV-IA 
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screen 
field types NV -OP 
layout in NCCF NV-OP 
scrolling NY-O 
unlocking NV-O 

screen control commands NV-IA 
screen management 

in TSO/VTAM VTAM-IR 
screen management problems, TSO/VTAM 

diagnosis procedure VTAM-DG 
documentation VTAM-DG 
symptoms VT AM-DG 

screen size 
changing, in non-full screen 

processing VTAM-DG 
default value VTAM-DG 
incorrect 

TSO/VTAM VTAM-DG 
VSCS VTAM-DG 

PSERVIC coding VTAM-DG 
screening messages 

filters NV-OP 
screens NPP-SAM 
scroll NV-O 
SCRSIZE operand VTAM-DG 
SDAID dump facility VTAM-DG 
SDB macro NCP-CS 
SDDNM operand NV-AR 
SDDNM= parameter NV-IA 
SDLC 

device NPP-PL 
line NPP-PL 
link 

between controller NPP-PL 
between processor and controller NPP-PL 

monitor mode NPP-PL 
SDLC (synchronous data link control) 

device NPP-GI 
monitor mode NPP-GI 
receive EOB processing NCP-RF 
transmit EOB processing NCP-RF 

SDLC address, upstream SSP-CCPUG 
SDLC basic link unit (BLU) 

modulo-128 BLU NCP-RF 
modulo-8 BLU NCP-RF 

SDLC definition statement, operand 3705 
MAXOUT NCP /SSP-RD 

SDLC device and LU addresses, defining 
SDLC devices NCP-RF, NCP/SSP-RD 
SDLC devices, defining NCP /SSP-RDG 

attached to a Switched data link NCP/SSP-RDG 
to VTAM NCP/SSP-RDG 

SDLC downstream module SSP-CCPUG 
SDLC I/O level 3 trace NCP-RF 
SDLC line from 3710 worksheet SSP-CCPUG 
SDLClink 

in transmission group VTAM-OP 
in VSE and VM VTAM-OP 

SDLC link error recovery for multilink TG NCP-RF 
SDLC link level 2 test, modify VT AM-DG 
SOLC link test, level 2 
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description NCP /SSP-DG 
how to start NCP /SSP-DG 

for ACF/TCAM NCP/SSP-DG 
for ACF/VTAM NCP/SSP-DG 

wben to use NCP /SSP-DG 
SDLC link, scheduling NCP-RF 
SDLC links NCP-RF 
SDLC monitor mode NCP-RF, VTAM-OP 

use of VTAM-OP 
SOLC nonswitched line 

GROUP definition statement VTAM-IR 
LINE definition statement VTAM-IR 
LU definition statement VTAM-IR 
PU definition statement VTAM-IR 

SOLC protocol SSP-CCPUG 
SOLC sessions NCP-RF 
SOLC switched line 

GROUP definition statement VTAM-IR 
LINE definition statement VTAM-IR 
PU definition statement VT AM-IR 

SDLC upstream module SSP-CCPUG 
SDLC 3270 Model 11 and 12 terminal 

support NCP /SSP-RD 
SOLCST definition statement 

format NCP/SSP-RD 
instruction NCP /SSP-RD 
operands 

GROUP NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
MAXOUT NCP/SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
MODE NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
PASSLIM NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
RETRIES NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
SERVLIM NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
TADDR NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 

overview NCP /SSP-RDG 
SDLCST operand NCP /SSP-RD, NPP-PL 

LINE definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
SDO (sbort-duration outages) NCP/SSP-RD 
SDOMAIN command NPP-PL, NV-IA 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
response NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

SOSIMSG 1 NV -IA 
SOT command NPP-PL 
SDUMP VTAM-DG 
SDUMP. VT AM-DR 
SDWA (system diagnostic work area) VTAM-DG 
searcbing the software support data base for a problem 

solution NV-D 
SEC operand NV -AR 
SEC= parameter NV -IA 
SECNET operand 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
NCP definition statements 

VT AM restrictions on VT AM-IR 
PU (local) definition statement 

description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU (switched) definition statement 



description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

secondary authorization function 
described VTAM-CS 
final register contents VTAM-CS 

secondary console, for VTAM commands VTAM-OP 
secondary data base NV-IA 
secondary data set NV-IA 
secondary end point NV-AR, NV-IA 
secondary logical unit (SLU) NPP-PL, VTAM-PG 

roles of VT AM-PG 
secondary session partner NV-IA 
secondary-ta-primary pacing VT AM-IR 
SECPROT operand (MODEENT macro 

instruction) VT AM-CS 
sectioned networks NPP-GI 
SECURE operand NCP /SSP-RD 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
security NV -IA 

interconnected networks NPP-GI 
logon NV-OP 
NCP functions for NPP-GI 
session management exit routine NPP-GI, 

NPP-PL 
single-domain network NPP-GI 
VT AM functions for NPP-GI 

security in TSO/VTAM VTAM-IR 
segmentation NCP-CS, NCP-RF 
SEGSIZE parameter NV -IA 
selecting 
selecting items from a list SSP-CCPUG 
self-modifying code NV-IA 
self-test NV-SC 
SEND VTAM-DR 
SEND macro instruction 

basic function of VTAM-PG 
examples of 

for asynchronous operations VT AM-PG 
for synchronous operations VT AM-PG 

major options VT AM-PG 
POST operand VT AM-PG 

use VTAM-PG 
POST=RESP VTAM-PG 
POST=SCHED VTAM-PG 
RESPOND operand in VT AM-PG 
scheduling of VT AM-PG 
SEND OPTCD=LMPEO 

handling of negative response VTAM-PG 
specific mode for VT AM-PG 
specifying ECB posting in VTAM-PG 
specifying execution of RPL exit routine 

in VTAM-PG 
STYPE=REQ VTAM-PG 
STYPE=RESP VT AM-PG 
use VTAM-PG 

SEND operation example - collated at the back of the 
book. VT AM-PG 

SEND options VT AM-PG 
send processor in VSCS VTAM-DR 
SENDCMD VTAM-DR 
SENDCMD macro instruction 

basic function of VTAM-PG 
SHOWCB macro instruction 
use VTAM-PG 

sending a response to a message NV -CL 
sending and activate VR VTAM-DR 
sending messages NV -CL 

network log NV-OP 
sending network operator commands VT AM-PG 
sending requests and responses VT AM-PG 
SENDSESS command NV -OP 

description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

sense 
IPL contention NCP-RF 
non-IPL NCP-RF 

sense code VT AM-PG 
VTAM NV-SC 

sense code description panel NV-SC 
sense code display NPP-GI 
sense code-to-module cross-reference VT AM-DR 
sense codes NCP-CS 
sense codes, modules issuing VTAM-DR 
sense command NV -SC 
sense command final status, interpretation NCP-RF 
sense data 

in I/O trace (MVS and VM) VTAM-DG 
in I/O trace (VSE) VTAM-DG 
in transmission group trace (MVS and 

VM) VTAM-DG 
in transmission group trace (VSE) VTAM-DG 

sense fields and return codes for RPL-based 
macros VT AM-PG 

sense I/O channel command NCP-RF 
sense indications NCP-RF 
sense information 

for a 3270 device VTAM-PG 
received at the application program VTAM-PG 

separator characters NCP /SSP-RD 
SEQNCE operand (LOGCHAR macro 

instruction) VT AM-CS 
SEQNO field 

for RECEIVE VT AM-PG 
for RPL VT AM-PG 
for SEND VT AM-PG 
how used with LMPEO VTAM-PG 

sequence numbering 
of normal-flow RUs VTAM-PG 

sequence numbers 
for RECEIVE VT AM-PG 
for RPL VT AM-PG 
for SEND VT AM-PG 
for STSN commands VT AM-PG 
handling of, during LMPEO operation VT AM-PG 
in requests and responses VTAM-PG 
resetting of, to zero, with Clear 

request VT AM-PG 
resynchronization of 

general description of VT AM-PG 
sequence of definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
sequence of I/O subtasks in level 5 NCP-RF 
sequence validation NCP-CS 
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sequential command lists l\'V-CL 
sequential files, allocate NV-IA 
serialization of execution VTAM-PG 
Series/1 
Series/1 Processor NPP-PL 
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PU (switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
PU definition statement (channel-attached NCP) 

description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU definition statement (channel-attachment major 
node) 

description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

TERMINAL definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

SPAN statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
span-of-control NPP-SAM 
SP ANLIST NV -IA 
spanlist definitions NV -IA 
SPANLIST statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
SPANLIST statements NPP-SAM 
spanname NV-AR 
spanname variable NV-AR 
SP ASS operand NV -AR 
SPASS= parameter NV-IA 
SPBUF buffer pool 

See buffer pool 
SPDSEL operand NCP /SSP-RD 

LINE definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
SPEC operand value VT AM-PG 

special considerations SSP-CCPUG 
special programming considerations 
special scan NCP /SSP-RD 
specific help NV -SC 

DTE power loss NV -SC 
using NV-SC 

specific node table VTAM-DR 
specific time command NV -OP 
SPECIFIC value NV-AR 
specific-mode 

used to handle an inquiry VT AM-PG 
specific-mode in a SEND or RECEIVE 

operation VTAM-PG 
specifications 

NCP buffer pool NPP-PL 
specifying adjacent subarea (ERO) NCP/SSP-RD 
specifying COMP operands in a higher-level definition 

statement NCP /SSP-RD 
specifying controller model number 

3705 r.;CP /SSP-RD 
3720 NCP /SSP-RD 
3725 NCP /SSP-RD 

specifying E/T ratios NV-AR 
specifying lower-level operands in a higher-level 

definition NCP /SSP-RD 
specifying lower-level operands in a higher-level 

definition statement NCP /SSP-RD 
specifying lower-level operands in the GROUP 

definition statement NCP /SSP-RD 
speCifying LU operands in a higher-level definition 

statement NCP /SSP-RD 
specifying parameters for NDF 

under MVS EPIRD 
under VM/SP EPIRD 
under VSE EPIRD 

specifying polling and addressing 
characters NCP /SSP-RD 

specifying wrap counts NV-AR 
speed detection NPP-GI 
SPEED operand NCP /SSP-RD 

CSB definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
description EPIRD 
LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
MTALCST definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

SPEED operand (3705) NCP /SSP-RD 
SPLIT command SSP-CCPUG 
SPSHIFT operand 

LINE definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
SPSHIFT operand (3705) NCP /SSP-RD 
square brackets VT AM-OP 
SRA TIO command NV -IA 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

SRBD trace record VTAM-DG 
SRBEXIT VTAM-PG 
SRBEXIT operand 

APPL definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
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format VT AM-fR 
SRBX trace record VT AM-DG 
SRCHIcode 

MVS NCP/SSP-GL 
VM NCP/SSP-GL 
VSE NCP/SSP-GL 

SRCHI operand NCP /SSP-RD 
GENEND definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

SRCLO code 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP/SSP-GL 

SRCLO operand NCP /SSP-RD 
GENEND definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

SRCLU APPL statement NV -IA 
SRCLU definition NV -IA 

sample NV -IA 
SRCVPAC operand (MODEENT macro 

instruction) VT AM-CS 
SRCVPAC operand of MODEENT macro 

instruction VT AM-IR 
SRFIL TER command NV-HPD 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

SRT (symbol resolution table) NPP-PL 
SRTentry queues VTAM-CS 
SRT operand NCP/SSP-RD, SSP-CCPUG 

COMP definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
PU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
TERMINAL definition 

statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
SRT trace record VTAM-DG 
SRTFIND VT AM-DR 
SS and BSC devices, common characteristics and 

functions EPIRD 
SS devices 

relationship to emulation program EPIRD 
unique characteristics and functions EPIRD 

SS devices, defining 
attached to a nonswitched data 

link NCP /SSP-RDG 
attached to a switched data link NCP/SSP-RDG 
MTA terminals NCP/SSP-RDG 
operable in emulation mode NCP/SSP-RDG 
TWX terminals NCP /SSP-RDG 
WTTY terminals NCP /SSP-RDG 

SS terminals NCP /SSP-RD 
SSCP (system services control point) NCP-CS, NV-IA, 

NV-OP 
acquiring resources NV-O 
CDRM control NPP-PL 
class of service NPP-PL 
default 

list NPP-GI 
selection NPP-GI 

external NCP-CS 
gateway NPP-PL 
list 

default NPP-PL 
non-gateway NPP-PL 
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session 
adjacent NPP-GI 

SSCP (system services control points) NCP /SSP-RD 
SSCP function, providing NCP-CS 
SSCP list 

default VTAM-IR 
example VT AM-IR 
overriding VTAM-IR 

SSCP option 
VIT trace records created 

CCI for NCSPL VTAM-DG 
CCI for RUPE VTAM-DG 
CCI, neither RUPE nor NCSPL VTAM-DG 
CCO for NCSPL VTAM-DG 
CCO for RUPE VTAM-DG 
CCO, neither RUPE nor NCSPL VTAM-DG 
CIl VTAM-DG 
CI2 VTAM-DG 
CI3 VTAM-DG 
CI4 VTAM-DG 
COl VTAM-DG 
C02 VTAM-DG 
C03 VTAM-DG 
C04 VTAM-DG 
CPPG VTAM-DG 
CPPT VT AM-DG 
CPRC VT AM-DG 
CPWT VTAM-DG 
SRT VTAM-DG 
summary VTAM-DG 

SSCP rerouting count, maximum VT AM-CS 
SSCP routing NPP-SAM 
SSCP selection 

default VT AM-IR 
described VTAM-CS 
final register contents VT AM-CS 
session management function VT AM-CS 

SSCP table 
adjacent 

defining VT AM-IR 
example VT AM-IR 

SSCP-initiated session termination NCP-RF 
SSCP-LU session NCP-CS, NV-IA 

CPM-in processing NCP-RF 
CPM-out processing NCP-RF 

SSCP-NCP session NCP-CS 
SSCP-NCP session control block (SNP) NCP-RF 
SSCP-PU session NV-IA 

CPM-in processing NCP-RF 
CPM-out processing NCP-RF 

SSCP-PU session recovery VTAM-OP 
SSCP-SSCP session NPP-SAM, NV-IA 

automatic restart NPP-GI 
SSCP-SSCP session failure VT AM-OP 
SSCP-SSCP sessions NPP-SAM 
SSCPDOR start option 
SSCPDYN start option NPP-PL 

described VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 
interconnection considerations VTAM-IR 



SSCPFM operand NPP-PL, SSP-CCPUG 
APPL definition statement 

description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

GROUP (SDLC non switched) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LINE (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LU (local) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LU (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LU (switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
NCP definition statements 

VTAM restrictions on VTAM-IR 
PU (local) definition statement 

description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU (switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
SSCPFM operand (APPL definition 

statement) VT AM-CS 
SSCPID requirement NPP-PL 
SSCPID start option NPP-PL 
SSCPID start parameter NPP-PL 

described VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 
interconnection considerations VT AM-IR 

sscpid variable NV-AR 
sscpname NV -AR 
SSCPNAME start option NPP-PL 

described VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 
interconnection considerations VTAM-IR 

SSCPORD start option 
described VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 
interconnection considerations VT AM-IR 

SSCPs NV-D 
SSENSEI field VTAM-PG 
SSENSEO field VT AM-PG 
SSENSMI field VT AM-PG 
SSENSMO field VTAM-PG 
SSERV CMS/DOS command NPP-PL 
SSF (Software Support Facility) NCP/SSP-DG 
SSNDPAC operand (MODEENT macro 

instruction) VT AM-CS 
SSP 

See system support programs, compatibilities 

SSP (System Support Programs) 
distribution tape 
functions 

communication controller assembler NPP-GI 
conditional assembly removal NPP-GI 
configuration report program NPP-GI 
dump utility NPP-GI 
dynamic dump utility NPP-GI 
NCP/EP Definition Facility (NDF) NPP-GI 
Trace Analysis Program NPP-GI 

load utility NPP-PL 
loader utility NPP-GI 
overview NPP-PL 
summary NPP-GI 

SSP component overview SSP-DR 
SSP loader utility 

See loader utility 
SSPAUSE operand 

SYSCNTRL definition statement 
VTAM requirement VTAM-IR 

SSPGEN macro 
format EPIRD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
input EPIRD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
output EPIRD, NCP /SSP-RDG 

ST data type NV-IA 
ST operand NV -AR 
SToption 

error -to-traffic NV -SC 
ID burst check NV -SC 

STACK command NV-CL 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

stages of session establishment VTAM-PG 
stages of session termination VTAM-PG 
stand-alone dump 

MVS VTAM-DG 
VSE VTAM-DG 

stand-alone GROUP definition 
statement NCP /SSP-RD 

stand-alone line group for MT A, 
defining NCP /SSP-RD 

stand-alone line group for SDLC, 
defining NCP/SSP-RD 

standard attachment facility 
See NDF standard attachment facility 

STANDARD operand value VT AM-PG 
standard time intervals NCP /SSP-RD 
START NV-IA 
start CNMNET NV -IA 
start CNMPRO C NV -IA 
START command NPP-SAM, NV-IA 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 
syntax of (MVS & VM) VTAM-OP 
use of VTAl\1-0P 

start cross-domain NV -IA 
Start Data Traffic (SDT) 

indication VT AM-PG 
start data traffic command NCP-RF 
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start data traffic request (SDT) 
basic function of VTAM-PG 
in request flow VT AM-PG 
need for SCIP exit routine to process VT AM-PG 
receiving VT AM-PG 
sending VT AM-PG 

START DSILOG command NV-OP 
start hard-copy log NV -IA 
start I/O ,(SIO) condition codes NCP-RF 
start I/O example NCP-RF 
START I/O trace record 

MVS VTAM-DG 
VM VTAM-DG 
VM (V3Rl) VT AM-DG 
VM V3Rl VTAM-DG 
VSE VTAM-DG 

start line operation code NCP-RF 
START operand value VTAM-PG 
start option NPP-PL, NV-IA 

buffer pool NPP-PL 
described VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

CDRSCTI NPP-PL 
described VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

coding VTAM-IR 
COLD NPP-PL 
CONFIG NPP-PL 

described VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

creating VT AM-IR 
CRPLBUF 

description VT AM-IR 
CSALIMIT NPP-PL 

described VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

CSA24 
. described VTAM-IR 

format VTAM-IR 
defining VT AM-IR 
DLRTCB NPP-PL 

described VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

formats VT AM-IR 
HOSTPU NPP-PL 

described VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

HOSTSA NPP-PL 
described VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

IOBUF 
description VT AM-IR 

IOINT NPP-PL 
described VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

ITLIM NPP-PL 
described VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LFBUF 
description VT AM-IR 

LIST NPP-PL 
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described VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LPBUF 
description VT AM-IR 

MAXAPPL 
described VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

MAXSUBA NPP-PL 
described VT AM-IR 
for use with V3Rl VM and pre-Version 3 

nodes VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

MSGMOD NPP-PL 
described VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

NETID NPP-PL 
described VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 
interconnection considerations VTAM-IR 

NODELST NPP-PL 
described VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

overriding VT AM-IR 
PPOLOG NPP-PL 

described VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PROMPT/NO PROMPT NPP-PL 
SFBUF 

description VT AM-IR 
SONLIM NPP-PL 

described VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

sources VT AM-IR 
SPBUF 

description VT AM-IR 
specifying VT AM-IR 
SSCPDYN NPP-PL 

described VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 
interconnection considerations VTAM-IR 

SSCPID NPP-PL 
described VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 
interconnection considerations VT AM-IR 

SSCPNAME NPP-PL 
described VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 
interconnection considerations VTAM-IR 

SSCPORD NPP-PL 
described VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 
interconnection considerations VT AM-IR 

start option 
meaning VT AM-IR 

SUPP 
described VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

SUPP/NOSUP NPP-PL 
TNSTAT 

described VT AM-IR 



format VT AM-IR 
TRACE 

described VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

TRACE/NOTRACE NPP-PL 
tuning 

CSALIMIT VTAM-CS 
!TUM VTAM-CS 
SONLIM VTAM-CS 

USSTAB NPP-PL 
described VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

VTAM NPP-PL 
messages and commands NPP-PL 
performance NPP-PL 
processing time NPP-PL 
session management NPP-PL 
specification NPP-PL 
subarea specification NPP-PL 
tuning statistics NPP-PL 

VTAMEAS 
described VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

WARM NPP-PL 
format VTAM-IR 

WPBUF 
description VTAM-IR 

start option lists 
writing VTAM-IR 

start option, NETID NV -IA 
Start Options 

changing start options for AOIM NPP-8AM 
coding NPP-SAM 
MVS and VM VTAM-OP 
VSCS for VM only VTAM-OP 

start options, VSCS NPP-SAM 
start options, VT AM NPP-SAM 
start procedures 

coding in MVS VTAM-IR 
coding in VSE VTAM-IR 
example of statements VTAM-IR 
START commands in PROFILE GCS VTAM-IR 
writing VT AM-IR 

start session trace NV -D 
start stop transfer command NCP-RF 
START TASK=DSIPRT command 
start VT AM NV -IA 
start-stop (SS) 

link NPP-PL 
start-stop character service NCP-RF 
start-stop device SSP-CCPUG 

using translate tables with SSP-CCPUG 
start-stop devices VT AM-CS 

defining support VTAM-IR 
start-stop protocol SSP-CCPUG 
start-stop terminal SSP-CCPUG 
start-stop terminal (VT AM and NCP) 

worksheet SSP-CCPUG 
start-stop terminal worksheet SSP-CCPUG 
start-stop terminals 

command sequence NCP-RF 

IBM 1050 NCP-RF 
IBM 2740A NCP-RF 
IBM 2740B NCP-RF 
IBM 2740C NCP-RF 
IBM 2740D NCP-RF 
IBM 2740E NCP-RF 
IBM 2740F NCP-RF 
IBM 2741 NCP-RF 
receiving messages from NCP-RF 
transmitting messages to NCP-RF 

Start/Stop protocol conversion downstream 
module SSP-CCPUG 

Start/Stop protocol enveloping downstream 
module SSP-CCPUG 

STARTBH definition statement 
format NCP/SSP-RD 
instruction NCP /SSP-RD 
operand 

BHEXEC NCP /SSP-RD 
operands 

BHEXEC (for aSC) NCP /SSP-RDG 
BHEXEC (for SS) NCP /SSP-RDG 

overview NCP /SSP-RDG 
STARTCNM command 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
NPDA NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

starting 
an application program VTAM-OP 
automatic reactivation NV-O 
NPDA NV-O 
VSE systems VT AM-OP 

starting address of the VSCS internal trace 
table VTAM-DG 

starting I/O operation NCP-RF 
starts 

parsing VT AM messages NV-O 
startup procedure NV-IA 
state error 

bracket NCP-RF 
data traffic not started NCP-RF 
sequence number NCP-RF 

state manager in VSCS VTAM-DR 
statement directory, loader/dump SSP-DR 
statement epilog routine NCP-CS 
statement keyword routine NCP-CS 
statement length NV-CL 
statement prolog routine NCP-CS 
statements, assignment NV-CL 
static display 

alerts NV-O 
static NCP dump VTAM-DG 
static save area aIlocation NCP-RF 
static save area format CALL macro, level 5 NCP-RF 
station control block (SCB) (SDLC only) NCP-RF 
station threshold value NV-O 
station, operator NPP-PL 
stations NCP-CS 
STATIONS command NV-OP 

description NV-O 
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example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

stations, clustered EPIRO 
statistical 

data NV-O 
detail NV-O 
display NV-O 
event NV-O 
remove NV-O 
significant event NV-O 

statistical counter, extended NV-IA 
statistical data 
statistical data type NV-AR, NV-IA 
statistics NV-OP 

data NV-O 
most recent display NV -OP 
node status analysis NV-O 
NPDA NV-O 
recording NV-O 
recording filter NPP-GI 
temporary errors NV -OP 
traffic errors NV-OP 
tuning NPP-GI, NPP-PL 
using NV-O 

statistics (tuning statistics) 
statistics, tuning VT AM-CS 
STATMON NV-IA 
STATMON command NV-OP, NV-SC 

description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

ST ATMON preprocessor NV -IA 
STATMON statement NV-IA 
STATOPT NV-AR 
STATOPT operand NPP-SAM 
STATOPT statement NV-AR 
STA TS command 

description NV -0 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

status NV-O 
application programs NV-O, NV-OP 
channel links NV -0 
cross-domain link stations NV-O 
cross-domain NetView session NV-O 
cross-domain resource major nodes NV-O 
cross-domain resource manager major 

nodes NV-O 
display meaning NV -OP 
explicit routes NV-O 
filter NV-OP 
lines NV-O 
LU device types NV-O 
major nodes NV-O 
pending nodes NV-O 
physical units NV-O 
timer request NV-O 
types NV-OP 
virtual routes NV-O 

status and sense indications NCP-RF 
STATUS command NV-OP, NV-SC 

description NV-O 
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example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

status display for control unit NV-SC 
status display for DIS V APPL panel NV -SC 
status display for this terminal NV-SC 
status monitor NPP-GI, NPP-SAM, NV-IA, NV-OP 

See also NetView 
acceSsing NV-O 
active log NV-O 
alerts NV-O 

. browsing network log NV-O 
capabilities NV-O 
collects information NV-O 
color usage NV-O 
command summary NV-O 
commands NV-O 
component features NV-O 
component overview NV-D 
control block 

MeT NV-O 
RDAT NV-D 

entering NV-OP 
entering commands NV-O 
full screen node NV-O 
functional descriptions NV-O 
functional overview NV-O 
general information NV-O 
hierarchy NV -0 
higher node NV-O 
inactive log NV-O 
information NV-OP 
initialization NV-O 
intensity NV-O 
introduction NV-D 
lower node NV-O 
major nodes NV-O 
message indicators NV-O 
messages NV-O 
minor nodes NV-O 
online help NV-O, NV-OP 
panel detail NV -0 
panel hierarchy NV -0 
panel layout NV-O 
panel summary NV-O 
panel types NV-O 
panels NV-O 
parse NV-O 
PF keys NV-O 
purpose of NV -SC 
resetting statistics NV -0 
resource states NV-O 
restart resources NV -0 
scrolling network log NV-O 
status monitor NV-O 
status monitor general description NV-D 
structural overview NV-O 
structure NV -0 
summarizes information NV-O 
terminology NV-O 
use of NV-SC 



using NV-O 
status monitor initialization NV-D 
status word, NDF NCP-CS 
status, display of VTAM-DG 
status, loop NV-IA 
STDTRANS VTAM-CS 
STEPLIB NV -IA 
STEPLIB data set, for MVS NCP/SSP-GL 
STEPLIB file, for VM NCP /SSP-GL 
STOP NV-IA 
stop bits, number of SSP-CCPUG 
stop bracket initiation (SBI) VT AM-PG 
STOP command NV-IA 

description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

STOP operand value VTAM-PG 
STOPCNM command 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

stopping (halting) 
stopping a session 

subsystem NV-OP 
stopping logon request queuing VT AM-PG 
stopping VT AM (HALT command) 
stops 

automatic reactivation NV-O 
4700 support facility NV-O 

storage 
allocation in VM VTAM-IR 

illustration VTAM-IR 
available, determining amount (VSCS) VTAM-DG 
displaying NCP storage VTAM-OP 
evaluation (VSCS) VTAM-DG 
for system tables VTAM-IR 
requirement 

VTAM NPP-PL 
shortage (VSCS) VTAM-DG 
use NPP-PL 

storage allocation SSP-CCPUG 
storage contents 

NCP NV-O 
storage display, NCP dynamic 

See also NCP dynamic storage display 
how to start 

for ACF/TCAM NCP/SSP-DG 
for ACF/VTAM NCP/SSP-DG 
MOSS display NCP/SSP-DG 

storage for loader 
MVS NCP/SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP/SSP-GL 

storage management services (SMS) VT AM-DR 
data area relationships VTAM-DR 
expanding and contracting buffer 

pools VT AM-DR 
GETBLK/FREEBLK control blocks VTAM-DR 
getting and freeing variable-length storage 

areas VT AM-DR 
obtaining and releasing buffers VT AM-DR 
use of buffer pool control blocks VT AM-DR 

VTALLOC control blocks VTAM-DR 
storage management services trace (SMS trace) 

overview VT AM-OP 
storage manager 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP/SSP-GL 

storage manager in VSCS VT AM-DR 
storage manager work data set, for MVS 

for standard attachment facility NCP/SSP-GL 
specifying NCP /SSP-GL 

storage manager work file 
for standard attachment facility, for 

VM NCP /SSP-GL 
specifying 

VM NCP/SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

storage protection NCP-CS, NCP-RF 
storage protection keys NCP-CS 
storage requirement 

NCP NPP-GI 
VTAM NPP-GI 

storage requirements NV-IA 
NetView NV-D 

storage size determination SSP-DR 
storage size of controller (3705) NCP/SSP-RD 
storage space NV -IA 
storage, defining virtual 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

storage, displaying NCP/SSP-DG 
storage, fixing VT AM-CS 
storage, save NV-IA 
STORDSP operand 

SYSCNTRL definition statement 
VTAM requirement VTAM-IR 

strapping NCP /SSP-RD 
string comparisons NV -AR 
string handling NCP-CS 
string manipulation NCP-CS 
STRING operand NV-AR 
string standard control codes NCP-CS 
string standard representation NCP-CS 
STRING= parameter NV-IA 
STRM macro NCP-CS 
structure 

interconnected network NPP-GI 
multiple-domain network 

connection NPP-GI 
sharing NCP resources NPP-GI 

NCP functions NPP-GI 
single-domain network 

device types NPP-GI 
line types NPP-GI 
NCP functions used NPP-GI 
owning network resources NPP-GI 
subarea NPP-GI 

VT AM functions NPP-GI 
structured programming NCP-CS 
structuring macros NCP-CS 
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STSIZE macro, changing screen size with VT AM-DG 
STSN operand value VT AM-PG 
STSN request 

possible responses to VT AM-PG 
receiving VTAM-PG 
sending VT AM-PG 

STYPE operand 
for RPL VT AM-PG 

SUB operand NV-CL 
sub-block NCP /SSP-RD 
sub-blocking mode. determining read command 

for NCP-RF 
subarea NCP-CS. NCP /SSP-RD. NPP-PL. 

VTAM-OP 
address NPP-PL 

incompatibility NPP-PL 
connection 

link station NPP-PL 
TG NPP-PL 

defining addresses NCP /SSP-RDG 
defining maximum number in 

network NCP /SSP-RDG 
in single-domain network NPP-Gl 
link NPP-PL 
NCP NPP-PL 
SNA network 

host NPP-PL 
NCP NPP-PL 

VTAM NPP-PL 
subarea links. defining NCP /SSP-RDG 
SUBAREA operand NPP-PL 

BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
CDRM definition statement 

considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

GWPATH definition statement 
considerations for interconnection VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

HOST definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
NETWORK definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
on HOST NCP /SSP-RD 
on NETWORK NCP /SSP-RD 
on PU NCP /SSP-RD 
PCCU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 

PU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
subarea 01 NV-IA 
subarea, maximum VTAM-CS 
subchannel address EPIRD 

highest EPlRD 
lowest EPIRD 

subchannel address specification NCP/SSP-RD 
subchannel address specification 

(3705) NCP /SSP-RD 
subordinate application procedure (SAP) SSP-DR 
subroutine linkage NCP-CS 
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SUBRTN macro NCP-CS 
Subset 

NCP NPP-GI 
Subset (NCP V4 Subset) NPP-PL 
substitution character. attention SSP-CCPUG 
SUBSTR built-in function NV-CL 
subsystem 

accessing NV-OP 
determining active sessions NV-OP 
disconnecting NV -OP 
displaying connected sessions NV-O 
ending a session NV-O 
full-screen session NV-OP 
operator control mode NV-OP 
reconnecting NV-OP 
returning to a disconnected session NV-O 
sending commands NV-O. NV-OP 
sending messages NV-O 
starting sessions NV -0 
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local SNA devices NPP-SAM 
native VM terminals NPP-SAM 
sample network NPP-SAM 

terminate VT AM-DR 
abend NPP-PL 

Terminate Cleanup request VT AM-PG 
Terminate Forced request VTAM-PG 
terminate line trace, processing NCP-RF 
terminate OLTT interpretive command NCP-RF 
Terminate Orderly request VT AM-PG 
terminate session NV-IA 
terminating a run XIO command NCP-RF 
terminating PSS VTAM-DR 
terminating sessions VTAM-OP 
terminating sessions with logical units VT AM-PG 
termination 

address space VT AM-PG 
HALT command and abnormal termination 

processing VTAM-DR 
physical unit function VT AM-DR 
task termination VTAM-PG 
TSO/VTAM 

ABEND VTAM-DG 
during logon VT AM-DG 

VSCS 
ABEND VTAM-DG 
immediately upon starting VTAM-DG 
never completes VT AM-DG 
premature VTAM-DG 
unexpectedly, via operator 

command VTAM-DG 
user's session VTAM-DG 

termination in VSCS VTAM-DR 
termination reason code text NPP-GI 
·terminators 

sequences NCP-RF 
subtask sequence NCP-RF 
subtasks NCP-RF 

terminology NV-O 
NPDA NV-O 
physical components NV-O 
status monitor NV-O 
system configuration NV-O 

TERMS command 
description NV-O 
example NY-O 
syntax NV-O 

TERMSESS VT AM-DR 
TERMSESS macro instruction 

basic function of VT AM-PG 
use VTAM-PG 

TERR command 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 

test 
attached device status NV-O 
cable NV-O 

communication adapter NV-O 
communication facilities NV-O 
modem status NV-O 
modems NV-O 
quality NV-O 
route verification, use of VT AM-OP 
service modem NV-O 

test command NCP-RF, NV-OP, NV-SC 
description NV-O 
example N\'-O 
syntax NV-O 

test data, storage NV-IA 
test information display panel NV-SC 
test mode command NCP-RF 
TEST operand VT AM-OP 

description EPIRD 
use EPIRD 
use of VTAM-OP 

test request message 
actions taken by the network VT AM-PG 

test request RUs, 3270 Information Display 
System VT AM-PG 

test session connectivity NPP-GI 
test under mask, OL TT interpretive 

command NCP-RF 
TESTCB VT AM-DR 
TESTCB macro instruction 

basic function of VT AM-PG 
errors and special conditions for VT AM-PG 
use VTAM-PG 
use and examples of VT AM-PG 

TESTGB macro NCP-CS 
testing 

control block fields VTAM-PG 
interconnected networks VT AM-IR 
multiple field values VT AM-PG 
multiple-domain 

steps VT AM-IR 
processing options or option codes VT AM-PG 
single-domain 

steps VT AM-IR 
testing message automation with MSG NV-CL 
testing message automation with MSG PPT NV-CL 
testing routes 

with TEST operand VT AM-OP 
testing routes (DISPLAY ROUTE command) 
TESTIGB macro NCP-CS 
text 

error recovery NCP/SSP-RD 
time-out interval NCP /SSP-RD 
time-out value NCP/SSP-RD 
time-out value (3705) NCP /SSP-RD 

text mode, determining read command for NCP-RF 
text of message, alter NV-IA 
TEXT operand (USSMSG macro 

instruction) VT AM-CS 
text strings in parameter variables NV-CL 
text time-out value EPIRD 
text timeout SSP-CCPUG 
text variable NV-AR 
TEXTTO operand NCP/SSP-RD 
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description EPIRD 
GROUP definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

TG (transmission group) VTAM-DR 
function NPP-GI 
multi-link and single-link NPP-PL 
overview NPP-PL 
parallel NPP-PL 
parallel link NPP-PL 
threshold NPP-GI 
trace NPP-GI 

TGcommand 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

TG trace 
use of VTAM-OP 

TGET /TPUT trace 
See TSO/VTAM TGET/TPUT trace 

TGN operand NCP/SSP-RD 
PU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

TH (transmission header) VTAM-DR 
THEN keyword NV-CL 
THEN macro NCP-CS 
third party Initiate and Terminate VT AM-PG 
THRAVG= parameter NY-IA 
THRDPTY operand VT AM-PG 
THRESH command 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

threshhold values NPP-GI 
threshold 

data NV-O 
NPDA NY-O 

threshold parameters NY -IA 
threshold value, inbound VR PlU pool 

current NCP-RF 
initial NCP-RF 

thresholds NCP /SSP-RDG 
THRMIN = parameter NV -IA 
TIC (token-ring interface coupler) 

internal trace NPP-GI 
time NV-CL 
time boundaries NY -AR 
time control of VT AM command NY -AR 
TIME control variable· NV-CL 
time counter limits NV-AR 
time intervals specified, restriction NCP/SSP-RD 
TIME operand NCP /SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
DATETIME definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

time sharing option (TSO) NPP-PL 
CDRSC definition NPP-PL 
CLIST 
NetView control NPP-GI, NPP-PL 
VTAM NPP-GI 

time threshold NV -AR 
TIME tuning statistic VT AM-CS 
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time-of-day NCP-CS 
time-of-day field VTAM-CS 
time-out 

reply EPIRD 
text EPfRD 
values, defining EPfRD 

time-out interval NCP/SSP-RD 
time-out intervals NCP /SSP-RD 
time-out option, link activity NCP-RF 
time-out services NCP-CS 
time-out value NCP /SSP-RD 
time-out values, defining for NTRI NCP/SSP-RDG 
time-out, error condition NCP /SSP-RD 
time-outs, defining EPIRD 
TIMECPY operand 

DTIGEN macro 
description VT AM-fR 

timed commands 
using NV-OP 

TIMEOUT operand NCP/SSP-RD 
BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

timeout recovery retries SSP-CCPUG 
timeout value for error recovery 

sequence SSP-CCPUG 
timeout value, error recovery sequence SSP-CCPUG 
timeout value, polling cycles SSP-CCPUG 
TIMER NV-fA 
timer command NV-OP 
timer interrupt for line trace processing NCP-RF 
timer intervals NV -fA 
timer management VTAM-DR 
timer name for settings NV-AR 
timer number NY-fA 
TIMER operand NCP /SSP-RD 

GROUP definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
timer related services NCP-RF 
timer request 

cancelling NV-O 
scheduling NV-O 
status NV-O 

timer service NCP-CS 
timer service routines, entry points NCP/SSP-RD 
timer services in VSCS VT AM-DR 
timer settings for node inquiries NV-AR 
timer-controlled CLISTs 

AT command NV-CL 
DELAY command NV-CL 
EVERY command NV-CL 

timer-tick service routines (entry 
points) NCP /SSP-RD 

TIMEREL operand 
DTIGEN macro 

description VTAM-IR 
TIMEREL parameter of DTIGEN VTAM-DG 
timers NV -IA 
TIMERS tuning statistic 

compared to CHNRM VT AM-CS 
defined VT AM-CS 

TIMERO} NV-IA 
timing 



activating NCP order NPP-PL 
timing problems caused by synchronous and 

asynchronous processing VT AM-DG 
TMRTCK operand 

GENEND definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
TMRTICK operand NCP /SSP-RD 
TNSTAT (tuning statistics) 
TNSTAT (tuning statistics), modify VTAM-DG 
TNSTAT command 

description NV -0 
syntax NV-O 

TNST AT start option VT AM-CS 
described VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

TO operand NCP /SSP-RD 
ADD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

token ring NCP /SSP-RD 
token ring connection to NTRI, 

defining NCP /SSP-RDG 
token-ring 

interconnection 
function NPP-GI 
line trace NPP-GI 

interface coupler 
internal trace NPP-GI 

Token-Ring adapter (TRA) NCP-RF 
Token-Ring Interconnection NPP-PL 

acknowledgement timer NPP-PL 
devices NPP-PL 
line trace 

token-ring interface coupler (TIC) 
internal trace NPP-GI 

token-ring network NCP/SSP-RDG 
Token-Ring subsystem BER NCP-RF 
top 

PF4 NV-O 
status monitor NV-O 

TOP command 
description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

TOPLOGON operand value VTAM-PG 
TOTAL command 

description NV -0 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 
usage note NV-O 

total events 
display NV-O 

total statistics 
data NV-O 
display NV-O 
statistics NV-O 

TP (transmission priority) NV-AR 
COS table entry NPP-PL 
indicator NPP-PL 
route NPP-PL 

TP commands in levels 2,3, and 4 processing NCP-RF 
TP operand NV -AR 
TP= parameter NV -IA 
TPDEQ VTAM-DR 
TPDVTS VTAM-DR 

TPEND VTAM-DR 
TPEND exit routine VTAM-PG 
TPEND exit routine (see also exit routines) 

entry to, after HALT commands VTAM-PG 
executing in SRB mode VT AM-PG 
executing in TCB mode VTAM-PG 
parameters available on entry to VTAM-PG 

TPEND operand VT AM-PG 
TPESC VTAM-DR 
TPESC trace record VT AM-DG 
TPEXIT trace record VTAM-DG 
TPFEL VT AM-DR 
TPIO VTAM-DR 
TPIO trace record VT AM-DG 
TPLOCK VTAM-DR 
TPLOCK EXCLUSIVE trace record VTAM-DG 
TPLOCK SHARED trace record VTAM-DG 
TPMSG processor VT AM-DR 
TPMSG trace record VTAM-DG 
TPNS (Teleprocessing Network Simulator) NPP-PL 
TPPOST VT AM-DR 
TPPOST macro NCP-CS 
TPPOST trace record VTAM-DG 
TPQUE VTAM-DR 
TPQUE NONE trace record VT AM-DG 
TPQUE trace record VTAM-DG 
TPRESCH VTAM-DR 
TPRINT VTAM-DG, VTAM-IR, VTAM-OP 
TPRINT processing exit routine 

described VT AM-CS 
final register contents VT AM-CS 
initial register contents VTAM-CS 
parameter list structure VT AM-CS 

TPSCHED VTAM-DR 
TPSCHED trace record VT AM-DG 
TPUNLOCK VTAM-DR 
TPUNLOCK ALL trace record VTAM-DG 
TPUNLOCK trace record VTAM-DG 
TPUToption 

editing VT AM-DG 
location VT AM-DG 

TPW AIT VT AM-DR 
TR-INQ RU VTAM-CS 
TRACDATA NV-AR 
trace 

See also VT AM internal trace record descriptions 
(IOH) input/output halfword NPP-GI 
ACF/TCAM buffer NCP/SSP-DG 
ACF/TCAM channel I/O 

interrupt NCP /SSP-DG 
ACF/TCAM channel I/O interrupt 

trace NCP /SSP-DG 
ACF/TCAM PIU NCP/SSP-DG 
ACF/VTAM buffer contents trace NCP/SSP-DG 
ACF/VTAM I/O fl\CP/SSP-DG 
activating VTAM-DG 
address NCP /SSP-DG 
analysis program (TAP) VT AM-DG 
branch (BT) NCP /SSP-DG 
buffer NV-O 
buffer contents VT AM-DG 
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buffer use (SMS) VT AM-DG 
buffer, for cross-domain terminals NV-O 
channel adapter (CA) NCP/SSP-DG 
component execution sequence VTAM-DG 
discard PIU (path information unit) NPP-GI 
dispatcher NCP/SSP-DG 
display NPP-GI 
dynamic trace utility VTAM-DG 
fields 

MVS-only VT AM-DG 
VM-only VT AM-DG 

files in VSE VT AM-IR 
generalized PIU (GPT) VTAM-DG 
generalized PIU, GPT NPP-GI 
I/O VTAM-DG 
I/O (input/output) enhanced NPP-GI 
internal (VIT) VT AM-DG 
10 NV-O 
line VT AM-DG 
lines NV-O 
NCCF NPP-GI 
NCP dispatcher NPP-GI 
NCP generalized PIU (GPT) NCP /SSP-DG 
NCP line NCP /SSP-DG 
NCP transmission group (TG) NCP /SSP-DG 
NCP/Token-Ring interconnection (NTRI) 

line NPP-GI 
negative response generator trace NPP-GI 
NetView NPP-GI 
NetView processing NV-O 
NLDM Session TRACE NCP /SSP-DG 
operator command NPP-GI 
parameter status area (PSA) NCP /SSP-DG 
printing 

CPTRAP and TRAPRED VTAM-DG 
PRDMP VTAM-DG 
TPRINT VTAM-DG 

records, VIT 
scanner interface NPP-GI 
scanner interface (SIT) NCP /SSP-DG, 

VTAM-DG 
session activation and deactivation NPP-GI 
session trace data 

VT AM support NPP-GI 
SMS (buffer use) VT AM-DG 
start option 

described VT AM-IR 
formats VTAM-IR 

summary VTAM-DG 
supervisor call NPP-GI 
supervisor call (SVC) NCP/SSP-DG 
table header record (VIT) VTAM-DG 
TGET/TPUT, for TSO/VTAM VTAM-DG 
Token-Ring Interface Coupler (TIC) 

internal NPP-GI 
transmission group (TG) VT AM-DG 
transmission group trace NPP-GI 
transmission groups NV-O 
VSCS internal NPP-GI 
VTAM NV-O 
VTAM internal NPP-GI 
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3710 control unit line NPP-GI 
trace analysis program (TAP) NPP-GI 
TRACE command NV-D, NV-IA, SSP-CCPUG 

description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

trace data EPIRD, NV-IA 
Trace Data Buffering SSP-DR 
trace entries, dynamic dump EPIRD 
trace file VT AM-CS 
trace information 

transmission group VT AM-OP 
trace log, allocating under MVS NPP-SAM 
trace log, allocating under VM NPP-SAM 
trace log, printing under MVS NPP-SAM 
TRACE operand NCP /SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
trace options 

line trace NCP-RF 
scanner interface trace NCP-RF 
transmission group trace NCP-RF 

trace record descriptions NV-D 
trace records 

formatting and printing VT AM-OP 
recording and printing (VSE) VT AM-OP 

Trace Reports 
line trace detail NCP /SSP-DG 

extended type 3 scanner NCP /SSP-DG 
type 2 scanner NCP /SSP-DG 
type 3 scanner NCP /SSP-DG 
3725 or 3720 scanner NCP /SSP-DG 

line trace summary NCP /SSP-DG 
type 2 scanner NCP /SSP-DG 
type 3 scanner NCP /SSP-DG 
3725 or 3720 scanner NCP /SSP-DG 

TRACE START command NV-IA 
TRACE start option 

described VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

TRACE STOP command NV-IA 
trace table entries (3705) NCP/SSP-RD 
TRACE(trace) 
TRACE/NOTRACE start option NPP-PL 
trace, LU NV-IA 
traced lines in emulation mode (3705) NCP /SSP-RD 
TRACELU= parameter NV-IA 
TRACEPIU macro NCP-CS 
traces 

See VTAM traces, NCP traces 
TRACESC statement NV-IA 
TRACESC= parameter NV-IA 
traCing NCP-CS 
tracing of data, defining EPIRD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
traCing of parameters, defining EPIRD, 

NCP /SSP-RDG 
tracing of procedures, defining EPIRD, 

NCP/SSP-RDG 
traffic NV -SC 
traffic count threshold NCP /SSP-RD 
traffic errors NV-OP 
trailing pad characters EPIRD, NCP /SSP-RD 



transaction state NV-SC 
transactions, response time NV -OP 
transfer identification processing NCP-RF 
transfer of data NPP-GI 
transfer vector table (XVT) NCP-CS 
transferring filled buffers NCP /SSP-RD 
TRANSFR operand NCP /SSP-RD, NPP-PL 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
BUILD definition statement (NCP) 

relationship to MAXDAT A VT AM-IR 
LINE definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
MT ALCST definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

translate table SSP-CCPUG 
receive SSP-CCPUG 
transmit SSP-CCPUG 

translate table worksheet SSP-CCPUG 
translating data 

exit routines in VSCS VT AM-IR 
translation NV-AR 

address NPP-PL 
facility, alias name NPP-PL 
incorrect (TSO/VTAM) VTAM-DG 
tables (TSO/VTAM) VTAM-DG 

translation table VTAM-CS 
translation tables 

in TSO/VTAM VTAM-IR 
transmission 

codes 
on LINE NCP/SSP-RD 
on MTALCST NCP/SSP-RD 
on MTATABL NCP/SSP-RD 

control unit functions NCP /SSP-RD 
group number NCP/SSP-RD 
threshold value NCP /SSP-RD 

transmission code 
BSC devices EPIRD 
six-bit EPIRD 

transmission code, determining for MTA 
terminals NCP-RF 

transmission control VT AM-PG 
transmission control unit functions EPIRD 
transmission group (TG) VT AM-DR 

defining on PATH statement VTAM-IR 
function NPP-GI 
multi-link and single-link NPP-PL 
overview NPP-PL 
parallel NPP-PL 
parallel link NPP-PL 
threshold NPP-Gf 
trace NPP-GI 

transmission group (TG) trace 
description VT AM-DG 
operation VT AM-DG 
output for MVS and VM VTAM-DG 
output for VSE VTAM-DG 
when to use VTAM-DG 

transmission group (TG) trace, NCP 
description NCP/SSP-DG 
how to print NCP/SSP-DG 

for ACF/TCAM NCP/SSP-DG 
for ACF/VTAM NCP/SSP-DG 

how to start NCP /SSP-DG 
for ACF/TCAM NCP/SSP-DG 
for ACF/VTAM NCP/SSP-DG 

when to use NCP /SSP-DG 
transmission group data flow 

receiving data NCP-RF 
sending data NCP-RF 

transmission group number NCP-RF 
transmission group sequence number 

processing NCP-RF 
transmission groups NCP-RF, VTAM-OP 

definition of VT AM-OP 
trace NV-O 
within NCP NV-O 

transmission groups, defining 
as part of explicit routes NCP /SSP-RDG 
multi-link NCP /SSP-RDG 

transmission header NCP-RF 
transmission header (TH) VT AM-DR 
transmission priority NV-fA 
transmission priority (TP) NV-AR 

COS table entry NPP-PL 
indicator NPP-PL 
route NPP-PL 

transmission priority for multilink TG NCP-RF 
transmission priority indicator number VTAM-CS 
transmission subsystem component (TSC) VTAM-DR 

channel-attached non-SNA channel end 
appendage VTAM-DR 

communicating with the TSC through the 
TSCB VTAM-DR 

function groups VTAM-DR 
non-SN A device processing VT AM-DR 
TSC PABS VTAM-DR 

transmit data threshold SSP-CCPUG 
transmit EOB processing for SDLC NCP-RF 
transmit error threshold SSP-CCPUG 
transmit text mode, resetting NCP-RF 
transmit translate table SSP-CCPUG 
transmitting messages 

BSC terminals (normal mode) NCP-RF 
start-stop terminals (burst mode) NCP-RF 

transparent ITB sequences NCP /SSP-RD 
transparent mode SSP-CCPUG 
TRANSTBL statement NV-AR, NV-fA 
TRAPRED VTAM-DG 

EFF2 option VT AM-DG 
manual for information VTAM-DG 

TRAPRED disk 
address VT AM-IR 
contents after installation VTAM-IR 
size VT AM-IR 

TRASIZE operand 
DTIGEN macro 

description VT AM-IR 
TRDATA operand NCP/SSP-RD 

description EPIRD 
OPTIONS definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

trial-and-error routing VTAM-IR 
TRIGGER macro NCP-CS 
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TRPARM operand NCP/SSP-RD 
description EPIRD 
OPTIONS definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

TRPROC operand NCP /SSP-RD 
description EPIRD 
OPTIONS definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

TRSNAP operand NCP/SSP-RD 
description EPIRD 
OPTIONS definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
use EPIRD 

TSC PABs VTAM-DR 
TSCB, communicating with the TSC VT AM-DR 
TSKID operand NV -AR 
TSKID= parameter NV -IA 
TSKRTRYoperand 

DTIGEN macro 
description VT AM-IR 

TSO (time sharing option) NPP-PL, NV-IA 
attention handler for 3270 terminals VT AM-CS 
attention handler for 3767 and 3770 

terminals VTAM-CS 
CDRSC definition NPP-PL 
CLIST 
EAS value effects VT AM-CS 
edit for 3767, 3770, and 2741 terminals VTAM-CS 
editing for 3270 terminals VTAM-CS 
exit routine for nonsupported terminal 

edit VT AM-CS 
exit routine for nonsupported 

terminals VT AM-CS 
I/O manager initialization VT AM-CS 
input edit exit routine for 3270 

terminals VT AM-CS 
input edit for 3767 and 3770 terminals -VT AM-CS 
logon edit VTAM-CS 
NetView control NPP-GI, NPP-PL 
output edit exit routine for 3270 

terminals VT AM-CS 
output edit for WITY and TWX 

terminals VT AM-CS 
output edit for 3767, 3770, and 2741 

terminals VT AM-CS 
VPACING and VTAM-CS 
VTAM NPP-GI 

TSO command SSP-CCPUG 
TSO EDIT problems VTAM-DG 
TSO TERMINAL command, changing screen size 

with VTAM-DG 
TSO user trace, overview of VT AM-OP 
TSO/VTAM 

application programs VT AM-IR 
asynchronous queues VTAM-DR 
common storage area (TVCS) VT AM-DR 
contrasted with TSO through TCAM VT AM-IR 
data area relationships VTAM-DR 
exit routines VTAM-IR 
for defining logmode tables VTAM-IR 
FRR work area (FRRWA) VTAM-DR 
full-screen application program VTAM-IR 
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interpret table definition VTAM-IR 
LOSTERM control block (LTCB) VTAM-DR 
MVS considerations VT AM-IR 
performance VT AM-IR 
screen management VT AM-IR 
security VT AM-IR 
session parameters 

defining VT AM-IR 
standard work element (WESTD) VTAM-DR 
synchronous queues VT AM-DR 
TCAS definition 

multiple-domain network VTAM-IR 
single-domain network VT AM-IR 

TCAS properties defined to MVS VTAM-IR 
terminal control address space (TCAS) VTAM-DR 
terminal control address space table 

(TCAST) VT AM-DR 
terminal control address space work area 

(TW AR) VTAM-DR 
terminal status block extension 

(TSBX) VTAM-DR 
TGET macro,trace of VT AM-OP 
TGET requests VTAM-DR 
TPG macro, trace of VTAM-OP 
TPUT and TPG requests VT AM-DR 
TPUT macro,trace of VT AM-OP 
translation tables VTAM-IR 
TSOKEYOO SYS1.PARMLIB VTAM-IR 
TWX definition VT AM-IR 
VT AM considerations VT AM-IR 
VTAM terminal I/O coordinator 

(VTIOC) VTAM-DR 
work area (TVW A) VT AM-DR 
WTTY definition VT AM-IR 
2741 definition VTAM-IR 
3270 considerations VTAM-IR 
3270 large screen considerations VT AM-IR 
3790/3270 definition VTAM-IR 

TSO/VTAM problems 
ABENDOAB VTAM-DG 
ABENDOAC VTAM-DG 
ABENDOAD VTAM-DG 
ABEND15D VTAM-DG 
data misplaced on screen VT AM-DG 
data translated incorrectly VTAM-DG 
exception responses VT AM-DG 
extra data VTAM-DG 
first logon from a particular device 

fails VT AM-DG 
first logon using USS commands fails VT AM-DG 
function error VT AM-DG 
hung terminal VTAM-DG 
incorrect data translation VTAM-DG 
incorrect screen size VT AM-DG 
logon fails VT AM-DG 
misplaced data on screen VTAM-DG 
missing data VTAM-DG 
mode error (incorrect screen 

management) VTAM-DG 
performance VT AM-DG 



response time is slow VT AM-DG 
screen is always wrong size VT AM-DG 
screen is wrong size for mode VT AM-DG 
screen management VTAM-DG 
symptoms of VT AM-DG 
translation of data VT AM-DG 

TSO/VTAM TGET/TPUT trace 
description VT AM-DG 
operation VTAM-DG 
output VT AM-DG 
when to use VTAM-DG 

TSOUSER command 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

TSPROF operand (MODEENT macro 
instruction) VT AM-CS 

TST AT command 
description NV -0 
example NV-O 

TTD (temporary text-delay) sequence NCP/SSP-RD 
TTDCNT operand NCP /SSP-RD 

GROUP definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
TTERR command 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 

TIRESP command 
description NV -0 
example NV-O 

TTY terminal, command sequence NCP-RF 
tune system NV -IA 
tuning !'lV-IA 

alias names and VT AM-CS 
constants module and VTAM-CS 
CSALIMIT effects on VTAM-CS 
defined VT AM-CS 
EAS effects on VT AM-CS 
effect of I/O buffer size VTAM-CS 
effect of VR window size VTAM-CS 
fixing storage VT AM-CS 
HPO considerations VTAM-CS 
ITLIM effects on VT AM-CS 
maximizing coat-tailing VTAM-CS 
MAXPVT effects on VT AM-CS 
objectives VTAM-CS 
SONLIM effects on VTAM-CS 
statistics VTAM-CS 

analyzing VT AM-CS 
channel-to-channel adapters VTAM-CS 
SNA controllers VTAM-CS 
specifying VT AM-CS 

VM system considerations VT AM-CS 
VPACING and VTAM-CS 
VTAM internal trace (VIT) VTAM-CS 

tuning statistics NPP-PL 
multiple-domain NPP-GI 
recording and printing (VSE) VT AM-OP 
single-domain NPP-GI 
use of VT AM-OP 
VTAM NPP-GI 

tuning statistics (TNST AT), modify VT AM-DG 

tuning, how to VT AM-DG 
TUNST A TS file VT AM-CS 
TUTOR command 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

tutorial panels inaccurate SSP-CCPIN 
TVSIDL macro NCP-CS 
TVSMOD Macro NCP-CS 
TVSNEW macro NCP-CS 
TVSRAS macro NCP-CS 
TVSREF macro NCP-CS 
TVSRTRN macro NCP-CS 
TVSTIME macro NCP-CS 
TVWABOQ VTAM-DG 
TWERR command 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 

TWKST A command 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 

two-processor SWitch, programmable EPIRD 
TWRESP command 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 

TWST AT command 
description NV-O 
example NV-O 

TWX devices VT AM-CS 
TWX teletypewriter terminals EPIRD 
TWX terminal ID NCP/SSP-RD 
TWX terminals NCP /SSP-RDG 
TWX terminals, MT A test for NCP-RF 
TWXID operand NCP/SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
type code VT AM-PG 
type conversion NCP-CS 
type of problem 

ABEND NCP /SSP-DG 
activate and deactivate NCP /SSP-DG 
alert NCP /SSP-DG 
documentation NCP /SSP-DG 
generation NCP /SSP-DG 
hung session/hung resources NCP /SSP-DG 
loop NCP /SSP-DG 
LPDA NCP/SSP-DG 
message NCP /SSP-DG 
performance NCP /SSP-DG 

TYPE operand NPP-PL, NV-AR 
CSB definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
GROUP definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
LINE definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

NCPNAU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
on CSB NCP /SSP-RD 
on GROUP NCP /SSP-RD 
on LINE NCP /SSP-RD 
on NCPNAU NCP/SSP-RD 
VBUILD (TYPE=ADJSSCP) definition statement 

format VT AM-IR 
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VBUILD (TYPE=APPL) definition statement 
application program major node VT AM-IR 

VBUILD (TYPE=CDRM) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

VBUILD (TYPE=CDRSC) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

VBUILD (TYPE=LOCAL) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

VBUILD (TYPE=SWNET) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

TYPE operand (LOGOFF command) VTAM-CS 
type 1 LU NV -IA 
type 2 LU NV -IA 
TYPE= operand NV -IA 
TYPE= parameter NV -IA 
types 1 and 4 channel adapters SSP-DR 
types 2 and 3 channel adapters. SSP-DR 
TYPGEN operand NCP /SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
TYPSYS operand NCP /SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
description EPIRD 
use EPIRD 

U operand (of VARY ACT) VTAM-OP 
U operand(of VARY ACT) 
UACB addresses NCP-CS 
UACB operand NCP /SSP-RD 

LINE definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
UACTRTN macro NCP-CS 
UBHR definition statement 

format NCP /SSP-RD 
instruction NCP /SSP-RD 
operands 

ACCESS NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
COMMAND NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 
ENTRY NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
NAME NCP/SSP-RD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
PT2EXEC NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG 

overview NCP /SSP-RDG 
UCB (unit channel block) NCP /SSP-RD 
UCCB operand NCP /SSP-RD 

LU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
UCHAN operand NCP/SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
UCW EPIRD 
UE trace record VTAM-DG 
ULm data set, for MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
ULIB file, for VM NCP/SSP-GL 
ULKA trace record VT AM-DG 
unauthorized access NV-IA 
unauthorized information NV-IA 
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unauthorized library NV-IA 
UNBIND NV-IA, VTAM-DR 

receiving an UNBIND request VTAM-PG 
unbind command NCP-RF 
unbind failure (UNBINDF) VTAM-DR 
unbind reason codes NV-D 
UNBIND request 

need for SCIP exit routine to process VTAM-PG 
unbind session request NCP-CS 
UNBINDF VTAM-DR 
UNCHAIN macro NCP-CS 
unclear documentation SSP-CCPIN 
unconditional control flow NV-CL 
underscored characters, definition NV -AR 
underscored values VT AM-OP 
UNDIAL command VT AM-CS 
unexpected result SSP-CCPIN 
unformatted system services (USS) 

formatting of character-coded logons VT AM-CS 
message 7 (session not bound) 

enhancement NPP-GI 
messages NPP-PL 
See also USS 
table NPP-PL 

unique identifier NV-IA 
unit channel block (UCB) NCP /SSP-RD 
unit control words EPIRD 
UNIT operand 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

unit-exception status EPIRD, NCP /SSP-RD 
UNITSZ 

choosing value of VT AM-CS 
illustrated VT AM-CS 

UNITSZ operand NCP /SSP-RD 
HOST definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

description VT AM-IR 
VT AM information in VT AM-fR 

IOBUF 
relation to UNITSZ VT AM-IR 

UNITXC operand NCP /SSP-RD 
description EPIRD 
LINE definition statement 

for BSC devices NCP/SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

use EPIRD 
unknown problem type SSP-CCPIN 
UNLK trace record VT AM-DG 
unload JCL NV -IA 
unnumbered format 

BLU format (Mod 128) NCP-RF 
BLU format (Mod 8) NCP-RF 

unnumbered message problem SSP-CCPIN 
UNSOL operand NV-AR 
UNSOL= parameter NV-IA 
unsolicited data 

collection NV-O 
data NV-O 



NPDA NV-O 
unsolicited error data NV-IA 
unsolicited error record requests NV-IA 
unsolicited message console control NV-AR 
unsolicited message control NV-AR 
unsolicited messages NV -IA 
unsolicited network services RUs VT AM-CS 
unsolicited remote device errors not being 

recorded NV-D 
unsolicited requests/responses NCP-RF 
unspecified link-attached resources NV-fA 
UNSTACK command NV-CL 

description NV -0 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

unsuppressible messages VTAM-OP 
UP command SSP-CCPUG 
UP trace record VT AM-DG 
UPARMS macro NCP-CS 
updating a CLIST while NetView is running NV-CL 
UPDPW NV-IA 
UPDPW parameter NV -AR 
upper limit of subarea addresses range NCP /SSP-RD 
uppercase characters NV-IA, VTAM-OP 
UPPERCASE characters, definition NV-AR 
uppercase,data entered in NV-OP 
upstream communication link SSP-CCPUG 
upstream line name SSP-CCPUG 
upstream SDLC address SSP-CCPUG 
upstream, definition SSP-CCPUG 
URETURN macro NCP-CS 
usability enhancements NPP-GI 
USE operand NCP/SSP-RD 

LINE definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP/SSP-RDG 
for SS devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

NCP definition statements 
VTAM restrictions on VTAM-IR 

PATH (switched) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

USENSEI field VT AM-PG 
USENSEI information 

explanation of VTAM-PG 
USENSEO field VT AM-PG 
user 

adapter control blocks NCP/SSP-RD 
control block NCP/SSP-RD 

user ABEND SSP-CCPIN 
user application network EPIRD 
user applications NCP-CS 
user blocks, formatting NCP-CS 
user cannot log on 

TSO/VTAM VTAM-DG 
VSCS VTAM-DG 

user catalog NV -IA 
user catalog definition NV -IA 
user check requests VT AM-DR 
user completion (ABEND) codes NV-D 
user completion codes NV-D 
user data field VT AM-CS 

user edit exit routines VTAM-IR 
user edit exits 

TSO/VTAM 
description VT AM-DG 
when to use VT AM-DG 
where to find list of VTAM-DG 

VSCS VTAM-DG 
user exit code NV-IA 
user exit routines 

See exit routines, user 
user exit trace record NV-D, VTAM-DG 
user exit, external log NPP-GI 
user line control, defining NCP /SSP-RDG 
USER POST trace record VT AM-DG 
user programs NCP-CS 
user RH (request/response header) NPP-GI 
user RH (USERRH) option 

description of VTAM-PG 
example of using VTAM-PG 
handling the Sense Data Included (SDI) 

Indicator VTAM-PG 
operating considerations VT AM-PG 
operation for inbound RUs VTAM-PG 
operation for outbound RUs VT AM-PG 
relationship to NIB VT AM-PG 

user sense information 
receiving VT AM-PG 
sending VTAM-PG 

user variables 
coding NV-CL 
examples of NV -CL 
in assignment statements NV-CL 
Kanji as NV -CL 
uses for NV -CL 

user variables in Kanji NV-CL 
user-defined characteristics 

communication controllers NPP-PL 
data links NPP-PL 

BSC data links NPP-PL 
SDLC data links NPP-PL 
SS data links NPP-PL 
subarea Links NPP-PL 
switched operation NPP-PL 
token-ring links NPP-PL 

host processor access methods NPP-PL 
link-attached devices 

BSC devices NPP-PL 
IBM Token-Ring Interconnection NPP-PL 
SDLC devices NPP-PL 
Start/Stop (5S) devices NPP-PL 

other NCPs NPP-PL 
user-defined lines NCP-CS 
user-defined operands NCP-CS 
user-defined statements NCP-CS 
user-replaceable modules 

writing as part of installing VT AM VT AM-IR 
user-written 

channel handling code NCP /SSP-RD 
user-written code 

entry points from NCP NCP-RF 
set mode command NCP-RF 
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UACB when ending command NCP-RF 
user-written code generation 

description, using CSECTS 
MVS NCP/SSP-GL 
VM NCP/SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

description, using NDF standard attachment facility 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 

example of EXEC for VM. using 
CSECTS NCP /SSP-GL 

example of EXEC for VM, using NDF standard 
attachment facility NCP/SSP-GL 

example of JCL for MVS, using NDF standard 
attachment facility NCP/SSP-GL 

example of JCL, using CSECTS 
MVS NCP/SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

user-written code modules NCP-CS 
user-written command processor NV-CL 
user-written generation applications NCP-CS 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 

user-written generation definition NCP/SSP-RDG 
user-written generation load modules 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 

user-written generation load modules, 
defining NCP/SSP-RDG 

USERFLD field of the NIB VT AM-PG 
USERFLD operand 

of ACB VTAM-PG 
of NIB VTAM-PG 

USERGEN operand NCP/SSP-RD 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
OPTIONS definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 

userid for IUCV option card VT AM-DG 
USERID operand NCP /SSP-RD 

GROUP definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
USERLNK NV-IA 
USERRH (user RH) 
USERRH field in the RPL 

relationship to the request/response 
header VT AM-PG 

USERVAR VTAM-CS 
described NPP-PL 
with INQUIRE VTAM-PG 
with RPL VTAM-PG 
with the primary program operator VTAM-PG 

USERY AR command NPP-GI 
uses for CLISTs NV -CL 
using CCP SSP-CCPUG 
using CCP lists SSP-CCPUG 
using keywords to describe a problem NV-D 
using logon mode names and session 

parameters VT AM-PG 
using resulting output 

from dynamic reconfiguration SSP-CCPUG 
from generate SSP-CCPUG 

using the commands SSP-CCPUG 
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using the sample configurations SSP-CCPUG 
USRxx trace field VT AM-DG 
USS (unformatted system services) 

command syntax VT AM-OP 
commands VTAM-CS, VTAM-OP 
definition table 

changing default VT AM-CS 
commands not defined by VT AM-CS 
creating and modifying VTAM-CS 
default (ISTINCDT) shown VTAM-CS 
discussed VT AM-CS 
installing VT AM-CS 
macro instructions, example VT AM-CS 
operator messages and commands VTAM-CS 
order of use VT AM-CS 

message 7 (session not bound) 
enhancement NPP-GI 

messages NPP-PL 
redefining VT AM-CS 
rules for creating VTAM-CS 

suppressing messages VTAM-OP 
table NPP-PL 

USS commands used in logon VTAM-DG 
USS message] 0 VT AM-DG 
USS message 7 VTAM-DG 
USS table 

sample table NPP-SAM 
USS tables 

for VSCS devices VTAM-IR 
USSCMD macro instruction VT AM-CS 
USSEND macro instruction VTAM-CS 
USSMSG macro NPP-PL 

LUN AME operand NPP-PL 
USSMSG macro instruction 

for terminal operator messages VTAM-CS 
for VTAM operator messages VTAM-CS 

USSP ARM macro instruction VT AM-CS 
USST AB macro instruction VT AM-CS 
USST AB operand SSP-CCPUG 

APPL definition statement VTAM-CS 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

CLUSTER definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

GROUP (BSC) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

GROUP (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE (BSC) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LINE (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LOCAL definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 



LU (local) definition statement 
description VTAM-fR 
format VT AM-fR 

LU (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-fR 

LU (switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-fR 

LU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG, 
VTAM-CS 

NCP definition statements 
VT AM restrictions on VT AM-fR 

PU (local) definition statement 
description VTAM-fR 
format VT AM-fR 

PU (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-fR 

PU (switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
TERMINAL definition 

statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-fR 

USST AB start option NPP-PL, VT AM-CS, VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-fR 

utilities 
MVS dump EPIRD 

access method dump facility EPIRD 
EP dump utility EPIRD 

MVS dynamic dump EPIRD 
VM dump EPIRD 
VM dynamic dump EPIRD 
VSE dump EPIRD 
VSE dynamic dump EPIRD 

utilities, NDF internal 
utility control statements EPIRD 

underMVS 
DISPLAY EPIRD 
DYN ADMP EPIRD 
END EPIRD 
OPTION EPIRD 
PAUSE EPIRD 
PRINT EPIRD 
SYSIN EPIRD 

under VM/SP 
DISPLAY EPIRD 
DYNADMP EPIRD 
END EPfRD 
OPTION EPIRD 
PAUSE EPIRD 
PRINT EPfRD 
SYSIN EPfRD 

under VSE 
DISPLAY EPIRD 
DYNADMP EPfRD 
END EPIRD 
OPTION EPfRD 

PAUSE EPIRD 
PRINT EPIRD 
SYSIN EPIRD 

utility control statements, CRP 
*/L and */C Control Statements NCP/SSP-DG 
-UNECNT Control Statement NCP/SSP-DG 
·Option Control Statement NCP/SSP-DG . 
·Report Control Statements NCP /SSP-DG 

utility services NCP-RF 
utility services subtask VTAM-DR 
utility, loader SSP-DR 
UTI operand 

BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
UT2 operand 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
UT3 operand 

BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

V ANS command 
V command (V AR Y command) 
V INOP command 
V LOGON command 
V-pacing NCP-RF 
VAL CLASS statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
valid commands 

valid and invalid commands (VSCS) VTAM-OP 
validating SSP-CCPUG 

correcting errors SSP-CCPUG 
validation message problem SSP-CCPIN 
V ALQCB macro NCP-CS 
value NV-AR 
value label NV-AR 
value of a command, restrict NV-IA 
VALUE operand (USSP ARM macro 

instruction) VT AM-CS 
variable-length storage, getting and freeing VTAM-DR 
variables NV-CL 

&APPUD NV -CL 
&COMPNAME NV-CL 
&DATE NV-CL 
&HCOPY NV-CL 
&LU NV-CL 
&MSGMOD control variable NV-CL 
&NCCFCNT NV-CL 
&OPID NV-CL 
&OPSYSTEM NV-CL 
&PARMCNT NV-CL 
&RETCODE NV-CL 
&TASK NV-CL 
&TIME NV-CL 
called by a message NV -CL 
coding NV-CL 
command list information NV-CL 
common global variables NV-CL 
control variables NV-CL 
examples of NV -CL 
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initiated by a VTAM message NV-CL 
MSGCNT control variable NV-CL 
MSGID control variable NV-CL 
MSGORIGIN control variable NV-CL 
MSGSTR control variable NV-CL 
null values NV -CL 
operator information NY -CL 
parameter variables 

coding of NV-CL 
null values NV -CL 
passing variable information to 

CLISTs NV-CL 
special characters in NV-CL 
text strings in NV-CL 
uses for NV -CL 
values for NV-CL 

session information NV-CL 
Sllbstitution order NV-CL 
task global variables NV-CL 
terminal information NV -CL 
types of NV -CL 
uses for NV-CL 
when initiated by a VTAM message NV-CL 

VARY ACQ command NPP-PL 
resource takeover in a shared NCP VTAM-OP 
syntax of VT AM-OP 
use of VTAM-OP 

VARY ACT command NV-OP 
NCP sharing 

SCOPE=ONL Y NPP-PL 
resource takeover in an NCP VTAM-OP 
syntax of VT AM-OP 
use of VTAM-OP 

VARY ANS command 
syntax of VTAM-OP 
use of VTAM-OP 

VARY command VTAM-PG 
VARY command, major use of VTAM-OP 
VARY DRDS command NPP-PL 

syntax of VT AM-OP 
useof VTAM-OP 

VARY INACT command 
strength of VTAM-OP 
syntax of VT AM-OP 
use of VTAM-OP 

VARY INOP command 
for channel-attached non-SNA devices VTAM-OP 
syntax of VT AM-OP 
use of VT AM-OP 
VTAM physical unit VTAM-OP 

VARY logon command NPP-PL 
syntax of VT AM-OP 
use of VT AM-OP 

VARY NOLOGON command NPP-GI 
syntax of (MVS " VM) VT AM-OP 

V ARY PATH command 
syntax of VT AM-OP 
use of VT AM-OP 

VARY REL command 
syntax of VTAM-OP 
use of VTAM-OP 
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VARY TERM command VTAM-CS 
syntax of VT AM-OP 
use of VT AM-OP 

VBUILD 
for adjacent SSCP table 

considerations for interconnection VTAM-IR 
TYPE=ADJSSCP VT AM-IR 

VBUILD definition 
forCDRM 

format and coding VT AM-fR 
VBUILD definition statement NPP-PL 

application program major node VT AM-IR 
format and coding VT AM-fR 

channel-attachment major node 
format and coding VTAM-IR 

for CDRM VTAM-IR 
for channel-attachment major node VTAM-IR 
for cross-domain resource VT AM-fR 

format and coding VT AM-IR 
for default SSCP list VTAM-fR 

format and coding VTAM-fR 
for dynamiC reconfiguration 

format and coding VTAM-IR 
for local SNA major node VTAM-IR 

format and coding VT AM-IR 
for switched major node VTAM-IR 

format and coding VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

VCNA (VTAM communication network 
application) NPP-PL 

vector list NPP-PL 
vector lists VT AM-PG 
vector table of SNPs (VTS) NCP-RF 
vector tables NCP-CS 

function vector table NCP-CS 
LNVT (line vector table) NCP-CS 
RVT NCP-CS 

RVTTYPE2 field NCP-CS 
SKVT (statement/keyword vector table) NCP-CS 

chaining across CSECTs NCP-CS 
ULVT (user line vector table) NCP-CS 

vector X-27' VTAM-PG 
verification NV-IA 
verification datasets, load NV-IA 
verification procedures for routes VT AM-OP 
verification, minimal NV-IA 
verify NetView NV-IA 
verify network NV -fA 
VERIFY operand NV -AR 
VERIFY operation, for NODELST data 

set VTAM-OP 
VERIFY parameter NV -IA 
verify sample system NV-IA 
VERIFY = parameter NV -IA 
verifying 

diagnostic procedures VT AM-IR 
interconnected networks VT AM-IR 
muItiple-domain 

steps VT AM-fR 
single-domain 



steps VTAM-IR 
verifying a loop (VSCS) VT AM-DG 
VERSION operand NCP /SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
Version 3 NCP-CS 
Version 4 NCP-CS 
version 4 release 2 NCP-RF 
Version 4 Release 2 NCP NCP-CS 
version, definition SSP-CCPVG 
VFBUF 

relation to MAXDAT A VT AM-IR 
VFBUF buffer pool 

See buffer pool 
VFYLM operand VTAM-OP 

PCCU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

VIEW command NV-IA 
VIEW command processor 

browse function NV-D 
browse member function NV-D 
component features NV-D 
component overview NV-D 
control block 

DSICWB NV-D 
functional description NV -D 
functional overview NV-D 
introduction NV-D 
online help facility driver NV-D 
structural overview NV-D 
VIEW command processor general 

description NV-D 
viewing filters NV-O 

definition NY-O 
display NV-O 
filters NV -OP 

VIROWNER operand NCP /SSP-RD 
GROUP definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
NCPNAU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

virtual circuit X.25 characteristics NPP-PL 
virtual link control block name NCP /SSP-RD 
virtual LV function, 3270 VT AM-DR 
Virtual Memory (VM) operating system 

communication adapter NPP-GI 
native support 

function NPP-GI 
multiple-domain network NPP-GI 
overview NPP-GI 

terminal access NPP-GI 
Virtual Memory Operating System (VM) NPP-PL 

NetView planning NPP-PL 
VIRTUAL operand NCP/SSP-RD 

GROUP definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
virtual resource table NCP-CS 
virtual route (VR) NCP-CS, NCP-RF, NCP/SSP-DG, 

NV-AR, VTAM-OP 
activation of VT AM-OP 
blocked/buffer utilization information 

retrieval NPP-GI 
defining VTAM-IR 
defining on PATH statement VTAM-IR 

identifier NPP-PL 
number NPP-PL 
overview NPP-PL 
pacing NPP-Gl, NPP-PL 
selection NPP-PL 
status NPP-GI 
window size NPP-Gl, NPP-PL 

virtual route (VR) management VTAM-DR 
virtual route control block (VRBLK) VTAM-DR 
virtual route descriptor block, illustrated VTAM-CS 
virtual route list 

default VT AM-CS 
discussed VT AM-CS 
modifying VTAM-CS 

virtual route manager NCP-RF 
virtual route mapping (VRO through 

VR7) NCP/SSP-RD 
virtual route number NV-IA, VTAM-CS, VTAM-DR 
virtual routc pacing (R-Pacing) NCP-RF 
virtual route paCing window size 

calculation VTAM-CS 
virtual route pool NCP/SSP-RD 
virtual route selection exit routine 

changing the virtual route selection list VTAM-CS 
discussed VT AM-CS 
final register contents VTAM-CS 
initial register and parameter list 

contents VTAM-CS 
virtual route sequence numbering and 

checking NCP-RF 
virtual route status NCP-CS 
virtual route status change NCP-CS 
virtual route status data NV-D 
Virtual Route Status test NCP /SSP-DG 
virtual routes VT AM-DR 

status NV-O 
within NCP NV-O 

virtual routes, defining 
in a non-interconnected network NCP/SSP-RDG 
in an interconnected network NCP/SSP-RDG 

Virtual Sequential Access Method (VSAM) EPIRD 
Virtual Storage Access Method 

SeeVSAM 
Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM) 

disk log NPP-GI 
Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM), for VSE 

defining cluster for work file NCP /SSP-GL 
Virtual storage allocation, generation EPIRD 
Virtual storage for generation procedure, defining 

under VM/SP EPIRD 
under VSE EPIRD 

virtual storage for loader 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP/SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

virtual storage, defining 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

Virtual Telecommunications Access Method (VTAM) 
adjacent networks NPP-GI 
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application program 
enhancements NPP-GI 

ASCII-8 support under NetView NPP-GI 
cross-domain communication NPP-GI 
default NPP-GI 
functions 

application programs NPP-GI 
operation NPP-GI 
performance NPP-GI 
problem determination NPP-GI 
recovery NPP-GI 
security NPP-GI 
structure NPP-GI 

hardware support NPP-GI 
native VM support 

function NPP-GI 
multiple-domain network NPP-GI 
overview NPP-GI 

NCP compatablity NPP-GI 
network operation NPP-GI 
programming requirements NPP-GI 
storage estimate NPP-GI 
supported program products NPP-GI 
symptom string subset NPP-GI 
traces NPP-GI 
TSO (time sharing option) NPP-GI 
tuning statistics NPP-GI 
VTAMand NCP 

application programming 
operation 
performance NPP-GI 
problem determination 
recovery 
session flow NPP-GI 

VIT VTAM-DR 
See also VTAM internal trace 

VIT (VT AM internal trace) VT AM-CS 
VLB NCP-CS 
VLB control block VTAM-DG 
VM 

asynchronous exit routines VT AM-PG 
authorization criteria VT AM-PG 
authorized programs VTAM-PG 
component vector VT AM-PG 
considerations for defining resources VTAM-IR 
directory, userid for lUCY option card 
dumps 

DUMP command VTAM-DG 
GDUMP VTAM-DG 
SDUMP VTAM-DG 
VTAM control blocks formatted VTAM-DG 

function-list vector VT AM-PG 
installing VT AM VT AM-IR 

coding profiles VT AM-IR 
overview VT AM-IR 
preparation VT AM-IR 
procedure VT AM-IR 
PTFs VTAM-IR 
service VT AM-IR 
verifying VTAM-IR 

pre-installation steps VTAM-IR 
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reinstalling VT AM VT AM-IR 
resource-id vector VT AM-PG 
special exits VT AM-PG 
trace fields VT AM-DG 

VM (Virtual Memory) Operating System 
communication adapter NPP-GI 
native support 

function NPP-GI 
multiple-domain network NPP-GI 
overview NPP-GI 

terminal access NPP-GI 
VM command VTAM-CS 
VM Operating System NPP-PL 

NetView planning NPP-PL 
VM SNA console support (VSCS) NPP-PL 

FORCE command NPP-GI 
internal trace NPP-GI 
NetVicw NPP-GI 
support NPP-GI 

VM unique definitions 
CNMSVOOI EXEC NPP-SAM 
CNMSV002 EXEC NPP-SAM 
CNMSV003 NPP-SAM 
coding application definitions NPP-SAM 
creating network log NPP-SAM 
defining the VSAM data bases used by the 

command facility. NPP-SAM 
defining the VSAM data bases used by the hardware 

monitor. NPP-SAM 
defining the VSAM data bases used by the session 

monitor. NPP-SAM 
defining the VSAM master catalog (CNMSIMOI 

AMSERV) NPP-SAM 
printing network log (DSIPRT EXEC) NPP-SAM 
reallocating the VSAM data bases (CNMSIVOI 

AMSERV) NPP-SAM 
starting NetView NPP-SAM 
starts VTAM NPP-SAM 
VSCS start options NPP-SAM 

VM users, terminology NV -AR 
NCCFLST definition statements NV-AR 
VTAMLST definition statements NV-AR 

VM/SP commands, loading for VM NCP/SSP-GL 
VM/SP dump utility EPIRD 

activating and printing the dump EPIRD 
example EPIRD 
file definitions EPIRD 

DUMP control statement EPIRD 
FORMAT EPIRD 
FROMADDR EPIRD 
PRINT EPIRD 
TOADDR EPIRD 

dumping the communication controller 
storage EPIRD 

host and communication controller 
requirements EPIRD 

IFLDUMP parameter EPIRD 
LINECOUNT EPIRD 

IFLDUMP program EPIRD 
IFLREAD program EPIRD 



output from dump utility 
SYSPRINT dataset EPIRD 

printing the EP, MOSS, or CSP dump data EPIRD 
VM/SP dynamic dump utility EPIRD 

host and communication controller 
requirements EPIRD 

IFLSVEP load module EPIRD 
IFLSVEP parameter EPIRD 

LINE COUNT EPIRD 
input to dump utility EPIRD 

SYSIN dataset (input stream) EPIRD 
job control statements EPIRD 

example of dynamically dumping trace 
entries EPIRD 

example of FILEDEF's and utility 
statements EPIRD 

obtaining a dynamic dump EPIRD 
stopping trace avtivity EPIRD 

utility control statements EPIRD 
DISPLAY EPIRD 
DYNADMP EPIRD 
END EPIRD 
OPTION EPIRD 
PAUSE EPIRD 
PRINT EPIRD 
SYSIN EPIRD 

VM/SP High Performance Option (see HPO) 
considerations for real I/O VTAM-CS 
using DIAG98 VT AM-CS 

VM/370 version of loader and dump SSP-DR 
VMBLOK status VTAM-DG 
VMEXIT command NPP-SAM 
VMFLKED VTAM-CS 
VMFMERGE EXEC VT AM-IR 
VMFPARM disk 

accessing before installation VTAM-IR 
address VT AM-IR 
contents after installation VTAM-IR 
requirements VTAM-IR 
size VTAM-IR 
use in servicing VTAM VTAL~-IR 

VMFPARM file VTAM-IR 
contents VTAM-IR 
format of entries VTAM-IR 

VMMAP VTAM-CS 
VMVTAM EXEC NPP-SAM, VTAM-IR 
volume NV-IA 
VPACING 

APPL definition statement VTAM-CS 
LU definition statement VTAM-CS 
tuning and VT AM-CS 

VPACING operand NPP-PL, SSP-CCPUG 
APPL definition statement 

description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

CDRM definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

CLUSTER definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
GROUP (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 

description VTAM-IR 

format VTAM-IR 
LINE (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 

description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LU (local) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

LU (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-fR 

LU (switched) definition statement 
description VT AM"IR 
format VTAM-IR 

LU definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
NCP definition statements 

VTAM restrictions on VTAM-IR 
PU (local) definition statement 

description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

PU (SDLC nonswitched) definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU (switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

PU definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VPBUF buffer pool 

See buffer pool 
VPRINT NCP /SSP-RD 
VPRINT operand 

TERMINAL definition 
statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

VR 
defining on PATH statement VTAM-IR 

VR (virtual route) NCP-CS, NV-AR, VTAM-DR 
blocked/buffer utilization information 

retrieval NPP-Gl 
pacing NPP-Gl 
status NPP-G1 
window size NPP-Gl 

VR activation capability NCP /SSP-RD 
VRcommand 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

VR congestion data X'3B' control vector NCP-RF 
VR operand NV -AR 
VR pacing response (VRPRS) NCP-RF 
VR pacing window size calcula tion exit 

routine VTAM-CS 
VR table entries VTAM-DR 
VR window sizes 

effect on performance VT AM-CS 
VR= parameter NV-IA 
VRACT macro NCP-CS 
VRACT operand NCP /SSP-RD, NPP-PL 

BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRACTCK macro NCP-CS 
VRB NCP-CS 
VRBLK VT AM-DR 
VREVENT macro NCP-CS 
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VRIMTASK macro NCP-CS 
VRINOP NCP-CS 
VRn operand 

PATH definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

VRPOOL operand NCP /SSP-RD 
BUILD definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

VRPRS sequence number NCP-RF 
VRPWS operand 

PATH definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

VRPWSnn NPP-PL 
VRPWSnn operand (PATH definition 

statement) VTAM-CS 
VRPWSOO operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWSOO through VRPWS72 

operands NCP /SSP-RD 
VRPWSOI operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS02 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWSI0 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWSll operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS12 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS20 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS21 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS22 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS30 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS31 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS32 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS40 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS41 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS42 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS50 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS51 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS52 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS60 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS61 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS62 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS70 operand 
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PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS71 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRPWS72 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VRST command 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

VRO operand 
PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

VRO through VR7 operands NCP/SSP-RD 
VRloperand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VR2 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VR3 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
VR4 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VR5 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VR60perand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VR7 operand 

PATH definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
VSAM 

See Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM), for 
VSE 

VSAM (Virtual Storage Access Method) NV-IA 
configuration restart VT AM-IR 
defining VT AM-IR 
disk log NPP-G1 

VSAM buffers NV-IA 
VSAM clusters NV -IA 
VSAM clusters, allocate NV-fA 
VSAM data base 

permanent records NV-D 
VSAM data base name, primary NV-AR 
VSAM data sets VT AM-OP 
VSAM data sets, load NV-fA 
VSAM definitions, confirm NV -IA 
VSAM error codes VT AM-OP 
VSAM LSR NV -IA 
VSAM members 

AAUCNMTD member 
DSTINIT statement NV-AR 

AAUPRMLP member 
DSTINIT statement NV-AR 

BNJMBDST member 
DSTINIT statement NV-AR 

BNJ36DST member 
DSTINIT statement NV-AR 

DSIALATD member 
DSTINIT statement NV-AR 

DSIAML TD member 
DSTINIT statement NV-AR 

DSICPINT member 
DSTINIT statement NV-AR 

DSIELMEM member 



DSTINIT statement NV-AR 
DSILOGBK member 

DSTINIT statement NV -AR 
DSILUCTD member 

DSTINIT statement NV-AR 
DSITRCBK member 

DSTINIT statement NV-AR 
VSAMLM operand 

DTIGEN macro 
description VTAM-IR 

VSAMLSR NV -IA 
VSAMLSR statement NV-AR, NV-IA 
VSCS 

abnormal termination and recovery VT AM-DR 
accounting VT AM-DR 
CMS mode VTAM-DR 
communication services VTAM-DR 
components VTAM-DR 
console mode VT AM-DR 
defining start option VT AM-IR 
device manager VT AM-DR 
dispatcher VTAM-DR 
DTIGEN macro VTAM-IR 
DTIUSERn ASSEMBLE file VT AM-IR 
dump services VTAM-DR 
ENQUEUE VTAM-DR 
exit processors VTAM-DR 
external trace VT AM-DR 
HALT VTAM-DR 
ini tializa tion 

components involved VTAM-DG 
loops VTAM-DG 
messages indicating problems VTAM-DG 
messages showing success VT AM-DG 
source of IPTYPEs and return codes in 

messages VT AM-DG 
initialization and termination VTAM-DR 
input manager VTAM-DR 
internal trace VTAM-DR 
internal trace table 

location in a dump VTAM-DG 
location in storage VT AM-DG 

logoff processor VT AM-DR 
LOSTERM VTAM-DR 
message prefix VT AM-DG 
messages, source of return codes VT AM-DG 
NSEXIT VTAM-DR 
operator communication facility VTAM-DR 
OPNDST VTAM-DR 
output manager VTAM-DR 
overview VT AM-IR 
overview of normal process VTAM-DG 
PATH ID table VTAM-DR 
presentation services VTAM-DR 
PRINTER command causes VT AM SIMLOGON 

failure 
problems 

ABENDs VTAM-DG 
all LUs hung VTAM-DG 
disconnect VT AM-DG 
documentation requirements VTAM-DG 

global IUCV path severed VTAM-DG 
how to trace VT AM-DG 
incorrect output VTAM-DG 
incorrect parameters, messages for VTAM-DG 
initialization VTAM-DG 
internal VTAM-DG 
IUCV paCing VT AM-DG 
logoff VTAM-DG 
logon VT AM-DG 
loop VT AM-DG 
loop during initialization VTAM-DG 
LU hangs after message DTICIOI VTAM-DG 
LU hangs during console or CMS 

mode VTAM-DG 
LU hangs during full screen mode VTAM-DG 
LU hangs during logoff or disconnect 

processing VT AM-DG 
LU hangs when you switch modes VTAM-DG 
LU stays hung after VARY INACT or FORCE 

command VTAM-DG 
misspelled or missing parameters VT AM-DG 
no VT AM RECEIVE ANY RPLs 

active VTAM-DG 
one or more LUs hung VTAM-DG 
operator command does not 

complete VT AM-DG 
operator command is rejected VTAM-DG 
performance VTAM-DG 
premature termination of user's 

session VT AM-DG 
premature termination of VSCS VTAM-DG 
Presentation Services in large enabled 

loop VT AM-DG 
printer sharing VTAM-DG 
screen size is incorrect VT AM-DG 
SN A dial VT AM-DG 
storage shortage VT AM-DG 
symptoms VTAM-DG 
termination VTAM-DG 
termination immediately upon 

starting VTAM-DG 
timing VTAM-DG 
users cannot log on VTAM-DG 
VT AM Services VT AM-DG 
wait VT AM-DG 

queue manager VTAM-DR 
receive processor VTAM-DR 
RELREQ VTAM-DR 
request shutdown (RSHUTD) VTAM-DR 
scheduler VT AM-DR 
send processor VT AM-DR 
SIMLOGON VTAM-DR 
state manager VTAM-DR 
storage available, determining amount VTAM-DG 
storage manager VT AM-DR 
system services VT AM-DR 
termination messages VT AM-DG 
timer services VTAM-DR 
TPEND VT AM-DR 
utility services subtask VTAM-DR 
VTAM considerations VTAM-IR 
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VTAM services VTAM-DR 
VSCS (VM SNA console support) NPP-PL 

accounting record format VT AM-CS 
data manipulation exit routines VT AM-CS 
FORCE command NPP-GI 
internal trace NPP-GI 
logon mode table VT AM-CS 
NetView NPP-GI 
support NPP-GI 

VSCS buffer use commands VTAM-OP 
VSCS command length restrictions VT AM-OP 
VSCS diagnostic tools (VM only) VTAM-OP 
VSCS DISPLAY Command 

sample output VT AM-OP 
syntax of VTAM-OP 

VSCS Dumping Commands 
syntax of VTAM-OP 

VSCS FORCE Command 
syntax of VTAM-OP 

VSCS HALT command VTAM-OP 
VSCS PRINTER command 

syntax of VTAM-OP 
VSCS QUERY command 

syntax of VTAM-OP 
VSCS QUIT 

HALT 
CANCEL commands 

VSCS QUIT command 
synonym for VTAM-OP 

VSCS START command 
syntax of VTAM-OP 

VSCS start options(VM only) VTAM-OP 
VSCS termination VT AM-DR 
VSCS Tracing Commands 

syntax of VT AM-OP 
VSE 

dumps 
program-initiated dump VT AM-DG 
SDAID dump facility VT AM-DG 
stand-alone dump utility VT AM-DG 
VSE dump command VT AM-DG 

function-list vector VT AM-PG 
installing VT AM 

verifying VT AM-IR 
special error return codes VT AM-PG 

VSE dump utility EPIRD 
activating and printing the dump EPIRD 

example EPIRD 
DUMP control statement EPIRD 

FROMADDR EPIRD 
PRINT EPIRD 
TOADDR EPIRD 

emulation program utility EPIRD 
host and communication controller 

requirements EPIRD 
link-editing EPIRD 
printing the EP, MOSS, or CSP dump EPIRD 

VSE dynamic dump utility EPIRD 
dynamic dump examples EPIRD 
host and communication controller 

requirements EPIRD 
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IFUSVEP load module EPIRD 
job control statements EPIRD 
obtaining a dynamic dump EPIRD 

stopping a trace EPIRD 
requirements for installation EPIRD 
utility control statements EPIRD 

DISPLAY EPIRD 
DYNADMP EPIRD 
END EPIRD 
OPTION EPIRD 
PAUSE EPIRD 
PRINT EPIRD 
SYSIN EPIRD 

VSE publications VTAM-DR 
VSM (VTAM service machine) VTAM-DR 
VSM inbound/outbound VTAM-DR 
VTAL trace record VTAM-DG 
VTAM NCP-CS. NV-IA. NV-OP. VTAM-PG 

acquiring resources NV-O 
activating NPP-SAM 
application programs VT AM-IR 
assembling and link-editing the tables NPP-SAM 
buffer pool allocation VTAM-CS 
buffer pool use VT AM-DG 
buffer usage NV - 0 
canceling VT AM-OP 
changes for Version 3 VTAM-CS 
channel programs VT AM-DR 
class of service table VT AM-CS 
CNM routing table VTAM-CS 
coat-tailing VTAM-CS 
commands for problem determination VT AM-DG 
commands in status monitor NV-O 
compared with BT AM VT AM-PG 
constants module 

RACABCNT VTAM-CS 
RACABINT VT AM-CS 
RACBSNAP VTAM-CS 
RACCITSZ VTAM-CS 
RACEAS VTAM-CS 
RACHNTSZ VT AM-CS 
RACHSRT VTAM-CS 
RACINNBL VT AM-CS 
RACINOPT VTAM-CS 
RACMARTY VTAM-CS 
RACMATMR VTAM-CS 
RACMCPBF VTAM-CS 
RACONSRT VTAM-CS 
RACPDBFS VT AM-CS 
RACSASUP VTAM-CS 
RACVCNT VT AM-CS 

control block relationships VT AM-DR 
control blocks formatted in a dump 

MVS VTAM-DG 
VM VTAM-DG 

control of a resource NV-O 
controlling resources NV-OP. VTAM-OP 
data extent block (ACDEB) VT AM-DR 
data sets VTAM-IR 
dispatching VT AM-DR 



DISPLAY TSOUSER NPP-SAM 
distribution media VT AM-IR 
dump facility VT AM-DG 
execution sequences VTAM-DG 
exit routines VTAM-PG 

data manipulation VT AM-CS 
replacing VT AM-CS 
session accounting VTAM-CS 
session authorization VT AM-CS 
session management VTAM-CS 
TPRINT processing VT AM-CS 
virtual route selection VT AM-CS 
VR pacing window size 

calculation VT AM-CS 
functional recovery routines VT AM-PG 
halting VT AM-OP 
installing 

illustrated VTAM-IR 
tasks listed VT AM-IR 

interdependences during installation 
process VT AM-IR 

interfacing with an application 
program VT AM-PG 

internal trace (VIT) data area 
relationships VTAM-DR 

internal traces VTAM-OP 
interpret tables VT AM-CS 
keyword operands VT AM-PG 
language VTAM-PG 
library example VTAM-DR 
locks VTAM-DG 
logon mode table VTAM-CS 
macro instruction coding conventions VT AM-CS 
macro instructions VT AM-CS 
macro instructions, summary description 
of VTAM-PG 

manipulative macro instructions VT AM-PG 
message description NPP-SAM 
message prefix VTAM-DG 
messages NPP-SAM 
minor node definition statements, where 

defined NV-O 
MVS start procedure NPP-SAM 
operating system support for VTAM-IR 
operator commands VTAM-PG 
overview VTAM-DR 
parsing messages NV-O 
PIU discard reason codes VTAM-DR 
printer commands for VSCS VTAM-DG 
process scheduling services (PSS) VTAM-DR 
RECEIVE ANY RPLs 

address of each VT AM-DG 
description VT AM-DG 
inactive VTAM-DG 
location in a dump VT AM-DG 
total number VTAM-DG 

recovering from host failure VT AM-OP 
recovery machine, activating VT AM-DG 
resource hierarchy VTAM-OP 
resources NV-O 
scheduling a VT AM process VT AM-DR 

sense codes 
modules issuing VT AM-DR 

service aids VT AM-DG 
SIMLOGON fails VTAM-DG 
start EXEC, customizing to fit 

instaJIation NPP-SAM 
start options NPP-SAM 
starting NPP-SAM, VTAM-OP 
starting at AOIM NPP-SAM 
status monitor NV-O 
storage management services (SMS) VT AM-DR 
supported versions NPP-SAM 
tables VT AM-DG 

Class of Service table NPP-SAM 
logon mode table NPP-SAM 
USS table NPP-SAM 

tape VT AM-IR 
termination "TAM-DR 
trace NV-O 

files in VSE VTAM-IR 
GTF, Generalized Trace Facility VT AM-OP 

trace fields 
MVS-only fields VT AM-DG 
VM-only fields VT AM-DG 

traces 
activating VTAM-DG 
buffer contents VTAM-DG 
buffer use (SMS) VTAM-DG 
I/O VTAM-DG 
internal VTAM-DG 
printing with CPTRAP and 
TRAPRED VTAM-DG 

printing with PRDMP VTAM-DG 
printing with TAP VTAM-DG 
printing with TPRINT VTAM-DG 
SMS (buffer use) VT AM-DG 
TGET/TPUT, forTSO/VTAM VTAM-DG 

TSO VTAM-DR 
tuning VT AM-CS 
tuning statistics NV-O 
USS definition tables VTAM-CS 
VMVTAM EXEC NPP-SAM 
VTAM-initiated HALT VTAM-PG 
wait state indications VTAM-DG 

VT AM (Virtual Telecommunications Access Method) 
adjacent networks NPP-GI, NPP-PL 
and TCAM in same network NPP-PL 
application program NPP-PL 

enhancements NPP-GI 
ASCII-8 support under NetView NPP-GI 
commands NPP-PL 

customizing NPP-PL 
DISPLAY NPP-PL 
VARY DRDS NPP-PL 

configuration restart facility NPP-PL 
constants module (ISTRACON) NPP-PL 
cross-domain communication NPP-GI 
cryptographic support NPP-PL 
customization NPP-PL 
data encryption facility NPP-PL 
default NPP-GI 
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diagnostic aid NPP-PL 
domain NPP-PL 
functions 

application programs NPP-GI 
for performance NPP-PL 
for problem determination NPP-PL 
operation NPP-GI 
performance NPP-GI 
problem determination NPP-GI 
recovery NPP-GI 
security NPP-GI 
structure NPP-GI 

hardware support NPP-GI 
installation NPP-PL 
message NPP-PL 
migration 

VM NPP-PL 
name NPP-PL 
native VM support 

function NPP-GI 
multiple-domain network NPP-GI 
overview NPP-GI 

NCP compatablity NPP-GI 
network operation NPP-GI 
operation NPP-PL 
overview NPP-PL 
planning NPP-PL 
problem determination NPP-PL 
programming requirements NPP-GI 
requirements NPP-PL 
resource definition NPP-PL 
start options NPP-PL 

messages and commands NPP-PL 
performance NPP-PL 
problem determination NPP-PL 
processing time NPP-PL 
session management NPP-PL 
speCification NPP-PL 
subarea specification NPP-PL 
tuning statistics NPP-PL 

storage estimate NPP-GI 
storage use NPP-PL 
supported program products NPP-GI 
symptom string subset NPP-GI 
traces NPP':GI 
TSO (time sharing option) NPP-GI 
tuning statistics NPP-GI, NPP-PL 
VTAM and NCP 

application programming 
operation 
performance NPP-GI 
problem determination 
recovery 
session flow NPP-GI 

V3 with GWCTL=ONL Y NPP-PL 
V3 23-bit address field NPP-PL 

VTAM and NCP functions 
application programming NPP-GI 
introduction NPP-GI 
operation NPP-GI 
performance NPP-GI 
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problem determination NPP-GI 
recovery NPP-GI 
session flow NPP-GI 
structure NPP-GI 
traces NPP-GI 

VT AM and NCP trace NPP-GI 
VTAM APPL statement NV-IA 
VTAM buffer contents trace 
VT AM buffer trace NV-SC 
VTAM CDRSC definition statement NV-IA 
VTAM command prefix VTAM-OP 
VT AM commands VTAM-OP 

entering VTAM-OP 
execution sequences VT AM-OP 
NET operand VTAM-OP 
procedure name VTAM-OP 
syntax of VTAM-OP 
valid and invalid VT AM-OP 
where to enter VT AM-OP 

VT AM communication network application 
(VCNA) NPP-PL 

VTAM CONFIG option NV-IA 
VTAM definition for NetView NV-AR 
VT AM definition statements 

See definition statements 
VTAM display: logical unit panel NV-SC 
VTAMdomain 

controlling with an application 
program VT AM-OP 

discontiguous VT AM-OP 
initial configuration and control VTAM-OP 
monitoring VTAM-OP 

VT AM execution problem with CCP 
CLIST SSP-CCPIN 

VTAM exit address NV-IA 
VTAM HALT command NPP-PL 
VT AM internal trace (VIT) 

activation 
MODE=EXT VTAM-DG 
MODE=INT VTAM-DG 
OPTION operand VT AM-DG 

deactivation VTAM-DG 
module names in trace records VT AM-DG 
record descriptions 

ABND VTAM-DG 
ADSP VTAM-DG 
All VTAM-DG 
AI2 VTAM-DG 
AI3 VTAM-DG 
AREL VTAM-DG 
ATT VTAM-DG 
AXIT VTAM-DG 
CCI for NCSPL VTAM-DG 
CCI for neither RUPE nor 

NCSPL VTAM-DG 
CCI for RUPE VTAM-DG 
CCO for NCSPL VT AM-DG 
CCO for neither RUPEnor 

NCSPL VTAM-DG 
CCO for RUPE VTAM-DG 



cn VTAM-DG 
CI2 VTAM-DG 
CD VTAM-DG 
CI4 VTAM-DG 
CONN VTAM-DG 
COl VTAM-DG 
C02 VTAM-DG 
C03 VTAM-DG 
C04 VTAM-DG 
CPPG VTAM-DG 
CPPT VTAM-DG 
CPRC VTAM-DG 
CPWT VTAM-DG 
DISC VTAM-DG 
DISP VTAM-DG 
DSCD VTAM-DG 
ERP for MVS VT AM-DG 
ERP for VM VTAM-DG 
ERP for VM (V3Rl) VT AM-DG 
ERP for VM V3Rl VTAM-DG 
ERP for VSE VTAM-DG 
ESC VTAM-DG 
EXIT VTAM-DG 
FBLK VTAM-DG 
FID4 PIU VTAM-DG 
GBLK VTAM-DG 
HlO VTAM-DG 
INT for MVS VTAM-DG 
INT for VM VTAM-DG 
!NT for VM (V3Rl) VT AM-DG 
!NT for VM V3Rl VTAM-DG 
!NT for VSE VTAM-DG 
10 VTAM-DG 
101 VTAM-DG 
102 for MVS VTAM-DG 
102 for VM VT AM-DG 
102 for VSE VT AM-DG 
103 for MVS VTAM-DG 
103 for VM VTAM-DG 
103 for VSE VT AM-DG 
IRBD VTAM-DG 
IRBX VTAM-DG 
LKEX VTAM-DG 
LKSH VTAM-DG 
LOST VTAM-DG 
MSG VTAM-DG 
NRSP VTAM-DG 
OPER VTAM-DG 
PIU VTAM-DG 
PIUX VTAM-DG 
POST VTAM-DG 
QREQ VTAM-DG 
QUE VTAM-DG 
QUEN VTAM-DG 
RE VTAM-DG 
RELS VTAM-DG 
REQS VTAM-DG 
RESM VTAM-DG 
SCHD VTAM-DG 
SlO for MVS VT AM-DG 
SlO for VM VTAM-DG 

SlO for VM V3Rl VT AM-DG 
SlO for VSE VT AM-DG 
SRBD VT AM-DG 
SRBX VT AM-DG 
SRT VTAM-DG 
UE VTAM-DG 
ULKA VTAM-DG 
UNLK VTAM-DG 
UP VTAM-DG 
VTAL VTAM-DG 
VTFR VTAM-DG 
WAIT VTAM-DG 

record summary VT AM-DG 
SNAP trace record VT AM-DG 
trace table header record VTAM-DG 

VTAM internal trace(VIT) VTAM-CS 
VTAM logmode tables for TAF NV-IA 
VT AM macro differences 

across operating systems VTAM-PG 
VTAM macro instructions VTAM-PG 
VT AM messages 

activating a CLIST by message NV-CL 
flooding VT AM-OP 
identifying the issuing module VTAM-OP 
NetView interpretation of NV-CL 
processing through USS VT AM-OP 
rewording NV -CL 
sending an automatic response to NV-CL 
suppressing NV-CL 
suppression VTAM-OP 
taking action based on a message NV -CL 
truncation of VT AM-OP 

VTAM NETID NV-IA 
VT AM NETID start option NV -IA 
VT AM network(multiple domain networks) 
VT AM operands, listed 

BUILD definition statement NCP!SSP-RD 
CLUSTER definition statement NCP /SSP-RD 
GROUP definition statement NCP/SSP-RD 
HOST definition statement NCP/SSP-RD 
LINE definition statement NCP/SSP-RD 
LU definition statement NCP /SSP-RD 
PU definition statement NCP/SSP-RD 
TERMINAL definition statement NCP/SSP-RD 

VT AM operands, summary NCP /SSP-RD 
VT AM operator 

role of VT AM-OP 
VT AM physical unit 

sample display VT AM-OP 
traces for VT AM-OP 

VT AM resources, define NV -IA 
VTAM routes 

PATH definition statement VTAM-IR 
VTAM service machine VTAM-DR 
VT AM Services 

messages issued by VT AM-DG 
task problem VT AM-DG 

VTAM services in VSCS VTAM-DR 
VTAM SPAN operand NV-IA 
VTAM START option NV-IA 
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VTAM terminalI/O coordinator 
(vnOC) VTAM-DR 

VTAMuserid 
privilege class VT AM-IR 

VTAM-onlyoperands 
on NCP definition statements 

coding VTAM-IR 
VT AM-operator-assisted call VT AM-OP 
VTAM, define NV -IA 
VTAM, start NV -IA 
VTAME 

in a multiple domain network VTAM-OP 
VTAMEAS start option VTAM-CS, VTAM-IR 

format VT AM-IR 
VTAMFRR operand 

APPL definition statement 
description VTAM-IR 
format VT AM-IR 

VTAMLIB NV-IA 
VTAMLST NPP-SAM, NY -IA 

adding or deleting nodes NV-O 
VTAMLST definition statements NV-AR 
VTAMMAP VTAM-DG 
VT AMOBJ data set VT AM-CS 
VTAMUSER LKEDIT VTAM-CS 
VT AMUSER LOADLIB VTAM-CS 
VTFR trace record VT AM-DG 
VTIOC (VTAM terminalI/O 

coordinator) VTAM-DR 
VTM191 disk VT AM-CS 

address VT AM-IR 
contents after installation VT AM-IR 
naming during reinstallation VT AM-IR 
size VT AM-IR 

VITRACE operand 
DTIGEN macro 

description VT AM-IR 
VVTI NCP-CS 

W (wrap) statement NV-AR 
W statements NV-IA 
WACK (wait-before-transmit positive 

acknowledgment) NCP/SSP-RD 
WACK delay NCP /SSP-RD 
WACK sequence count SSP-CCPUG 
WACKCNT operand NCP /SSP-RD, SSP-CCPUG 

GROUP definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
wait SSP-CCPIN 

application program VT AM-DG 
caused by VTAM Services VTAM-DG 
due to synchronous and asynchronous 

processing VT AM-DG 
during VSCS termination VTAM-DG 
option VTAM-DG 
session VT AM-DG 
symptoms VTAM-DG 
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WAIT keyword NV-CL 
&MSGCNT NV -CL 
&MSGID NV-CL 
&MSGMOD NV-CL 
&MSGORIGIN NV-CL 
&MSGSTR NV-CL 
*ENDWAIT operand NV-CL 
*ERROR operand NV -CL 
-nn operand NV-CL 
coding NY -CL 
coding suggestions NV -CL 
command operand NV -CL 
common global variables NV-CL 
continuing the wait NV-CL 
customizing &WAIT NV-CL 
displaying messages NV -CL 
DOMAINID operand NV-CL 
ending &WAIT NV-CL 
event=-label pairs in NV-CL 

-ERROR operand NY -CL 
DOMAINID operand NV-CL 
ENDW AIT operand NV-CL 
error conditions NV-CL 
MSGID operand NV-CL 
nn operand NV -CL 

MSGID operand NV -CL 
NetView commands used with NV-CL 

CANCEL command NV-CL 
GO command NV-CL 
STACK command NV -CL 
UNSTACK command NV-CL 

operands NV -CL 
CONTINUE operand NV-CL 
CONTWAIT operand NV-CL 
DISPLAY operand NV -CL 
ENDW AIT operand NV -CL 
SUPPRESS operand NV -CL 

suppressing messages NV-CL 
task global variables NV-CL 
uses for NV-CL 
variables used with NV-CL 

wait problem 
diagnosis procedure VTAM-DG 

wait problems NV-D 
WAIT trace record VTAM-DG 
wait-before-transmit positive acknowledgment 

(WACK) NCP /SSP-RD 
waiting 

request element (WRE) VTAM-DG 
RPH VTAM-DG 

waiting for a message NV -CL 
waiting request element (WRE) VT AM-DR 
WAKDLAYoperand NCP/SSP-RD 

GROUP definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
WAREA operand VTAM-PG 
WARM option VTAM-OP 

NCP line scheduling parameters VTAM-OP 
when to avoid VTAM-OP 

WARM start option NPP-PL 
WATS (wide area telephone service) NPP-PL 



ways to recover a hung LU (VSCS) VT AM-DG 
WCC (write control characters) VTAM-DR 
WEBDATA VTAM-DR 
WEBFUN VTAM-DR 
WEBMODE VTAM-DR 
webs VT AM-DR 
what order to define items SSP-CCPUG 
where to enter commands SSP-CCPUG 
WHO command NV-OP 

description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

window size NPP-PL, SSP-CCPUG 
window size (virtual routes) NCP/SSP-RD 
window size calculation, default algorithm VTAM-CS 
window size, coding NPP-SAM 
window size, default SSP-CCPUG 
windows VT AM-DR 
WKSTA command 

description NV-O 
example NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

work areas (to trace execution sequences) VTAM-DG 
work elements 
work space requirements, DASD 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

work space requirements, generation EPlRD 
worksheet 

BSC RJE station SSP-CCPUG 
BSC RJE station (VTAM and NCP) SSP-CCPUG 
BSC 3270 controller SSP-CCPUG 
BSC 3270 controller (VTAM and 

NCP) SSP-CCPUG 
BSC 3270 terminal SSP-CCPUG 
IBM 3705/3725 SSP-CCPUG 
IBM 3710 SSP-CCPUG 
IBM 3710 (VTAM and NCP) SSP-CCPUG 
IBM 3710 Eight Port Adapter SSP-CCPUG 
IBM 3710 Eight Port Adapter (VTAM and 

NCP) SSP-CCPUG 
leased BSC line from 3710 SSP-CCPUG 
leased start-stop line from 3710 SSP-CCPUG 
line from 37X5 SSP-CCPUG 
line from 37X5 (X.25) SSP-CCPUG 
SDLC line from 3710 SSP-CCPUG 
SNA controller/PU SSP-CCPUG 
SNA controller/PU (VTAM and 

NCP) SSP-CCPUG 
SNA display/LU SSP-CCPUG 
start-stop terminal SSP-CCPUG 
start-stop terminal (VT AM and 

NCP) SSP-CCPUG 
switched BSC line from 3710 SSP-CCPUG 
switched start-stop line from 3710 SSP-CCPUG 
translate table SSP-CCPUG 
3710 SSP-CCPUG 

worksheets 
ABEND problems NV-D 
documentation problems NV-D 
incorrect output problems NV-D 

introduction NV-D 
loop problems NV-D 
message problems NV-D 
NetView general information data sheet for all 

problems NV-D 
performance problems NV-D 
wait problems NV-D 

workstation data areas NV-lA 
workstation most recent response time 

display NV-O 
selection NV-O 
4700 support facility NV-O 

World Trade teletypewriter terminal NCP/SSP-RD 
world trade teletypewriter terminals NCP-RF 
WPBUF buffer pool VT AM-CS 

See also buffer pool 
WRAP command 

description NV-O 
syntax NV-O 

wrap count NV-AR 
wrap count statements NV-IA 
wrap count value NV-AR 
wrap counts, 4700 Support Facility NV-IA 
wrap test NCP-CS 
wraparound points for sequence numbers VTAM-PG 
wraparound test NCP /SSP-RD 
WRAPLN operand NCP/SSP-RD 

CSB definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

wrapping NV-OP 
wrapping of data on screen VT AM-DG 
WRE VTAM-DR 
WRE (waiting request element) VTAM-DG 
write channel program NCP-RF, VTAM-CS 
write command 

processing for nonswitched lines NCP-RF 
subtask sequence NCP-RF 

write command sequence 
BSC terminals, all line types NCP-RF 
start-stop terminals NCP-RF 

IBM 1050 NCP-RF 
IBM 2740A NCP-RF 
IBM 2740B NCP-RF 
IBM 2740C NCP-RF 
IBM 2740D NCP-RF 
IBM 2740E NCP-RF 
IBM 2740F NCP-RF 
IBM 2741 NCP-RF 

TTY terminals, common carrier TWX 
terminal NCP-RF 

world trade teletypewriter terminals NCP-RF 
write continue 

I/O request result of write command NCP-RF 
processing NCP-RF 

write continue command sequence 
BSC terminals, all line types NCP-RF 
start-stop terminals NCP-RF 

IBM 1050 NCP-RF 
IBM 2740A NCP-RF 
IBM 2740B NCP-RF 
IBM 2740C NCP-RF 
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IBM 2740D NCP-RF 
IBM 2740E NCP-RF 
IBM 2740F NCP-RF 
IBM 2741 NCP-RF 

TIY terminals, common carrier TWX 
terminals NCP-RF 

world trade teletypewriter terminals NCP-RF 
write control character in buffer contents trace 

output VTAM-DG 
write control characters VTAM-DR 
WRITE control statement 

coding of NV-CL 
example NV -CL 
uses for NV-CL 

write conversational, proceSsing for NCP-RF 
write EOT command sequence 

BSC terminals, all lines types NCP-RF 
start-stop terminals NCP-RF 

IBM 1050 NCP-RF 
IBM 2740A NCP-RF 
IBM 2740B NCP-RF 
IBM 2740C NCP-RF 
IBM 2740D NCP-RF 
IBM 2740E NCP-RF 
IBM 2740F NCP-RF 
IBM 2741 NCP-RF 

TIY terminals, common carrier TWX 
terminals NCP-RF 

world trade teletypewriter terminals NCP-RF 
write EOT I/O request 

processing NCP-RF 
result of disconnect command NCP-RF 
result of read with disconnect command NCP-RF 
result of write command NCP-RF 

write initial command sequence 
BSC terminals NCP-RF 

multipoint control NCP-RF 
point-ta-point contention NCP-RF 

start·stop terminals NCP-RF 
IBM 1050 NCP-RF 
IBM 2740A NCP-RF 
IBM 2740B NCP-RF 
IBM 2740C NCP-RF 
IBM 2740D NCP-RF 
IBM 2740E NCP-RF 
IBM 2740F NCP-RF 
IBM 2741 NCP-RF 

TTY terminals, common carrier TWX 
terminals NCP-RF 

world trade teletypewriter terminals NCP-RF 
write initial proceSSing for multipoint lines NCP-RF 
write initial, I/O request, result of write 

command, NCP-RF 
write IPL channel command NCP-RF 
write rec!>ver 

I/O request, result of write command NCP-RF 
processing NCP-RF 

write recover command sequence 
BSC terminals, all line types NCP-RF 
start-stop terminals NCP-RF 

IBM 1050 NCP-RF 
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IBM 2740A NCP-RF 
IBM 2740B NCP-RF 
IBM 2740C NCP-RF 
IBM 2740D NCP-RF 
IBM 2740E NCP-RF 
IBM 2740F NCP-RF 
IBM 2741 NCP-RF 

TTY terminals, common carrier TWX 
terminals NCP-RF 

world trade teletypewriter terminals NCP-RF 
write-to-operator (WTO) message SSP-DR 
write, I/O request, result of write command NCP-RF 
writing a program operator VT AM-PG 
writing advanced CLISTs NV-CL 
writing command lists NV -CL 
writing messages NV -CL 
WTO message SSP-DR 
WTO/WTOR macro instruction VTAM-CS 
WTTY NCP /SSP-RD 
WTTY terminals, defining EPIRD, NCP/SSP-RDG 
WTIYEOB operand NCP /SSP-RD 

OROUP definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
WTTYEOT operand NCP /SSP-RD 

GROUP definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
WTWXL operand 

OTIGEN macro 
description VT AM-IR 

W2741L operand 
DTIGEN macro 

description VT AM-IR 
W3767L operand 

OTIGEN macro 
description VT AM-IR 

X.21 NCP-CS 
X.21 SHM/MPS feature 

SHOLO operand 
GROUP (SOLC switched) definition 

statement VT AM-IR 
X.21 switched line VTAM-IR 
X.21,Direct Call VTAM-OP 
X.25 

device NPP-PL 
link NPP-PL 
NCP Packet Switch Interface (NPSI) NPP-PL 

X.25 configurations SSP-CCPUG 
X.25 networks SSP-CCPUG 
X.25 upstream module SSP-CCPUG 
X.25 VTAM Communications Adapter NV-HPD 
X'15' BER NCP-RF 
XBREAK operand NCP /SSP-RD 

BUILD definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
XCNCB VTAM-DR 
XEDIT performance VTAM-CS 
XID NV-HPD 
XID (exchange ID) NPP-PL 



XID exchange VTAM-CS 
XID processing for switched lines NCP-RF 
XIDO VT AM-DR 
XIO macro 

immediate I/O NCP-RF 
set mode NCP-RF 

for line trace NCP-RF 
processing NCP-RF 

XIO operand NCP /SSP-RD 
GROUP definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 

XIO routines NCP-CS 
XIO service NCP-CS 
XIOFL macro NCP-CS 
XIOFL scheduling SDLC link NCP-RF 
XIOTGmacro 
XITB operand 

BUILD definition statement 
for BSC devices NCP /SSP-RDG 

XITB operand (3705) NCP /SSP-RD 
XITCI operand NV -AR 
XITCI= parameter NV-li\. 
XITCO operand NV -AR 
XITDI operand NV -AR 
XITDI= parameter NV-IA 
XITVI operand NV -AR 
XITVN operand NV -AR 
XITVN =:: parameter NV -IA 
XITVO operand NV -AR 
XITXL operand NV -AR 
XMT VTAM-DR 
XON/XOFF SSP-CCPUG 
xpanno buffer pool parameter VTAM-CS 
XPANNO buffer pool start option VTAM-IR 
xpanpt buffer pool parameter VTAM-CS 
XPANPT buffer pool start option VTAM-IR 
XPC macro NCP-CS 
XPC Out routes PIU NCP-RF 
XPORTVR macro NCP-CS 
XREF (link-edit) map VTAM-DG 
XRF NCP /SSP-RD, NCP /SSP-RDG, VT AM-PG 

during OPNDST processing VTAM-PG 
primary VT AM-PG 
secondary VT AM-PG 
using CLSDST to terminate VTAM-PG 

XRF (Exteded Recovery Facility) NPP-PL 
MVS/XA NPP-PL 

XRF (extended recovery facility) 
function NPP-GI 
multiple-domain network NPP-GI 
single-domain network NPP-GI 

XRF Protocol Violation VTAM-PG 
XTWXID operand NCP /SSP-RD 

TERMINAL definition 
statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

XVT (transfer vector table) NCP-CS 
X21SWoperand NCP/SSP-RD 

GROUP (SDLC switched) definition statement 
description VT AM-IR 
format VTAM-IR 

GROUP definition statement NCP /SSP-RDG 
NCP definition statements 

VT AM restrictions on VT AM-IR 

YES operand value 
for BRANCH operand VTAM-PG 
for LISTEND operand VTAM-PG 

YIELD operand NCP /SSP-RD 
LINE definition statement NCP/SSP-RDG 

Z command (HALT command) 
ZAP command VT AM-CS 
ZAP disk 

address VT AM-IR 
contents after installation VTAM-IR 
size VT AM-IR 

o 

I Numerics I 
o operand value VT AM-PG 
1050 polling list NCP-RF 
1050, MTA test for NCP-RF 
111 User ABEND code SSP-CCPIN 
128 

module NPP-PL 
15-bit element-only address conversion NCP-RF 
16-bit combined subarea and element address 
conversion NCP-RF 

222 User ABEND code SSP-CCPIN 
23-bit address field NPP-PL 
24-bit addressing NV -IA 
2701 data adapter unit NPP-PL 
2740 Basic, MT A test for NCP-RF 
2740 transmit control, MT A test for NCP-RF 
2741, MTA test for NCP-RF 
3036 console 

allocation as a terminal NPP-GI 
31-bit mode NV-IA 
31-bit storage addressing 

NetView enhancement NPP-GI 
NetViewexploitation NPP-GI 
requirements NPP-GI 

3104 
3232 
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3270 
publication NPP-PL 
terminal NPP-PL 

3270 display stations 
characteristics of VT AM-PG 
communicating with VT AM-PG 
data flow control VT AM-PG 
transmission control VT AM-PG 

3270 Information Display System NCP-CS 
3270 large screen 

use in TSO/VTAM VTAM-IR 
3270 terminal NV -IA 
3270 terminal does not work panel NV-SC 
3270 terminals, types of VTAM-PG 
3270-type session NV -IA 
3271 
3272 
3274 NV-OP 
3275 
3276 

See IBM 3276 
3279 color terminal VTAM-DG 
3290 

See IBM 3290 
3330 resources NV -HPD 
3340 resources NV -HPD 
3344 resources NV -HPD 
3350 resources NV -HPD 
3375 resources NV-HPD 
3380 resources NV-HPD 
3410 resources NV-HPD 
3420 resources NV -HPD 
3600 NPP-PL 
3600 or 4700 controllers 

summary display NV-O 
3650 NPP-PL 
3660 NPP-PL 
3705 

identifying for loading 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

initial test routine, loading 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

loading requirements 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP/SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

3705 communication controller 
ONLY definitions NPP-PL 

channel adapter disable NPP-PL 
DUALCOM NPP-PL 
FGSLTRS NPP-PL 
HSPDSEL NPP-PL 
initial test routine NPP-PL 
INTPRI NPP-PL 
LNCTL NPP-PL 
REMLOAD, TADDR NPP-PL 
remote program load feature NPP-PL 
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SCANCTL NPP-PL 
SCLSET NPP-PL 
SPEED NPP-PL 
SPSHIFT NPP-PL 
TADDR NPP-PL 

3705 Communications Controller 
identifying for loading 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

initial test routine, loading 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

loading requirements 
MVS NCP/SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

malfunctions SSP-CCPIN 
3705/NCP 
3705/3720/3725/EP resources NV-HPD 
3705/3720/3725/NCP 
3708 NV-HPD 
3710 

cable test NV-O 
cancelling commands NV-O 
changing service adapter password NV-O 
communication adapter test NV-O 
display configuration NV-O 
line control NV-O 
list outstanding commands NV-O 
LPDA status NV-O 
online diagnostics NV-O 
See 3710 Network Controller 
service modem test NV-O 
station threshold value NV-O 

3710 control unit line trace NPP-GI 
3710 Network Controller NPP-PL, VTAM-OP 

alerts NPP-PL 
backup NPP-PL 
CLiSTs with NPP-GI 
control unit line trace NPP-GI 
defining configurations for SSP-CCPUG 
enhancement NPP-GI 
functions of SSP-CCPUG 
general considerations NPP-PL 
link-attached NPP-PL 
malfunctions SSP-CCPIN 
non-8NA device NPP-GI 

3710 worksheet SSP-CCPUG 
3720 

identifying for loading 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

loading requirements 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

3720 Communication Controller 



automatic scanner re-IML NPP-GI 
high-speed link transmission NPP-GI 
identifying for loading 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

loading requirements 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP/SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

NCP subset for 
port swapping NPP-GI 
scanner interface trace NPP-GI 

3720 five 
identifying for loading 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP/SSP-GL 
VSE NCP/SSP-GL 

loading requirements 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

3720/NCP 
3725 
3725 Communication Controller NPP-SAM, 

VTAM-OP 
generation and utilities NPP-PL 
highspeed transmission links NPP-GI 
HONE configurator NPP-PL 
identifying for loading 

MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP /SSP-GL 
VSE NCP/SSP-GL 

loading requirements 
MVS NCP /SSP-GL 
VM NCP/SSP-GL 
VSE NCP /SSP-GL 

malfunctions SSP-CCPIN 
modulo NPP-GI 
port swapping NPP-GI 

3725 communication controller, alert messages 
from VTAM-DG 

3725/NCP 
3767 terminal NV-IA 
3767-type session NV-IA 
3776/7 
3780 BSC NPP-PL 
3790 NPP-PL 
3800 resources NV-HPD 
3830 resources NV -HPD 
386X 
386X modem support NPP-GI, NPP-PL 

386X modem support (LPDA1) NCP-RF 
3880 resources NV-HPD 
43Xl/VTAM 
4331 Communication Adapter, trace for VT AM-DG 
4700 
4700 DST parameter member NV-IA 
4700 Support Facility NV-HPD, NV-IA, NV-SC 

all controllers display NV-O 
command selection display NV-O 
control commands display NV-O 
controller summary display NV-O 
enter NV-O 
loop most recent error display NV-O 
loop most recent status display NV-O 
menu display NV-O 
moving NV-O 
panels NV-O 
PF keys NV-O 
stops NV-O 
workstation most recent response time 

display NV-O 
4700 Support Facility, define NV-IA 
5550 NV-HPD 
5664280 VMFPARM file VTAM-IR 

contents VTAM-IR 
format of entries VTAM-IR 

586X NV-HPD 
586X modem 

LPDA (link problem determination aid) 
support NPP-GI 

586X modem support NCP-RF, NPP-PL 
5860 

cancelling commands NV-O 
change line speed NV-O 
close contact NV-O 
detect current of sensor NV-O 
dial station NV-O 
disconnect station NV-O 
list outstanding commands NV-O 
LPDA status NV-O 
modem configuration NV-O 
open contact NV-O 
station threshold value NV-O 

5995 
7-bit data SSP-CCPUG 
7426 
8 port adapter 

function of SSP-CCPUG 
8100/DPCX NV-IA 
8100/DPPX NV-IA 
8775 
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Glossary 

This glossary defines important NCP, NetView, SSP, 
and VTAM abbreviations and terms. It includes 
information from the IBM Vocabulary for Data 
Processing, Telecommunications, and Office Systems, 
GC20-1699. Definitions from the American National 
Dictionary for Information Processing are identified by an 
asterisk (.). Definitions from draft proposals and 
working papers under development by the International 
Standards Organization, Technical Committee 97, 
Subcommittee 1 are identified by the symbol (TC97). 
Definitions from the CCIT Sixth Plenary Assembly 
Orange Book, Tenns and Definitions and working 
documents published by the Consultative Committee on 
International Telegraph and 'Telephone of the 
International Telecommunication Union, Geneva, 1980 
are preceded by the symbol (CCITT /ITU). Definitions 
from published sections of the ISO Vocabulary of Data 
Processing, developed by the International Standards 
Organization, Technical Committee 97, Subcommittee 1 
and from published sections of the ISO Vocabulary of 
Office Machines, developed by subcommittees of ISO 
Technical Committee 95, are preceded by the symbol 
(ISO). 

For abbreviations, the definition usually consists only 
of the words represented by the letters; for complete 
definitions, see the entries for the words. 

Reference Words Used in the Entries 

The following reference words are used in this glossary: 

Contrast with. Refers to a term that has an opposed 
or substantively different meaning. 

Deprecated term for. Indicates that the term should 
not be used. It refers to a preferred term, which is 
defined. 

See. Refers to multiple-word terms that have the 
same last word. 

See also. Refers to related terms that have similar 
(but not synonymous) meanings. 

Synonym for. Appears in the commentary of a less 
desirable or less speCific term and identifies the 
preferred term that has the same meaning. 

Synonymous with. Appears in the commentary of a 
preferred term and identifies less desirable or less 
speCific terms that have the same meaning. 

ABEND. Abnormal end of task. 

abnormal end of task (ABEND). Termination of a task 
before its completion because of an error condition that 
cannot be resolved by recovery facilities while the task 
is executing. 

ACB. (1) In VTAM, application control block. (2) In 
NCP, adapter control block. 

ACB address space. In VT AM, the address space in 
which the ACB is opened. See associated address space 
and session address space. 

ACB name. (1) The name of an ACB macro 
instruction. (2) A name speCified in the ACBNAME 
parameter of a VT AM APPL statement. Contrast with 
network name. 

ACB-based macro instruction. In VT AM, a macro 
instruction whose parameters are specified by the user 
in an access method control block. 

accept. For a VT AM application program. to establish 
a session with a logical unit (LU) in response to a 
CINIT request from a system services control point 
(SSCP). The session-initiation request may begin when 
a terminal user logs on, a VTAM application program 
issues a macro instruction, or a VTAM operator issues a 
command. See also acquire (1). 

access method. A technique for moving data between 
main storage and input/output devices. 

accounting exit routine. In VTAM, an optional 
installation exit routine that collects statistics about 
session initiation and termination. 

ACF. Advanced Communications Function. 

ACF/NCP. Advanced Communications Function for 
the Network Control Program. Synonym for NCP. 

ACF /SSP. Advanced Communications Function for 
the System Support Programs. Synonym for SSP. 
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ACF/TAP. Advanced Communications Function for 
the Trace Analysis Program. Synonym for TAP. 

ACF /TCAM. Advanced Communications Function for 
the Telecommunications Access Method. Synonym for 
TCAM. 

ACF/VTAM. Advanced Communications Function for 
the Virtual Telecommunications Access Method. 
Synonym for VTAM. 

ACF/VTAME. Advanced Communications Function 
for the Virtual Telecommunications Access Method 
Entry. Synonym for VTAME. 

acquire. (1) For a VTAM application program, to 
initiate and establish a session with another logical unit 
(LU). The acquire process begins when the application 
program issues a macro instruction. See also accept. 
(2) To take over resources that were formerly 
controlled by an access method in another domain, or to 
resume control of resources that were controlled by this 
domain but released. Contrast with release. See also 
resource takeover. 

activate. To make a resource of a node ready to 
perform the functions for which it was designed. 
Contrast with deactivate. 

active. (1) The state a resource is in when it has been 
activated and is operational. Contrast with inactive, 
pending, and inoperative. (2) Pertaining to a major or 
minor node that has been activated by VTAM. Most 
resources are activated as part of VT AM start 
proceSsing or as the result of a VARY ACT command. 

active application. The application subsystem currently 
in an extended recovery facility (XRF) session with a 
terminal user. See alternate application. 

adapter control block (ACB). In NCP, a control block 
that contains line control information and the states of 
I/O operations for BSC lines, start-stop lines, or SDLC 
links. 

address aliasing. See network address translation. 

address translation. See network address translation. 

adjacent NCPs. Network control programs (NCPs) 
that are connected by subarea links with no intervening 
NCPs. 

adjacent networks. Two SNA networks joined by a 
common gateway NCP. 

adjacent nodes. Two nodes that are connected by one 
or more data links with no intervening nodes. 

adjacent SSCP table. A table containing lists of the 
system services control points (SSCPs) that VTAM can 
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be in session with or can use to reach destination SSCPs 
in the same network or in other networks. The table is 
filed in the VT AM definition library. 

adjacent subareas. Two subareas connected by one or 
more links with no intervening subareas. See also 
subarea. 

Advanced Communications Function (ACF). A group of 
IBM program products (principally VT AM, TCAM, 
NCP, and SSP) that use the concepts of Systems 
Network Architecture (SNA), including distribution of 
function and resource sharing. 

alert. In NetView, a high priority event that warrants 
immediate attention. This data base record is generated 
for certain event types that are defined by 
user-constructed filters. 

alias address. An address used by a gateway NCP and a 
gateway system services control point (SSCP) in one 
network to represent a logical unit (LU) or SSCP in 
another network. 

alias name. A name defined in a host used to represent 
a logical unit name, logon mode table name, or class of 
service name in another network. This name is defined 
to a name translation program when the alias name does 
not match the real name. The alias name translation 
program is used to associate the real and alias names. 

alias name translation Cacility. A function for 
converting logical unit names, logon mode table names, 
and class of service names used in one network into 
equivalent names to be used in another network. 
Available with NetView or NCCF program products. 

alternate application. The subsystem that is prepared to 
take over a particular active application's extended 
recovery facility (XRF) sessions with terminal users in 
case the application fails. See active application. 

alternate path. (1) Another channel an operation can 
use after a failure. See also alternate path retry (APR). 
(2) In CCP, one of two paths that can be defined for 
information flowing to and from physical units attached 
to the network by means of an IBM 3710 Network 
Controller. See primary path. 

alternate path retry (APR). A facility that allows a 
failed I/O operation to be retried on another channel 
assigned to the device performing the I/O operation. It 
also provides the capability to establish other paths to 
an online or offline device. 

alternate route. A secondary or backup route that is 
used if normal routing is not possible. 

ancillary equipment. Synonym for auxiliary equipment. 



any-mode. In VTAM: (1) The form of a RECEIVE 
request that obtains input from anyone (unspecified) 
session. (2) The form of an ACCEPT request that 
completes the establishment of a session by accepting 
anyone (unspecified) queued CINIT request. Contrast 
with specific-mode. See continue-any mode. See also accept. 

API. Application program interface. 

application control block (ACB). A control block that 
links an application program to VSAM or VT AM. 

application program. (1) A program written for or by a 
user that applies to the user's work. (2) A program 
used to connect and communicate with stations in a 
network, enabling users to perform application-oriented 
activities. 

application program exit routine. In VT AM, a 
user-written exit routine that performs functions for a 
particular application program and is run as part of the 
application program. Examples are the RPL exit 
routine, the EXLST exit routine, and the TESTCB exit 
routine. Contrast with installation exit routine. 

application program identification. The symbolic name 
by which an application program is identified to 
VT AM. It is speCified in the APPLID parameter of the 
ACB macro instruction. 

application program interface (API). (1) The formally 
defined programming language interface between an 
IBM system control program or program product and its 
user. (2) The interface through which an application 
program interacts with an access method. In VTAM, it 
is the language structure used in control blocks so that 
application programs can reference them and be 
identified to VT AM. 

application program major node. A group of application 
program minor nodes. In the VT AM definition library, 
it is a member, book, or file that contains one or more 
APPL statements, which represent application 
programs. In MVS, it is a member of the library; in 
VSE, it is a book; and in VM, it is a CMS file of 
filetype VT AMLST. 

APR. Alternate path retry. 

ASCII. American National Standard Code for 
Information Interchange. 

associated address space. In VT AM, the address space 
in which RPL-based requests are issued that specify an 
ACB opened in another address space. 

asynchronous exit routine. In VT AM, an RPL exit 
routine or an EXLST exit routine other than LERAD 
or SYNAD. Contrast with inline exit routine. 

asynchronous operation. An operation, such as a 
request for session establishment or data transfer, in 
which the application program is allowed to continue 
execution while VT AM performs the operation. 
VT AM informs the program after the operation is 
completed. Contrast with synchronous operation. 

asynchronous request. In VT AM, a request for an 
asynchronous operation. Contrast with synchronous 
request. 

attaching device. Any device that is physically 
connected to a network and can communicate over the 
network. 

authorization exit routine. In VT AM, an optional 
installation exit routine that approves or disapproves 
requests for session initiation. 

authorized operator. In NetView, an operator who has 
been authorized to receive undeliverable messages and 
lost terminal messages. 

authorized path. In VT AM for MVS, a facility that 
enables an application program to specify that a data 
transfer or related operation be carried out in a 
privileged and more efficient manner. 

auto-baud. In CCP, a line speed designation by which 
the IBM 3710 Network Controller determines the line 
speed. 

automatic activation. In VT AM, the activation of links 
and link stations in adjacent subarea nodes as a result of 
channel device name or RNAME specifications related 
to an activation command that names a subarea node. 
See direct activation. 

automatic deactivation. In VT AM, the deactivation of 
links and link stations in adjacent subarea nodes as a 
result of a deactivation request that names a subarea 
node. Automatic deactivation occurs only for 
automatically activated links and link stations that have 
not also been directly or indirectly activated. See direct 
deactivation. 

automatic logon. (1) A process by which VT AM 
automatically creates a session-initiation request to 
establish a session between two logical units (LUs). 
The session will be between a designated primary logical 
unit (PLU) and a secondary logical unit (SLU) that is 
neither queued for nor in session with another PLU. 
See also controlling application program and controlling 
logical unit. (2) In VM, a process by which a virtual 
machine is initiated by other than the user of that 
virtual machine. For example, the primary VM 
operator's virtual machine is activated automatically 
during VM initialization. 
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automatic reactivation. In NetView, the activation of a 
node from the inactive state without any action by the 
network operator. 

auto-parity. In CCP, a method that allows an IBM 
3710 Network Controller to decide whether to use odd 
or even parity when communicating with a start-stop 
terminal. 

auxiliary equipment. Equipment not under direct 
control of the processing unit. Synonymous with 
ancillary equipmmt. 

auxiliary network address. In VT AM, any network 
address, except the main network address, assigned to a 
logical unit capable of having parallel sessions. 
Contrast with nuJin network address. 

available. In VTAM, pertaining to a logical unit that is 
active, connected, enabled, and not at its session limit. 

back-level. Pertaining to an earlier release of an IBM 
product, which may not support a particular, current 
function. 

back-to-back gateways. Two gateways separated by 
one intervening network that contains no gateway 
system services control point (SSCP) function involved 
with either of the two gateway NCPs. 

backup session. The session that replaces the failing 
primary extended recovery facility (XRF) session 
between a terminal user and the active IMS/VS 
subsystem. 

balanced routing. A method of assigning network 
routes so that all routes are used equally. 

BASE disk. The virtual disk that contains the text 
decks and macro instructions for VTAM and VM SNA 
console support (VSCS). It also contains control files 
and sample files used when running VT AM on the VM 
operating system. See DELTA disk, MERGE disk, RUN 
disk, and ZAP disk. 

basic information unit (BIU). In SNA, the unit of data 
and control information that is passed between 
half-sessions. It consists of a request/response header 
(RR) followed by a request/response unit (RU). 

basic transmission unit (BTU). In SNA. the unit of data 
and control information passed between path control 
components. A BTU can consist of one or more path 
information units (PIUs). See also blocking of PlUs. 

begin bracket. In SNA. the value (binary 1) of the 
begin-bracket indicator in the request header (RR) of 
the first request in the first chain of a bracket; the 
value denotes the start of a bracket. Contrast with end 
brackel. See also bracket. 
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bidder. In SNA, the LU-LU half-session defined at 
session activation as having to request and receive 
permission from the other LU-LU half-session to begin 
a bracket. Contrast with first speaker. See also bracket 
protocol. 

binary synchronous communication (BSC). 
(1) Communication using binary synchronous line 
diSCipline. (2) A uniform procedure, using a 
standardized set of control characters and control 
character sequences. for synchronous transmission of 
binary-coded data between stations. 

binary sYJ)chronous transmission. Data transmission in 
which synchronization of characters is controlled by 
timing signals generated at the sending and receiving 
stations. See also stan-stop transmission and Synchronous 
Data Link Control. 

bind. In SNA, a request to activate a session between 
two logical units (LUs). See also session activation 
request. Contrast with UNBIND. 

BIU. Basic information unit. 

BIU segment. In SNA, the portion of a basic 
information unit (BIU) that is contained within a path 
information unit (PIU). It consists of either a 
request/response header (RR) followed by all or a 
portion of a request/response unit (RU), or only a 
portion of an RU. 

blocking of PIUs. In SN A. an optional function of 
path control that combines multiple path information 
units (PIUs) into a single basic transmission unit 
(BTU). 

BNN. Boundary network node. 

boundary function. In SNA: (1) A capability of a 
subarea node to provide protocol support for adjacent 
peripheral nodes, such as: (a) transforming network 
addresses to local addresses, and vice versa; (b) 
performing session sequence numbering for 
low-function peripheral nodes; and (c) providing 
session-level pacing support. (2) The component that 
provides these capabilities. See also path control (PC) 
network and network addressable unit (NA U). 

boundary network node (BNN). The programming 
component that performs FID2 (format identification 
type 2) conversion, channel data link control, pacing, 
and channel or device error recovery procedures for a 
locally attached station. These functions are similar to 
those performed by a network control program for an 
NCP-attached station. 

boundary node. A subarea node that performs boundary 
functions. See also boundary function. 



bracket. In SNA, one or more chains of request units 
(RUs) and their responses that are exchanged between 
the two LU-LU half-sessions and that represent a 
transaction between them. A bracket must be 
completed before another bracket can be started. 
Examples of brackets are data base inquiries/replies, 
update transactions, and remote job entry output 
sequences to work stations. See also begin bracket and 
end bracket. 

bracket protocol. In SNA, a data flow control protocol 
in which exchanges between the two LU-LU 
half-sessions are achieved through the use of brackets, 
with one LU designated at session activation as the first 
speaker and the other as the bidder. The bracket 
protocol involves bracket initiation and termination 
rules. See also bidder and first speaker. 

browse. A way of looking at a file that does not allow 
you to change it. 

BSC. Binary synchronous communication. 

BTU. Basic transmission unit. 

buffer. A portion of storage for temporarily holding 
input or output data. 

buffer group. In VT AM, a group of buffers associated 
with one or more contiguous, related entries in a buffer 
list. The buffers may be located in discontiguous areas 
of storage and may be combined into one or more 
request units. 

buffer list. In VTAM, a contiguous set of control 
blocks (buffer list entries) that allow an application 
program to send function management data (FMD) 
from a number of discontiguous buffers with a single 
SEND macro instruction. 

buffer list entry. A control block within a buffer list 
that pOints to a buffer containing function management 
(FM) data to be sent. 

cancel closedown. A closedown in which VT AM is 
abnormally terminated either because of an unexpected 
situation or as the result of an operator command. See 
also orderly closedown and quick closedown. 

CCP. Configuration control program facility. 

CCS. Console communication services. 

CDNM session. Cross-domain network manager 
session. 

CORM. Cross-domain resource manager. 

CDRSC. Cross-domain resource. 

CEB. Conditional end bracket. 

chain. See R U chain. 

change-direction protocol. In SNA, a data flow control 
protocol in which the sending logical unit (LU) stops 
sending normal-flow requests, signals this fact to the 
receiving LU using the change-direction indicator (in 
the request header of the last request of the last chain), 
and prepares to receive requests. 

channel adapter. A communication controller 
hardware unit used to attach the controller to a 
System/360 or a System/370 channel. 

channel-attached. Pertaining to the attachment of 
devices directly by data channels (I/O channels) to a 
host processor. Contrast with link·attached. 
Synonymous with local-attached. 

channel-attachment major node. (1) A major node that 
includes an NCP that is channel-attached to a data host. 
(2) A major node that may include minor nodes that 
are the line groups and lines that represent a channel 
attachment to an adjacent (channel-attached) host. 
(3) In VM or VSE operating systems, a major node that 
may include minor nodes that are resources (host 
processors, NCPs, line groups, lines, SNA physical units 
and logical units, cluster controllers, and terminals) 
attached through a communication adapter. 

character-coded. Synonym for unformatted. 

character times. In CCP, the maximum number of 
times the temporary text delay character can be sent to 
a terminal before the operation stops or that can be sent 
between the end of a receive and the beginning of a 
transmit operation. 

CICS. Customer Information Control System. 

cm. Communication identifier. 

CINIT. A network services request sent from a system 
services control point (SSCP) to a logical unit (LU) 
asking that LU to establish a session with another LU 
and to act as the primary end of the session. 

class oC service (COS). In SNA, a designation of the 
path control network characteristics, such as path 
security, transmission priority, and bandwidth, that 
apply to a particular session. The end user designates 
class of service at session initiation by using a symbolic 
name that is mapped into a list of virtual routes, any 
one of which can be selected for the session to provide 
the requested level of service. 

cleanup. A network services request, sent by a system 
services control unit (SSCP) to a logical unit (LU), that 
causes a particular LU-LU session with that LU to be 
ended immediately and without the participation of 
either the other LU or its SSCP. 
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clear data. Data that is not enciphered. Synonymous 
with plaintext. 

clear session. A session in which only clear data is 
transmitted or received. Contrast with cryptographic 
session. 

CLIST. Command list. 

clocking. In CCP, the use of clock pulses to 
synchronize data and control characters sent on a line. 

closedown. The deactivation of a device, program, or 
system. See cancel closedown. orderly closedown, and quick 
closedown. 

cluster controller. A device that can control the 
input/output operations of more than one device 
connected to it. A cluster controller may be controlled 
by a program stored and executed in the unit; for 
example, the IBM 3601 Finance Communication 
Controller. Or it may be controlled entirely by 
hardware; for example, the IBM 3272 Control Unit. 

CMC. Communication management configuration. 

CMS. Conversational Monitor System. 

CNM. Communication network management. 

command. (1) A request from a terminal for the 
performance of an operation or the execution of a 
particular program. (2) In SNA, any field set in the 
transmission header (TH), request header (RH), and 
sometimes portions of a request unit (RU), that initiates 
an action or that begins a protocol; for example: (a) 
Bind Session (session-control request unit), a command 
that activates an LU-LU session, (b) the 
change-direction indicator in the RH of the last RU of a 
chain, (c) the virtual route reset window indicator in a 
FID4 transmission header. See also VTAM operator 
command. 

command facility. The component of NetView that is a 
base for command processors that can monitor, control, 
and improve the operation of a network. 

command list (CLIST). In NetView, a sequential list of 
commands and control statements that is assigned a 
name. When the name is invoked (as a command) the 
commands in the list are executed. 

command processor. A program that performs an 
operation specified by a command. 

communication adapter. An optional hardware feature, 
available on certain processors, that permits 
communication lines to be attached to the processors. 

communication common carrier. In the United States 
and Canada, a public data transmission service that 
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provides the general public with transmission service 
facilities; for example, a telephone or telegraph 
company. 

communication control character. Synonym for 
transmission control character. 

communication control unit. A communication device 
that controls the transmission of data over lines in a 
network. Communication control units include 
transmission control units (such as the 2702 
Transmission Control Unit) and communication 
controllers (such as the 3705 or 3725). 

communication controller. A type of communication 
control unit whose operations are controlled by one or 
more programs stored and executed in the unit; for 
example, the IBM 3725 Communication Controller. It 
manages the details of line control and the routing of 
data through a network. 

communication identifier (CID). In VT AM, a key for 
locating the control blocks that represent a session. 
The key is created during the session-establishment 
procedure and deleted when the session ends. 

communication line. Deprecated term for 
telecommunication line and transmission line. 

communication macro instructions. In VT AM, the set 
of RPL-based macro instructions used to communicate 
during a session. 

communication management configuration (CMC). 
(1) In VTAM, a technique for configuring a network 
that allows for the consolidation of many network 
management functions for the entire network in a 
Single host processor. (2) A multiple-domain network 
configuration in which one of the hosts, called the 
communication management host, performs most of the 
controlling functions for the network, thus allowing the 
other hosts, called data hosts, to process applications. 
This is accomplished by configuring the network so that 
the communication management host owns most of the 
resources in the network that are not application 
programs. The resources that are not owned by the 
communication management host are the resources that 
are channel-attached stations of data hosts. 

communication management host. The host processor in 
a communication management configuration that does 
all network-control functions in the network except for 
the control of devices channel-attached to data hosts. 
Contrast with data hosl. 

communication network management (CNM). The 
process of deSigning, installing, operating, and 
managing the distribution of information and controls 
among end users of communication systems. 



communication network management (CNM) application 
program. A VTAM application program that issues and 
receives formatted management services request units 
for physical units. For example, NetView. 

communication network management (CNM) interface. 
The interface that the access method provides to an 
application program for handling data and commands 
associated with communication system management. 
CNM data and commands are handled across this 
interface. 

communication network management (CNM) processor. 
A program that manages one of the functions of a 
communications system. A CNM processor is executed 
under control of NetView. 

communication scanner processor (CSP). A processor in 
the 3725 Communication Controller that contains a 
microprocessor with control code. The code controls 
transmission of data over links attached to the CSP. 

compound command processor. A series of commands 
that appears to run as a single command. It can have 
interactions with other tasks or with tasks in other 
domains. 

conditional end bracket (CEB). In SNA, the value 
(binary 1) of the conditional end bracket indicator in 
the request header (RH) of the last request of the last 
chain of a bracket; the value denotes the end of the 
bracket. Contrast with end bracket. See also begin 
bracket and bracket. 

configuration. (1) (TC97) The arrangement of a 
computer system or network as defined by the nature, 
number, and the chief characteristics of its functional 
units. The term may refer to a hardware or a software 
configuration. (2) The devices and programs that make 
up a system, subsystem, or network. (3) In CCP, the 
arrangement of controllers,lines, and terminals 
attached to an IBM 3710 Network Controller. Also, the 
collective set of item definitions that describe such a 
configura tion. 

Configuration control program (CCP) facility. An SSP 
interactive application program facility by which 
configuration definitions for the IBM 3710 Network 
Controller can be created, modified, and maintained. 

configuration report program (CRP). An SSP utility 
program that creates a configuration report listing 
network resources and resource attributes for networks 
with NCP, EP, PEP, or VTAM. 

configuration restart. In VT AM, the recovery facility 
that can be used after a failure or deactivation of a 
major node, VT AM, or the host processor to restore the 
domain to its status at the time of the failure or 
deactivation. 

configuration services. In SNA, one of the types of 
network services in the system services control point 
(SSCP) and in the physical unit (PU); configuration 
services activate, deactivate, and maintain the status of 
physical units, links, and link stations. Configuration 
services also shut down and restart network elements 
and modify path control routing tables and 
address-translation tables. See also maintenance services, 
management services, network services, session services, and 
system services control point. 

connected. In VT AM, pertaining to a physical unit 
(PU) or logical unit (LU) that has an active physical 
path to the host processor containing the system 
services control point (SSCP) that controls the PU or 
LU. 

connection. Synonym for physical connection. 

connection point manager. In SNA, a component of the 
transmission control layer that: (1) performs 
session-level pacing of normal-flow requests, (2) checks 
sequence numbers of received request units, (3) verifies 
that request units do not exceed the maximum 
permissible size, (4) routes incoming request units to 
their destinations within the half-session, and (5) 
enciphers and deciphers FMD request units when 
cryptography is selected. The connection point 
manager coordinates the normal and expedited flows for 
one half-session. 

console communications services (CCS). The SNA 
facility that acts as an interface between the control 
program and the VSCS component of VTAM for VM. 

continue-any mode. In VT AM, a state into which a 
session is placed that allows its input to satisfy a 
RECEIVE request issued in any-mode. While this state 
exists, input on the session can also satisfy RECEIVE 
requests issued in specific-mode. Contrast with 
continue-specific mode. 

continue-specific mode. In VTAM, a state into which a 
session is placed that allows its input to satisfy only 
RECEIVE requests issued in specific-mode. Contrast 
with continue-any mode. 

control block. (ISO) A storage area used by a computer 
program to hold control information. 

control program (CP). The VM operating system that 
manages the real processor's resources and is responsible 
for simulating System/370s for individual users. 

controlling application program. In VT AM, an 
application program with which a secondary logical 
unit (other than an application program) is 
automatically put in session whenever the secondary 
logical unit is available. See also automatic logon and 
controlling logical unil. 
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controlling logical unit. In VTAM. a logical unit with 
which a secondary logical unit (other than an 
application program) is automatically put in session 
whenever the secondary logical unit is available. A 
controlling logical unit can be either an application 
program or a device-type lOgical unit. See also automatic 
logon and controlling application program. 

control statement. A statement in a command list that 
controls the processing sequence of the command list or 
allows the command list to send messages to the 
operator and receive input from the operator. 

Conversational Monitor System (CMS). A VM 
application program for general interactive time 
sharing. problem solving. and program development. 

converted command. An intermediate form of a 
character-coded command produced by VT AM through 
use of an unformatted system services definition table. 
The format of a converted command is fixed; the 
unformatted system services definition table must be 
constructed in such a manner that the character-coded 
command (as entered by a logical unit) is converted into 
the predefined. converted command format. See also 
unformatted. 

COS. Class of service. 

coupler. A hardware device that connects a modem to 
a public phone system in much the same way that a 
telephone does. 

CPo Control program. 

cross keys. Synonym for cross-domain keys. 

cross-domain. In SNA. pertaining to control of 
resources involving more than one domain. 

cross-domain keys. In SNA. a pair of cryptographic 
keys used by a system services control point (SSCP) to 
encipher the session cryptography key that is sent to 
another SSCP and to decipher the session cryptography 
key that is received from the other SSCP during 
initiation of cross-domain LU-LU sessions that use 
session-level cryptography. Synonymous with cross keys. 

cross-domain link. (1) A subarea link connecting two 
subareas that are in different domains. (2) A link 
physically connecting two domains. 

cross-domain network manager (CDNM) session. A 
session between two network managers (NetView or 
NCCF) in separate domains. 

cross-domain resource (CDRSC). A resource owned by 
a cross-domain resource manager (CORM) in another 
domain but known by the CORM in this domain by 
network name and associated CORM. 
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cross-domain resource manager (CDRM). In VTAM. 
the function in the system services control point (SSCP) 
that controls initiation and termination of cross-domain 
sessions. 

cross-network. In SNA. pertaining to control or 
resources involving more than one SNA network. 

cross-network LV-LV session. In SNA. a session 
between logical units (LUs) in different networks. 

cross-network session. An LU-LU or SSCP-SSCP 
session whose path traverses more than one SNA 
network. 

cross-subarea. In SNA. pertaining to control of 
resources involving more than one subarea node. 

cross-subarea link. A link between two adjacent 
subarea nodes. 

CRP. Configuration report program. 

CRY. Cryptography verification. 

cryptographic. Pertaining to the transformation of data 
to conceal its meaning. See also encipher and deCipher. 

cryptographic algorithm. A set of rules that specify the 
mathematical steps required to encipher and decipher 
data. 

cryptographic key. In systems using the Data 
Encryption Standard (DES). a 64-bit value (containing 
56 independent bits and 8 parity bits) provided as input 
to the algorithm in determining the output of the 
algorithm. See cross-domain keys, session cryptography key, 
host master key. and secontlary logicol unit key. 

cryptographic session. In SNA products. an LU-LU 
session in which a function management data (FMO) 
request may be enciphered before it is transmitted and 
deciphered after it is received. Contrast with clear 
session. See required cryptographic session and selective 
cryptographic session. 

cryptographic session key. In SNA. deprecated term for 
session cryptography key. 

cryptography verification (CRV) request. A request 
unit sent by the primary logical unit (PLU) to the 
secondary logical unit (SLU) as part of cryptographic 
session establishment, to allow the SLU to verify that 
the PLU is using the correct cryptographic session key. 

CSP. Communication scanner processor. 

Customer Information Control System (CICS). A 
program product that enables transactions entered at 
remote terminals to be processed concurrently by 



user-written application programs. It also includes 
facilities for building, using, and maintaining data 
bases. 

CWALL. An NCP threshold of buffer availability, 
below which the NCP will accept only high-priority 
path information units (PIUs). 

DAF.Destination address field. 

DASD. Direct access storage device. 

data channel. A device that connects a processor and 
main storage with I/O storage units. Synonymous with 
input/output channel and I/O channel. 

data check. An indication that a transmission is faulty. 
For example, in SDLC a frame check sequence (FeS) 
error. 

data circuit-terminating equipment (DCE). (TC97) The 
equipment installed at the user's premises that provides 
all functions required to establish, maintain, and 
terminate a connection, and the signal conversion and 
coding between the data terminal equipment (DTE) and 
the line. The DCE may be separate equipment or an 
integral part of other equipment. 

data-encrypting key. A key used to encipher and 
decipher data transmitted in a cryptographic session. 
Contrast with key-encrypting key. See session cryptography 
key. 

Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm. A 
cryptographic algorithm designed to encipher and 
decipher data using a 64-bit cryptographic key, as 
specified in the Federal Information Processing Stan.dard 
Publication 46, January 15, 1977. 

data flow control (DFC). In SNA,.a request/response 
unit (RU) category used for requests and responses 
exchanged between the data flow control layer in one 
half-session and the data flow control layer in the 
session partner. 

data flow control (DFC) layer. In SNA, the layer 
within a half-session that (1) controls whether the 
half-session can send, receive, or concurrently send and 
receive request units (RUs); (2) groups related RUs into 
RU chains; (3) delimits transactions via the bracket 
protocol; (4) controls the interlocking of requests and 
responses in accordance with control modes specified at 
session activation; (5) generates sequence numbers; and 
(6) correlates requests and responses. 

data flow control (DFC) protocol. In SNA, the 
sequencing rules for requests and responses by which 
network addressable units (NAUs) in a session 
coordinate and control data transfer and other 
operations. For example, see bracket protocol. 

data flow synchronous (DFSYN) response. In VT AM, a 
normal-flow response that is treated as a normal-flow 
request so that it may be received in sequence.with 
normal-Claw requests. 

data host. In a communication management 
configuration, a host that is dedicated to processing 
applications and does not control network resources, 
except for its channel-attached or communication 
adapter-attached devices. Contrast with communicxllion 
management host. 

data link. In SNA, synonym for link. 

data link control (DLC) layer. In SNA, the layer that 
consists of the link stations that schedule data transfer 
over a link between two nodes and perform error 
control for the link. Examples of data link control are 
SDLC for serial-by-bit link connection and data link 
control for the System/370 channel. 

data link control protocol. In SNA, a set of rules used 
by two nodes on a data link to accomplish an orderly 
exchange of information. Synonymous with line control. 

data services command processor (DSCP). A 
component that structures a request for recording and 
retrieving data in the application program's data base 
and for soliCiting data from a device in the network. 

data services manager (DSM). A function in NetView 
that provides VSAM services for data storage and 
retrieval. 

data services task (DST). The NetView subtask that 
gathers, records, and manages data in a VSAM file that 
contains network management information. 

data terminal equipment (DTE). (TC97) That part of a 
data station that serves as a data source, data link, or 
both, and provides for the data communication control 
function according to protocols. 

data traffic reset state. The state a session usually 
enters before the start data traffic state, and after Clear 
or Bind Session (if cryptography verification (CRV) is 
used). While a session is in this state, requests and 
responses for data and data flow control cannot be sent. 
Only certain session control requests can be sent. See 
also command. 

data types. In NetView, a concept to describe the 
organization of panels. Data types are defined as alerts, 
events, and statistics. Data types are combined with 
resource types and display types to describe NetView's 
display organization. See also display types and resource 
types. 

DCE. Data circuit-terminating equipment. 
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deactivate. To take a resource of a node out of service, 
rendering it inoperable, or to place it in a state in which 
it cannot perform the functions for which it was 
designed. Contrast with activate. 

decipher. To convert enciphered data into clear data. 
Contrast with encipher. Synonymous with decrypt. 

decrypt. To convert encrypted data into clear data. 
Contrast with encrypt. Synonym for decipher. 

decryption. The unscrambling of data using an 
algorithm which works under the control of a key. The 
key allows data to be protected even when the 
algorithm is unknown. Data is unscrambled after 
transmission. Contrast with encryption. 

default SSCP list. A list of system services control 
points (SSCPs), either in VTAM's network or another 
network, that can be used when no predefined 
cross-domain resource (CDRSC) or name translation 
function is provided specifying an LU's owning 
cross-domain resource manager (CDRM). This list is 
filed as a part of an adjacent SSCP table in the VT AM 
definition library. 

default SSCP selection. A VT AM function that selects 
a set of one or more system services control points 
(SSCPs) to which a session request can be routed when 
there is no predefined cross-domain resource (CDRSC) 
or name translation function provided that specifies an 
LU's owning cross-domain resource manager (CDRM). 
See also default SSCP list. 

definite response (DR). In SNA, a value in the 
form-of-response-requested field of the request header. 
The value directs the receiver of the request to return a 
response unconditionally, whether positive or negative, 
to that request. Contrast with exception response and no 
response. 

definition statement. (1) In VTAM, the statement that 
describes an element of the network. (2) In NCP, a 
type of instruction that defines a resource to the NCP. 
See also macro instruction. 

delay compensation. In CCP, a responding arrangement 
by which the IBM 3710 Network Controller answers 
for a receiving station. 

delayed-request mode. In SNA, an operational mode in 
which the sender may continue sending request units on 
the normal flow after sending a definite-response 
request chain on that flow, without waiting to receive 
the response to that chain. Contrast with 
immediate-request mode. 

delayed-response mode. In SNA, an operational mode 
in which the receiver of normal-flow request units can 
return responses to the sender in a sequence different 
from that in which the corresponding request units 
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(RUs) were sent. An exception is the response to a 
CHASE request. Contrast with immediate-response motk. 

DELTA disk. The virtual disk in a VM operating 
system that contains program temporary fixes (PTFs) 
that have been installed but not merged. See BASE disk, 
MERGE disk, RUN disk, and ZAP disk. 

DES. Data Encryption Standard. 

designated gateway SSCP. A gateway system services 
control point (SSCP) designated to perform all the 
gateway control functions during LU-LU session setup. 

destination address field (DAF). In SNA, a field in a 
FIDO or FID! transmission header that contains the 
network address of the destination. 

destination logical unit (DLU). The logical unit to 
which data is to be sent. Contrast with origin logical unit 
(OLU). 

destination subarea field (DSAF). In SNA, a field in a 
FID4 transmission header that contains a subarea 
address, which combined with the element address in 
the destination element field gives the complete 
network address of the destination network addressable 
unit (NAU). Contrast with origin subarea field. 

device control character. '" (ISO) A control character 
used for the control of ancillary devices associated with 
a data processing system or data communication system, 
for example, for switching such devices on or off. 

device-type logical unit. In VT AM, a logical unit that 
has a session limit of one and usually acts as the 
secondary end of a session. It is typically an SN A 
terminal (such as a logical unit for a 3270 terminal or a 
logical unit for a 3790 application program). It could 
be the primary end of a session, for example, the logical 
unit representing the Network Routing Facility (NRF) 
logical unit. See also peripheral node. 

DFC. Data flow control. 

DFSYN response. Data flow synchronous response. 

dial-in. Refers to the direction in which a switched 
connection is requested by any node or terminal other 
than the receiving host or an NCP. 

dial-out. Refers to the direction in which a switched 
connection is requested by a host or an NCP. 

direct access storage device (DASD). A device in which 
the access time is effectively independent of the 
location of the data. For example, a disk. 

direct activation. In VTAM, the activation of a 
resource as a result of an activation command 



specifically naming the resource. See automatic 
activation. Contrast with indirect activation. 

direct deactivation. In VT AM, the deactivation of a 
resource as a result of a deactivation command 
specifically naming the resource. See also automatic 
deactivation. Contrast with indirect deactivation. 

directory. In VM, a control program (CP) disk that 
defines each virtual machine's normal configuration. 

disabled. In VTAM, pertaining to a loglcal unit (LU) 
that has indicated to its system services control point 
(SSCP) that it is temporarily not ready to establish 
LU-LU sessions. An initiate request for a session with 
a disabled logical unit (LU) can specify that the session 
be queued by the SSCP until the LU becomes enabled. 
The LU can separately indicate whether this applies to 
its ability to act as a primary logical unit (PLU) or a 
secondary logical unit (SLU). See also enabled and 
inhibited. 

disconnection. The termination of a physical 
connection. 

discontiguous shared segment. An area of virtual 
storage outside the address range of a virtual machine. 
It can contain read-only data or reentrant code. It 
connects discontiguous segments to a virtual machine's 
address space so programs can be fetched. 

display. (1) To present information for viewing, 
usually on a terminal screen or a hard-copy device. 
(2) A device or medium on which information is 
presented, such as a terminal screen. (3) Deprecated 
term for panel. 

display levels. Synonym for display types. 

display types. In NetView, a concept to describe the 
organization of panels. Display types are defined as 
total, most recent, user action, and detail. Display types 
are combined with resource types and data types to 
describe NetView's panel organization. See data types 
and resource types. Synonymous with display levels. 

DLC. Data link control. 

DLU. Destination logical unit. 

domain. (1) An access method, its application 
programs, communication controllers, connecting lines, 
modems, and attached terminals. (2) In SNA, a system 
services control point (SSCP) and the physical units 
(PUs), logical units (LUs), links, link stations, and all 
the associated resources that the SSCP has the ability to 
control by means of activation requests and 
deactivation requests. See also single-domain network and 
multiple-domain network. 

domain operator. In a multiple-domain network, the 
person or program that controls the operation of the 
resources controlled by one system services control 
point. Contrast with network operator (2). 

double recording. In NetView. refers to the recording 
of certain individual events under two resource levels. 

downstream. In the direction of data flow from the 
host to the end user. Contrast with upstream. 

downstream device. For the IBM 3710 Network 
Controller, a device located in a network such that the 
3710 is positioned between the device and a host. A 
display terminal downstream from the 3710 is an 
example of a downstream device. Contrast with 
upstream device. 

downstream line. For the IBM 3710 Network 
Controller, a telecommunication line attaching a 
downstream device to a 3710. Contrast with upstream 
line. 

Downstream Load Utility (DSLU). A program product 
that uses the communication network management 
(CNM) interface to support the load requirements of 
certain type 2 physical units, such as the IBM 3644 
Automatic Data Unit and the IBM 8775 Display 
Terminal. 

DR. (1) In NCP and CCP, dynamiC reconfiguration. 
(2) In SNA, definite response. 

DRDS. Dynamic reconfiguration data set. 

DSAF. Destination subarea field. 

DSCP. Data services command processor. 

DSM. Data services manager. 

DST. Data services task. 

DTE. Data terminal equipment. 

dump. (1) Computer printout of storage. (2) To write 
the contents of all or part of storage to an external 
medium as a safeguard against errors or in connection 
with debugging. (3). (ISO) Data that have been 
dumped. 

duplex. • In data communication, pertaining to a 
simultaneous two-way independent transmission in both 
directions. Synonymous with full duplex. Contrast with 
half duplex. 

dynamic LPDA. A function enabling a NetView 
application to set or query the Link Problem 
Determination Aid (LPDA) status for a link or station. 
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dynamic reconfiguration (DR). The process of changing 
the network configuration (peripheral PUs and LUs) 
without regenerating complete configuration tables. 

dynamic reconfiguration data set (DRDS). In VT AM, a 
data set used for storing definition data that can be 
applied to a generated communication controller 
configuration at the operator's request. See also dynamic 
reconfiguration. 

dynamic threshold alteration. An NCP function to 
allow a network operator to dynamically change the 
traffic count and temporary error threshold values 
associated with SDLC and BSC devices. 

dynamic threshold query. An NCP function to allow a 
network operator to query the current settings of a 
traffic count or temporary error threshold value 
associated with an SDLC or BSC device. 

EBCDIC. • Extended binary-coded decimal 
interchange code. A coded character set consisting of 
8-bit coded characters. 

ECB. Event control block. 

echo. The return of characters to the originating 
start-stop device to verify that a message was sent 
correctly. 

echo check. A check to determine the correctness of 
the transmission of data in which the received data are 
returned to the source for comparison with the 
originally transmitted data. 

ECL. Electronic cabling link. 

ED. Enciphered data. 

EIA. Electronic Industries Association. Provides 
interface standards for electrical and electronic 
equipment. 

element. (1) A field in the network address. (2) The 
particular resource within a subarea identified by the 
element address. See also subarea. 

element address. In SNA, a value in the element 
address field of the network address identifying a 
specific resource within a subarea. See subarea address. 

emulation mode. The function of a network control 
program that enables it to perform activities equivalent 
to those performed by a transmission control unit. 
Contrast with network control mode. 

Emulation Program (EP). An IBM control program 
that allows a channel-attached 3705 or 3725 
communication controller to emulate the functions of 
an IBM 2701 Data Adapter Unit, an IBM 2702 
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Transmission Control, or an IBM 2703 Transmission 
Control. See also network control program. 

enabled. In VT AM, pertaining to a logical unit (LU) 
that has indicated to its system services control point 
(SSCP) that it is now ready to establish LU-LU 
sessions. The LU can separately indicate whether this 
prevents it from acting as a primary logical unit (PLU) 
or as a secondary logical unit (SLU). See also disabled 
and inhibited. 

encipher. (1) To scramble data or convert it, before 
transmission, to a secret code that masks the meaning of 
the data to any unauthorized recipient. (2) In VT AM, 
to convert clear data into enciphered data. Contrast 
with decipher. Synonymous with encrypt. 

enciphered data (ED). Data whose meaning is 
concealed fro~ unauthorized users. 

encrypt. Synonym for encipher. 

encryption. The scrambling or encoding of data using 
an algorithm which works under the control of a key. 
The key allows data to be protected even when the 
algorithm is unknown. Data is scrambled prior to 
transmission. Contrast with decryption. 

end bracket. In SNA, the value (binary 1) of the end 
bracket indicator in the request header (RH) of the first 
request of the last chain of a bracket; the value denotes 
the end of the bracket. Contr-ast with begin bracket. See 
also bracket. 

end-of-transmission (EOT). The specific character, or 
sequence of characters, that indicates no more data. 

end-of-transmission (EOT) handshaking. When a 3710 
sends EOT characters over an idle line and waits for 
return characters. If no EOT response is returned, the 
3710 breaks the session. 

end user. In SNA, the ultimate source or destination of 
application data flowing through an SNA network. An 
end user may be an application program or a terminal 
operator. 

EOT. End-of-transmission. 

EP. Emulation Program. 

ER. (1) ExpliCit route. (2) Exception response. 

error-to-traffic (EfT). The number of temporary 
errors compared to the traffic associated with a 
resource. 

ESTAE. Extended specify task abnormal exit. 

EfT. Error-to-traffic. 



event. (1) In NetView, a record indicating 
irregularities of operation in physical elements of a 
network. (2) An occurrence of significance to a task; 
typically, the completion of an asynchronous operation, 
such as an input/output operation. 

event control block (ECB). A control block used to 
represent the status of an event. 

exception request (EXR). In SNA, a request that 
replaces another message unit in which an error has 
been detected. 

exception response (ER). In SNA, a negative response 
shown as a value in the form-of-response-requested 
field of a request header (RH). An exception response 
is sent only if a request is unacceptable as received or 
cannot be processed. Contrast with definite response and 
no response. See also negative response. 

EXEC. In a VM operating system, a user-written 
command file that contains CMS commands, other 
user-written commands, and execution control 
statements, such as branches. 

exit list (EXLST). In VSAM and VTAM, a control 
block that contains the addresses of routines that 
receive control when specified events occur during 
execution; for example, routines that handle 
session-establishment request processing or I/O errors. 

exit routine. Any of several types of special-purpose 
user-written routines. See accounring exit routine. 
autlwrization exit routine. logon-inrerpret routine, virtual route 
selection exit routine. EXLST exit routine, and RP L exit 
routine. 

EXLST exit routine. In VT AM, a routine whose 
·address has been placed in an exit list (EXLST) control 
block. The addresses are placed there with the EXLST 
macro instruction, and the routines are named 
according to their corresponding operand; hence 
DFASY exit routine, TPEND exit routine, RELREQ 
exit routine, and so forth. All exit list routines are 
coded by the VTAM application programmer. Contrast 
with RPL exit routine. 

expedited flow. In SNA, a data flow designated in the 
transmission header (TH) that is used to carry network 
control, session control, and various data flow control 
request/response units (RUs); the expedited flow is 
separate from the normal flow (which carries primarily 
end-user data) and can be used for commands that 
affect the normal flow. Contrast with normal flow. 

explicit command. In NetView, using a direct command 
to start an operation or to request information instead 
of stepping through the panel hierarchy to do so. 

explicit route (ER). In SNA, the path control network 
elements, including a specific set of one or more 

transmission groups, that connect two subarea nodes. 
An explicit route is identified by an origin subarea 
address, a destination subarea address, an explicit route 
number, and a reverse explicit route number. Contrast 
with virtual route (VR). See also path and route extension. 

explicit route length. In SNA, the number of 
transmission groups in an explicit route. 

EXR. Exception request. 

extended network addressing. The network addressing 
system that splits the address into an 8-bit subarea and a 
IS-bit element portion. The subarea portion of the 
address is used to address host processors or 
communication controllers. The element portion is used 
to permit processors or controllers to address resources. 

extended recovery facility (XRF). Software designed to 
minimize the effect of failures in MVS, VT AM, the 
host processor, or IMS/VS on sessions between IMS/VS 
and designated terminals. It provides an alternate 
subsystem to take over failing sessions. 

extended specify task abnormal exit (EST AE). In 
VT AM, an MVS macro instruction that provides 
recovery capability and gives control to the 
user-specified exit routine for processing, diagnosing an 
ABEND, or speCifying a retry address. 

fanout. A modem feature that permits up to four 
controllers to be attached to one modem. See also 
tailing. 

FASTRUN. One of several options available with the 
NCP/EP Definition Facility (NDF) that indicates only 
the syntax is to be checked in generation definition 
statements. 

FDX. Full duplex. 

feature. A particular part of an IBM product that a 
customer can order separately. 

feedback information. In VTAM, information that is 
placed in certain RPL fields when an RPL-based macro 
instruction is completed. 

FIC. First-in-chain. 

FlO. Format identification. 

field-formatted. Pertaining to a request or response 
that is encoded into fields, each having a specified 
format such as binary codes, bit-significant flags, and 
symbolic names. Contrast with character-coded. 

field-formatted request. In SNA, a request that is 
encoded into fields, each having a specified format such 
as binary codes, binary counts, bit-significant flags, and 
symbolic names; a format indicator in the 
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request/response header (RH) for the request is set to 
zero. Contrast with character-coded. 

filter. In NetView, a function that limits the data that 
is to be recorded on the data base and displayed at the 
terminal. See recording filter and viewing filter. 

first-In-chain (FIe). A request unit (RU) whose 
request header (RH) begin chain indicator is on and 
whose RH end chain indicator is off. See also RU chain. 

first speaker. In SNA, the LU-LU half-session defined 
at session activation as: (1) able to begin a bracket 
without requesting permission from the other LU-LU 
half-session to do so, and (2) winning contention if 
both half-sessions attempt to begin a bracket 
simultaneously. Contrast with bidder. See also bracket 
protocol. 

flow control. In SNA, the process of managing the rate 
at which data traffic passes between components of the 
network. The purpose of flow control is to optimize the 
rate of flow of message units, with minimum congestion 
in the network; that is, to neither overflow the buffers 
at the receiver or at intermediate routing nodes, nor 
leave the receiver waiting for more message units. See 
also pacing, session-level pacing, and virtual route pacing. 

FMD. Function management data. 

FMH. Function management header. 

format Identification (FID) field. In SNA, a field in 
each transmission header (TH) that indicates the format 
of the TH; that is, the presence or absence of certain 
fields. TH formats differ in accordance with the types 
of nodes between which they pass. The six FlD types 
are: 

FlDO, used for traffic involving non-SNA devices 
between adjacent subarea nodes when either or 
both nodes do not support expliclt route and virtual 
route protocols. 

FIDI, used for traffic between adjacent subarea 
nodes when either or both nodes do not support 
explicit route and virtual route protocols. 

FID2, used for traffic between a subarea node and 
an adjacent PU type 2 peripheral node. 

FID3, used for traffic between a subarea node and 
an adjacent PU type I peripheral node. 

FlD4, used for traffic between adjacent subarea 
nodes when both nodes support explicit route and 
virtual route protocols. 

FIDF, used for certain commands (for example, for 
transmission group control) sent between adjacent 
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subarea nodes when both nodes support explicit 
route and virtual route protocols. 

formatted system senlces. A portion of VTAM that 
provides certain system services as a result of receiving 
a field-formatted command, such as an Initiate or 
Terminate command. Contrast with unformatted system 
services (USS). See also field-formatted. 

frame. (1) The unit of transmission in some local area 
networks, including the IBM Token-Ring Network. It 
includes delimiters, control characters, information, and 
checking characters. (2) In SDLC, the vehicle for 
every command, every response, and all information 
that is transmitted using SDLC procedures. 

full duplex (FDX). Synonym for duplex. 

full-screen mode. A form of panel presentation in 
NetView where the contents of an entire terminal 
screen can be displayed at once. Full-screen mode can 
be used for fill-in-the-blanks prompting. Contrast with 
line mode. 

function management data (FMD). In SNA, a request 
unit (RU) category used for end-user data exchanged 
between logical units (LUs) and for requests and 
responses exchanged between network services 
components of LUs, physical units (PUs), and system 
services control points (SSCPs). 

function management header (FMH). In SN A, one or 
more headers, optionally present in the leading request 
units (RUs) of an RU chain, that allow one half-session 
in an LU-LU session to: (1) select a destination at the 
session partner and control the way in which the 
end-user data it sends is handled at the destination, (2) 
change the destination or the characteristics of the data 
during the session, and (3) transmit between session 
partners status or user information about the 
destination (for example, a program or device). FM 
headers can be used on LU-LU session types 0, I, 4, and 
6. 

function management (FM) profile. In SNA, a 
speCification of various data flow control protocols 
(such as RU chains and data flow control requests) and 
FMD options (such as use of FM headers, compression, 
and alternate codes) supported for a particular session. 
Each function management profile is identified by a 
number. 

gateway. The combination of machines and programs 
that provide address translation, name translation, and 
system services control point (SSCP) rerouting between 
independent SNA networks to allow those networks to 
communicate. A gateway consists of one gateway NCP 
and at least one gateway SSCP. 



gateway control functions. Functions performed by a 
gateway system services control point (SSCP) in 
conjunction with the gateway NCP to assign alias 
network address pairs for LU-LU sessions, assign 
virtual routes for the LU-LU sessions in adjacent 
networks, and translate network names within BIND 
RUs. 

gateway host. A host node that contains a gateway 
system services control point (SSCP). 

gateway NCP. An NCP that performs address 
translation to allow cross-network session traffic. The 
gateway NCP connects two or more independent SNA 
networks. 

gateway node. Synonym for gateway NCP. 

gateway SSCP. An SSCP that is capable of 
cross-network session initiation, termination, takedown, 
and session outage notification. A gateway SSCP is in 
session with the gateway NCP; it provides network 
name translation and assists the gateway NCP in setting 
up alias network addresses for cross-network sessions. 

gateway-capable host. A host node that has a defined 
NETID and SSCPNAME but does not perform gateway 
control functions, such as cross-network session 
initiation and termination. 

GCS. Group control system. 

generalized path information unit trace (GPT). A 
record of the flow of path information units (PIUs) 
exchanged between the network control program and 
its attached resources. PIU trace records consist of up 
to 44 bytes of transmission header (TH), 
request/response header (RH), and request/response 
'unit (RU) data. 

generation. The process of assembling and link editing 
definition statements so that resources can be identified 
to all the necessary programs in a network. 

generation definition. The definition statement of a 
resource used in generating a program. 

generic bind. Synonym for session activation request. 

generic unbind. Synonym for session deactivation request. 

giga. One billion. 

GPT. Generalized path information unit trace. 

group control system (GCS). A component of VM that 
provides multi-programming and shared memory 
support to virtual machines. It is a saved system 
intended for use with SNA products. 

group control system group. A group of virtual 
machines that share common storage and load the same 
saved-VM system through a control program (CP) 
command or directory entry. 

half-duplex .... In data communication, pertaining to an 
alternate, one way at a time, independent transmission. 
Contrast with duplex. 

half-~ession. In SNA. a component that provides FMD 
services, data flow control, and transmission control for 
one of the sessions of a network addressable unit 
(NAU). See also primary hal/-session and secondary 
hal/-session. 

hard copy. A printed copy of machine output in a 
visually readable form; for example, printed reports, 
listings, documents, summaries, or network logs. 

hard-copy task (HCT). The NetView subtask that 
controls the passage of data between NetView and the 
hard-copy network log device. 

hardware monitor. The component of NetView that 
helps identify network hardware problems from a 
central control point using interactive display 
techniques. 

HCF. Host Command Facility. 

HCT. Hard-copy task. 

help desk. An online information facility that guides 
the help desk operator through problem determination 
procedures. 

help desk operator. A person who receives questions or 
problem reports from network users. 

help panel. An online display that tells you how to use 
a command or another aspect of a product. Sec task 
panel. 

High Performance Option (HPO). A program product 
that is an extension of VM/SP. It provides 
performance and operation enhancements for large 
system environments. 

hierarchy. In NetView, the resource types, display 
types, and data types that make up the organization, or 
levels, in a network. 

Host Command Facility (HeF). An IBM program 
product that enables a user at a System/:370 terminal to 
access applications in systems such as the 8100 or 
System/:36. 

host LV. An SNA logical unit located in a host 
processor, for example, a VT AM application program. 
Contrast with peripheral LU. 
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host master key. In SNA, deprecated term for master 
cryptography key. 

host processor. (1) (TC97) A processor that controls 
all or part of a user application network. (2) In a 
network, the processing unit in which the data 
communication access method resides. (3) In an SNA 
network, the processing unit that contains a system 
services control point (SSCP). 

HPO. High Performance Option. 

hung terminal. A terminal to which a session is 
disrupted and that cannot send or receive commands. 

ICV. Initial chaining value. 

idle character. (1) (CCITT/ITU) A control character 
that is sent when there is no information to be sent. 
(2) A character transmitted on a communication line 
that does not print or punch to the output component 
of the accepting terminal. 

I-frame. An SDLC frame type for transmitting data. 
Other SDLC frame types are for control, status, and 
supervisory information. 

immediate command. In NetView, a command (such as 
GO, CANCEL, or RESET) that can be executed while 
a regular command is being processed. 

immediate-request mode. In SNA, an operational mode 
in which the sender stops sending request units (RUs) 
on a given flow (normal or expedited) after sending a 
definite-response request chain on that flow until that 
chain has been responded to. Contrast with 
delayed-request mode. See also immediate-response mode. 

immediate-response mode. In SNA, an operational 
mode in which the receiver responds to request units 
(RUs) on a given normal flow in the order it receives 
them; that is, in a first-in, first-out sequence. Contrast 
with delayed-response mode. See also immediate-request 
mode. 

IMR. Intensive mode recording. 

IMS. Information Management System/Virtual 
Storage. 

IMS/YS. Information Management System/Virtual 
Storage. Synonym for IMS. 

inactive. In VT AM, describes the state of a resource 
that has not been activated or for which the VARY 
INACT command has been issued. Contrast with active. 
See also inoperative. 

indirect activation. In VT AM, the activation of a 
lower-level resource of the resource hierarchy as a result 
of SCOPE or ISTATUS specifications related to an 
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activation command naming a higher-level resource. 
Contrast with direct activation. 

indirect deactivation. In VT AM, the deactivation of a 
lower-level resource of the resource hierarchy as a result 
of a deactivation command naming a higher-level 
resource. Contrast with direct deactillQtion. 

Information/Management. A feature of the 
Information/System program product that provides 
interactive systems management applications for 
problem, change, and configuration management. 

information management data base. A system 
management tool that helps collect, organize, and keep 
track of problems and their resolutions. 

Information Management System (IMS). A general 
purpose system whose full name is Information 
Management System/Virtual Storage (IMS/VS). It 
enhances the capabilities of OS/VS for batch processing 
and telecommunication and allows users to access a 
computer-maintained data base through remote 
terminals. 

Information/System. An interactive retrieval program 
with related utilities designed to provide systems 
programmers with keyword access to selected technical 
information contained in either of its companion 
products, Information/MVS or Information/VM-VSE. 

inhibited. In VT AM, pertaining to a logical unit (LU) 
that has indicated to its system services control point 
(SSCP) that it is not ready to establish LU-LU sessions. 
An initiate request for a session with an inhibited LU 
will be rejected by the SSCP. The LU can separately 
indicate whether this applies to its ability to act as a 
primary logical unit (PLU) or as a secondary logical 
unit (SLU). See also enabled and disabled. 

initial chaining value (ICY). An 8-byte pseudo-random 
number used to verify that both ends of a session with 
cryptography have the same session cryptography key. 
The initial chaining value is also used as input to the 
Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm to encipher 
or decipher data in a session with cryptography. 
Synonymous with session seed. 

initiate. A network services request sent from a logical 
unit (LU) to a system services control point (SSCP) 
requesting that an LU-LU session be established. 

in line exit routine. In VTAM, a SYNAD or LERAD 
exit routine. Contrast with asynchronous exit routine. 

INN. Deprecated term for illlennediate routing node 
(IRN). 

inoperative. The condition of a resource that has been 
active, but is not. The resource may have failed, 



received an INOP request, or is suspended while a 
reactivate command is being processed. See also inactive. 

installation exit routine. In VT AM, a user-written exit 
routine that can perform functions related to initiation 
and termination of sessions and is run as part of VT AM 
rather than as part of an application program. 
Examples are the accounting, authorization, 
logon-interpret, and virtual route selection exit routines. 
Contrast with application program exit routine. 

intensive mode recording (IMR). An NCP function 
that forces recording of temporary errors for a specified 
resource. 

interactive problem control system (IPCS). A VM 
facility for diagnosing problems, and managing problem 
information and status. IPCS is the principal means for 
diagnosing virtual machine dumps. 

Interactive System Productivity Facility (ISPF). An 
IBM program product that serves as a full screen editor 
and dialogue manager. Used for writing application 
programs, it provides a means of generating standard 
screen panels and interactive dialogues between the 
application programmer and terminal user. 

interconnected networks. SNA networks connected by 
gateways. 

interconnection. See SNA network interconnection. 

interface. * A shared boundary. An interface might be 
a hardware component to link two devices or it might 
be a portion of storage or registers accessed by two or 
more computer programs. 

intermediate routing function. In SNA, a path control 
'capability in a subarea node that receives and routes 
path information units (PIUs) that neither originate in 
nor are destined for network addressable units (NAUs) 
in the subarea node. Contrast with boundary function. 

intermediate routing node (IRN). In SNA, a subarea 
node with intermediate routing function. A subarea 
node may be a boundary node, an intermediate routing 
node, both, or neither, depending on how it is used in 
the network. 

intermediate SSCP. An SSCP along a session initiation 
path that owns neither of the LUs involved in a 
cross-network LU-LU session. 

interpret table. In VTAM. an installation-defined 
correlation list that translates an argument into a string 
of eight characters. Interpret tables can be used to 
translate logon data into the name of an application 
program for which the logon is intended. 

inter-user communication vehicle (lUCV). A VM 
facility for passing data between virtual machines and 
VM components. 

IPCS. Interactive problem control system. 

IRN. Intermediate routing node. 

ISPF. Interactive System Productivity Facility. 

ISTATUS. In VTAM and NCP, a definition 
specification method for indicating the initial status of 
resources. See also indirect activation. 

item. In CCP, any of the components, such as 
communication controllers, lines, cluster controllers, 
and terminals, that comprise an IBM 3710 Network 
Controller configuration. 

IUCV. Inter-user communication vehicle. 

JCL. Job control language. 

job control language (JCL). • A problem-oriented 
language designed to express statements in a job that are 
used to identify the job or describe its requirements to 
an operating system. 

Kanji. A character set of symbols used in Japanese 
ideographic alphabets. 

Katakana. A character set of symbols used in one of 
the two common Japanese phonetic alphabets. 

key-encrypting key. A key used in sessions with 
cryptography to encipher and decipher other keys. 
Contrast with dQta-encrypting key. 

keyword. (1). One of the predefined words of an 
artificial language. (2) One of the significant and 
informative words in a title or document that describes 
the content of that document. (3) A symbol that 
identifies a parameter. (4) A part of a command 
operand that consists of a specific character string 
(such as DSNAMEc:). 

large message performance enhancement outbound 
(LMPEO). In VTAM, a facility in which VTAM 
reformats function management (FM) data that exceeds 
the maximum request unit (RU) size (as specified in the 
BIND) into a chain or partial chain of RUs. 

last-In-chain (LIC). A request unit (RU) whose request 
header (RH) end chain indicator is on and whose RH 
begin chain indicator is off. See also RU chain. 

LERAD exit routine. A synchronous EXLST exit 
routine that is entered automatically when a logic error 
is detected. 

LIC. Last-in-chain. 
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line. See communication line. 

line mode. A form of screen presentation in which the 
information is presented a line at a time in the message 
area of the terminal screen. Contrast with /ull-screen 
mode. 

line control. Synonym for data link control protocol. 

line group. One or more telecommunication lines of the 
same type that can be activated and deactivated as a 
unit. 

line probe. A generic term for the IBM 3867 Link 
Diagnostic Unit. a device that provides the NetView 
user with line quality data and other link information. 

line speed. The number of binary digits that can be 
sent over a telecommunication line in one second. 
expressed in bits per second (bps). 

link. In SNA, the combination of the link connection 
and the link stations jOining network nodes; for 
example: (1) a System/370 channel and its associated 
protocols, (2) a serial-by-bit connection under the 
control of Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC). A 
link connection is the physical medium of transmission. 
A link, however, is both logical and physical. 
Synonymous with data link. 

link connection. In SNA, the physical equipment 
providing two-way communication between one link 
station and one or more other link stations; for 
example, a telecommunication line and data circuit 
terminating equipment (DCE). 

link level 2 test. See 1ink test. 

Link Problem Determination Aid (LPDA). A series of 
testing procedures initiated by NCP that provide modem 
status, attached device status, and the overall quality of 
a communications link. 

link station. (1) In SNA, the combination of hardware 
and software that allows a node to attach to and 
provide control for a link. (2) In VT AM, a named 
resource within a subarea node that represents another 
subarea node that is attached by a cross-subarea link. 
In the resource hierarchy, the link station is subordinate 
to the cross-subarea link. 

link status (IS). Information maintained by local and 
remote modems. 

link test. In SNA, a test in which one link station 
returns data received from another link station without 
changing the data in order to test the operation of the 
link. Three tests can be made; they differ in the 
resources that are dedicated during the test. 
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link-attached. In VTAM, pertaining to devices that are 
physically connected by a telecommunication line. 
Synonymous with remote. Contrast with 
c1lllnnel-anached. 

LMPEO. Large message performance enhancement 
outbound. 

load module. (ISO) A program unit that is suitable for 
loading into main storage for execution; it is usually the 
output of a linkage editor. 

local address. In SNA, an address used in a peripheral 
node in place of an SNA network address and 
transformed to or from an SNA network address by the 
boundary function in a subarea node. 

local-attached. Deprecated term for c1lllnnel-arrached. 

local non-5NA major node. In VT AM, a major node 
whose minor nodes are channel-attached non-SNA 
terminals. 

local session identification (LSID). In SNA. a field in a 
FI03 (format identification type 3) transmission header 
that contains an indication of the type of session 
(SSCP-PU, SSCP-LU, or LU-LU) and the local address 
of the peripheral logical unit (LU) or physical unit 
(PU). 

local SNA major node. In VTAM. a major node whose 
minor nodes are channel-attached peripheral nodes. 

logic error. In VT AM. an error condition that results 
from an invalid request; a program logic error. 

logical channel. The path that data travels between the 
origin data terminal equipment (DTE) and an X.25 
network. or between the network and the destination 
DTE. One phYSical circuit may have many logical 
channels assigned to it. 

logical unit (LV). In SNA. a port through which an end 
user accesses the SNA network in order to communicate 
with another end user and through which the end user 
accesses the functions provided by system services 
control points (SSCPs). An LU can support at least 
two sessions-one with an SSCP and one with another 
LU-and may be capable of supporting many sessions 
with other logical units. See also network addressable unit 
(NAU). peripheral LU. physical unit (PU). system services 
control point (SSCP). primary logical unit (PLU). and 
secondary logical unit (SLU). Contrast with physical unit 
(PU). 

logical unit (LV) services. In SNA. capabilities in a 
logical unit to: (1) receive requests from an end user 
and, in turn, issue requests to the system services 
control point (SSCP) in order to perform the requested 
functions, typically for session initiation; (2) receive 



requests from the SSCP, for example to activate LU-LU 
sessions via Bind Session requests; and (3) provide 
session presentation and other services for LU-LU 
sessions. See also physical unit (PV) services. 

log off. To request that a session be terminated. 

logoff. In VTAM, an unformatted session termination 
request. 

log on. (1) To initiate a session. (2) In SNA, to 
initiate a session between an application program and a 
logical unit (LU). 

logon. In VT AM, an unformatted session initiation 
request for a session between two logical units. See 
automatic logon and simulated logon. See also 
session-initiation request. 

logon data. In VTAM: (1) The user data portion of a 
field-formatted or unformatted session-initiation 
request. (2) The entire logon sequence or message from 
a logical unit (LU). Synonymous with logon message. 

logon message. Synonym for logon data. 

logon mode. In VT AM, a subset of session parameters 
specified in a logon mode table for communication with 
a logical unit. See also session parameters. 

logon mode table. In VTAM, a set of entries for one or 
more logon modes. Each logon mode is identified by a 
logon mode name. 

logon-interpret routine. In VT AM, an installation exit 
routine, associated with an interpret table entry, that 
translates logon information. It may also verify the 
logon. 

loop adapter. A feature of the IBM 4300 Processor 
family that allows the attachment of a variety of SNA 
and non-SNA devices. To VTAM, these devices appear 
as channel-attached type 2 physical units (PUs). 

LPDA. Link Problem Determination Aid. 

LS. Link status. 

LSID. Local session identification. 

LV. Logical unit. 

LV connection test. In SNA products, a diagnostic aid 
that permits a terminal operator to check whether the 
path between a system services control point (SSCP) 
and a logical unit (LU) is operational. 

LV type. A deprecated term for LV-LV session type. 

LV-LV session. In SNA, a session between two logical 
units (LUs) in an SNA network. It provides 

communication between two end users, or between an 
end user and an LU services component. 

LV-LV session type. In SNA, the classification of an 
LU-LU session in terms of the specific subset of SNA 
protocols and options supported by the logical units 
(LUs) for that session, namely: 

The mandatory and optional values allowed in the 
session activation request. 

The usage of data stream controls, FM headers, 
request unit (RU) parameters, and sense codes. 

Presentation services protocols such as those 
associated with FM header usage. 

LU-LV session types 0, I, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 are defined. 

machine check nandler (MCH). A feature that analyzes 
errors and attempts recovery by retrying the failing 
instruction, if possible. If retry is unsuccessful, it 
attempts to correct the malfunction or to isolate the 
affected task. 

macro instruction. (1) ... (ISO) An instruction in a 
source language that is to be replaced by a defined 
sequence of instructions in the same source language. 
The macro instruction may also specify values for 
parameters in the instructions that are to replace it. 
(2) In assembler programming, an assembler language 
statement that causes the assembler to process a 
predefined set of statements called a macro definition. 
The statements normally produced from the macro 
definition replace the macro instruction in the program. 
See also definition statement. 

main network address. In VTAM, the logical unit (LU) 
network address used for the SSCP-LU session and 
certain LU-LU sessions with the LU. Contrast with 
auxiliary network address. 

mainline program. In VT AM, that part of the 
application program that issues OPEN and CLOSE 
macro instructions. 

maintain system history program (MSHP). A program 
that facilitates the process of installing and servicing a 
VSE system. 

maintenance and operator subsystem (MOSS). A 
subsystem of the 3725 Communication Controller that 
contains a processor and operates independently of the 
rest of the controller. It loads and supervises the 3725, 
runs problem determination procedures, and assists in 
maintaining both hardware and software. 

maintenance services. In SNA, one of the types of 
network services in system services control points 
(SSCPs) and physical units (PUs). Maintenance 
services provide facilities for testing links and nodes 
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and for collecting and recording error information. See 
also configuration services. management services. network 
services, and session services. 

major node. In VTAM, a set of resources that can be 
activated and deactivated as a group. See TUJde and 
minor node. 

management services. In SNA, one of the types of 
network services in system services control points 
(SSCPs) and logical units (LUs). Management services 
forward requests for network data, such as error 
statistics, and deliver the data in reply. See also 
configuration services. maintenance services. network services, 
and session services. 

mandatory cryptographic session. Synonym for required 
cryptographic session. 

mapper. A NetView function that recoItis errors from 
resources attached to a communication controller or 
from certain channel-attached devices. 

master cryptography key. In SNA, a cryptographic key 
used to encipher operational keys that will be used at a 
node. 

maximum SSCP rerouting count. The maximum 
number of times a session initiation request will be 
rerouted to intermediate system services control points 
(SSCPs) before the request reaches the destination 
SSCP. This count is used to prevent endless rerouting 
of session initiation requests. 

MCH. Machine check handler. 

MDR. Miscellaneous data record. 

MERGE disk. The virtual disk in the VM operating 
system that contains program temporary fixes (PTFs) 
after the VMFMERGE EXEC is invoked. See BASE 
disk, DELTA disk, RUN disk, and ZAP disk. 

message. In VTAM, the amount of FM data 
transferred to VT AM by the application program with 
one SEND request. 

message unit. In SNA, the unit of data processed by 
any layer; for example, a basic information unit (BIU), 
a path information unit (PIU), or a request/response 
unit (RU). 

MIC. Middle-in-chain. 

middle-in-chain (MIC). A request unit (RU) whose 
request header (RH) begin chain indicator and RH end 
chain indicator are both off. See also RU chain. 

migration. Installing a new version or release of a 
program when an earlier version or release is already in 
place. 
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minidisk. Synonym for virtual disk. 

minor node. In VT AM, a uniquely-defined resource 
within a major node. See node and major node. 

miscellaneous data record (MDR). A record of a 
network hardware error recorded by the NCP and sent 
to the VTAM host that owns the failing component. 
Then VT AM writes the error on the operating system 
error data set. 

modem. A device that modulates and demodulates 
signals transmitted over data communication facilities. 
The term is a contraction for modulator-demodulator. 

modulo level. The maximum number of path 
information units (PIUs) a device can send before 
stopping to wait for a response. 

MOSS. Maintenance and operator subsystem. 

MSHP. Maintain system history program. 

MSNF. Multisystem Networking Facility. 

multi-leaving. A variation of BSC communication that 
lets several devices communicate concurrently over a 
link without using station addresses. 

multiple-domain network. In SNA, a network with 
more than one system services control point (SSCP). 
Contrast with single-domain network. 

mUltiple gateways. More than one gateway serving to 
connect the same two SNA networks for cross-network 
sessions. 

Multiple Virtual Storage (MVS). An IBM program 
product whose full name is the Operating 
System/Virtual Storage (OS/VS) with Multiple Virtual 
Storage/System Product for System/370. It is a 
software operating system controlling the execution of 
programs. 

Multiple Virtual Storage for Extended Architecture 
(MVS/XA). An IBM program product whose full name 
is the Operating System/Virtual Storage (OS/VS) with 
Multiple Virtual Storage/System Product for Extended 
Architecture. Extended architecture allows 31-bit 
storage addressing. MVS/XA is a software operating 
system controlling the execution of programs. 

Multiple Virtual Storage/Operator Communication 
Control Facility (MVS/OCCF). A facility that 
intercepts messages from the MVS supervisor. NetView 
and MVS/OCCF help a network operator control 
multiple MVS systems from a central site. 



multipoint link. A link or circuit interconnecting 
several link stations. Synonymous with multidrop line. 
Contrast with point-to-point link. 

Multisystem Networking Facility (MSNF). An optional 
feature of TCAM and VTAM Version 1 that permits 
these access methods, together with NCP, to control a 
multiple-domain network. 

multi-tailed. When a communication controller with 
an NCP is attached to more than one host processor. 
See twin-tailed. See also fanout and tailing. 

multi-thread application program. A VT AM 
application program that processes requests for more 
than one session concurrently. Contrast with 
single-thread application program. 

MVS. Multiple Virtual Storage operating system. 

MVS/OCCF. Multiple Virtual Storage/Operator 
Communication Control Facility. 

MVS/XA. Multiple Virtual Storage for Extended 
Architecture operating system. 

name translation. In SNA network interconnection, 
converting logical unit names,logon mode table names, 
and class of service names used in one network into 
equivalent names to be used in another network. This 
function can be provided through NetView and invoked 
by a gateway system services control point (SSCP) 
when necessary. See also alias name. 

native mode. In VT AM, a mode in which VT AM runs 
directly on the VM operating system rather than on a 
guest operating system. 

native network. The network in which a gateway 
NCP's resources reside. 

NAU. Network addressable unit. 

NC. Network control. 

NCCF. Network Communications Control Facility. 

NCP .. (1) Network Control Program (IBM program 
product). Its full name is Advanced Communications 
Function for the Network Control Program. 
(2) Network control program (general term). 

NCP /EP definition facility (NDF). A program that is 
part of System Support Programs (SSP) and is used to 
generate a partitioned emulation programming (PEP) 
load module or a load module for a Network Control 
Program (NCP) or for an Emulation Program (EP). 

NCP major node. In VT AM, a set of minor nodes 
representing resources, such as lines and peripheral 

nodes, controlled by a network control program. See 
major node. 

NCP Subset. Advanced Communications Function for 
Network Control Program (NCP) V4 Subset. An IBM 
licensed program that is a subset of NCP. It operates 
only on IBM 3720 Communication Controllers with 
certain capacity limitations such as number of scanners, 
lines, and channel adapters supported. 

NCP/Token-Ring interconnection (NTRI). An NCP 
function that allows a communication controller to 
attach to the IBM Token-Ring Network by providing a 
basic boundary network node interface. 

NDF. NCP/EP definition facility. 

negative polling limit. For a start-stop or ESC terminal, 
the maximum number of consecutive negative responses 
to polling that the communication controller accepts 
before suspending polling operations. 

negative response. In SNA, a response indicating that a 
request did not arrive successfully or was not processed 
successfully by the receiver. Contrast with positive 
response. See exception response. 

negotiable BIND. In SNA, a capability that allows two 
LV-LV half-sessions to negotiate the parameters of a 
session when the session is being activated. 

negotiation. The process of deciding what packet size 
to transmit between a network and a 3710. 

NetView. An IBM program product used to monitor a 
network, manage it, and diagnose its problems. 

NetView-NetView task (NNT). The task under which a 
cross-domain NctView session runs. 

network. (1) (TC97) An interconnected group of 
nodes. (2) In data processing, a user application 
network. See path control network, public network, SNA 
network, and user application network. 

network address. In SNA, an address, consisting of 
subarea and element fields, that identifies a link, a link 
station, or a network addressable unit. Subarea nodes 
use network addresses; peripheral nodes use local 
addresses. The boundary function in the subarea node 
to which a peripheral node is attached transforms local 
addresses to network addresses and vice versa. See local 
address. See also network name. 

network address translation. In SNA network 
interconnection, conversion of the network address 
assigned to a logical unit in one network into an address 
in an adjacent network. This function is provided by 
the gateway NCP that joins the two networks. See also 
alias network address and real network address. 
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network addressable unit (NAU). In SNA. a logical 
unit. a physical unit. or a system services control point. 
It is the origin or the destination of information 
transmitted by the path control network. Each NAU 
has a network address that represents it to the path 
control network. See also network name. network address. 
and path control network. 

Network Communications Control Facility (NCCF). 
(1) An IBM program product that is a base for 
command processors that can monitor. control. and 
improve the operations of a network. Its function is 
included and enhanced in NetView's command facility. 
(2) A traditional. alternative name for the command 
facility of NetView. 

network configuration tables. The tables through which 
the system services control point (SSCP) interprets the 
network configuration. 

network control (NC). In SNA. an RU category used 
for requests and responses exchanged between physical 
units (PUs) for such purposes as activating and 
deactivating explicit and virtual routes and sending load 
modules to adjacent peripheral nodes. See also data /low 
control layer and session control. 

network control mode. The functions of a network 
control program that enable it to direct a 
communication controller to perform activities such as 
polling. device addressing. dialing, and answering. 
Contrast with emulation mode. 

Network Control Program (NCP). An IBM program 
product that provides communication controller support 
for single-domain, multiple-domain, and interconnected 
network capability. Its full name is Advanced 
Communications Function for the Network Control 
Program. 

network control program. A program, generated by the 
user from a library of IBM-supplied modules, that 
controls the operation of a communication controller. 

network control program generation. The process, 
performed in a host system, of validating, assembling, 
and link-editing network definition statements to 
produce a network control program. 

network controller. A concentrator and protocol 
converter used with SDLC links. By converting 
protocols, which manage the way data is sent and 
received, the IBM 3710 Network Controller allows the 
use of non-SNA devices with an SNA host processor. 

network identifier (network ID). The network name 
defined to NCPs and hosts to indicate the name of the 
network in which they reside. It is unique across all 
communicating SNA networks. 
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networking. In a multiple-domainnetwork. 
communication among domains. 

network log. A file that contains all messages processed 
by NetView. 

Network Logical Data Manager (NLDM). (1) An IBM 
program product that collects and correlates 
session-related data and provides online access to this 
information. It runs as an NCCF communication 
network management (CNM) application program. Its 
function is included and enhanced in NetView's session 
monitor. (2) A traditional. alternative name for the 
session monitor of NetView. 

Network Management Vector Transport (NMVT). A 
record that contains solicited or unsolicited data about 
alerts, line statistics, and error records and that is issued 
by certain SNA resources to the host system. It can 
also be used to send requests on Link Problem 
Determination Aid (LPDA) lines for certain actions 
such as configuration changes. 

network manager. A program or group of programs 
that is used to monitor, manage, and diagnose the 
problems of a network. 

network name. (1) In SNA, the symbolic identifier by 
which end users refer to a network addressable unit 
(NAU), a link, or a link station. See also network 
address. (2) In a multiple-domain network, the name of 
the APPL statement defining a VT AM application 
program is its network name and it must be unique 
across domains. Contrast withACB name. See 
uninterpreted name. 

network node. Synonym for node. 

network operator. (1) A person or program responsible 
for controlling the operation of all or part of a network. 
(2) The person or program that controls all the domains 
in a multiple-domain network. Contrast with domain 
operator. 

network operator console. A terminal in the network 
from which an operator controls the network. 

network performance analyzer (NPA). An option of 
NCP that collects performance data about devices. The 
data is recorded by NPM. 

Network Performance Monitor (NPM). An IBM 
program product that uses VT AM to record 
performance data collected for various devices in a 
network. 

Network Problem Determination Application (NPDA). 
(1) An IBM program product that helps identify 
network hardware problems from a central control 
point using interactive display techniques. It runs as an 



NCCF communication network management (CNM) 
application program. Its function is included and 
enhanced in NetView's hardware monitor. (2) A 
traditional, alternative name for the hardware monitor 
of NetView. 

network product support (NPS). The function of 
NetView that provides operations control for the IBM 
3710 Network Controller and the NCP. NPS provides 
operator commands to run diagnostics for link problem 
determination and to change product operating 
parameters. 

Network Routing Facility (NRF). An IBM program 
product that resides in the NCP, which provides a path 
for messages between terminals, and routes messages 
over this path without going through the host processor. 

network services (NS). In SNA, the services within 
network addressable units (NAUs) that control network 
operation through SSCP-SSCP, SSCP-PU, and SSCP-LU 
sessions. See configuration services. maintenance services. 
management services, and session services. 

network services (NS) header. In SNA, a 3-byte field in 
an FMD request!response unit (RU) flowing in an 
SSCP-LU, SSCP-PU, or SSCP-SSCP session. The 
network services header is used primarily to identify the 
network services category of the request unit (RU) (for 
example, configuration services, session services) and 
the particular request code within a category. 

Network Services Procedure Error (NSPE). A request 
unit that is sent by a system services control point 
(SSCP) to a logical unit (LU) when a procedure 
requested by that LU has failed. 

Network Terminal Option (NTO). An IBM program 
product that allows certain non-SNA devices to 
participate in sessions with SNA application programs 
in the host processor. NTO converts non-SNA protocol 
to SNA protocol when data is sent to the host from a 
non-SNA device and reconverts SNA protocol to 
non-SNA protocol when data is sent back to the device. 

NIB. Node initialization block. 

NIB list. A series of contiguous node initialization 
blocks. 

NLDM. Network Logical Data Manager. 

NMVT. Network Management Vector Transport. 

NNT. NetView-NetView task. 

node. (1) In SNA, an endpoint of a link or junction 
common to two or more links in a network. Nodes can 
be distributed to host processors, communication 
controllers, cluster controllers, or terminals. Nodes can 
vary in routing and other functional capabilities. 

(2) In VT AM. a pOint in a network defined by a 
symbolic name. Synonymous with network node. See 
major node and minor node. 

node initialization block (NIB). In VTAM, a control 
block associated with a particular node or session that 
contains information used by the application program 
to identify the node or session and to indicate how 
communication requests on a session are to be handled 
byVTAM. 

node name. In VTAM, the symbolic name assigned to a 
specific major or minor node during network definition. 

node type. In SNA, a designation of a node according 
to the protocols it supports and the network addressable 
units (NAUs) that it can contain. Four types are 
defined: 1.2,4. and 5. Type 1 and type 2 nodes are 
also referred to as peripheral nodes and type 4 and type 
5 nodes are also referred to as subarea nodes. See also 
physical unit type. 

non-native network. Any network attached to a 
gateway NCP that does not contain that NCP's 
resources. 

Non-SNA Interconnection (NSI). An IBM program 
product that provides format identification (FIDl/4) 
support for selected non-SNA facilities. Thus, it allows 
SNA and non-SNA facilities to share SDLC links. It 
also allows the remote concentration of selected 
non-SNA devices along with SNA devices. 

nonswitched data link. A connection between a 
link-attached device and a communication controller 
that does not have to be established by dialing. 
Contrast with switched data link. See also point-to·point 
data link and multipoint data link. 

nonswitched line. A telecommunication line on which 
connections do not have to be established by dialing. 
Contrast with switched line. 

no response (NR). In SNA. a value in the 
form-of-response-requested field of the request header 
(RH) indicating that no response is to be returned to 
the request, whether or not the request is received and 
processed successfully. Contrast with definite response 
and exception response. 

normal flow. In SNA, a data flow designated in the 
transmission header (TH) that is used primarily to carry 
end-user data. The rate at which requests flow on the 
normal flow can be regulated by session-level pacing. 
Normal and expedited flows move in both the 
primary-ta-secondary and secondary-to-primary 
directions. Contrast with expedited flow. 

notify. A network services request that is sent by an 
SSCP to a logical unit (LU) to inform the LU of the 
status of a procedure requested by the LU. 
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NPDA. Network Problem Determination Application. 

NPM. Network Performance Monitor. 

NPS. Network product support. 

NPSI. X.25 NCP Packet Switching Interface. 

NR. . No response. 

NRF. Network Routing Facility. 

NS. Network services. 

NSI. Non-SNA Interconnection. 

NSPE. Network Services Procedure Error. 

NTO. Network Terminal Option. 

NTRI. NCP/Token-Ring interconnection. 

OAF. Origin address field. 

OBR. Outboard record. 

OCCF. Operator Communication Control Facility. 

OIC. Only-in-chain. 

OLU. Origin logical unit. 

online. Stored in a computer and accessible from a 
terminal. 

only-in-chain (OIC). A request unit for which the 
request header (RH) begin chain indicator and RH end 
cbain indicator are both on. See also RU chain. 

operator. A person who operates a machine. See 
network operator. 

Operator Communication Control Facility (OCCF). A 
program product tbat allows communication with and 
th~ operation of remote MVS or VSE systems. 

operator profile. In NetView, the resources and 
activities a network operator has control over. The 
statements defining these resources and activities are 
stored in a file that is activated when the operator logs 
on. 

operator station task (OST). The NetView task that 
establisbes and maintains the online session with the 
network operator. There is one operator station task 
for each network operator who logs on to NetView. 

orderly closedown. The orderly deactivation of VTAM 
and its domain. An orderly closedown does not 
complete until all application programs have closed 
their ACBs. Until then, RPL-based operations 
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continue; however, no new sessions can be established 
and no new ACBs can be opened. Contrast with cancel 
closedown and quick closedown. 

origin address field (OAF). In SNA, a field in a FIDO 
or FIDt transmission header that contains the address 
of the originating network addressable unit (NAU). 
Contrast with destination address [reid. See also fonnat 
identification (FID) field and local session identification 
(LSID). 

origin logical unit (OLU). The logical unit from which 
data is sent. Contrast with destination logical unit (DLU). 

origin subarea field (OSAF). In SNA, a subarea field in 
a FID4 transmission header that contains a subarea 
address, which combined with the element address in 
the origin element field, gives the complete network 
address of the originating network addressable unit 
(NAU). Contrast with destination subarea [reid. 

OSAF. Origin subarea field (OSAF). 

OST. Operator station task. 

outboard record. A record originated by I/O and 
communication components and supported by the 
access methods. It describes permanent errors or 
reports statistical data. 

PAB. Process anchor block. 

pacing. In SNA, a technique by which a receiving 
component controls the rate of transmission of a 
sending component to prevent overrun or congestion. 
See session·level pacing, send paCing, and vinual route (VR) 
pacing. See also flow control. 

pacing group. In SNA, (1) The path information units 
(PIUs) that can be transmitted on a virtual route before 
a virtual-route paCing response is received, indicating 
that the virtual route receiver is ready to receive more 
PIUs on the route. Synonymous with window. (2) The 
requests that can be transmitted on the normal flow in 
one direction on a session before a session-level pacing 
response is received, indicating that the receiver is ready 
to accept the next group of requests. 

pacing group size. In SNA, (1) The number of path 
information units (PIUs) in a virtual route pacing 
group. The paCing group size varies according to traffic 
cOl)gestion along the virtual route. Synonymous with 
window size. (2) The number of requests in a 
session-level pacing group. 

pacing response. In SNA, an indicator that signifies a 
receiving component's readiness to accept another 
pacing group; the indicator is carried in a response 
header (RH) for session-level paCing, and in a 
transmission header (TH) for virtual route pacing. 



packet switching. (TC97) The process of routing and 
transferring data by means of addressed packets so that 
a channel is occupied only during the transmission of a 
packet; upon completion of the transmission. the 
channel is made available for the transfer of other 
packets. 

page. (1) The portion of a panel that is shown on a 
display surface at one time. (2) To move back and 
forth among the pages of a multiple-page panel See 
also scroll. (3) (ISO) In a virtual storage system. a 
fixed-length block that has a virtual address and that 
can be transferred between real storage and auxiliary 
storage. (4) To transfer instructions. data. or both 
between real storage and external page or auxiliary 
storage. 

panel. (1) A formatted display of information that 
appears on a terminal screen. See also help panel and 
task panel. Contrast with screen. (2) In computer 
graphics. a display image that defines the locations and 
characteristics of display fields on a display surface. 

parallel links. In SNA. two or more links between 
adjacent subarea nodes. 

parallel sessions. In SNA. two or more concurrently 
active sessions between the same two logical units 
(LUs) using different pairs of network addresses. Each 
session can have independent session parameters. 

partitioned emulation programming (PEP) extension. A 
function of a network control program that enables a 
communication controller to operate some 
telecommunication lines in network control mode while 
Simultaneously operating others in emulation mode. 

path. (1) In SNA. the series of path control network 
components (path control and data link control) that 
are traversed by the information exchanged between 
two network addressable units (NAUs). A path 
consists of a virtual route and its route extension. if 
any. See also explicit route. (2) In defining a switched 
major node. a potential dial-out port that can be used to 
reach a physical unit. 

path control (PC) layer. In SNA. the layer that 
manages the sharing of link resources of the SN A 
network and routes basic information units (BIUs) 
through it. Path control routes message units between 
network addressable units (NAUs) in the network and 
provides the paths between them. It converts the BIUs 
from transmission control (possibly segmenting them) 
into path information units (PIUs) and exchanges basiC 
transmission units (BTUs) and one or more PIUs with 
data link control. See also BIU segment. blocking of 
PIUs. data link conlrOllayer. and transmission control layer. 

path control (PC) network. In SNA. the part of the 
SNA network that includes the data link control and 

path control layers. See SNA network and user application 
network. See also boundary function. 

path information unit (PIU). In SNAt a message unit 
consisting of a transmission header (TH) alone. or of a 
TH followed by a basic information unit (BIU) or a 
BIU segment. See also transmission header. 

path test. A test provided by NetView that enables a 
network operator to determine whether a path is 
available between two LUs that are currently in session. 

PC. Path control. 

pending active session. In VTAM. the state of an 
LU-LU session recorded by the system services control 
point (SSCP) when it finds both logical units (LUs) 
available and has sent a CINIT request to the primary 
logical unit (PLU) of the requested session. 

PEP. Partitioned emulation programming. 

performance class. In NetView. a description of an 
objective or commitment of performance. It consists of 
a performance class name. boundary definitions. 
response time definition. response time ranges. and 
response time percentage objectives. Sessions may be 
assigned performance classes. 

performance error. Synonym for temporary error. 

peripheral LV. In SNA. a logical unit representing a 
peripheral node. 

peripheral node. In SN A. a node that uses local 
addresses for routing and therefore is not affected by 
changes in network addresses. A peripheral node 
requires boundary function assistance from an adjacent 
su barea node. A peripheral node is a type 1 or type 2 
node connected to a subarea node. 

peripheral PU. In SNA. a physical unit representing a 
peripheral node. 

permanent error. A resource error that cannot be 
resolved by error recovery programs. Contrast with 
temporary ~or. 

physical connection. In VTAM. a point-to-point 
connection or multipoint connection. 

physical unit (PU). In SNA. one of three types of 
network addressable units (NAUs). Each node of an 
SNA network contains a physical unit (PU) that 
manages and monitors the resources (such as attached 
links) of a node. as requested by a system services 
control point (SSCP) via an SSCP-PU session. An 
SSCP activates a session with the physical unit in order 
to indirectly manage. through the PUt resources of the 
node such as attached links. See also periphiJral PUt 
physical unit (PU) type. and subarea PU. 
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physical unit (PU) services. In SNA, the components 
within a physical unit (PU) that provide configuration 
services and maintenance services for SSCP-PU 
sessions. See also logical unit (LU) services. 

physical unit (PU) type. In SNA, the classification of a 
physical unit (PU) according to the type of node in 
which it resides. The PU type is the same as its node 
type; that is, a type 1 PU resides in a type 1 node, and 
so forth. 

PIU. Path information unit. 

plaintext. Synonym for clear data. 

PLU. Primary logical unit. 

PMX. Programmable operator message exchange. 

POI. Programmed operator interface. 

point-to-point link. A link that connects a single 
remote link station to a node; it may be either switched 
or nonswitched. Contrast with multipoint link. 

polling. (1). Interrogation of devices for purposes 
such as to avoid contention, to determine operational 
status, or to determine readiness to send or receive data. 
(2) (TC97) The process whereby stations are invited, 
one at a time, to transmit. 

positive response. A response indicating that a request 
was received and processed. Contrast with negative 
response. 

PPT. Primary POI task. 

presentation services command processor (PSCP). In 
NetView, a facility that processes requests from a user 
terminal and formats displays to be presented at the 
user terminal. 

primary application program. In VTAM, an application 
program acting as the primary end of an LU-LU 
session. 

primary data base. The main data base provided to the 
NetView user for recording error data. See secondary 
data base. 

primary end of a session. The end of a session that uses 
primary protocols. The primary end establishes the 
session. For an LU-LU session, the primary end of the 
session is the primary logical unit. Contrast with 
secondary end of a session. See half-session. 

primary half-session. In SNA, the half-session that 
sends the session activation request. See also primary 
logical unit. Contrast with secondary half-session. 
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primary logical unit (PLU). In SNA, the logical unit 
(LU) that contains the primary half-session for a 
particular LU-LU session. Each session must have a 
PLU and secondary logical unit (SLU). The PLU is the 
unit responsible for the bind and is the controlling LU 
for the session. A particular LU may contain both 
primary and secondary half-sessions for different active 
LU-LU sessions. Contrast with secondary logical unit 
(SLU). 

primary path. (1) The channel an operation first uses. 
(2) In CCP, one of two paths defined for information 
flow to and from the physical units attached to the 
network by means of an IBM 3110 Network Controller. 
The primary path is the path that is normally used. See 
alternate path. 

primary POI task (PPT). The NetView subtask that 
processes all unsolicited messages received from the 
VT AM program operator interface (POI) and delivers 
them to the controlling operator or to the command 
processor. The PPT also processes the initial command 
speCified to execute when NetView is initialized and 
timer request commands scheduled to execute under the 
PPT. 

primary session. An extended recovery facility (XRF) 
session between the active application subsystem and a 
terminal user. 

problem determination. The process of identifying the 
source of a problem; for example, a program 
component, a machine failure, telecommunication 
facilities, user or contractor-installed programs or 
equipment, an environment failure such as a power loss, 
or a user error. 

process anchor block (PAB). In VTAM, a process 
scheduling services dispatch paint. 

profile. In the Conversationa1 Monitor System (CMS) 
or the group control system (GCS), the characteristics 
defined by a PROFILE EXEC file that executes 
automatically after the system is loaded into a virtual 
machine. See also operator profile. 

programmed operator. A VT AM application program 
that is authorized to issue VTAM operator commands 
and receive VT AM operator awareness messages. See 
also solicited messages and unsolicited messages. 

programmed operator interface (POI). A VT AM 
function that allows programs to perform VT AM 
operator functions. 

programmable operator facility (PROP). A VM facility 
that allows remote contr01 of a virtual machine by 
intercepting messages directed for that machine and 
taking preprogrammed action. 



programmable operator message exchange (PMX). The 
interface that gives the NetView operator the ability to 
communicate with the programmable operator facility. 

program temporary fix (PTF). A temporary solution or 
bypass of a problem diagnosed by IBM in a current 
unaltered release of the program. 

PROP; Programmable operator facility. 

protection key. An indicator that appears in the 
current program status word whenever an associated 
task has control of the system. This indicator must 
match the storage keys of all main storage locks that the 
task is to use. 

protocol. (1) (CCITT/ITU) A specification for the 
format and relative timing of information exchanged 
between communicating parties. (2) (TC97) The set of 
rules governing the operation of functional units of a 
communication system that must be followed if 
communication is to be achieved. (3) In SNA, the 
meanings of, and the sequencing rules for, requests and 
responses used for managing the network, transferring 
data, and synchronizing the states of network 
components. See also bracket pr%col. Synonymous 
with line control discipline and line discipline. See also link 
protQC{)l. 

PSCP. Presentation services command processor. 

PTF. Program temporary fix. 

PU. Physical unit. 

PU type. Physical unit type. 

public network. A network established and operated by 
communication common carriers or telecommunication 
Administrations for the speCific purpose of providing 
circuit-switched, packet-switched, and leased-circuit 
services to the public. Contrast with user-application 
network. 

PU-PU flow. In SNA, the exchange between physical 
units (PUs) of network control requests and responses. 

queued BIND. In VTAM, a BIND sent from the 
primary logical unit (PLU) to the secondary logical unit 
(SLU) that has not yet been responded to by the SLU. 

queued CINIT. In VTAM, a CINIT sent from a system 
services control point (SSCP) to a logical unit (LU) that 
has not yet been responded to by the LU. 

queued session. In VT AM, pertaining to a requested 
LU-LU session that cannot be started because one of 
the logical units (LUs) is not available. If the 
session-initiation request speCified queuing, the system 
services control points (SSCPs) will record the request 

and later continue with the session-establishment 
procedure when both LUs become available. 

quick closedown. In VT AM, a closedown in which any 
RPL-based communication macro instruction is 
terminated (posted complete with an error code) and no 
new sessions can be established and no new ACBs can 
be opened. See also cancel closedoWTI and orderly 
closedOWTI. 

quiesce protocol. In VT AM, a method of 
communicating in one direction at a time. Either the 
primary logical unit (PLU) or the secondary logical unit 
(SLU) assumes the exclusive right to send normal-flow 
requests, and the other node refrains from sending such 
requests. When the sender wants to receive, it releases 
the other node from its quiesced state. 

RACF. Resource Access Control Facility. 

RDT. Resource definition table. 

real name. The name by which a logical unit (LU). 
logon mode table. or class of service (COS) table is 
known within the SNA network in which it resides. 

real network address. The address by which a logical 
unit (LU) is known within the SNA network in which 
it resides. 

receive pacing. In SNA, the pacing of message units 
that the component is receiving. See also send ]Xlcing. 

RECFMS. Record formatted maintenance statistics. 

RECMS. Record maintenance statistics. 

Recommendation X.21 (Geneva 1980). A Consultative 
Committee on International Telegraph and Telephone 
(CCITI) recommendation for a general purpose 
interface between data terminal equipment and data 
cirCuit equipment for synchronous operations on a 
public data network. 

Recommendation X.2S (Geneva 1980). A Consultative 
Committee on International Telegraph and Telephone 
(CCITI) recommendation for the interface between 
data terminal equipment and packet-switched data 
networks. See also packet switching. 

recommended action. Procedures suggested by NetView 
that can be used to determine the causes of network 
problems. 

record rormatted maintenance statistics (RECFMS). In 
NetView. a statistical record built by an SNA controller 
and usually solicited by the host. 

recording filter. In NetView, the function that 
determines which events, statistics, and alerts are stored 
on a data base. 
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record maintenance statistics (RECMS). In NetView, 
an SNA error event record built from an NCP or line 
error and sent unsolicited to the host. 

reentrant. The attribute of a program or routine that 
allows the same copy of the program or routine to be 
used concurrently by two or more tasks. 

regular command. In NetView, any VTAM or NetView 
command that is not an immediate command and is 
processed by a regular command processor. Contrast 
with immeditlte command. 

release. For VT AM to relinquish control of resources 
(communication controllers or physical units). See also 
resource takeover. Contrast with acquire (2). 

remote. Synonym for link-attached. 

remote modem self-test (RST). A check on hardware 
to identify a field-replaceable unit that is failing. 

remote spooling communications subsystem (RSCS). A 
VM networking component that provides 
telecommunication facilities for the transmission of 
bulk files between VM users and remote stations. 

REQMS. Request for maintenance statistics. 

request for maintenance statistics (REQMS). A host 
solicitation to an SNA controller for a statistical data 
record. 

request header (RH). In SNA, control information 
preceding a request unit (RU). See also request/response 
header (RH). 

request parameter list (RPL). In VT AM, a control 
block that contains the parameters necessary for 
processing a request for data transfer, for establishing 
or terminating a session, or for some other operation. 

request unit (RU). In SNA, a message unit that 
contains control information such as a request code or 
FM headers. end-user data, or both. 

request/response header (RH). In SNA. control 
information, preceding a request!response unit (RU), 
that specifies the type of RU (request unit or response 
unit) and contains control information associated with 
that RU. 

request/response unit (RU). In SNA, a generic term for 
a request unit or a response unit. See also request unit 
(R U) and response unit. 

required cryptographic session. A cryptographic session 
in which all outbound data is enciphered and all 
inbound data is deCiphered. Synonymous with 
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mandatory cryptographic session. Contrast with selective 
cryptographic session and clear session. 

resource. (1) Any facility of the computing system or 
operating system required by a job or task, and 
including main storage, input/output devices, the 
processing unit, data sets, and control or processing 
programs. (2) In NetView, any hardware or software 
that provides function to the network. 

Resource Access Control Facility (RACF). A program 
product that provides for access control by identifying 
and verifying users to the system, authorizing access to 
DASD data sets, logging detected unauthorized attempts 
to enter the system, and logging detected accesses to 
protected data sets. 

resource definition table (RDT). In VTAM, a table 
that describes the characteristiCS of each node available 
to VT AM and associates each node with a network 
address. This is the main VT AM network configuration 
table. 

resource hierarchy. In VT AM, the relationship among 
network resources in which some resources are 
subordinate to others as a result of their position in the 
network structure and architecture; for example, the 
logical units (LUs) of a peripheral physical unit (PU) 
are subordinate to that PU, which, in turn, is 
subordinate to the link attaching it to its subarea node. 

resource level. In NetView, the hierarchical position of 
a device (and the software contained within it) in a data 
processing system. For example, a first-level resource 
would be the communication controller, and the 
second-level resource would be the line connected to it. 

resource takeover. In VTAM, action initiated by a 
network operator to transfer control of resources from 
one domain to another. See also acquire (2) and release. 
See takeover. 

resource types. In NetView, a concept to describe the 
organization of panels. Resource types are defined as 
central proceSSing unit, channel, control unit, and I/O 
device for one category; and communication controller, 
adapter, link, cluster controller, and terminal for 
another category. Resource types are combined with 
data types and display types to describe display 
organization. See also data types and display types. 

responded output. In VTAM, a type of output request 
that is completed when a response is returned. Contrast 
with scheduled output. 

response header (RH). In SNA, a header. optionally 
followed by a response unit (RU), that indicates 
whether the response is positive or negative and that 
may contain a pacing response. See also negatiVl'! 
response, pacing response, and positiVI'! response. 



response time. (1) The amount of time it takes after a 
user presses the enter key at the terminal until the reply 
appears at the terminal. (2) For response time 
monitoring, the time from the activation of a 
transaction until a response is received, according to the 
response time definition coded in the performance class. 

response time monitor (RTM). A feature available with 
the 3274 control unit to measure response times, which 
may be collected and displayed by NetView. 

response unit (RV). In SNA, a message unit that 
acknowledges a request unit; it may contain prefix 
information received in a request unit. If positive, the 
response unit may contain additional information (such 
as session parameters in response to Bind Session), or if 
negative, contains sense data defining the exception 
condition. 

return code. ... A code [returned from a program) used 
to influence the execution of succeeding instructions. 

REX. Route extension. 

RH. Request/response header. 

ring. A network configuration where a series of 
attaching devices are connected by unidirectional 
transmission links to form a closed path. 

route. See explicit route and virtual route. 

route extension (REX). In SNA, the path control 
network components, including a peripheral link, that 
make up the portion of a path between a subarea node 
and a network addressable unit (NAU) in an adjacent 
peripheral node. See also path, explicit route (ER), virtual 
route (VR). 

Route Table Generator (RTG). An IBM-supplied field 
developed program that assists the user in generating 
path tables for SNA networks. 

RPL. Request parameter list. 

RPL exit routine. In VT AM, an application program 
exit routine whose address has been placed in the EXIT 
field of a request parameter list (RPL): VT AM invokes 
the routine to indicate that an asynchronous request has 
been completed. See EXLST exit routine. 

RPL-based macro instruction. In VT AM, a macro 
instruction whose parameters are speCified by the user 
in a request parameter list. 

RSCS. Remote spooling communications subsystem. 

RST. Remote modem self-test. 

RTG. Route Table Generator. 

RTM. Response time monitor. 

RU. Request/response unit. 

RU chain. In SNA, a set of related request/response 
units (RUs) that are consecutively transmitted on a 
particular normal or expedited data flow. The request 
RU chain is the unit of recovery: if one of the RUs in 
the chain cannot be processed, the entire chain is 
discarded. Each RU belongs to only one chain. which 
has a beginning and an end indicated via control bits in 
request/response headers within the RU chain. Each 
RU can be designated as first-in-chain (FIC), 
last-in-chain (LIC). middle-in-chain (MIC), or 
only-in-chain (OIC). Response units and 
expedited-flow request units are always sent as 
only-in-chain. 

RUN disk. The virtual disk that contains the VTAM 
and VM SNA console support (VSCS) load libraries, 
program temporary fixes (PTFs) and user-written 
modifications from the ZAP disk. See BASE disk, 
DELTA disk, MERGE disk, and ZAP disk. 

same-domain LV-LU session. In SNA, an LU-LU 
session between logical units (LUs) in the same domain. 
Contrast with cross-domain LU-LV session. 

SA. Subarea. 

SAW data. Synonym for session awareness (SA U? tklta. 

SC. Session control. 

scanner interface trace (SIT). A record of the activity 
within the communication scanner processor (CSP) for 
a speCified data link between a 3725 Communication 
Controller and a resource. 

scheduled output. In VT AM, a type of output request 
that is completed, as far as the application program is 
concerned, when the program's output data area is free. 
Contrast with responded output. 

SCIF. Single console image facility. 

SCIP exit. Session control in-bound processing exit. 

scope of commands. In NetView, the facility that 
provides the ability to assign different responsibilities to 
various operators. 

screen. An illuminated display surface; for example, 
the display surface of a CRT or plasma panel. Contrast 
with panel. 

scroll. To move all or part of the display image 
vertically to display data that cannot be observed 
within a single display image. See also page (2). 

SCS. SN A character string. 
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SDLC. Synchronous Data Link Control. 

secondary application program. An application program 
acting as the secondary end of an LU-LU session. 

secondary data base. One of two data bases provided 
by NetView for recording data. It provides backup or a 
temporary storage alternative to the primary data base. 
See primary data base. 

secondary end of a session. That end of a session that 
uses secondary protocols. For an LU-LU session, the 
secondary end of the session is the secondary logical 
unit (SLU). Contrast with primary end of a session. See 
also secondary logical unit (SLU) and half-session. 

secondary half-session. In SNA. the half-session that 
receives the session-activation request. See also 
secondary logical unit (SLU). Contrast with primary 
hal/-session. 

secondary logical unit (SLU). In SNA, the logical unit 
(LU) that contains the secondary half-session for a 
particular LU-LU session. An LU may contain 
secondary and primary half-sessions for different active 
LU-LU sessions. Contrast with primary logical unit 
(PLU). 

secondary logical unit (SLU) key. A key-encrypting 
key used to protect a session cryptography key during 
its transmission to the secondary half-session. 

segmenting of BIUs. In SNA. an optional function of 
path control that divides a basic information unit (BlU) 
received from transmission control into two or more 
path information units (PIUs). The first PlU contains 
the request header (RH) of the BIU and usually part of 
the RU; the remaining PIU or PIUs contain the 
remaining parts of the RU. When segmenting is not 
done. a PIU contains a complete BIU. 

selective cryptographic session. A cryptographic session 
in which an application program is allowed to specify 
the request units to be enciphered. Contrast with 
required cryptographic session and clear session. 

send pacing. In SNA, pacing of message units that a 
component is sending. See also receive JXlcing. 

serial networks. A group of SNA networks connected 
in series by gateways. 

Service Level Reporter (SLR). A program product that 
generates management reports from data sets such as 
System Management Facility (SMF) files. 

session. In SNA. a logical connection between two 
network addressable units (NAUs) that can be 
activated, tailored to provide various protocols, and 
deactivated, as requested. Each session is uniquely 
identified in a transmission header (TH) by a pair of 
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network addresses, identifying the origin and 
destination NAUs of any transmissions exchanged 
during the session. See half-session, LU-LU session, 
SSCP-LU session, SSCP-PU session. and SSCP-SSCP 
session. See also LU-LU session type and PU-PU flow. 

session activation request. In SNA, a request that 
activates a session between two network addressable 
units (NAUs) and specifies session parameters that 
control various protocols during session activity; for 
example, BIND and ACTPU. Synonymous with generiC 
BIND. Contrast with session deactivation request. 

session address space. In VT AM. an ACB address 
space or an associated address space in which an 
OPNDST or OPNSEC macro instruction is issued to 
establish a session. See alsoACB address SJXlce and 
associated address SJXlCC. 

session awareness (SAW) data. Data collected by 
NetView about a session that includes the session type, 
the names of session partners, and information about 
the session activation status. It is collected for LU-LU, 
SSCP-LU, SSCP-PU, a:1.d SSCP-SSCP sessions and for 
non-SNA terminals not supported by NTO. It can be 
displayed in various forms, such as most recent sessions 
lists. 

session control (SC). In SNA, (1) One of the 
components of transmission control. Session control is 
used to purge data flowing in a session after an 
unrecoverable error occurs, to resynchronize the data 
flow after such an error, and to perform cryptographic 
verification. (2) A request unit (RU) category used for 
requests and responses exchanged between the session 
control components of a session and for session 
activation and deactivation requests and responses. 

session control in-bound processing exit (SCIP). A user 
exit that receives control when certain request units 
(RUs) are received by VT AM. 

session cryptography key. In SNA, a data encrypting 
key used to enCipher and decipher function 
management data (FMD) requests transmitted in an 
LU-LU session that uses cryptography. 

session data. Data about a session, collected by 
NetView, that consists of session awareness data and 
session trace data. 

session deactivation request. In SNA, a request that 
deactivates a session between two network addressable 
units (NAUs); for example. UNBIND and DACTPU. 
Synonymous with generic unbind. Contrast with session 
activation request. 

session information retrieval (SIR). The function that 
allows an operator to enable or disable session 
information retrieval for a particular gateway or for all 



gateway sessions. When a gateway session ends, trace 
information about the most recent sequence or FIDD 
numbers to cross the gateway is passed back to all 
system services control points (SSCPs) that have 
enabled SIR for that session or for all sessions. This 
information can also be passed back to the requesting 
host. 

session limit. (1) In SNA, the maximum number of 
concurrently active LU-LU sessions a partIcular logical 
unit can support. (2) In the network control program, 
the maximum number of concurrent line-scheduling 
sessions on a non-SDLC, multipoint line. 

session management exit routine. An 
installation-supplied VT AM exit routine that performs 
authorization, accounting, and gateway path selection 
functions. 

session parameters. In SNA, the parameters that 
specify or constrain the protocols (such as bracket 
protocol and pacing) for a session between two network 
addressable units. See also logon mode. 

session partner. In SNA, one of the two network 
addressable units (NAUs) having an active session. 

session seed. Synonym for initial chaining value. 

session sequence number. In SNA, a 
sequentially-incremented identifier that is assigned by 
data flow control to each request unit on a particular 
normal flow of a session, typically an LU-LU session, 
and is checked by transmission control. The identifier 
is carried in the transmission header (TH) of the path 
information unit (PIU) and is returned in the TH of any 
associated response. Contrast with virtual route seque~ 
number. 

session services. In SN A, one of the types of network 
services in the system services control point (SSCP) and 
in the logical unit (LU). These services provide 
facilities for an LU or a network operator to request 
that the SSCP initiate or terminate sessions between 
logical units. See configuration services and maintena~ 
services. 

session trace. In NetView, the function that collects 
session trace data for sessions involving specified 
resource types or involving a specific resource. 

session trace data. Data relating to sessions that is 
collected by NetView whenever a session trace is 
started and that consists of session activation 
parameters, VT AM path information unit (PIU) data, 
and NCP data. 

session-establishment macro instructions. In VT AM, 
the set of RPL-based macro instructions used to initiate, 
establiSh, or terminate LU-LU sessions. 

session-establishment request. In VT AM, a request to 
an LU to establish a session. For the primary logical 
unit (PLU) of the requested session, the 
session-establishment request is the CINIT sent from 
the system services control point (SSCP) to the PLU. 
For the secondary logical unit (SLU) of the requested 
session, the session-establishment request is the BIND 
sent from the PLU to the SLU. 

session information block (SIB). A control block that 
contains information about a particular SNA session. 

session-initiation request. In SNA, an Initiate or logon 
request from a logical unit (LU) to a system services 
control point (SSCP) that an LU-LU session be 
activated. 

session-level pacing. In SNA, a flow control technique 
that permits a receiving connection point manager to 
control the data transfer rate (the rate at which it 
receives request units) on the normal flow. It is used to 
prevent overloading a receiver with unprocessed 
requests when the sender can generate requests faster 
than the receiver can process them. See also p:lcing and 
virtual route p:lcing. 

session monitor. The component of NetView that 
collects and correlates session-related data and provides 
online access to this information. 

session setup failure notification (SSFN). Session 
awareness data provided by NetView when there is a 
failure. It identifies the system services control point 
(SSCP) that detects an error, which SSCPs are involved, 
and the names of the session partners affected. 

session-termination request. In VT AM, a request that 
an LU-LU session be terminated. 

shadow resource. In VTAM. an alternate 
representation of a network resource that is retained as 
a definition for possible future use. 

share limit. In SNA. the maximum number of control 
points that can concurrently control a network 
resource. 

shared. Pertaining to the availability of a resource to 
more than one use at the same time. 

shared-control gateway. A gateway consisting of one 
gateway NCP that is controlled by more than one 
gateway system services control point (SSCP). 

shared session. A feature of a saved system that can be 
shared by one or more segments of reentrant code in 
real storage in a virtual machine group. 

show cause. The reason code in the RECMS indicating 
to VTAM or NetView the threshold that was exceeded 
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and whether or not the threshold has been dynamically 
altered. 

SIB. Session information block. 

simple gateway. A gateway consisting of one gateway 
NCP and one gateway system services control point 
(SSCP). 

simulated logon. A session-initiation request generated 
when a VTAM application program issues a 
SIMLOGON macro instruction. The request specifies a 
logical unit (LU) with which the application program 
wants a session in which the requesting application 
program will act as the primary logical unit (PLU). 

single console image facility (SCIF). A VM facility that 
allows multiple consoles to be controlled from a single, 
virtual machine console. 

single-domain network. In SNA, a network with one 
system services control point (SSCP). Contrast with 
multiple-domain network. 

single-thread application program. A VT AM 
application program that processes requests for multiple 
sessions one at a time. Such a program usually requests 
synchronous operations from VTAM, waiting until each 
operation is completed before proceeding. Contrast 
with multithread application program. 

SIR. Session information retrieval. 

SIT. Scanner interface trace. 

SLR. Service Level Reporter. 

SLU. Secondary logical unit. 

SMF. System management facility. 

SMP. System Modification Program. 

SMP/E. System Modification Program Extended. 

SNA. Systems Network Architecture. 

SNA character string (SCS). A character string 
composed of EBCDIC controls, optionally intermixed 
with end-user data, that is carried within a 
request/response unit. 

SNA network. The part of a user-application network 
that conforms to the formats and protocols of Systems 
Network Architecture. It enables reliable transfer of 
data among end users and provides protocols for 
controlling the resources of various network 
configurations. The SNA network consists of network 
addressable units (NAUs), boundary function 
components, and the path control network. 
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SNA network interconnection. The connection, by 
gateways, of two or more independent SNA networks to 
allow communication between logical units in those 
networks. The individual SNA networks retain their 
independence. 

SNA terminal. A terminal that supports Systems 
Network Architecture protocols. 

SNBU. Switched network backup. 

solicited message. A response from VT AM to a 
command entered by a program operator. Contrast 
with unsolicited message. 

span. In NetView, a user-defined group of network 
resources within a single domain. Each major or minor 
node is defined as belonging to one or more spans. See 
also span of control. 

span of control. The total network resources over 
which a particular network operator has control. All 
the network resources listed in spans associated through 
profile definition with a particular network operator are 
within that operator's span of control. 

specific-mode. In VTAM: (1) The form of a 
RECEIVE request that obtains input from one speCific 
session. (2) The form of an accept request that 
completes the establishment of a session by accepting a 
speCific queued CINIT request. Contrast with 
any-mode. See continue-specific mode. 

SSCP. System services control point. 

SSCP ID. In SNA, a number that uniquely identifies a 
system services control point (SSCP). The SSCP ID is 
used in session activation requests sent to physical units 
(PUs) and other SSCPs. 

SSCP rerouting. In SNA network interconnection, the 
technique used by the gateway system services control 
point (SSCP) to send session-initiation request units 
(RUs), by way of a series of SSCP-SSCP sessions, from 
one SSCP to another, until the owning SSCP is reached. 

SSCP-LU session. In SNA, a session between a system 
services control point (SSCP) and a logical unit (LU); 
the session enables the LU to request the SSCP to help 
initiate LU-LU sessions. 

SSCP-PU session. In SNA, a session between a system 
services control point (SSCP) and a physical unit (PU); 
SSCP-PU sessions allow SSCPs to send requests to and 
receive status information from individual nodes in 
order to control the network configuration. 

SSCP-SSCP session. In SN A. a session between the 
system services control point (SSCP) in one domain and 
the SSCP in another domain. An SSCP-SSCP session is 



used to initiate and terminate cross-domain LV-LV 
sessions. 

SSFN. Session setup failure notification. 

SSP. System Support Programs (IBM program 
product). Its full name is Advanced Communications 
Function for System Support Programs. 

ST. Session configuration screen abbreviation. 

start option. In VT AM, a user-specified or 
IBM-supplied option that determines certain conditions 
that are to exist during the time a VT AM system is 
operating. Start options can be predefined or specified 
when VTAM is started. 

start-stop transmission. (1) (TC97) Asynchronous 
transmission such that a group of signals representing a 
character is preceded by a start element and is followed 
by a stop element. (2) Asynchronous transmission in 
which a group of bits is preceded by a start bit that 
prepares the receiving mechanism for the reception and 
registration of a character and is followed by at least 
one stop bit that enables the receiving mechanism to 
come to an idle condition pending the reception of the 
next character. See also binary synchronous transmission 
and synchronous data link control. 

station. (1) One of the input or output points of a 
network that uses communication facilities; for 
example, the telephone set in the telephone system or 
the point where the business machine interfaces with 
the channel on a leased private line. (2) One or more 
computers, terminals, or devices at a particular location. 

statistic. In NetView, a resource-generated data base 
record that contains recoverable error counts, traffic, 
and other significant data about a resource. 

status code. In VT AM, information on the status of a 
resource as shown in a lO-character state code; for 
example, STATEACTIV for active. 

status modifier. In VTAM, a speCific character 
appearing in specific positions of the status code; for 
example, B in the 10th pOSition indicates a backup. 

status monitor. A component of NetView that collects 
and summarizes information on the status of resources 
defined in a VT AM domain. 

subarea (SA). A portion of the SNA network 
consisting of a subarea node, any attached peripheral 
nodes, and their associated resources. Within a subarea 
node, all network addressable units, links, and adjacent 
link stations (in attached peripheral or subarea nodes) 
that are addressable within the subarea share a common 
subarea address and have distinct element addresses. 

subarea address. In SNA, a value in the subarea field of 
the network address that identifies a particular subarea. 
See also element address. 

subarea link. In SNA, a link that connects two subarea 
nodes. 

subarea LU. In SNA, a logical unit in a subarea node. 
Contrast with peripheral LU. 

subarea node. In SNA, a node that uses network 
addresses for routing and whose routing tables are 
therefore affected by changes in the configuration of 
the network. Subarea nodes can provide boundary 
function support for peripheral nodes. Type 4 and type 
5 nodes are subarea nodes. See also intermediate routing 
node, peripheral node, and node type. 

subarea PU. In SNA, a physical unit (PU) in a subarea 
node. 

subarea/element address split. The division of a 16-bit 
network address into a subarea addlc:;s and an element 
address. 

subsystem. A secondary or subordinate system, usually 
capable of operating independent of, or asynchronously 
With, a controlling system. 

subvector. A component of a major vector. 

supervisor. The part of a control program that 
coordinates the use of resources and maintains the flow 
of processing unit operations. 

supervisor call (SYC). A request that serves as the 
interface into operating system functions, such as 
allocating storage. The SVC protects the operating 
system from inappropriate user entry. All operating 
system requests must be handled by SVCs. 

supervisor call (SYC) Instruction. An instruction that 
interrupts the program being executed and passes 
control to the supervisor so that it can perform a 
speCific service indicated by the instruction. 

suppression character. In NetView, a user-defined 
character that is coded at the beginning of a command 
list statement or a command to prevent the statement or 
command from appearing on the operator's terminal 
screen or in the network log. 

SVC. (1) Supervisor call. (2) With X.2S NPSI, 
switched virtual circuit. 

switched line. A communication line in which the 
connection between the communication controller and 
a remote link station is established by dialing. 
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switched major node. In VT AM, a major node whose 
minor nodes are physical units and logical units 
attached by switched SDLC links. 

switched network backup (SNBU). In VT AM, an 
optional facility that allows a user to specify, for 
certain types of PUs, a switched line to be used as an 
alternate path if the primary line becomes unavailable 
or unusable. 

switched virtual circuit (SVC). An X.25 NPSI circuit 
that is dynamically established when needed. The X.25 
equivalent of a switched line. 

symptom string. A structured character string written 
to a file when VTAM detects certain error conditions. 

SYNAD exit routine. A synchronous EXLST exit 
routine that is entered when a physical error is detected. 

Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC). A discipline 
for managing synchronous, code-transparent, 
serial-by-bit information transfer over a link 
connection. Transmission exchanges may be duplex or 
half-duplex over switched or nonswitched links. The 
configuration of the link connection may be 
point-to-point, multipoint, or loop. SDLC conforms to 
subsets of the Advanced Data Communication Control 
Procedures (ADCCP) of the American National 
Standards Institute and High-Level Data Link Control 
(HDLC) of the International Standards Organization. 

synchronous operation. In VT AM, a communication, 
or other operation in which VT AM, after receiving the 
request for the operation, does not return control to the 
program until the operation is completed. Contrast 
with asynchronous operation. 

synchronous request. In VTAM, a request for a 
synchronous operation. Contrast with asynchronous 
request. 

system management facility (SMF). A standard feature 
of MVS that collects and records a variety of system 
and job-related information. 

System Modification Program (SMP). An operating 
system component that facilitates the process of 
installing and servicing an MVS system. See also System 
Modification Program Extended. 

System Modification Program Extended (SMP IE). An 
IBM program product that facilitates the process of 
installing and servicing an MVS system. See also System 
Modification Program. 

system monitor. The portion of the configuration image 
in a 3601 Finance Communication Controller that 
handles communications with control operators and 
records error statistics and other operational data. 
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system services control point (SSCP). In SNA, a focal 
point within an SNA network for managing the 
configuration, coordinating network operator and 
problem determination requests, and providing directory 
support and other session services for end users of the 
network. Multiple SSCPs, cooperating as peers, can 
divide the network into domains of control, with each 
SSCP having a hierarchical control relationship to the 
physical units and logical units within its domain. 

Systems Network Architecture (SNA). The description 
of the logical structure, formats, protocols, and 
operational sequences for transmitting information 
units through and controlling the configuration and 
operation of networks. 

System Support Programs (SSP). An IBM program 
product, made up of a collection of utilities and small 
programs, that supports the operation of the NCP. 

T AF. Terminal access facility. 

tailing. A feature on a multi-channel modem that 
allows another modem link to be attached to one of the 
channels. See multi-tailed and twin-tailed. See also fanout. 

takeover. The process by which the failing active 
subsystem is released from its extended recovery facility 
(XRF) sessions with terminal users and replaced by an 
alternate subsystem. See resource takeover. 

TAP. Trace analysis program. 

task. A basic unit of work to be accomplished by a 
computer. The task is usually specified to a control 
program in a multiprogramming or multiprocessing 
en vironmen t. 

task panel. Online display from which you 
communicate with the program in order to accomplish 
the program's function, either by selecting an option 
provided on the panel or by entering an explicit 
command. See help panel. 

TC. Transmission control. 

TCAM. (1) Telecommunications Access Method. 
(2) The IBM program product whose full name is 
Advanced Communications Function for TCAM and 
that provides queued message handling. TCAM 
Versions 1 and 2 are access methods, but TCAM 
Version 3 is a message handling subsystem. 

TeAS. Terminal control address space. 

TCU. Transmission control unit. 

telecommunication line. Any physical medium such as 
a wire or microwave beam, that is used to transmit data. 
Synonymous with transmission line. 



teletypewriter exchange service (TWX). Teletypewriter 
service in which suitably ananged teletypewriter 
stations are provided with lines to a central office for 
access to other such stations throughout the U.S. and 
Canada. Both baudot and ASCII-coded machines are 
used. Business machines may also be used with certain 
restrictions. 

temporary error. A resource failure that can be 
resolved by error recovery programs. Synonymous with 
performance en'or. Contrast with permanent en'or. 

terminal. A device that is capable of sending and 
receiving information over a link; it is usually equipped 
with a keyboard and some kind of display, such as a 
screen or a printer. 

terminal access facility (TAF). In N'etView, a facility 
that allows a network operator to control a number of 
subsystems. In a full-screen or operator control session, 
operators can control any combination of such 
subsystems simultaneously. 

terminal control address space (TCAS). The part of 
TSO/VTAM that provides logon services for 
TSO/VT AM users. 

terminal component. An addressable part of a terminal 
that performs an input or output function, such as the 
display component of a keyboard-display device or a 
printer component of a keyboard-printer device. 

terminate. In SNA, a request unit that is sent by a 
logical unit (LU) to its system services control point 
(SSCP) to cause the SSCP to start a procedure to end 
one or more designated LU-LU sessions. 

TG. Transmission group. 

TGID. Transmission group identifier. 

TH. Transmission header. 

threshold. In NetView, refers to a percentage value set 
for a resource and compared to a calculated 
error-to-traffic ratio. 

threshold analysis and remote access. (1) A component 
of NetView that can notify a central operator about 
network problems and errors. It provides remote 
control of IBM 3600 and 4700 controllers and can 
record, analyze, and display performance and status 
data on IBM 3600 and 4700 Finance Communications 
Systems. (2) The feature of the back-level NPDA 
program product that performs some of these functions. 

TIC. Token-ring interface coupler. 

time sharing option (TSO). An optional configuration 
of the operating system that provides conversational 
time sharing from remote stations. 

timeout recovery. Restarting system operations after 
they have been interrupted by failure of a certain event 
to occur. 

time sharing option for VTAM (TSO/VTAM). An 
optional configuration of the operating system that 
provides conversational time sharing from remote 
stations in a network using VT AM. 

token. A sequence of bitll passed from one device to 
another along the network. When the token has data 
appended to it, it becomes a frame. 

token ring. A network, having a ring topology, that 
passes tokens from one attaching device to another. 
For example, the IBM Token-Ring Network. 

token-ring interface coupler (TIC). An adapter (~.at 
can connect a 3725 Communication Controller to an 
IBM Token-Ring Network. 

trace analysis program (TAP). An SSP program service 
aid that assists in analyzing trace data produced by 
VT AM, TCAM, and NCP and provides network data 
traffic and network error reports. 

transmission control character. Any control character 
used to control or facilitate transmission of data 
between data terminal equipment. Synonymous with 
conununication control character. 

transmission control (TC) layer. In SNA, the layer 
within a half-session that synchronizes and paces 
session-level data traffic, checks session sequence 
numbers of requests, and enciphers and deciphers 
end-user data. Transmission control has two 
components: the connection point manager and session 
control. See also half-session. 

transmission control unit (TCD). A communication 
control unit whose operations are controlled solely by 
programmed instructions from the computing system to 
which the unit is attached; no program is stored or 
executed in the unit. Examples are the IBM 2702 and 
2703 Transmission Controls. Contrast with 
conununication controller. 

transmission group (TG). In SN A, a group of links 
between adjacent subarea nodes, appearing as a single 
logical link for routing of messages. A transmission 
group may consist of one or more SDLC links (parallel 
links) or of a single System/370 channel. 

transmission group identifier (TGID). In SNA, a set of 
three values, unique for each transmission group, 
consisting of the subarea addresses of the two adjacent 
nodes connected by the transmission group, and the 
transmission group number (1-255). 
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transmission header (TH). In SNA. control 
information. optionally followed by a basic information 
unit (BIU) or a BIU segment, that is created and used 
by path control to route message units and to control 
their flow within the network. See also path information 
unit. 

transmission line. Synonym for telecommunication line. 

transmission priority. In SNA, a rank assigned to a 
path information unit (PIU) that determines its 
precedence for being selected by the transmission group 
control component of path control for forwarding to 
the next subarea node of the route used by the PIU. 

transmission services (TS) profile. In SN A, a 
specification in a session activation request (and 
op.tionally, in the responses) of transmission control 
(TC) protocols (such as session-level pacing and the 
usage of session-level requests) to be supported by a 
particular session. Each defined transmission services 
profile is identified by a number. 

transmission subsystem component (TSC). The 
component of VT AM that comprises the transmission 
control, path control, and data link control layers of 
SNA. 

transparent mode. A mode of binary synchronous 
communication (BSC) text transmission in which data 
are transmitted only as specific bit patterns. 

TSC. Transmission subsystem component. 

TSO. Time sharing option. 

TSO/VTAM. Time sharing option for VTAM. 

tutorial. Online information presented in a teaching 
format. 

twin-tailed. When a communication controller with an 
NCP is attached to two host processors. See multi-tailed. 
See also fanout and tailing. 

TWX. Teletypewriter exchange service. 

unbind. In SNA, a request to deactivate a session 
between two logical units (LUs). See also session 
deactivation request. Contrast with BIND. 

unformatted. In VT AM, pertaining to commands (such 
as LOGON or LOGOFF) entered by an end user and 
sent by a logical unit in character form. The 
character-coded command must be in the syntax defined 
in the user's unformatted system services definition 
table. Synonymous with character-coded. Contrast with 
field-formatted. 

unformatted system services (USS). In SN A products, a 
system services control point (SSCP) facility that 
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translates a character-coded request. such as a logon or 
logoff request into a field-formatted request for 
processing by formatted system services and translates 
field-formatted replies and responses into 
character-coded requests for processing by a logical 
unit. Contrast with formatted system services. See also 
converted command. 

uninterpreted name. In SNA, a character string that a 
system services control point (SSCP) is able to convert 
into the network name of a logical unit (LU). 
Typically, an uninterpreted name is used in a logon or 
Initiate request from a secondary logical unit (SLU) to 
identify the primary logical unit (PLU) with which the 
session is requested. 

unsolicited message. A message, from VTAM to a 
program operator, that is unrelated to any command 
entered by the program operator. Contrast with solicited 
message. 

upstream. In the direction of data flow from the end 
user to the host. Contrast with downstream. 

upstream device. For the IBM 3710 Network 
Controller, a device located in a network such that the 
device is positioned between the 3710 and a host. A 
communication controller upstream from the 3710 is an 
example of an upstream device. Contrast with 
dO'tlmStream device. 

upstream line. For the IBM 3710 Network Controller. 
a telecommunication line attaching a 3710 to an 
upstream device. Contrast with downstream line. 

user. Anyone who requires the services of a computing 
system. 

user correlator. A 4-byte value supplied to VT AM by 
an application program when certain macro instructions 
(such as REQSESS) are issued. It is returned to the 
application program when subsequent events occur 
(such as entry to a SeIP exit routine upon receipt of 
BIND) that result from the procedure started by the 
original macro instruction. 

user exit. A point in an IBM-supplied program at 
which a user exit routine may be given control. 

user exit queue. A structure built by VTAM that is 
used to serialize the execution of application program 
exit routines. Only one exit routine on each user exit 
queue can run at a time. 

YSERV AR. An application name used to route a 
session-establishment request to the currently active 
application subsystem. 

user-application network. A configuration of data 
processing products, such as processors, controllers, and 



terminals, established and operated by users for the 
purpose of data processing or information exchange, 
which may use services offered by communication 
common carriers or telecommunication 
Administrations. Contrast with public network. 

user-written generation application. A user-written 
program that runs with the NCP/EP definition facility 
(NDF) during NCP generation. It processes definition 
statements and operands. 

using node. An NCP or modem directly attached to a 
host. For the command facility of NetView and for 
NCCF, the ID parameter of certain commands refers to 
the using node. 

USS. Unformatted system services. 

variable. In NetView, a character string beginning 
with & that is coded in a command list and is assigned a 
value during execution of the command list. 

viewing fllter. In NetView, the function that aliows a 
user to select the data to be displayed on a terminal. All 
other stored data is blocked. 

virtual disk. (1) A logical subdivision (or all) of a 
physical disk pack in the VM operating system that has 
its own virtual device address, consecutive virtual 
cylinders, and a volume table of contents (VTOC) or 
disk label identifier. (2) Synonymous with minidisk. 

virtual machine. A functional simulation of a computer 
and its associated devices. 

Virtual Machine (VM). A program product whose full 
name is the Virtual Machine/System Product (VM/SP). 
It is a software operating system that manages the 
resources of a real processor to provide virtual machines 
to end users. As a time-sharing system control program, 
it consists of the virtual machine control program (CP). 
the conversational monitor system (CMS). the group 
control system (GCS). and the interactive problem 
control system (IPCS). 

virtual machine group. One or more virtual machines 
that have been loaded in the same group control system 
(GCS). 

virtual route (VR). In SNA. a logical connection (1) 
between two subarea nodes that is physically realized as 
a particular explicit route, or (2) that is contained 
wholly within a subarea node for intra-node sessions. A 
virtual route between distinct subarea nodes imposes a 
transmission priority on the underlying explicit route. 
provides flow control through virtual-route pacing. and 
provides data integrity through sequence numbering of 
path information units (PIUs). See also explicit route 
(ER), path. and route extension. 

virtual route identifier (VRID). In SNA, a virtual route 
number and a transmission priority number that. when 
combined with the subarea addresses for the subareas at 
each end of a route. identify the virtual route. 

virtual route (VR) pacing. In SNA. a flow control 
technique used by the virtual route control component 
of path control at each end of a virtual route to control 
the rate at which path information units (PIUs) flow 
over the virtual route. VR pacing can be adjusted 
according to traffic congestion in any of the nodes 
along the route. See also pacing and session-level pacing. 

virtual route pacing response (VRPRS). A 
non-sequenced. supervisory path information unit 
(PIU) that flows at network priority. It may overtake 
VR-sequenced PIUs and consists of a transmission 
header with no basic information unit (BIU) data. 

\'irtual route selection exit routine. In VT AM. an 
optional installation exit routine that modifies the list 
of virtual routes associated with a particular class of 
service before a route is selected for a requested LU-LU 
session. 

virtual route sequence number. In SNA. a sequential 
identifier assigned by the virtual route control 
component of path control to each path information 
unit (PIU) that flows over a virtual route. It is stored 
in the transmission header of the PIU. Contrast with 
session sequence number. 

virtual storage. (ISO) The notion of storage space that 
may be regarded as addressable main storage by the user 
of a computer system in which virtual addresses are 
mapped into real addresses. The size of virtual storage 
is limited by the addressing scheme of the computer 
system and by the amount of auxiliary storage available. 
not by the actual number of main storage locations. 

Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM). An access 
method for direct or sequential processing of fixed and 
variable-length records on direct access devices. The 
records in a VSAM data set or file can be organized in 
logical sequence by a key field (key sequence). in the 
physical sequence in which they are written on the data 
set or file (entry-sequence). or by relative-record 
number. 

Virtual Storage Extended (VSE). An IBM program 
product whose full name is the Virtual Storage 
Extended/ Advanced Function. It is a software 
operating system controlling the execution of programs. 

Virtual Storage Extended/Operator Communication 
Control Facility (VSE/OCCF). A facility that 
intercepts messages from the VSE supervisor. NCCF 
and VSE/OCCF help an NCCF operator control 
multiple VSE systems from a central site. 
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Virtual Telecommunications Access Method (VT AM). 
An IBM program product that controls communication 
and the flow of data in an SNA network. It provides 
single-domain, multiple-domain, and interconnected 
network capability. 

Virtual Telecommunications Access Method Entry 
(VT AME). A program product that provides 
single-domain and multiple-domain network capability 
for 4300 systems using VSE. 

VIT. VTAM internal trace. 

VM. Virtual Machine operating system. Its full name 
is Virtual Machine/System Product. 

VM SNA console support (VSCS). A VT AM 
component for the VM environment that provides 
System Network Architecture (SNA) support. It allows 
SNA terminals to be virtual machine consoles. See also 
VM/VTAM Communication Network Application. 

VM/SP. Virtual Machine/System Product operating 
system. Synonym for VM. 

VM/VCNA. VM/VTAM Communications Network 
Application. 

VM/VTAM Communications Network Application 
(VM/VCNA). An IBM program product that provides 
SNA support for VM. It allows SNA terminals to be 
used as virtual machine consoles. See also VM SNA 
console support. 

YR. Virtual route. 

VRID. Virtual route identifier. 

VRPRS. Virtual route pacing response. 

VSAM. Virtual Storage Access Method. 

VSCS. VM SNA console support. 

VSE. Virtual Storage Extended operating system. 

VSE/ AF. Virtual Storage Extended/Advanced 
Function operating system. Synonym for VSE. 

VSE/OCCF. Virtual Storage Extended/Operator 
Communication Control Facility. 

VT AM. Virtual Telecommunications Access Method 
(IBM program product). Its full name is Advanced 
Communications Function for the Virtual 
Telecommunications Access Method. 

VTAM application program. A program that has opened 
an ACB to identify itself to VT AM and can now issue 
VT AM macro instructions. 
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VT AM definition. The process of defining the user 
application network to VT AM and modifying 
IBM-defined characteristics to suit the needs of the 
user. 

VTAM definition library. The operating system files or 
data sets that contain the definition. statements and 
start options filed during VT AM definition. 

VTAME. Virtual Telecommunications Access Method 
Entry. 

VT AM internal trace (VIT). A trace used in VT AM to 
collect data on channel I/O, use of locks, and storage 
management services. 

VTAM operator. A person or program authorized to 
issue VT AM operator commands. See domain operator, 
program operator, and necwork operator (2). 

VT AM operator command. A command used to monitor 
or control a VTAM domain. 

VTAM Terminal I/O Coordinator (VTlOC). The part 
of TSO/VTAM that converts TSO TGET, TPUT, TPG, 
and terminal control macro instructions into SNA 
request units. 

VTIOC. VT AM Terminal I/O Coordinator. 

window. (1) In SNA, synonym for pacing group. (2) A 
small amount of information in a framed-in area on a 
panel that overlays part of the panel. 

window size. In SNA, synonym for pacing group size. 

wrap. The continuation of an operation from the 
maximum addressable location in storage to the first 
addressable location. 

wrap count. In NetView, the number of events that 
can be retained or. the data base for a specific resource. 

XID. A data link control command and response 
passed between adjacent nodes that allows the two 
nodes to exchange identification and other information 
necessary for operation over the data link. 

XRF. Extended recovery facility. 

X.21. See Recommendation X.21 (Geneva 1980). 

X.21 communication adapter. An IBM 3710 Network 
Controller communication adapter that can combine 
and send information on one line at speeds up to 64 
kbps, and conforms to CCITT X.21 standards. See also 
Recommendation X.21 (Geneva 1980). 

X.2S. See Recommendation X.25 (Geneva 1980). 



X.2S NCP Packet Switching Interface (NPSI). The 
X.25 Network Control Program Packet Switching 
Interface. which is an IBM program product that allows 
SNA users to communicate over packet-switched data 
networks that have interfaces complying with 
Recommendation X.25 (Geneva 1980) of the 
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative 
Committee (CCITT). It allows SNA programs to 
communicate with SNA equipment or with non-SNA 
equipment over such networks. In addition. this 
product may be used to attach native X.25 equipment to 
SNA host systems without a packet network. See also 
Recommendation }{.25 (Geneva 1980). 

ZAP disk. The virtual disk in the VM operating system 
that contains the user-written modifications to VTAM 

code. See BASE disk. DELTA disk. MERGE disk, and 
RUN disk. 

2-wire. A type of coupler that has two wires attached 
to it. These two wires connect to one telephone line. 

4-wire. A type of coupler that has four wires attached 
to it. These four wires connect to two telephone lines. 

31-bit storage addressing. The storage address structure 
available in an MVS/XA operating system. 

3710 network. A 3710 Network Controller and its 
attached lines and devices. 
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Index Code Abbreviated Title Order no. 

EP-IRD Emulation Program Installation, Resource Definition, SC30-3338 
and Diagnosis 

NCP-CS NCP Customization LY30-5571 

NCP-RF NCP Reference LY30-5569 

NCP/SSP-DG NCP and SSP Diagnosis Guide SC30-3255 

NCP/SSP-GL NCP and SSP Generation and Loading SC30-3348 

NCP/SSP-MI NCP and SSP Migration SC30-3252 

NCP/SSP-RD NCP and SSP Resource Definition Reference SC30-3254 

NCP /SSP-RDG NCP and SSP Resource Definition Guide SC30-3349 

NPP-GI Network Program Products General Information GC30-3350 

NPP-PL Network Program Products Planning SC30-3351 

NPP-SAM Network Program Products Samples: NetView SC30-3352 

NV-AR NetView Administration Reference SC30-3361 

NV-CL NetView Command Lists SC30-3423 

NV-D NetView Diagnosis LY30-5587 

NV-HPD NetView Hardware Problem Determination SC30-3366 
Reference 

NV-IA NetView Installation and Administration Guide SC30-3360 

NV-O NetView Operation SC30-3364 

NV-OP NetView Operation Primer SC30-3363 

NV-SC NetView Scenerios SC30-3376 

SSP-CCPIN SSP Installation and Diagnosis for CCP SC30-3262 

SSP-CCPUG SSP User's Guide for CCP SC30-3261 

SSP-DR SSP Diagnosis Reference LY30-5564 

VTAM-CS VT AM Customization SC23-0112 

VTAM-DG VT AM Diagnosis Guide SC23-0116 

VTAM-DR VT AM Diagnosis Reference LY30-5582 

VTAM-IR VT AM Installation and Resource Definition SC23-0111 

VTAM-OP VT AM Operation SC23-0113 

VTAM-PG VT AM Programming SC23-0115 
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